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| l1R. PLY"GAMER: Our position i '~: » oux

intention i to present Or, Hal3. and Ox. Gran am as rebuttal

w'nasses o ConsistGExt wi'Lh wh Qt the rules cont elQplate y ve

were gong to file ~'~ we anticiQPte f3.ling Qx pxess.lxckg chal,rect

testimony.

think it s entirely cons'tMC p Qol'~ Only with

tne status of the evidence but also with tne rules of, vidence

—Me status of the evidence in this ca e ~d with Waa rules

of evidence, that we present Dz. Hall ~ a zobuttal .<itness.

He will be presented to rebut poin s Mat were made during

the examination of the applicant's geological witnesses.

:<cCoxmick quite specifically states that parties axe permitted

f6
- ~

;17

to present new witnesses cn rebuttal test~aony.

So I think i"'s no only consistent with our

rights under the rules, but it fits in well with tne schedule

to require pxefiled direct testimony in the rebuttal portion

of the case, and that X tnink it would fi in nicely with

the schedule to have that rebuttal filed during the two week

bxaak that we axe coming ug to and >en fo the part:-;es to

. stand —present their cases and stan>A cross-emuiLnation

during the first week of February.

X might also note that, should the Appeal i3oawd

rule and direct the issuance oz subpoenas, that that could be
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c'aRen care of at that 0 me> too

!4R. EQRTGP.: Hell iL-.s. Bowers, in response ~m

that, X don'~ really care whether L1r. .=leischaker fil s pre-

pared testimony for rebuttal or. not, that's fine with us "=

he vanm .'"o do tha .

3 don t think 'NG hate to file rebut al test)sl
wnen we haven't heard Keir entire case yeto 'Zhat's no longer

~ I.$

l2

rebuttal testimony, that is guesst~te 'sti.-ony «s +a what

trey'r going to say, and ve have to ~nligation to file our

rebut~ testimony un"il their casa is concluded ao >le

~ established, X tniulc, on t4e first day of hh's 'hearing,

~ the first )/ednesday morning, if X'm not mista1:en ' that the

Applicant, having the bu-den of proof, has the last bit'e

of ~We apple. And that includes rebuttal estimony afar 'the

conclusion of the Xntervenors'ebut al.
And until we hear that »- wa haven''ven seen

Dr. Hall, and X don't care if Dr Hall comes as a. rebu "al

witness, thai= doesn't bother me, but Me az gong to ~~ e his

.20

deposition, we are going to ask or a subpoena for his depo-

sition

He has been listed as a ~r".mess since last fall<
I

and he's been unavailable for deposition because he's been in

Hurope and we""e going to take his daposi ion X don't care

if he comes as a direct witness or as a rebuttal wit"..ess,

it doesn't mean that we don't have Me right to depose him.
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A"d so X real'<y don -'isagree wJ.N. anythina

IL, e pleischa.ce is saying o ~f 'M 4'l~~ts to suoQLLt prepared

tesCimony, fine, if he wan~< to usa re. Hall on rebuttal>

fine, hut we still have th< ..igh. to depose him and we still

6

have che right to go last wiM our rebui:i".al ~estimony.

IR. PLEXSCHAMR: Jlay X ..peak to -iiat?

X don't have any schedul." —Z don'~". see any

ip

<2

i4

reason why wa cantt schedule> X dcn't hav~ any problems with

Hr. Norton taking Dx'. Hall's deposition. input X think that,

it's entirely„ if one pax"hy i going to file nref~led rebuttal

testimony, I th~ that all parties should.

And X think that in hnis case, givon the nature

of tne proceeding and, you resow„- the 0 c>apical aspects of

the issues arA the effort that all We parties have made

'l7

$ 8

get adequately prepared, Chat i's appropriate to p"exile .

the r~&uttal tes imony.

And X think that the App3.icaxt would have suffici- t.

time to get prepared, for example, were we to adjourn sometime

next week. He could schedule some time a'" ~We end of next

I

week to take Dr. Hall's depositiono TL>e Applicant would have

an opportunity at that time to fully explore any position he

has that is either consistent or inconsis~t with the

statements in the aapero And Men during the last week of

January, the parties could file —all parties could prefile
their rebuttal "estimony
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'1R. 'PORTO&!: Prs. Zavars, a.. soon as '~'o .~Mat,

we'xe nor, have.c'abut a'staulony 'o has rahu'-~1< ~d
8 wha'~ 476 re MLt~tied coo '-Phere s no '-'5%v ve can profi '

toga@Re» any ca3.1 ours rebuttal ~ 'Morat s Got >~~u" tal pn our
'i

part

MRS. BONBRS: Uel3. you'ra really talking in a

vacuum until you find out about Dr. Ha13..

There was even a sugge t"on arlier that a

daposi ion might be taken on Sunday af er"con,

12

MR. PLBZSMEQCBR: X'm not going to do that,o

MRo 4OPZOLS 0 X don recall o That vould be

v xy difficult to Qo if ve'xe havi g the hearing ulonday

l7

thxough Saturday and take his deposi-"'on on Sunday afternoon.

That Would be very difficult
MRS. BGtJBRS: Ne3.1 until lw~. Pleischakar gets

in touch ~ith Dr. Hall> X don't hhinlc you can really talk
reality here.

MR. MOXEOHc X don't think there's any doubt

20

but +>at Dr. Ha3,1 is going to be hera. X don't think there is
a moment's doubt about the fact that he hasn't ta1!cad with
him recently. X don't think it changes that, ve sti3.1 have

the same issue wit?x Dro Graham.

MR PLEXSCHAKBR: X ag ee, and X think Mat ve

cou1Q ™0 in vie~I oz the fact th3t everybcdys'chedule is up

in the air, X Wink nc~ is as good a time as any to resolve
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some cf "Mesc issueQ ~

Gn ale basis Qf correspondence 07iU'i Qz «Ha ' p

X believe ~&at he wil3. be avai3.ab3.o i.o represent evidence and

esC$ JGony,in;wis Case« I >'ave QQ;h A~ q1;cd to MN yet g bu

~erohe him a 1e&az, he @rote bac}c «nd ~ Men he merc me a

telegram, so I fully ewpec" Meal h:a ~cauld be availabLeo

We'e gob his schsdu3.e and Dr. Graham's schedule

—X tal}cd m Dz. Graham —.Ae a~~ozneys have schedules haze

IO

and I <Linis, "~ might be irell .~o resolve scma of Uxese issue
abou~ prefi'ed rabu&aL hashimony.

i5

i~o BOHEPB: Let me c}iec}. viM i}r. hlorton

Xs iC your posimon WaC because you ta}ce Dr, Gall

deposition Mat you'e not. in .~Pe position to fi'e rebuh~a3.7

NR. tCORTOH! Ho~ I Cake his deposition for the

same reason I take anybody else"o deposi~Don> and ma~ s for
discovary purposes That does not. me~ 4 xa- I can prepare

'f,8

rebut.- l testimony as a result of fchat. deposition I can on'y

prepare rebuttal Mstimony as a resu3.'" of his testimony, aud

20

until:,I'see that, until X see his tes~ony or'ear'C, X

cannoC prepare my rebuMa1. Xn his deposition he may say

entirely different, ~Wings because chat's based on the questions

X ask.

MRS. BOWERS ~ 4'el'. thai"'s +ha™~ I brought. I said<

ing Co stake your pos9L30&g ~~Ma@ g\MC 'KQRing a.he depcsiCLon

would not, put you in a posiMon to prepare rebuMalo



0
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~QZ. NORTON: K~solut ly ot.

MR. PLZXBCHAKpR: Hall X'd lii;a to nota tba" hexa

on Pag G~:c of I'cCormick's boo.':p where ~".ey haik about this
oituatianp they ta3.% about tea fac".. ~ at 'cd plaintiff's
witnesses on rebuttal may be naw ones.

Apd it s el9s 0 ms ~at NG ..a facing p you KiloÃp

1P

this is the situation wa"za facing, eiQ>e >la have simuljvuxeou~
'Ifiling ox rebuttal testimony or wa have 4o prefila, oz we have

to f1la oux'ebuttal.p and chan we move on to—
IM. HORTOH: Excuse map ll"s. Bowers.

Could limo Pleischalcer road Ma8 sentence again

slowly and carefully'?

&IR. PXBXSCBAKBR: Xt's nor. the whole smxCance.

"The plaintiff's witnesses in
rebuttal may ba new ones."

$ 7

HR. iTGRTOH: Excuse map tha plaintiff's witnesses,

that isp the one who has the burden of proof. The
~defendant.'hich

in this case the defense witnessas would ba cia.

20

.P3.eischnker'sp he's not supp sad to bring new witnesses on

rebuttal because ha goas second and ha's supposed to put his
wi'tnasses on Mano

Mx'~ r. 3.eisc583~43r has g Qst xsad Ãhac X scLLd last
4vaek. Ne have no right to bring in new witnesses because wa

go —wa have aright to rebut llr. Plaischalcar's case after
he does it Be is rebutting our casa after wa put. it on.
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he is doing a direct, and XQ33QQcal 8'0 eke s<~AG 'Cimeo So he has

].us reM~ Re very sentence ha~ X mas arguing l;o5 week.

FXrEXSCHAKHR: Hog U23P'c ~ie're 'ca king
abou-'s

@heather you can present, new evidence, ne~s:vitnesses in
rebuctal Restany, and @Pal's ~We .r.oinh X'm making. Zt.

goes on ho say:

"Xf new poin~m are brought out, in

the plainMff's rebuQP~~ evidence> We dhfandanm

00
meeC &em by evideM8 and re)oinder( and o&er~

'Bise's closes his case GG once+

So ic's quite clear Mat, you Lance, ho+eve you"

70

put <be hurd~ of proof, boM par 'es have the right., Co enter

a rebu~.M. Cestimonyo Xn act, as % rul s of procedure

are wrih snp the plaintiff presents his rebuttal. testimony

first and 4e defendant, then prasanM his zebu'"Pal 4as~ny
The point, is tha8 it, seems M me tha4 ve have,

first. of all< ve have the righh to preset Hr Hall in .

rebuttal ~sCimony Xn terms of —if Uro MorMn is worried

about surprise> X don'. have any problem with him Caking hi.s

deposi.49.on. X think MaC i4 would he most, ezgecLLtious Co

require prefi3.ed tasCimony, prefiled rebuhta3. Mstimony and,
."22- to do it simultaneously

Xf ~MaC's noh the case than ve inL3.X 'gut our

case ono Then ha has Co prefile his,. we geh five days and

+Men ve can come up for &at. rebuMal five days 3.aMro
V





,14R. HQKCQH." .'1lrs. stowe"s, I"m raa3.Xy„upset, xi~~

Mr. Pleischaicer's saying >ha"'Pe ru2.es axe. I ia-.~~., hc's

gust Goad Wro~g Bhaga AG says C9 lC Z~~ Oef~Mld~~t h~~ AG,»

the rule.. provide the Cefon~+5 Boas ~~>e las'i: zabm.tv2.o

is 3us4 dead >lrcngo He s gust, read ~ 8 GQ» tea c8 chat '46

ca~hat

plaintiff has &e right o bring in new cvitnes es m rebut~+

~De 'Vay a vrocced"ng go~~ the p>~'h2 f puts

on his case< the defense thon goes -- aud ua're +".e plan~'f"
in .&is case and Hz P3.aischaks; is ".Aa. defense'ih this case-

the defense then goes and rebuts 'the plaint'.fz s case» XC s

hi's direct case in rebut al of &e plai.n'iff's caseo

Then che p3.aint'f has «We right,"boca'~- e he has

not heard and he has the right. ™o go las"., 'to do rebuttal -m

the.defendant's casoo Xf in that M~utzal the plain&~.ff

brings up new evidence that.hm not come out, heforo, ~men ~We

def~~ e has .Sate right. o coma ou ~rim~ ~shat's called rejoi der

to rebut 'the new evidence in rebuttal.

But CQxe plaintiff Chan has the right'o -abut.

the x'ejoinder. The plaintiff always goes first: cmd Last,

And Mr. Pleischaker is just absolutely totally incorrect when

he says otherwise.

1K PXHZSCHKCBR. Pell that isnlc-,,>ha„ 34 says hers,

Xt doesn't say that the plaint~.fz goes last, i'ays the

defendant goes
3.as'ut,

the only point I'm mC;ing is that, you have the





r ght to pres~at new vi 'i~MQsses i 'KI'9 z'bLlt al RDcL "w'e xe

J Giber peart cf your casee 2QQ the;.Qles a L~ Kt GpQ ' +~ Uris

proceeding in lQ C" R PQ ' gav 'QIc all QF ~~ies g Z i'eliQve p

a9.2.2. have the right to reb~=tQM~ evidmce.

So Mat ee have aIe righ~ to @~~~a"""="l ev'denca>

Whether or not Mxe Horcon brings QU QGM Qoinl~ in his rebuttKl

case o AQd X Mxok it 2.8 faux'M zscgUL:Lre siRLll~eous pref lxxlg

of raoui.tal tss~ony ~l: s w4e ql xc est way ~ do i
ki-. Hcrton is not prejudiced if h™ h~s t.'m oppcxhuni,~ to take

Dry'a];3. s deposition y M~' X m per fSOU y prepared to ~ dQ 5Eato

Za. moaZON: Vali rows. am', Z mo t certainly am

px83'Qdicsi~ because K~+ Pleisch @~Ger in his cross~ezBQQ +a+on

aslced all of oux viMSGses for Weir rebuttal testimony sh&'i

~Wey thought of b1ro Ball's paper, Lrhat they Q:OLIaht of Dro

Graham's papert +hat they ~Wough+ cr Dr. ~.ilvez's»or~, ~e

very painsha!-ing3.y brought out all "~Ie rebuttal,',he's a~l-eady

got most of it So new what he'a saying is Mat ha's going

to get the 3.ast chance to fi3.e prepared MstiILiony.

He's already sean most of ours. Ne haven't seen

any of his. L8e haven't seen Dr. Graham's xebutta3., ve didn'

ask him a single question about his rebuttal tes't'imony. Dro

l hasnc-'ven been here
r

So he rants Ro go and do ~Me la-t th'ing> so that
all these vrMngs that ve don't knee chat they'~e going to

say and X can take his deposi'"" on and that 8 no guarantQQL
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at all @sat I'm gong '".o ask ~' gue. ~=one ruat —vou know,

he can testify to andri"~ing he van@ . '".c. '':oak D". Silver's

deposition< but his testimony dasz you ~ G~J> &'ncs tQat ve

had not seen in the deposition, and w<"= took his deposi+'on

almost all day~

vou donot cQLcv the eos no way in a deposition

that you can get at everything a wi"..ress mav "ossibly
say.'aybeif you Cook his deposition for a we k, you could But

~
Q

when you take his deposition for a f~=.w hours, Wore's no way

you can do that

~ 2

MRSo 30$ iZRS: Na'd like to go o Me Staff
I,LM. Tourtellotta, what's Mxe Staff's pcs'.tion on

MR. TOURTELLOX Zz Nell I'm not sure that I agree,

in the first instanco~ that rebuttal testimony has to ba

filed in writMm foxmo I know I'e participated in other

proceedings where rebuttal testimony ha" been presented simply
IB in an oral fashion by witnesses who ware on the s'pot at ~We

'l9 time, that the cases, the direct cases of the var'ious parties
20 closed And I don'. think that one can read the xegulations

.22,

which provide %mt written estimony should be fi;lad fox a

direct case as meaning ~Mat testimony needs to be filed fox

a rebuttal case, in the first place.

In the second place, I would also ten'd to agree

'hat simultaneous fi3,w~ g of so-called rebus. testimony could
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doing is vou'ra filing a s"'ccnd =cmd o ';stingily;~h'.m is

HLoze or less in the nature of Cire c~ ~8$ ~ 'peg>i y because UQ

all kQcif What our pQsitions are R%4Ãav KRG Phd QQ posxtions

are going to beo

What ve Ron't moo '~ unti3 ':ra file our direct

case is what Me actual case of wee ocher oa~mes is going to

be< and Ken <se onl".r fcnev +a hha e::te" t of %he '.rri~'-~ ~asti@'.on@

'JG ~

fi:led Aud~ as cross™e:camina~~on is clio'"ed that ~

combinatian with;>hai: ~re get by —after As s" mul~~x~eous

filing of written direct ca es„n; cc"= set c>~out fQZMLQg OQ

rebuts mseo

Now my vie+ -s that, as ~ «ca+ale, ~ Uris c~e„-

Miaan X received the written t=s ~"wr:r rom Xa wrvenors, X

loofced at that testimony and tried to make. a dcMr~aDon
wiW ag people ~ to ~thethe or not Z

rebuttal case

'dou3 d be f3.ling a

'js

l9

20

23

AQd X HLRde ~De initial dec" sionq Based UpQn %hat

+as written, that there vnsn'nything Chere that X had to
file rabuttal testimony for Had X d~midsd to do so, ea +auld

have set about draft~a up rebec.l ~mstimony, at l as"

our19Jie fozIDp so that Me could have done that.

X d" d reserve +De questionee as to ~'heMer or not

X might +ant to file rebuttal aft.ar cross-examination of

Zlxtsrvenoxs Nitn~~NSes Qxldy have g RCU crossed c ll of thcply
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O NRB/agb12 I'e made a dete mination thai: I don'ave to fi3e rabat al

tas civvy as eall
t&S, BO~TBRS: Nhat abou~ Or.o Ha... 7

6

L1Ro KOURTELMTTP: ~fell> Da '"- %he point I'm

getting to is, it seams to me that, while Wa primary burden

oz proof here belongs ho OP~a Apg~icant> Me Staxf also has

a burden of its urn, that ia, to Cc~"enstrate ~'".aC'ts revi,me

i.s accurate and comp3.e~w a d assures >o public's,heD~K and

safety.

And ghi2.s at scme other time'nd Gpme o'er Qj,ace

maybe the Applicmt and ~we Staff raxghg get into an argument

about who goes last, I'm certainly of Qa vices ~hat I don'-

have to file my rebuttal simuZ+~naously vi,M +Me Intamrenor<

who is in an adversary posii.on at least from Mxa ult-'smte

the standpoint of the u~timate decem@ ar-"ion o'f Gas Staff

about ebe assurance oF public heal.W and
safety.'nd

consequently, I disagree f zst that any

written testimony has to be filed fox rebuttal~ Mat is> that

it has to be —I this't's probably discretionary with the
;m Board. If the Board teants it 'iled< the Board can request

i%at it be filed
But I also beli;eve a@at'he p~y ho's gong

to bring the rebut+~ wimess and the party who has the burden

of proof has De last shot. R d you can'0 have- the last

shot if you'e required Co file at the same tima< because you





ideas/aghl3 Qcn' >cams ~<ha-'o shooC,at.

So X guess X Tzculd hc~"ve to sap that. 3.+ i~ ~

"»leisaha.'c " is going 'o submit ~i=it'~ "aPut~ml, or even if
he's going to hrix'g in Mr. Haik, "c- zebuttalp ~a't he -can do

&at And then I ll make another de'cezGQ,nac "on Gt that time

vhether I rani to file any rebutta2.o

As of .W~is moment right nova Z have no intanticn

9 t

AP

)2

of fi ing rebuhtalo But X'm not going to say +Mat X'm not

going to file any rebuttal at all until axe " hear Dro Haik,,

because that may pz'ecipitate som. uazticular item that X fee2.

that X have the right to refute.

So I'm in a pretty —7 don't )cnew what N-. Morton'p

po'sition is relative to filing zebu".heal testimony< but hy
E

being aqua.red to f"'la that testimony simultaneous y~ ~ 'm

put in a position of saying welk, X don't have 'any ebutto3,

!7

testimony: and then X've Maimed my z'ight to rM~ util teatimcny

and Z donet thinjc Matls z'ighto > done% Chink thatos >h
i8 either the rules or the general law ~<tendso

Ttfelandon
'l8,
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MRS. BG!~PS: My ezp rience has been ~hat .. p'ost

l

3

Proceed3.ngs GQQt ~ Bl Has s:;ilPly 07a'1 'e est.iziio~lj 0- .ered p i~'lc

that there 'i'7ps not pre Zi~ ing ~

Z'm tryina to Dink hector two years p:Ayers i:e had

a Ph.D —zelilePiierp he could only 9"= aVail/7i "c ono day~ ax,d

.»en the cross-e::arainaticn o a a ior witness '.rent on so.

long that there was no .Chance of getting him on.

MR NORTON 'hat was -- Z forget his no~we p but

~ he v~~ a doctor from Ber'lay. He 'sas a mathematician.

10 MRS 3Gii!ZHS: He had an arti le ig "Sci ence"

magazine.

MR NORTON: - csp tha= h-".d to do Hite the suppLy

cf QranilxUL in the Unlted iS$ aCes ~

16

17

But X don t seep real 'p 5ov 'i s appropriate

to this, hacause what we did is ve stipulated that his

testiFiony coQ3.d coIQe in and b'e E'JGQ1d 4'laive cross ezi.Slination

MRS BO~FPS: Su~ you "-ilcd " bvttel, didn'ou?
HR. MORTON: Z don't r call. He may have. X

just don't recall.

21

YiR TOURTZLLOTT ~ : Yes
1I

MRS. 30slERS: X vas t~ging "o recall thethe you

Piled vritten rehu ta1, or whether you put a -;ritness on to
rMQt the testiwony.

le. NORTON: Ne i ad intended 'n 4=~is case to put
witnesses on -"or m.r rebuttal.p as oppc-.ed co xi ing written
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es w .lony 5'4» hc.g in RngeQ to Qui- Gn F ')Ji "-"ness ~

1'Ba a.'KXSC ~ 'lzbii Cc kL ac.Q e$ 9 Gn w ~ ngP

' 0 I404s vL~ a (deaou4 il'» 0 nc" i i ~ f3l g 0 Q4x OJQ M+IP&gt + TPsv c vl

ProceGure, oz ice Holes, ana X quote:

":.he P esiding Officer or "he Cori'.issicn sha3.l

Qesicina'te the ozQM Qz procedure a a, hec&lng

The proponen~ o- an order vill ore'.irarilv open

md clos .."

Zea ~matc's the rules un"er srhich ~vis Board

operates. X can'. he" ieve ."!r. Pl iachaker ashen he ay .che

rules state OL..er;rise, in any pro. Qu "e, an~.—;~here. Tha~ is
just incredulous 'co me aha+ he;roula say tha" Nna-'.ever he

says cont=;ary to 'Lhasa "s -:srong.

T~D. P<~EXSCPWG'R: X haven -- saia mvi=gina

conCrary c.o that» Hhat X've been ~burying -co Co is suggest an

orler of'roceec7ilng diat X QlinL 3 a~ 3 to - ' par'tieso

X agr e vi"h Pr. Nor'-on, ."~e ha.» " .e right ho close

the 'case. There's no question "-':out that.. He has Me burden

of proof, as I hop to remiwi the 3oarc~ several t.'r'es 'n my

brief.

And X agree ~tith Nr. Tonrtellotia, anQ unQers'mand

where he's coming, from.

Bu." X think chere are two rules ~.at ro

applicable —at least tvo r'"'es ."hat are direc='Zy applicable,

and X mant, to stahe beni.
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2-"rst 'cr all z
]don�)r~ihigp4~|gbodt hgvgdps+<pea

that eve ~ eartv has the ri~-ht Lo z;:i=-.<"".a ~ . Zhat's 2.753(aj.
~ ~

iLnd Qaracraph (0) says; The par" ~ e!3 aha.".J. QUQi'iQ1 alrac~

tes"irony of the witnesses ' writt: n form uni."-ss othe~,vise

ordered by the Pzesiaing Qff», e on the basis of objections

presented."

'Now, Z third that —so +we 2oazd has the

discretion the=-e, there's no a- estion about, it: to waive

the requirement fo- written oirect. But ~re shcu3an't

confuse ihe terms in our discretion here.

Direct is di +er nt frc>> rebuttal. Xt's oranges

and apples ~ Direct y redirect g ecross ~ A.s a witness '.ies
che stand and puts on direct testimony, he then goes through

cross- ~mv'nation and then redizec

%abuttal ~ s a different ''Ring ~ Rebutl al is a

stage of the case, 3.ice case in chief „- and then rebuttal

testimony.

So that this rule here ':sn't applicable only to

the case in chief, it's applicable ~mq~- time'hat a
witness'pdces

the stand and presents direct testimony ~

Our position is this

What Z <as crying to do vias sugges a procedure

that X thought iiou3.d accommodate evcn~~hcdy's interests, and

the reason X thought it would acconu';.odate eve embody's

interests is because the Staff and':e applicant know c'-here
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everybody stBild "h3.s case has been d si~ussed "h-'ough che

ACQS for thrGG j'Gears ~ X < ~ i"Qc ~le 8 t'Rf has a very good

understanding of;C.ere Dr.'rds~~a ~~8 i):-. Hall otl r4 ~ plV44il» p rAil A J

they don'~ know or understand, o= if,"=hsv Reed moke "n'rma

Cion with regard to Dr. Hall,'re ze happy -'.o go through

deposition.

Poweverg i f the Staff clants to ":~ait to put on

'ts rebuttal case until aztez we hav.= finished our rebuttal

case, the Stafx and the Applicant, hat's fine. But X believe

tha in this case all par 3.88 have =, 3.ght to r 'cju3. e

pre filed testi81ony p and that 8 o)lr pos 'icn HQ Nant

f2 prefiled testimony. 77G aze prepared to pxezi e our rebuttal

testimony, and I would like to see pzefiled testimony by the

Applicant and by the -- e-cuse me —X misstated myself. Ue

don', have a right to require, but X mn ."Gauesting p." f'led

f6 t stimony. The Board has a right to not follow 02~at.

But X th3.nk it ' necessrl' i?i this caQG p because

20

of the amount of detail that's gone into this work. Xf the

Applicant puts on its witnesses, we have no idea what they'e

going to say beforehand.

X don'4 have the ~>here':~ithal to conduct discovery

22
by deposition as the Applicant has, and X thinfc .~hat in
fairness to the parties H G Board should require prefiled

testimony.

Xf we'e to p-efile our testimony and take hhe





staQQ p ferne p ~GQ 'c'M can wa' ror i=he Z~.Q 'canv. to ~re ." Je

~» ~ ' ~ ~Q~s p gJ.ve five Qays to QFGOare p anQ 'hen Out cue~ r w '~Basses

Qn Zcr CrCSS G»~wV nation %hat ' a l'.lannG Qi prQQGG'Ai ~g p too»

f~lR. i'loRTOB: N;."s > Soprers p ~~!:- ~ Pl= schaE.Gr l.s

zinal3y s "arting to gat the rules a litt3.G bit 'n oz.",Gr: ana

Z Gl not in strong Qisagxeelllent YfA.'~ hiYQ+

HG Goes not have t'"le rig1It ~o put Qn a xiew

":Titness in rebuttal. Z dan'i: Bilk the'"e's any provision

for that in the Rules at all.
However p X Qon > — you RLTGU p 1 ~7a not si'inv

here a-guing chat he shou2cin"~ put Dr. Hali. on in rebuttal.

dut he ctcas not hav- the right to bring in neir witnesses cn

rebuttal. The only Qarty that has that "s the @la&i.tilfp

anQ that 8 because he Zoll ITs the (jefGQQQnt '@la ~ s the

only reason he has the right "0 brirg on neir zri".Qesses.

How, he Bees have, possibly, th right to bring

on a new witness in r joinder, ' a n"-w witness that we

brought on 'n rebuttal brought out now infoxrnaticn, or any

in.tness brought out ne:v information.

But that's not, rea1ly c itical, because Z''m not

saying that he shouMa't he allowed to put Clarence Hall on,

because X Ron't really consider Claronce HG13. a new witness

in the sense that:re've 1".noirn ai out hi?li f. GHl Day-l.

h-sn't been avai2.&~ le.
CG g ust

There is no right for aepositionsp hcweve , of
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rebnt"al vi'L-sscs

~f a rahu~tel w.tness. So -. on n'ay." h; =:ces. '= nave '~;e

wherewithal to ta'ke Qeposi"ions, ".~ll, he doesn't have '.»e

ght f Q tat(e @enosis t Qns t e+ alone [igr <Q e 4,7+thai

SO ~QB 2 C™a Q m9 'L lg U,S Ljref1 le g V 7ie Qnl~ fW 2 ng

mat Goes 'ia stre"ch t:hin~s out. I+ .ue @remi'ie after h'e

Foes flis rebllttal case; then 5'R. ~re st. etched " t GQc pzother

'gvo or three weeks g becallse:ie 6 cQM here For Yz PleiochcQ(er

ebuc+a~ case, and ve'6 a~" go noma a".a wo'ct prep~~r:>u-

'ritten rebutta3. case and, submi~ =t zive 5 y- befor. =~he
I

hearing, ance coma bacJ.- and have a hearing.

Filet 8 ~lhv ycQ con 0 prszxle XMAS'ta.al if you

<gid g yen 6 QQst stree ch it QQt Q li,ot? M Zcr the: ebnttal case g

which ~"s riaiculous. F7e're talking about maybe a «".ay, ~:ro

Rays, at the most, of onr witnesses oz rebqtta". metre not

Calkizlg ahoy a long p 6: wtJn QQ'~ hear" Dg o '+he only way it
can be long and dza:zn-oat is if ",m have to file written

testimony.

MR. 'PW.XSCBiMHR: lay Z jUst add-ess thatP

That's correct, it, will draw on the proceeding.

i think that's the cost of being eaoitabl"-- ~o "'ie parties

.in this case.

%h~A lcoJcing For a way to t~;y to a"Joid ~@hat e Z

don', want o come ba-.3r. here in February, 2: middle af
ppbrnarJJ r ~or e~a;Qination 8 ~~M'r ~ Bpt on the other hcand X





Gi48

do 'eg~~i> t.: e i" gh ~ to QG opiQQ'"tiz'.: j '=o —.. c.m'le ) .1G

KQ 3 J.D. c~i+ S and the + i. i<'r s tes t2ziol.;y ~:io:"e QP sy Rake ~ZG

s nd

Xz iL~ ~ No ton — You .cQG'vI p you can 'c nave
3.'o&

~rays. 8 you 4on't h ve "he right zo t".'.ce ~1e Q~-.@os'tion

0f a UitMss in zek)uttal test'LaitcILy I fi.ne g '~.en vFQ «'1 Res ~ Qt

7 <Mat, with '. spec> to DI:. Ha.".1.

NR~ HORTG~41 'Llo: X N Ilot.'ski'lg fQz 2. DG'co Nays ~

Dr. 2~3. doesn't have +Be -ight "o i Gsti"y on -Ghnt'ai, and

X'm'saying ~hat he can ' ae call ~~>'e h's depcs.''"" on

HG has .08~~ lis':edvs ~oQr T'A. ~1888 s nc 's
Ifa> 3. BIld UG %1ould have tPBcGP h" ~~ depoQ" t~ron 'LZ I~e had .' "il

available ashen ere had the r=:g.':<0 to ta!ce h."-'s deposition.

have never last that right to:.d:e bi" "Gpc -'ioII. "ife, can

take h's depos'tion now ever. i2 roll don:'- ca.":.3. him as. a

vi.tness. Ne've always i ad ti'at igllt, and '"Goause he's been

$ 7

1S

Unavai) @pe G that s MGQ a Poz„" in~22.Dg x'ight - 'e havQ nove

Waived ' ~ Ne have a~ Nays Qssez"c. d Dtefoze ~1~ s pAQzd ~l~pt

20

ve wanted to take his deposition, and za remains +die, case.

X don't care whet:.Ier he testifies or nc.'~. Ue

hive .Mat right.
MB PXZXSCfiiUCZR: ORQy X >ion t I"ght that 'X i

doesn't matter to me. He can >alee his depos:LtiQn ~

ilot hiding Qnyth 1ng e

MRS. HO<7..RS: iL. Pop A1 ]QQ' M





curxous ' saj t>.'.c t 3.': s on ''cru tQ.o: e ':Q reQQ." re 8'.e,

filing of writ en tes~"':-.,one .";.or

of Ae App""cant and the Stazf, simp.".v because -'hat's . he way

t".e Intervenor =:>arts to proceed.

Xt's peculiar, because the Xatervenor has knock

Gxactlp''That the 24pplican' cue is and '.~"'!at '@he Staff 0

case is ever, since the mille of "~0"'yv&lber~ Qd s:I.ncs "a'' at

time h" certain y could have h"d .~De people who are his p op2,e,

he could have even sent al'f ~~:e testimony to Dr. Graham in
Europe, and let Dr. Graham ™-

TiR. PLEZSCFMER: Dr. Hall in "urope, Dr. Graham

at Chev-on.

MR. TOURT'LLGZTZ."Okay. —Br. Hall, in Zurope„. and

let him 2.ook A~at over and dete~~'~n n;.ether or no that J;ind

of evidence ha"= to be rebutted.

As fax as the direct case goes, t!>a+'s anal ve

can rebut. Ne can't come in wit2x new evidence„- and vou can'

come in vi~b a new approach. Me'ze or3.y talking about

rebutting the stated positions debat have been stated ever

since November.

~forever, those positions that frere stated were

only elaborated duxing the course of the hear.'ng. her was

nothing that came up that was new during ~we ~ oss-ez~einat=:on

that wasn't knc~ia previously.
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'
ZSCHUKR: That w=ong, ."!.: . H~~lx.~ton

vot up there and —i w so:=r.=.

Ci;zv .

And even if 'lere Here 83'4't'iillg '31at "./ s 'lsd'1 g

that ~das over a 333on~ aeo -hat it ca~~8 uG

"ou know„. an attorney has a "esponsibility to

~Jceep in touch with his itn sses and to advise his witnesses

Rs to ho3'7 t.le case is proceeding: "QP 't 0 p: an 'i 0 close 4~le

p-oceeding in m o"derly fa bien 'with hie presentation of

20 rebuttal testimony.

-n each instanc-' ".she'w~er i< be fro.a the "iling
Qf the direct testimony Qr whether it Be Boze fact that 7'Tas

elicited on cross-m:abdication, i>8=8 has been more t':an ez

adequate amount of tire'.8 for the Zn"ervel".Ors to assess what

has gone on g cBKd Gctu83.1 y i they;Tilted 'o ile vlrittsn

StlJDony +Qev covM h - ve had eclat test~vony filed by this
I':seek,oz by the first of ne- t week.

As far as ~thethe= they file i't and z~o go into

29 Pebx'uary is som dling else, but don't rea3.1y think that

20

22

there's my inequity +&at has,e:u.st d up to row.
P

One othaz''ai-g is ~r~lat I frankly:ri11 not file
, 22 Nr t t en test Any for zeQuttal unless this BOPzd orders Ate

23 to do so, and also, 'f i'm orde-ed to do so simultaneously,

then I thin'r. prohWly the Staff will have t= t~; an

except ion and get z'wfication on 'mat " s ue because i'





we 10

2

868m - i 0 ma that i s an unzair 7') to ', rocee" g a' 3

c -'.early contrary to the .Q18$ a

'MRS -0-P"~S' J.~s'e"-Ie '.ear~! you" oo"" za.o~

on this. point and <shat we'13. do 's cons'der ii through the

- uncheon hr81k Xf c'K ":-8 not able to come to a fina1 decision

zcwe'3.l consider. it overnight.

lE. PX XSCHMCER: 2~s. 3 wers, X just want to say

one thing. X'm trying to maintain a sense o humor, hu" X

30

am really ama-ed. X am really amas d at d~ .e St-zf's position,

and Vle Applicant'Q pcsition.

They have so mme resource" ' "s unb'lieve)3.e,

ar.d there's just absolucely no c mparison. That's the reality

of this case. That's the:eality o= every Xntervenor case.

Ne are not in, cue position to deal ad hoc or on

l6

18

20

.the spot with situations as they arise, as the Staff and

the App3.icant. The Applicant has — c~~.'. imagine bow

many consultants he has on his pay oil, how much money he

pays per day for consultants to keep him adequately advised.

That's his right. Ther 's no auestion about that.

The Stafx also has an entire bureaucracy that

spends an enormous amount of money every day so that they

can have 10 or 12 peopLe banc here in the audience to advise

them and to assist Jmn.

X don't have anybody. That's the plight of the

'nterrenor. Xt s always ~he p" ight oz an intervenor.
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~Tel 3.1
)G'l(D < PJA ~GQQ8 - ''C '.. t; ~Q.'~ 'i-.~'~,:dQV.:"D .. QPCC."~1."-78

QQQo XRCLe aQ lLes Zr 3,'sg KQ ( 8 "Gt wri, v Zy 3 ua ')» 3» 't
'iS z.'Lo

10

Q,

2'I

22

I





tP.OZLON >

c4 mpbl
flvs 9

3.HZL

%g1 PL'o

to address hpato

IKETC2i: ~Be'.1, l~s. Ho>>e" s., X'm net evan going

3Ut l cfo "c?QQt 'c o say icne other thing i and tna" is
that "rankly they don '" have the rior'rc ~ o pu~ on a rebuttal

case. 2nd 5L:. Fl 9.schafcer can arg~'.e until he's blue in the

+ace Be's supposed to put on his rebuttal case -.~hen he puts

on his direct case. That is trav <ray the law <Jorlcs. Sac party
tha has the burden of proof goes first, he he puts on nis

case., That case s rebutted by the party that goes 'econd,

the. defense. Then the Pla9ntiff, who has the burden of proof,

puts on a rebuttal case. Be closes. ~d iC's only if he

'l2 brings in new evidence that aC that tiara does the Defense

have the right to xebutto

M Neo Pleischaker has read that rule. Zmd X

understand how he can nuke that argureant that that rule indi-
cates ¹ has the right for @abuttal. That, however,'s not

the case.

X'll guarani e you tnat, boy, if ue had to have an

20

appeal issue in a court, a court would rule that he does not

have a right for rebuttal. X won't guarantee you, but Z'm

confident of that positiono

However, Z'm not pressing that, and Z haven4t

pressed it to this point in thee, but X'm beginning to because

Q-
~e not only wants rebut al, he wants mora "ban that. He

wants another opportunity to put on a direct case without us
I'





8"'4

mpb2 having an oppo unity to rebu' " i g Bnd tha> 8 'Klbelievr'2Meo

3~1 X don'5 mind le" ting h9.m haxw a half-b.':.e of

the apple by having a -.ebuttal l e"..'c": entitled to; but when

he wants to put on ano8ser direct case and dsny m the rignt

6

to have rebuttal, ~Zen X'm going tc say -Bat h do sn"'t have

any right for rebuttal at all.
51HS. 3GNERS: X think we'-.w heard your positions.

You'e sta ting to epea o

And, as X ..a9.d, we'l cons"8e it over the lunch-

eon break; we. may consider '-'vernight.
(H>a Board conZe'rring )

MS. ZOHZRS". iM. ~~ourtellotte, ~we you ready to

proceed with your case--

NR. PXZXSCHAKERs Mrs. Bcwors, we have one other

preliminary matter.

X have fi3ed, or am filing today before the

18

Atomic Safety and 7~icensing Appeal Board a suppl~~ t to the

Joint Xntervenors'equest for Di ected Certification r"nat

X would like to do is'read that into Kte recordo.

MS.. BOLTr.RS: Ãol3., now, Nro K=-istovich read in

corr ct9.ons to your motion. Xs this something e3.set

MR. PLEXSCMRSR".This is another moti.on,

23 essence another motiono

KR. NORTONc Nell~ we object o its heing read

%alto the recordo



0
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Xz ~u.s is a petition or a ~notion to an ap"eal

aoarQ i'" Judas no husi~ess being in .!3..»- -~corQ -- +sing revQ

into ."ce racon! o:2 w"i'= grace'8'ng .-na -s <.""':c'>je"

strenuous3.y .ho i~ o

PNo PXZXBCFsAEHBt Oka'zo 97ellq fines X wonot ~ad
r

R='.t X %188 trj"ing to f20 ~)lQG to FiQQ a )imp to

accomoZate the Applicant ~wQ Me Staf 2 because hnis is going

OQt GP. IGp ol:Zi 5'. in Uashington to tie Appeal BoarQ tQQavg anG

X e.,ect that it irillnot arrive in 77a "hington —excuse me,

in California for sor~~ hire.

EBS o BONERS g 7'T8QP Q'nta -'< o <~leisc2..-~Tger> e~<cgse

reo

Zf you have a catv with you, vbv c n't copies

he ran here @or Applicant anil Sta~ 2c

NR. PMrZSCHAV~R."This io -.chat X have, ani~ Z

Qictat 6 it DPLQ X Const zltend tc - ape 3. really Knot
want to gi,ve th's copy, vlaich is nor hanu-s~ritten scribbleQ

notes, to the Applicant an8, to tice Sha-2.

HBS. HOW-HSs Ne2.2.~ but it's ve~~ 3.agee, X

can tell -that from here.

HRo PLEXSMKZZR. Hell, i. '" not entirely legible.
Tilpt s the first page g X azzrays start o2~ good on Y-.e Q.rat

page. As you'l see, ther 's a 'ot, r~ interlineation as " go

along. AnQ X'~ not going to rnite it over.
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So i8 zLley don ~ 11''" i'~.- I'. la'8 3 .:Riley REld

can advise +aIEG Ap~>eal Board 82la'~ Z iib:.(!8 f~lx.""-'3:For~ a%i '18

'tpp'can~ didn v wan~ = O'EG

Jley can live vili&l UiG

MRS dOKBS" ere ao 'z 's 2.f. r-

recordo

See i" you can worl< cut s.".|re 1Pay Pcr c'Eis iM'or~~>
f

'= on ho be ".-.ansi'.than Co tile o~ler par(ies.

lIRo HQR'c.ON. .~-;. Bowers, Z ";;ou2d suggesf.'o &,

BoarcL ~&ac: She Board ~ui11 get a copy o:. k'His ve- y auichi y<

and your oZ".".9.c s can hav i"- ~e3. Copied oE:" here. Ae 'EPVG

a he2.scopier faci3.i'~d 51aen "~>e Bo"z'd nnd '~LEG

A

can all have a copy ao H.led.

parti

MR. ~ ~XS(.~OKER: O.".ay ~2haf." "- Zine do Sn

mwtf:er f:o ate,

MRSo ROWr.RS.; Ifr Toav~e13.of e. are s-:e reaay +o

proceed '~sxth your caseP

..1B TGURTSLLOTK". Yes.

X'd 3.ii:e '~o Ca3.1 I:cnnis 3,:1:.Bon.

MHS. BONEPD." X thinlc IIr. Allison has been sworn

n an earlier Be~~nt: of this prccc d Pg, bet 1G~'8 solear Ilia

anyway.

MlerellPQllp

DHBNZS MLiSOB

25
h \

vlas called f 0 the 84 alld as 0 vP'~Bess on 5&Ml+ 02 s.M





8X'77

t4PB/agbX
; "vs.'AP94

R3g02.avio~y Staff p ager. y E~avhng QcQQ: . s i~ QQ." y

GMcdl&ntRC1 sMLd s Gs i ii iQQ as Zo>.VQc78

3 D iKCT ~:~7iGi5R"ZC:

BY '<Ro TOURS.'HM QT ~~"„

Ni3.3. yov. stria your. mane,; dd-'=as i< .d o culpa'raou~

~7

p3.Base?

Sly mama 's Gest::.s Pavk ~~" i.=,on., i~.'y .~dd-ess is

L8920 Abhors Pox'd Cizcke> Cez..an<ox-, Lmz:.-.3.md ?07'i":.

QQginser g aI?G X % MQ licQZLsing pxo~Bct ~~~ pgQz ~ox'hQ

St2Lf:8 s rPviGU ox Dial Canyon o

Q Did yo~x prapa-e a Sta&amen~ of Z'zo-.ssional Qnali-

xicutions fox Mis case2

A Yes~ I did.

Q And is that ea ibad< 'elis P. 8".3.ison,

Px'ozessional Qua3.indications, X ighh-<Hater Raactors Branch

HQXRBGL" 1 y DAVE.8ioXL oi PXQQ Gct MKQRg~ s 2

'es~i4 iso

18 X hand you vobis sheet, vitA Mat tir3.a on i4 ~d
'A

ask you if >at's Ne m-oz g-ofessiona~. quakifica&ons you

20
prepared'Ha@ding

document. 4c the vileness.)

Yes'at, is=

Do you have any addi+'ops, corracCions or

delations you aish to make on that Aa'cern~-'h Ais tirs2



0
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'l

i~L~F/'ash 2 i

I

&D,o <QUP~".~L7~~ "TH

>3

Profcsaiaaa3. QuakiZica~imsP

like~ TOURVHLXpQZ~~o «6 '

q r
~ ~

Qcald."icahicns Zoz Denotes P. Alla.see ~all hz gigui.ca3.'J

~>'ol.gczp pGcl xQ'ho i&s Manscz~jDC as ~~ pc""Qo

(The 8OCLZGQC xollGW ~ )

IV
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DENNIS P ALLISONA~AT
LIGHT M TER R C RS BRANCH N . 1

0 ISI N PROJECT MANAG T

I am a Licensing Project Manager in the Light Mater Reactors

Branch No. 1, Division of Project Management, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory

Cooeission. In this position I have the responsibility for

managing safety reviews of nuclear power reactor license applications.

This includes the responsibility for planning and coordinating the

efforts of other technical personnel involved in the reviews.

I hold a Bachelor of Scfence degree fn Engineering Physics from

the University of California at Berkeley and a Master of Science

degree in Nuclear Engineering from the University of Missouri-Rolla.

I am a Registered Professional Engineer in the State of Maryland.

I have a total of 13 years of professional experience. I served

for six years. as an officer fn the U. S. Navy. During this time I

was responsible for operation and maintenance of nuclear propulsion

plants and auxiliary equipment on submarines. I was employed for

three years by the Baltimore Gas and Electric Company. During this

time, I was responsible for following the work done by the architect-

engineer and the reactor manufacturer in the design of piping, valves

and thermal insulation for the Company's Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power

Plant. I was also responsible for the fnservice inspection program

and for the Company's licensing efforts related to this plant.





In 1974 I accepted a position as Licensing Project Manager with

the Regulatory staff of the AEC. In this capacity, with the AEC and

its successor, the Nucleai Regulatory Comission, I have been

responsible for the safety review of the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating

Station construction permft application and the latter half of the

safety review of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant operating

license application.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

General

The Commission's Safety Evaluation Report in the matter of Pacific Gas and

Electric Company's application for operating licenses for the Oiablo Canyon

Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2, was issued on October 16, 1974. In the

Safety Evaluation Report it was stated that supplemental reports would be issued

to update the Safety Evaluation Report in those areas where the staff's evaluation
had not been completed. Supplement Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 to the Safety
Evaluation Report, issued on January 31, 1975, May 9, 1975, September 18, 1975,

Nay ll, 1976, September 10, 1976, and July 14, 1977, respectively, documented the
resolution of certain outstanding items and summarized the status of the remaining
outstanding items.

In this supplement we further update the Safety Evaluation Report and its previous
supplements by providing (1) our evaluation of certain matters that were not
resolved when Supplement No. 6 was issued, (2) our evaluation of new issues that
have arisen since Supplement No. 6 was issued, and (3) a discussion of the items

identified by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards in its report of
August 19, 1977. Each of the following sections of this supplement is numbered

the same as the corresponding sections of the Safety Evaluation Report and

previous supplements that are being updated, except for Sections 3.8.5 and 3.9.3
which are new section numbers created here to discuss the seismic reevaluation.
A summary of the remaining outstanding issues, which will be addressed in future
supplements to the Safety Evaluation Report, is presented in Section 22.0 of this
supplement.

The principal outstanding issue in our review of this operating license
application has been the earthquake capabilities of the Kosgri fault and its
impact on seismic design considerations for this plant. As a result of this
matter, the applicant has performed a reevaluation of the plant's seismic

capabilities to determine what modifications are necessary in order to demonstrate

that the plant can withstand a more severe earthquake than was considered in the
original design.

Our review of the applicant's seismic reevaluation has not yet been completed, and

a number of issues remain to be resolved. However, we have completed a

substantial part of the review which has been more comprehensive than normal. The

main purpose of this supplement is to describe the status of this review and the
status of the items that remain to be resolved.
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Appendix A to this supplement is a continuation of the chronology of the principal
events involved in the Commission staff's radiological safety review. Appendix B

is a continuation of our discussion of the Advisory Committee on Reactor

Safeguards generic items. Appendix C is a copy of a report by the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards concerning nonseismic aspects of the Diablo Canyon

Plant. Appendix 0 is a bibliography.

Status of Review

As indicated in Appendix A to this supplement, the applicant has submitted amend-

ments to the operating license application through Amendment 61 dated March 28, 1978.

In order to expedite the review process, the applicant has supplemented these

amendments with numerous letters. The information provided in these letters that
we have relied on in our review will, in the future, be incorporated into the
operating license application.

Although in a few instances we have reviewed more recent material, as a general
rule our review of amendments has progressed through Amendment 57, dated

January 23, 1978, and our review of letters submitted by the applicant has

progressed through the applicant's letter of March 27, 1978. Accordingly, our

evaluations as described in this supplement are based primarily upon material
through these dates. Our evaluation of the more recent submittals wi 11 be

described in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

Seismic Reevaluation - Back round

The construction permits for Units 1 and 2 of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power

Plant were issued by the Atomic Energy Commission in 1968 and 1970, respectively.
The plant was originally designed and built to meet the seismic design criteria
that were approved during the construction permit reviews. These original

" criteria were discussed in Section 2.5 of Supplement No. 1 to the Safety
Evaluation Report. They included an operating basis earthquake at 0.2g horizontal
acceleration and a safe shutdown earthquake at 0.4g horizontal acceleration.

Our operating license review began in 1973. As part of this review we requested
additional information from PG5E about the Hosgri fault, which had come to light
in 1971. PGEE as well as our consultant, the U.S. Geological Survey, conducted
further investigations of the fault.

While we were still evaluating the earthquake potential of the Hosgri fault, we

completed our evaluation of the plant's original seismic design. Our evaluation
of this original seismic design was presented in Section 3. 0 of the Safety Evalu-
ation Report in October 1974. We found the design acceptable in relation to the
original criteria except for the seismic qualification of electrical equipment,
which was listed as an open item.
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In November 1974, based on preliminary estimates of the Hosgri fault's earthquake

potential, we requested a reevaluation of the plant's seismic capabilities based

on two specific earthquake spectra normalized to 0.5g horizontal ground accelera-

tion. PG&E responded in December 1974, and this information was later reviewed by

the staff. We also later conducted a one week audit of PG&E's original design and

the reevaluation performed for 0.5g. The reevaluation at 0.5g used a simplified

approach. Floor response spectra for the new conditions were developed and were

compared with the original floor response spectra. We did not formally complete

this review and publish our conclusions and their bases in a Safety Evaluation

Report. However, our review was completed for all practical purposes and we

considered that the simplified approach had demonstrated that the plant's original

design was adequate for the 0.5g conditions, subject to satisfactory resolution of

the outstanding issues concerning seismic qualification of electrical equipment.

This was documented in our response of July 8, 1976 to discovery requests from the

San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace, et. al., intervenors in the Diablo Canyon

proceedings.

While our review of the seismic design capability for 0.5g was in progress, the

question became moot. The staff received an evaluation from the U.S. Geological

Survey (USGS) in January 1975 indicating that, in light of then available informa-

tion about the Hosgri fault, the seismic hazard characterized by 0,5g acceleration

would not be adequate. This evaluation of the Hosgri fault was described in

Supplement No. 1 to the Safety Evaluation Report and our review of the Hosgri

fault's earthquake potential continued.

In April 1976 we completed our review of the Hosgri fault's earthquake potential.
As a result of our evaluation, we once again requested that the applicant
reevaluate the plant's seismic design capabilities. The USGS recommended assuming

a magnitude 7.5 earthquake on the Hosgri fault and provided instrumental ground

motion values to be associated with such an event. As the USGS also recommended,

we developed effective ground motion values to be used in the reanalysis. These

effective values were based on the recommendation of our consultant, Dr. N. H. Newmark.

The ground response spectra involved in the reevaluation are anchored at 0.75g

horizontal acceleration, prior to any reduction of the high frequency portion to

account for building size effects. Further discussions of our evaluation of the

Hosgri fault and the criteria to be used in the seismic reevaluation at 0.75g are

presented in Sections 2. 5 and 3. 7 of Supplements 4 and 5 to the Safety Evaluation

Report.

PG&E did not agree with our conclusions regarding the Hosgri fault, maintaining

that the plant's original design was adequate with respect to the Hosgri fault.
Nevertheless, PG&E has performed the reevaluation and is proceeding to install the

appropriate plant modifications which are fairly extensive.
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Seismic Reevaluation - Current Status

PG&E has described the Hosgri reevaluation in a separate report entitled, "Seismic

Evaluation for Postulated 7.5M Hosgri Earthquake." - This extensive six-volume

report on the reanalysis was submitted as Amendment 50 to the operating license
application and has subsequently been revised and expanded by Amendments 53, 56,

59 and 60. As discussed above, these amendments have been supplemented by numerous

letters from the applicant which will be incorporated into the application in the

future.

In addition to reviewing the documents submitted by the applicant we have held
numerous meetings with the applicant in order to determine in further detail how

the criteria and procedures for the seismic reevaluation were can ied out. These

meetings have been called seismic design criteria implementation review meetings

or, more simply, audits. In connection with these meetings, PGAE has informally
provided voluminous detailed technical information, such as calculations, specifi-
cations, drawings and data sheets. Much of this information was reviewed during
meetings in the applicant's offices and left there, no copies being kept by the
staff. Other information of a similar nature was informally provided for later
review. As is our usual practice for this type of information we have placed it
in our files and made it available in the public document rooms. However, most of
this information will not be incorporated into the application.

'he following list indicates the sections in this supplement where the principal
aspects of the seismic reevaluation are discussed:

Section 1.0
Section 2.4
Section 2.5.2
Section 2. 5. 3

Section 3.2. 1

Section 3.7
Section 3.8
Section 3.9

Section 3. 10

Section 6.2. 1

Section 6.3

Introduction
Tsunami protection
Operating basis earthquake

Slope stability
Items to be qualified for Hosgri event
General criteria
Structures, tanks and buried piping
Mechanical systems and equipment. Includes reactor coolant
system except fuel.
Seismic qualification of electrical equipment

Subcompartment pressure calculations for asymmetric pressure
loads.
Reactor fuel, emergency core cooling performance.

Seismic Reevaluation - Modifications

The applicant has begun installing the plant modifications that were indicated to
be necessary by the applicant's seismic reevaluation (including requalification of
some equipment by retesting). Our discussions with the applicant's personnel
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indicate that the applicant intends to complete such seismic modifications for
Unit 1 and Unit 2, respectively, prior to operation of the units. Our review is
proceeding on the basis that the plant must be modified as necessary to
demonstrate that it can safely withstand the postulated Hosgri earthquake.

Interim License Re uest

In a motion before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board dated August 25, 1977 the

applicant requested an interim operating license for Unit 1. The motion requested

authorization to operate Unit 1 prior to completion of the Commission's review and

issuance of a decision by the Board on the normal or full-term operating license
application. At the time this would have meant operation prior to completing the

seismic modifications. The request was based on probabilistic risk assessments

and other considerations.

At the present time we are not reviewing the interim license request. We did
review it intensively for some time and then, in Oecember 1977, we suspended our
interim license review (except for probability studies) in order to concentrate
our efforts on the normal or full-term 'license review. This action is discussed
more fully in a letter to the applicant dated January 23, 1978 and in our

summaries of meetings with the applicant on November 3 and Oecember 15, 1977. In
a letter to the Board dated February 8, 1978 the applicant indicated that it may

wish to reactivate the interim license request if the full-term license review
should later be delayed for some unforseen reason.

Our review of the probabilistic seismic risk assessments is continuing. These

assessments are extensive, dealing with both the probabilities of earthquakes
occurring and the probabilities of causing failures in the plant. They provide
useful background information regarding several aspects of the seismic design
process.

We have used the seismic probability studies for background information in limited
cases in reaching conclusions about the normal or full-term license review. To

the extent this was done, our evaluation is provided in this supplement. (See

Sections 2.5.4 and 3.2. 1 of this supplement.) Our general evaluation of the
probabilistic seismic risk assessments will be provided in a separate report - not
a supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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2. 0 SITE CHARACTERISTICS

2.2 Nearb Industrial Trans ortation and Militar Facilities

In Section 2.2 of the Safety Evaluation Report, we concluded that, because of the
absence of industrial, transportation or military facilities in the area of the
site, safe operation of the plant would not be adversely affected.

Recently, during the first half of 1978, the State of California has been

considering potential sites for a terminal to receive imported liquified natural
gas. One of the sites under consideration is at Rattlesnake Canyon, about four
miles south of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant.

We do not consider this to be an outstanding review issue at the present time
since the planning for the terminal has not progressed to the stage where

construction of the facility close to the Diablo Canyon p'lant is a likely
possibility. If the planning does progress to that point, a specific safety
evaluation of the potential impact of the terminal on the Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plant will be necessary.

2. 3 ~Meteorol o

2.3.3 Onsite Meteorolo ical Measurements Pro ram

In Section 2.3.3 of Supplement Ho. 2 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we found the
applicant's program for control room monitoring of meteorological parameters
acceptable.

In Amendment 57 to the Final Safety Analysis Report, the applicant proposed revi-
sions to the program for display of meteorological parameters in the control room.

After reviewing the proposal, we informally requested clarification of some items,
including the specific display provided for the operator. This information was

submitted by the applicant in Amendment 61 to the Final Safety Analysis Report.
We have not yet completed our review of this information. When our evaluation is
completed, we will report the results in a future supplement to the Safety
Evaluation Report.
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2.4 ~Hdr~ol o y

Our evaluation of near-shore generated tsunamis was presented in Se'ction 2.4 of
Supplement No. 5 to the Safety Evaluation Report where we concluded that the

tsunami protection was acceptable. As discussed in Section 2.5.3 of this supple-

ment, we have refined our estimate of the amount of breakwater slumping that would

be caused by the Kosgri event. This revision yielded an improved safety margin

from the standpoint of tsunami protection and, accordingly, our conclusion remains

unchanged.

We consider this matter resolved.

As discussed in Section 3.2. 1 of this supplement, the applicant is qualifying the

raw water storage reservoirs as an extended source of auxiliary feedwater that
would be available to conduct a safe shutdown following the Hosgri event. As part
of our review we will require analysis of the potential for seiches causing a

significant loss of water from the reservoir. We will provide our evaluation of
this matter in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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2.5 Geolo Sefsmolo and Foundation En ineerin
225.2 ~5oiomolo

In Section 2.5.2 of the Safety Evaluation Report, we discussed the original
I

seismic design criteria for the plant. In Sections 2.5 and 3.7 of Supplements 4

and 5 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we described the criteria that we had

approved for use in the seismic reevaluation. These criteria consisted primarily
of the ground response spectra to be used.

~Tomoloolo

In order to avoid possible confusion about the names of the earthquake design

bases we will use the following terminology:

(1) Design earthquake

(2) Double design earthquake

(3) Hosgri event

The status of these three events is as follows:

(1) Design earthquake (0.2g)

This was originally the equivalent of the event that was later formally
defined as the Operating Basis Earthquake in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100,

"Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants." The

applicant calls it the design earthquake following the original terminology.
In previous supplements to the Safety Evaluation Report, we have called it
the operating basis earthquake following the terminology of Appendix A to
10 CFR Part 100.

As discussed below, we have concluded that the applicant has justified that
this event still satisfies the requirements for an operating basis earthquake

at this site.

(2) Double design earthquake (0.4g)

I
This was originally the equiva)ent of the event that was later formally
defined as the safe shutdown earthquake in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100.

The applicant calls it the double design earthquake following the original
terminology. In previous supplements to the Safety Evaluation Report, we

have called it the safe shutdown earthquake following the terminology of
Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100.
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The applicant still considers this to be the appropriate safe shutdown earth-
'uakefor this site as defined in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100. The appli-

cant's position was most recently stated in a letter to the NRC staff dated
April 11, 1978.

(3) Mosgri event (0.75g)

This is the basis that we have approved for use in the seismic reevaluation.
The applicant calls this the postulated 7.5H Hosgri earthquake (event) or the
postulated Hosgri earthquake (event). In previous supplements to the Safety
Evaluation Report, we have called it a magnitude 7. 5 earthquake on the Hosgri
fault with ground response spectra normalized to an effective value of 0. 75g
at the site.

Contrary to the applicant's position, we consider this to be the safe
shutdown earthquake for this site as defined in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100,
or its equivalent.

It should be noted that this disagreement over which event is the safe shutdown

earthquake has no bearing on plant safety since, whatever name is assigned to the
event, we require that the plant design be shown to be adequate for the Hosgri
event and the applicant is proceeding with the work necessary to demonstrate this.

It should also be noted that the horizontal acceleration values used above (0. 2g,
0.4g and 0. 75g) are given above for reference because they have been used in the
application and in the Safety Evaluation Report. However, taken alone, they are
not meaningful representations of the earthquake design bases. Many other factors
such as the shape of the associated spectra, the damping values used, the methods
of analysis, the load combinations employed and the allowable stresses 'or other
acceptance criteria are equally or more significant in seismic design. Furthermore,
the acceleration values themselves do not actually represent peak ground accel'era-
tions from all the earthquakes considered (see Section 2. 5. 2 of Supplement No. 1

and Sections 2. 5 and 3. 7 of Supplements 4 and 5 for further discussions of the
acceleration values).

0 eratin Basis Earth uake

Three specific sections in Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 are pertinent to this
discussion.

(1) In Section V(a)(2), "Oetermination of Operating Basis Earthquake," the
regulation states that "... The maximum vibratory ground acceleration of the
Operating Basis Earthquake shall be at least one half the maximum vibratory
ground acceleration of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake.";
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(2) In Section III, "Definitions," the regulation states that "The 'Operating

Basis Earthquake's that earthquake which, considering the regional and

local geology and seismology and specific characteristics of local subsurface

material, could resonably be expected to affect the plant site during the

operating life of the plant..."; and

(3) In Section II, "Scope," the regulation states "If an applicant believes that

the particular seismology and geology of a site indicate that some of these

criteria, or portions thereof, need not be satisfied, the specific sections

of these criteria should be identified in the license application, and

supporting data to justify clearly such departures should be presented. "

\

In line with these sections we have accepted, on several past cases, an operating

basis earthquake of less than one half the safe shutdown earthquake where

probability studies were used by the applicant to justify the operating basis

earthquake as being one that could reasonably be expected to affect the plant site

during the operating life of the plant.

As indicated above, although the applicant does not agree, we now consider the

Hosgri event to be the safe shutdown earthquake for this site, or at least its
equivalent. Accor'dingly, in a letter dated April ll, 1978, the applicant

de'scribed a justification for considering the design earthquake at 0.2g to still
be the operating basis earthquake.

The applicant has evaluated the exceedance probability of ground motion at the

site. The evaluations are contained in Reports D-LL 11, D-LL 28, D-LL.41 and

0-LL 45 in Appendix 0 to Amendment 50 and subsequent amendments to the operating

license application. Drawing upon these studies, the applicant has stated that

the design earthquake of 0.2g has, as a conservative estimate, a probability of

14. 5 percent of being exceeded during the projected operating life of the plant of

40 years. This corresponds to an average return period of about 275 years.

We have -reviewed the app'licant's analysis and have compared it with an independent

analysis performed by the staff's consultants, Or. N. M. Newmark and Or. A. Ang

(Reference 4, Appendix 0 to this supplement). While we do not fully agree with

all elements of the applicant's analysis and assumptions, we consider the results

to be reasonable and find them to be consistent with those derived independently

by our consultant. Horeover, the probability of the design earthquake is

consistent with the definition of 'the operating basis earthquake contained in

Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100 and with past staff practice. We, therefore,

consider the operating basis ear thquake ground motion with maximum acceleration of

0.2g to be acceptable for the Diablo Canyon site.
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Our evaluation of the stability. of the cut slopes adjacent to the plant, using the
plant's original seismic design basis, was provided in Section 2.5.3 of Supplement
No. 1 to the Safety Evaluation Report. We concluded that the slopes would remain
stable during the occurrence of the double design earthquake and that seismic
Category I structures would not be damaged.

, Our evaluation of the effects of nearshore generated tsunamis was presented in
Section 2.4 of Supplement No. 5 to the Safety Evaluation Report. That evaluation
was based, in part, on our estimate of the maximum amount of breakwater slumping
that would be caused by the Hosgri event.

We have now updated our evaluation of the stability of the cut slopes to
correspond to the Hosgri event rather than to the original double design
earthquake. In addition, in order to check our previous estimate of breakwater
slumping for the Hosgri event, we have performed calculations based on the
expected ground motion and appropriate material properties. These evaluations are
described below.

In order to approximate the maximum deformation that could occur due to the
seismic event, we used the following procedure which; based on consideration of
the principles involved, we consider appropriate:

(1) The static factors of safety along the potential sliding surfaces having the
lowest margin of safety were obtained for. the breakwater embankment section
and cut slope. Stability methods used for the breakwater included the
conventional method of slices and a check by the infinite slope method. The

static factor of safety for the cut slope was obtained from the Final Safety
Analysis Report.

II

(2) The effective earthquake assumed for computational purposes was the 1971 San

Fernando horizontal acceleration record at Paoima Oam (South 74 West record),
scaled and extended to correspond to the acceleration and duration values
given in Table 2 of Geological Survey Circular 672 (Reference 3, Appendix 0

to this supplement) for a magnitude 7.5 earthquake.

(3) Using methods outlined by Newmark, 1965 (Reference 1, Appendix 0 to this
supplement) and Seed 8 Goodman, 1966 (Reference 2, Appendix 0 to this supple-
.ment), the total displacements of the potential sliding surfaces were

computed. Yield accelerations (Seed 8 Goodman, 1966) were calculated from
the static factors of safety and displacements and were arrived at by the
double integration of the acceleration pulses exceeding the yield values.
For the breakwater analysis a constant yield acceleration was used. However,
based on direct shear tests, the yield acceleration for the cut slope
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analysis was plotted as a function of displacement. A plot of this function

is provided by Harding-Lawson Associates in Appendix 2.5C of the Final Safety

Analysis Report. An embankment amplification factor of 2.0 was used for

acceleration pulses less than 0.5g and a factor of 1.0 was used for

acceleration pulses greater than 0.5g.

In Supplement No. 1 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we and our consultant, the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, concluded that for the cut slope east of the power

plant the calculated maximum displacement was 10 inches. Our present analysis

shows an increase in estimated maximum displacement to 19 inches along the poten-

tial slide surface.

Since seismic Category I structures and equipment are about 30 feet removed from

the toe of the slope, this revised estimate of slope movement would have no effect

on. safety. Accordingly, based on our review as described above and in Supplement

No. 1 to the Safety Evaluation report, we conclude that the movement of the slopes

during the occurrence of the Hosgri event will not damage seismic Category I
structures or equipment.

In our evaluation of nearshore generated tsunamis presented in Section 2.4 of

Supplement No. 5 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we stated that the applicant had

used an assumption corresponding to about 17 feet of vertical slumping at the

breakwater crest in calculating wave runup. Using conservative methods we had

determined, that the crest of the breakwater would slump no more than five feet

vertically for the Hosgri event and, accordingly, concluded that the applicant's

assumption was conservative. The tota'1 displacement of the breakwater along the

potential slide surface resulting from the present analysis is approximately

three feet. This corresponds to less than three feet of vertical slumping at the

crest and is an improvement over the earlier five foot upper limit from the stand-

point of tsunami protection. Accordingly, our conclusions regarding tsunamis

remain unchanged.

We consider these matters resolved.

As discussed in Section 3.2. 1 of this supplement, the applicant is qualifying the

raw water storage reservoirs as an extended source of auxiliary feedwater that

would be available to conduct a safe shutdown following the Hosgri event. As one

part of that review we will require analyses of the potential for slopes sliding
into the reservoir and information concerning the properties of the rock

underlying the reservoirs. We wi 11 provide our evaluation of these matters in a

future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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3.0 DESIGN CRITERIA - STRUCTURES COMPONENTS E UIPMENT AND SYSTEMS

3.2 Classification of Structures Com onents and S stems

3.2.1 Seismic Classification

In Section 3.2. 1 of the Safety Evaluation Report we presented our evaluation of

the applicant's designation of seismic Category I items (applicant's Design Class I).
These designations are contained in Table 3. 2-4 and Figures 3. 2-01 through 3. 2-27

of the Final Safety Analysis Report. We found them acceptable.

The structures, systems and components that are being qualified for the Hosgri

event in the seismic reevaluation are described in the various chapters of the

Hosgri reevaluation report (Amendment 50 and subsequent amendments to the operating

license application). These plant features are those necessary to assure (1) the

integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, (2) the capability to shutdown

the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, or (3) the capability to

prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in potential

offsite exposures comparable to the guideline exposures of 10 CFR Part 100. Since

the applicant has used current criteria in determining what items should be quali-

fied, there are some differences between this set of items and the set that was

originally designated seismic Category I. We have reviewed the current designations

in two ways.

In the first review, we have applied our usual criteria as documented in Regulatory

Guide l. 29, "Seismic Design Classification," to determine the structures, systems

and components that„need to be designed to withstand the effects of the Hosgri

event and remain functional. As in the original review, we have concluded that

structures, systems and components important to safety that are designed to with-

stand the effects of a Hosgri event and remain functional have been properly
cl'assified in conformance with the Commission's regulations, the applicable

Regulatory Guide and industry standards. In accordance with our normal acceptance

criteria, qualification of these items for the Hosgri event provides reasonable

assurance that the plant will perform in a manner providing adequate safeguards

for the health and safety of the public with respect to earthquake safety.

In the second review, at our request, the applicant has considered in detail the

equipment and procedures necessary to achieve long-term cold shutdown conditions

after a Hosgri event, assuming that: (1) only equipment qualified for the event

would be available, (2) single failures may occur in that, equipment, and, (3)

offsite power may be lost for an extended period of time. The applicant's results

were submitted for our review in a letter dated January 26, 1978. Our evaluation

of this material is described below.
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For this event, the basic functions that must be performed following scram are:

(1) Heat removal

(2) Steam generator depressurization
(3) Primary system boration
(4) Primary system depressurization
(5) Surveillance of boron concentration
(6) Surveillance of primary and secondary system parameters

The following description represents one possible method for achieving cold
shutdown using only seismically qualified primary and backup equipment.

Electrical power for essential functions is provided by the plant's emergency

power system, including the batteries, diesel generators and vital distribution
systems. These features were originally designed for the double design earthquake
and to meet single failure criteria and they are qualified for the Hosgri event.

Initial heat removal will be through the steam generators using the auxiliary
-feedwater system and releasing steam to the atmosphere by way of the safety valves
(hot shutdown conditions). The condensate storage tank is the primary source of
feedwater with about an eight-hour water supply. In order to ensure capability to
remove heat via the steam generators for extended periods, provisions have been

made to connect the raw water reservoir (minimum 1,000,000 gallons/unit) to the
suction line of the auxiliary feedwater pump. This will provide an additiona'i 100

hours of steam generator operation for both units. As a further backup, design
provisions allow sea water from the auxiliary salt water system to be used as

auxiliary feedwater makeup if necessary.

The steam generators are depressurized to cool down the primary system.
Air-operated relief valves are used to depressurize the steam generators. The

primary system is depressurized by spraying cold borated water into the
pressurizer. This is accomplished with an auxiliary spray line connected to the
charging pumps in the chemical and volume control system.

After the primary system has been cooled down to 350 degrees Fahrenheit and

depressurized to 425 pounds per square inch, the residual heat removal system is
activated and the decay heat is transferred to the ultimate heat sink (the Pacific
Ocean) via the component cooling water and auxiliary saltwater systems. These are
cold shutdown conditions.

Boration of the primary system is performed with the chemical and volume control
system using two boric acid tanks having sufficient 12 weight percent boric acid
4o borate the reactor coolant system for cold shutdown conditions. Provisions are
available for taking periodic, samples of the reactor coolant to confirm the boron
concentration.
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Normal instrumentation is available to maintain surveillance of important primary
and secondary system parameters such as pressure, temperature, and water levels.

The applicant has presented an analysis of the primary system water volume shrink-

age due to cooldown and has determined that the shrinkage is sufficient to accom-

modate chemical and volume control system input required for boration and cooling
of the pressurizer. Therefore, the normal letdown system is not required to
achieve long-term cooling with residual heat removal system. Similarly, the

applicant has demonstrated that,degasification of the reactor coolant is not

necessary because the potential hydrogen concentration in the solution is less
than the saturation value at cold shutdown conditions.

All of the operator actions needed to perform plant cooldown (except for periodic
surveillance of the boron concentration) can be accomplished from the control room

assuming, no single failure. The applicant has demonstrated that redundant paths

or systems are available to perform the essential functions using qualified equip-
ment in the event of a single failure. In some instances this would require
operator action outside of the control room to activate the redundant path.

With regard to the residual heat removal system, the suction line is a single line
with two isolation valves in series. A failure that prevents opening these valves
would prevent activation of the residual heat removal system for long-term cold
shutdown heat removal. An electrical failure could readily be corrected by manu-

ally actuating the valve(s). We were concerned about a possjble mechanical failure
of one of these valves. The applicant addressed this question in a letter dated

January 26, 1978, maintaining that the probability of a valve disc separating from
the valve stem is low enough that it need not be considered in the single failure
study.

Based on our review of this matter we have concluded that this design feature is
acceptable for the reasons stated below. If mechanical valve failures of the type
that preclude opening the valves are considered to be random events, then the
probability of such failures occurring at the same time as a severe earthquake
does appear to be quite low. On the other hand, such failures may reasonably be

considered to be related to the earthquake. We do not believe that the prob-
ability of an earthquake causing the failures has been quantified. However, an

earthquake should not affect the valves since they are designed to withstand the
Hosgri event. Accordingly, although the combined probability level has not been

quantified, it is unlikely that a severe earthquake will occur in combination with
mechanical failures that preclude opening one of the two residual heat removal

system suction valves. Furthermore, if a severe earthquake should occur in com-

bination with mechanical failures that preclude opening one of the residual heat
removal suction valves, long-term heat removal can be accomplished indefinitely
with the steam generators and the auxiliary feedwater system rather than the
residual heat removal system. As a result, we consider the likelihood of this
failure in combination with its potential consequences to be acceptable.
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Since, without offsite power, the reactor coolant pumps could not be run to

provide reactor coolant system mixing, the applicant has committed to performing a

natural circulation test to demonstrate adequate boron mixing and acceptable

cooldown conditions using natural circulation. These tests will be performed

during startup when core heat is available.

The systems and equipment needed to perform these functions will be qualified for
the Kosgri event and have been included in the seismic reevaluation program which

is discussed in other sections of this supplement.

The following items are still outstanding in this portion of our review:

(1) A review of the system function indication available to the operator in the

control room,in connection with performing the shutdown. (Section 7.5 of
this supplement)

(2) A review of the, seismic qualification of the raw water storage reservoirs,
including:

/

(a) A review of the potential for seiches causing a significant loss of
water from the raw water storage reservoirs. (Section 2.4 of this

C

supplement) =

(b) A review of the potential for slopes sliding into the raw water storage

reservoirs. (Section 2. 5. 3 of this supplement)

(c) A review of the properties of the rock underlying the raw water storage

reservoirs. (Section 2.5.3 of this supplement)

(d) A review of the provisions to ensure that the reservoir would not drain
through connected piping that is not qualified. (Section 10.5 of this
supplement)

We have reviewed the capability to cool the plant to cold shutdown conditions and

provide long-term cooling. The applicant has demonstrated that sufficient systems

are available for residual heat removal with or without offsite power and assuming

a single failure in accordance with Criterion 34 of the General Design Criteria.
Similarly, these systems will be qualified for operation in the event of the

Kosgri event in accordance with Criterion 2 of the General Design Criteria.
Accordingly, subject to satisfactory resolution of the outstanding questions

described above, we find these provisions acceptable.

We will provide our evaluation of the outstanding items discussed above in a

future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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3.3 Wind and Tornado Desi n Criteria
~Back round

In Sections 3. 3 and 3. 5 of the Safety Evaluation Report, we discussed the plant's
ability to withstand tornadoes. The plant's original design bases, as they were

approved in the construction permit review, did not include consideration of
tornadoes. During the operating license review, at our request, the applicant had

, reviewed the existing design to determine the plant's resistance to tornadoes. We

had found plant tornado protection to be acceptable in the Safety Evaluation
Report.

Subsequently, in response to questions from the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards, we rereviewed this matter. As a result of our review and as discussed
in Section 3.5 of Supplement No. 6 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we requested
additional information from the applicant about some areas that might need upgrad-
ing. The applicant provided the additional information and made some

modifications. We have completed our review of the additional information and the
modifications. The results of our evaluation are presented below.

In the. sections that follow, where a wind speed is stated, it 'indicates the
maximum tornado 'windspeed (rotation plus translation). The results include the
effect of pressure drop and wind pressure.

Summar of Evaluation

The cable spreading and switchgear rooms associated with the emergency diesel-
generators are designed to withstand a tornado with a windspeed to 200 miles per
hour, without missiles. However, they are vulnerable, in certain directions, to
damage by tornado generated missiles. Similarly, the main steam relief valve
spindles and some electrical cable trays constitute a smaller area that is vulner-
able, in certain directions, to tornado missile damage. We have concluded that
the probability of tornado generated missiles striking these limited vulnerable
areas is small enough to be negligible.

For the remainder of the plant, the tornado resisting capabilities have been

evaluated and vital equipment is protected against tornadoes (including missiles)
with windspeeds in excess of 200 miles per hour.

Further details of our evaluation are presented below.

Vulnerable Areas

A schematic layout of the cable sp'reading and switchgear rooms associated with the
diesel generators is provided in Figure 3-1 of this supplement. There are three
sets of rooms on the Unit 1 side of the turbine building. Two of these sets of
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rooms are associated with the two diesel generators dedicated exclusively to

Unit 1. The third set of rooms is associated with the swing diesel generator. On

the Unit 2 side of the turbine building there are two sets of rooms associated

with the two diesel generators dedicated exclusively to Unit 2.

The switchgear and cable spreading rooms on the Unit 1 side are only vulnerable to

tornado missiles from the north and east sides of the turbine building and those

on the Unit 2 side are only vulnerable from the south and east side of the turbine

building. The terrain east of the turbine building is hilly and thus affords some

protection. The east wall of the turbine building is substantially shadowed by

the containment structures of Units 1 and 2 (see Figure 3-1).

The switchgear rooms on the Unit 1 side are separated by walls of eight-inch
concrete blocks with all cells full of grout, number four reinforcing bars

vertically on 16-inch centers and two number four reinforcing bars horizontally on

32-inch centers. The same type of separation is employed in the cable spreading

rooms.

Separation between the rooms on the Unit 2 side originally consisted of plaster
fire walls. The applicant has agreed to upgrade those walls to reinforced
concrete block similar to the walls on the Unit 1 side. We consider this an

acceptable means of achieving the same degree of separation for Unit 2 as exists

for Unit 1.

In addition, the applicant has determined that the rooms can withstand the effects
of a 200 mile per hour tornado without missiles. The values associated with such

a tornado are as follows:

Haximum wind speed

Rotational wind speed

Translational speed

Total Pressure Drop

Rate of Pressure Drop

200 miles per hour

157 miles per hour

43 miles per hour

0.86 pounds per square inch

0.36 pounds per square inch
per second

Girts are being added to the 'steel framing on the north, east and west sides of
the rooms to provide the exterior steel siding with this capability. We have

reviewed this design modification and find it acceptable.

In addition, some electrical cable raceways and electrical panels, located in the

vicinity of two of the four main steam lines for each unit, are vulnerable to

damage by tornado generated missiles. These items are shadowed from two

directions as indicated in Figure 3-2 of this supplement. Damage to the raceways

and panels could cause various malfunctions in the main steam system, the main

feedwater system and the auxiliary feedwater system.
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Finally, the main steam relief valve spindles are vulnerable to damage by tornado

generated missiles. The relief valves for two of the four steam generators for
each unit are almost completely shadowed by concrete structures. The others are

shadowed from two directions as indicated in Figure 3-2. The spindles are
extremely small targets.

Evaluation of Vulnerable Areas

The Diablo Canyon site is located along the central coast of California and is
located between the Pacific Ocean and the San Luis Mountain Range. The terrain is
rough mountain country. The climate of the site is maritime and severe weather is
not common in the area. Thunderstorms can be expected on only about three days

per year. The predominance of winds from the northwest and west-northwest in
conjunction with the mountain terrain assures good vertical mixing and the
presence of the Alaska Current offshore precludes the stratification of hot humid

air in the lower levels of the atmosphere in the region of the plant site.

A necessary condition for tornado formation is the stratification of hot humid air
in the lower lkels of the atmosphere overridden by cold dr'y air with a lack of
vertical mixi/g which creates a mass density inversion. Also, tornadoes have been

observed to form in the north-west quadrant of rotating thunderstorms.

Using the methodology of MASM-1300, "Technical Basis for Interim Regional Tornado

Criteria," Hay 1974, to estimate local tornado occurrences indicates that for the
region of the plant site the design basis tornado windspeed (at a probability
level of about 10 per year) is about 200 miles per hour. The data reported in
WASH-1300, however, show no reported tornadoes in the plant vicinity which
indicates that tornadoes are quite unlikely to strike a site in this region.

The assessment of tornado regions in MASM-1300 does not take into account the
local climatological or topographical conditions existing in the region. Given
the apparent lack of observed tornadoes in the vicinity of the plant, the physical
conditions at the site and the necessary conditions for tornado formation, it is
our conclusion that the probability that a tornado would strike the Diablo Canyon

site is small, and the, probability of tornado generated missiles striking the
plant's small vulnerable areas is small enough to be negligible. On this basis we

have concluded that no additional tornado missile protection is needed for the
'ulnerable areas.

Evaluation of the Remainder of the P'lant

In the Safety Evaluation Report we discussed the analysis procedures used by the
applicant to evaluate the resistance of structures to wind and missile loads. We

found them acceptable.
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The applicant's review of plant layout is documented in Section 3.3 of the Final

Safety Analysis Repor t.

Host safety-related equipment is protected by concrete walls or enclosures capable

-of withstanding the effects of a tornado with a windspeed of greater than 250 miles

per hour, including missiles. Significant exceptions, other than the vulnerable

areas discussed above, are summarized as follows:

(1) Auxiliary Building Louvers - The applicant has provided an analysis indicating
that failures in these louvers, which could affect air conditioning systems,

would not prevent a safe reactor shutdown.

(2) Condensate Storage Tank - A backup source of water is available in the raw

water storage reservoirs.

(3) Fire Mater Storage and Transfer Tank - A backup source of water is avai lab'le

in the raw water storage reservoirs.

{4) Refueling Mater Tank - The applicant has provided an analysis indicating

that, in the event of tornado missile damage to the refueling water tank,

there would be sufficient reactor makeup water available from protected

sources to accomplish a safe reactor shutdown.

(5) Component Cooling Water System - The applicant has provided an analysis indi-
cating that, in the event of tornado missile damage to the exposed surge

tanks and piping on the auxiliary building roof, the system would still
operate satisfactorily.

We have reviewed the applicant's analyses described above and found them

acceptable.

Conclusion

Based on our review as described above and in the Safety Evaluation Report, we

have concluded that the probability of tornado generated missiles striking the

plant's small vulnerable areas is small enough to be negligible and the remainder

of the systems necessary to accomplish and maintain a safe reactor shutdown

following a tornado are protected and, therefore, the plart's protection against

tornado missiles is acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.
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3.5 Missile Protection Criteria

Turbine Missiles

In Section 3.5 of the Safety Evaluation Report, we stated that the Uesign of
essential structures and vital equipment had taken into account, among other
things, internally generated missiles associated with component overspeed failures.
Specific staff positions regarding potential missiles from the main turbines had

not yet been developed and we had not performed a risk assessment for turbine
missiles.

As part of our evaluation of this subject we issued Regulatory Guide l. 115, "Protec-
tion Against Low Trajectory Turbine Missiles," in March 1976 for comment and a

revised version was approved in July 1977. In addition, we currently have underway

a generic task in this area. Since we are now performing turbine missile risk
assessments for all plants during construction permit and operating license reviews,
we have performed such an assessment for Diablo Canyon. Our evaluation is provided
below.

High trajectory turbi'ne missiles (those missiles which are ejected in a nearly
vertical direction from a turbine generator) have a low strike probability density.
Our estimates of the strike probability density indicate that it is on the order

"7of 10 per square foot of horizontal target area. Our analyses of plants similar
to Diablo Canyon indicate that the total probability for high trajectory turbine
missiles damaging safety related systems and components is less than 10 per
turbine year. Thus, we have concluded that there is no significant risk to the
health and safety of the public due to potential damage by high trajectory turbine
missiles.

Since low trajectory turbine missiles are emitted within a relatively well-defined
angular range with respect to the turbine axis, Regulatory Guide l. 115 indicates
that appropriate protection of safety-related structures can be achieved by place-
ment of the turbine so that its axis is peninsular with respect to other safety
structures. With this orientation, low trajectory turbine missiles are precluded
from striking safety-related targets. Although the guide recommends turbine
placement and orientation as the principal means of protection against turbine
missiles, it also recognizes that there may be circumstances such as plants under
review prior to the issuance of the guide where total exclusion of all
safety-related systems from the low trajectory turbine missile strike zones is not
feasible. In view of this the guide indicates that the probability for striking
and damaging vital systems which are located within the low trajectory missile
strike zones should be kept below 10 per turbine failure.

The Diablo Canyon Unit Hos. 1 and 2 turbine generators are arranged in a nonpenin-
sular configuration with respect to the containment building. Because of this
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configuration, portions of the reactor coolant system and the main steam system

inboard of the containment isolation valves are vulnerable to potential turbine

missiles in the event of a destructive overspeed fai'lure of a low pressure turbine

disc. The turbine missile hazards to other safety"related structures are

insignificant since these structures are sufficiently protected by way of

placement or due to substantial shielding by existing structures (e. g., the spent

fuel poor, located on the opposite side of the containment with respect to the

turbine).

We performed a turbine missile risk assessment which considered the geometric

relationship of the turbine and the safety structures and which estimated the

solid angle'subtended by these structures to arrive at a probability of a low

trajectory turbine missile striking and damaging these systems.

The containment wall is 3-1/2 feet thick and is composed of reinforced concrete

having a rated strength of 5700 psi. The steam generator enclosures containing

key primary and secondary coolant system components consist of an additional

two feet of similar concrete. Although these thicknesses are sufficient to stop

all missiles. arising from a design speed failure (about 120K of rated turbine

speed) and some missiles arising from a destructive over speed failure (about 190K

of rated turbine speed), it is insufficient to stop the more energetic missiles

resulting from a destructive overspeed disc burst.

-5
Our analysis, based upon a destructive overspeed turbine failure rate of 4 x 10

per turbine year, and using the conservative missile penetration formulae recom-

mended in Regulatory Guide 1. 115, Revision 1, yields a conservative value of
-6

striking and damaging safety related systems of 8.4 x 10 per year. A more

realistic assessment, which takes into account the likely nondef lection of some of

the missiles emitted from the middle of the turbine, and also considers the possi-

bility of a two-piece turbine disc breakup model, results in a lower risk which is
-6

estimated to be about 3. 0 x 10 per year.

As a result of our analysis we concluded that the risks due to destructive overspeed

turbine missiles were low, although the values obtained were in excess of our

current acceptance criteria for new construction permit applications.

Our generic assessment indicates that a potential for a significant reduction in
the probability of occurrence of a destructive overspeed turbine failure can be

accomplished by means of improved turbine overspeed protection systems and steam

trip valve testing and inspection programs. Efforts are currently underway to

quantify the benefits of such programs. In addition, we believe that current
J

missile penetration formulae may be overly conservative. Experiments are currently

planned to test this perception.
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The above generic efforts reflect our view that our turbine missile analyses mayl
contain significant amounts of conservatism. Nonetheless, we consider it prudent,

in view of our continuing generic assessment in this area, to reduce the perceived

turbine missile risks. Accordingly, we have requested that the applicant commit

to a turbine-vendor-approved turbine steam valve testing and inspection program or

its equivalent which we will review for acceptability prior to a decision on

issuance of an operating license.

We have also considered the possibility of an earthquake disabling the turbine

overspeed protection system. In order to limit the probability of an earthquake

causing a destructive overspeed event, we have requested that the applicant provide

assurance that potential structural debris from an earthquake could not damage the

steam trip valves and ensure that the turbine building cranes not be in the vicinity
of the steam trip valves for any significant fraction of the time a turbine is
operating.

Subject to completion of the items cited above we conclude that the additional

margin provided by the steam valve testing program, the crane restrictions and the

structural debris protection will reduce the risk to a level comparable to our

current acceptance criteria, and we further conclude that with such programs the

operation of Diablo Canyon Unit Nos. 1 and 2 will pose no undue nsk to the health

and safety of the public from turbine missile hazards.

We will report our evaluation of the applicant's response to the items discussed

above in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.



3.6 Protection A ainst the 0 nami'c Effects Associated With the Postulated
Ru ture of Pi in

In Supplement No. 6 to the Diablo Canyon Safety Evaluation Report, we found the
Unit 1 design for postulated pipe failures outside containment acceptable.
However, there were proposed design differences between Unit 1 and Unit 2 - namely
the methods provided for protection against postulated breaks. We stated that we

would provide our evaluation for Unit 2 in a future supplement.

In a letter dated Oct'ober 10, 1977, the applicant identified six areas where the
pipe break protection features on Unit 2 were different from Unit 1. The major
difference in protection on Unit 2 was that, for several locations, jet impinge-
ment barriers were eliminated from the Unit 2 design. However, for these
locations, safety-related equipment was separated from piping systems whose

failure could produce jets. This meets the guidelines of our Branch Technical
Position APCSB 3-1. Based on our review, we have concluded that the Unit 2 design
for the protection of safety equipment from the effects of postulated piping
failures outside containment meets the same criteria as stated in Section 3.6 of
Supplement Ho. 6 for Unit 1 and is acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.
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3.7 Seismic Desi n

Ori inal Seismic Desi n

In Section 3.7 of the Safety Evaluation Report, we discussed the applicant's

original seismic design methods and procedures and found them acceptable in rela-

tion to the original seismic design criteria. This conclusion has not been

changed.

With regard to the design earthquake or operating basis earthquake, we have con-

cluded in Section 2.5 of this supplement that the original operating basis earth-

quake remains unchanged for this site. Accordingly, there is no need for any

further work by the applicant with regard to operating basis earthquake design

matters.

Seismic Reevaluation

Section l. 0 of this supplement summarizes the background and history of the

seismic reevaluation. It also outlines the major aspects of this subject and

tells where they are discussed in various sections of this supplement.

A major part of the effort in the seismic reevaluation has been devoted to the

engineering analysis of structures, systems and components. These subjects are

discussed in the following two sections (Sections 3.8 and 3.9) of this supplement.

Although the applicant has completed most of the elements of the reevaluation,

numerous subtasks remain to be resolved to our satisfaction. We have completed

the major part of our review and many of the issues raised in this review have

been resolved. As a result of our review to date a fairly clear picture of the

plant's capabilities and the necessary modifications is evident.

In the following sections we often compare the methods used in the seismic

reevaluation with our current standard acceptance criteria. These comparisons can

facilitate evaluating the methods used. However, it is, important to keep in mind

that the object of the reanalysis is to determine whether or not the plant ran

safely withstand the Hosgri event. It is not necessary to meet all of the

standard acceptance criteria for new plants in order to determine acceptability.

Since the plant has been built it is possible to evaluate specific situations such

as actual material strengths without providing the same allowances for possible

variations as are included in the standard acceptance criteria.

In a few individual cases, the applicant has demonstrated that the double design

earthquake loads determined from the original analysis are more limiting than

Hosgri event loads. This may at first appear confusing and raise a question as to

how the original can be so conservative as to exceed the Hosgri event loads. It
can happen in a few cases due to highly conservative assUmptions or methods in the
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original analysis. In any event, if the applicant has used a load in the original
design and can now demonstrate that the Hosgri event load is less, we consider
this to be a sufficient load determination.

Where the original analysis is more limiting, the applicant has chosen not to take
credit for the lesser Hosgri event loads, but rather to use the more limiting
double design earthquake loads.
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3.8 Desi n of Cate or I Structures
3.8.5 Seismic Reevaluation

This section describes our review to date of the applicant's seismic reevaluation
of structures, outdoor tanks and buried pipe and describes the outstanding matters
that remain to be resolved.

3. 8. 5. 1 Summar of Staff Review

Structural S ecification

At a meeting on February 4, 1977, prior to performing the seismic reevaluation,
the applicant proposed a set of methods and criteria for the seismic reevaluation
of structures. These methods and criteria went into more detail than we had

specified in Supplements 4 and 5 to the Safety Evaluation Report. The scope of
these proposals included analyzing'structures, evaluating their acceptability, and

developing seismic inputs for use in analyzing systems and components. It did not
include analyzing the systems and components. (Systems and components are dis-
cussed fn Section 3.9 of this supplement). We discussed these proposals with the
applicant and, subject to some changes, we approved them. The methods and criteria
we approved were documented in our summary of the February 4, 1977 meeting and are
referred to here as the structural specification. A description and evaluation of
the resulting methods is provided below in Sections 3..8.5.2 and 3.8.5.3.

Remainder of Review

Pursuant to the structural specification the applicant has now reanalyzed the four
major safety related structures, namely, the containment structure, the auxiliary
building, the turbine building and the intake structure. In addition, the seismic
Category I water storage tanks, the underground diesel fuel oil tanks, and buried
piping have been reanalyzed.

In June 1977, the applicant submitted the results of a significant portion of the
seismic reevaluation in Amendment 50 to the operating license application. This
information has subsequently been supplemented by Amendments 53, 56, 59 and 60.

We reviewed Amendments 50 to 53'and requested numerous items of additional informa-
tion. The applicant responded to these requests in Amendment 56 in November 1977

and in several letters.

We reviewed the applicant's responses and then held seismic design criteria implemen-
tation meetings in the applicant's office during the week of January 16, 1978. At
these meetings we selectively reviewed the implementation of the structural and seis-
mic design criteria for the plant. We also pursued questions regarding the appli-
cant's previous responses. The results were documented in our summary of the meet-

ings which included a lengthy list of areas where further information would be

required.
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To follow this up we held additional meetings with the applicant on February 8,
1978, February 16, 1978, February 28, 1978 and March 1, 1978. The applicant's
responses to outstanding items from the first meeting were discussed. The results
were documented in our summary of the meetings. The summary listed the areas that
still remained outstanding. These. areas are, for the most part, still outstanding
and require resolution as discussed in the following sections.

During this review, we have been assisted by our consultants, Dr. W. J. Ha11 and

Dr. N. M. Hewmark. They have reviewed the applicant's principal submittals,
attended key meetings, made some independent estimates and provided advice on

critical areas. When our evaluation is completed we plan to provide their
recommendation in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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3. 8. 5. 2 Ground Res onse S ectra

S ectra A roved in 1976

In Sections 2. 5 and 3. 7 of Supplements 4 and 5 to the Safety Evaluation Report,

issued in May 1976 and September 1976, we discussed the general criteria that we

had approved for use in the seismic reevaluation of the Diablo Canyon Plant.

These criteria went primarily to the point of specifying the ground response

spectra to be used. Ground response spectra characterize earthquake ground motion

and are used as basic seismic design criteria for the structures to be analyzed.

Additional discussion was provided in a NRC staff report to the Advisory Committee

on Reactor Safeguards at the Committee's meeting on November 13, 1976 (Reference 5,

Appendix 0 to this supplement). Some further criteria, such as damping, were

discussed in that report and additional material regarding the rationale for our

criteria was provided.

Two sets of ground response spectra were involved in the criteria stated in

Supplements 4 and 5. One set had been developed by our consultant, Dr. N. M. Hewmark

and the other had been developed by the applicant's consultant, Dr. J. A. Blume.

The approach, as it was stated at that time, involved (1) using the Hewmark spectra

without any reductions for structural ductility or, alternately, (2) using the

Blume spectra, reduced by a simplified rule to account for structural ductility
ratios up to 1.3, provided the Blume spectra were then adjusted upwards as necessary

at various frequencies so that they never fell below the Newmark spectra. Where

ductility was utilized in this manner, precautions were to be taken to ensure that

seismic inputs to systems and equipment were not thereby underestimated. The use

of ductility with the Newmark spectra would, if necessary, be considered for
specific cases. Some of the spectra involved are illustrated in Figures 3-3

through 3-6. These figures are taken from the November 1976 staff report. They

show the horizontal ground response spectra that were approved for use in this
manner, as plotted for seven percent of critical damping. The spectra plotted for
other values of damping are contained in Chapter 3 of Amendment 50 to the operating

license application.

Our evaluation of the criteria discussed above was provided in Supplement Ho. 5 to

the Safety Evaluation Report. This was done by reference to Dr. N. M. Newmark's

report, in Appendix C to Supplement Ho. 5, which described the bases for the

spectra derived by Dr. Newmark. The November 1976 staff report to the Advisory

Committee on Reactor Safeguards discussed how the applicant's consultant

(Dr. J. A. Blume) had derived his spectra, compared the Blume spectra with the

Newmark spectra and indicated that the Newmark spectra would be limiting in most

cases.
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S ectra Used in Reevaluation

In performing the reevaluation, the applicant has taken a more direct approach
than described above.

In the first place; adjustments for structural ductility were not made to the
ground response spectra as described above. Instead, where credit for structural
ductility is to be relied upon, it will be identified and justified for each

specific case. Where used, it will be accounted for in the design of individual
members rather than by reducing the ground response spectra. The only places
indicated to date where this might be done are the intake structure piers and the
end bents of the turbine building. These items, which remain outstanding in our
review, are discussed in more detail below.

In the second place, the Blume spectra and the Newmark spectra were both used by
performing separate calculations and using the more controlling result. For
horizontal analyses, the response quantities were computed for four earthquake
inputs, namely, the Blume and the Newmark Hosgri event inputs, each in the
north-south and east-west directions. For vertical analyses, the applicant found
that the Newmar k Hosgri input was the governing one and, therefore, it was used in
the reevaluation.

Both the Blume and Newmark spectra have been reduced for large structures to
account for building size effects. This is illustrated in Figures 3-3 through
3-6. As discussed in Supplements 4 and 5 to the Safety Evaluation Report, this
reduction is associated with nonsynchronized ground motion waves under the struc-
tures, and where ft fs used, allowance has been made for torsion caused by such
waves. The methods for making this allowance are discussed further below.

In accordance with the usual practice, vertical ground motions were taken as two

thirds of the horizontal ground motions. No reduction for the effect of large
foundations was used for vertical motions.

This approach satisfies our criteria as stated in Supplements 4 and 5 to the
Safety Evaluation Report and is, therefore, acceptable.
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3.8.5.3 General Methods of Anal sis
Descri tion of Methods

A brief summary of the general analysis methods used in the seismic reevaluation

of structures is provided below.

The applicant employed ground response spectra as discussed in Section 3.8. 5. 2

above for ground motion input into the structures and outdoor tanks.

The analysis methods used for structures were generally the same as those used in
the original seismic design with the exception of the items listed below. This

constitutes a convenient way of describing the general analysis methods. Our

evaluation basis is, however, the conservatism of the methods - not a comparison

with the original method.

(1) The damping values recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.61, "Damping Values for
Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants," were used. Smaller damping values,

which yield larger calculated responses, were used in the original analysis.

Allowing the use of higher damping values in this reevaluation is realistic
and should not be regarded as an arbitrary lowering of the margins of safety.
The values given in the Regulatory Guide have been acceptable for several

years and are thus acceptable for this reevaluation.

Numerous studies have been conducted on this subject including (1) "Data on

Damping Ratios" by John A. Blume and Ahmad F. Kabir (Appendix DLL9 to Amend-

ment 50), (2) "Effect of Damping Variations," by John A. Blume, (Appendix

DLL17 to Amendment 50) and (3) "Notes on Approximate Relations for Sensitivity
of Design Spectra to Variations in Damping Factor and Ground Acceleration,"
by Nathan M. Newmark (Reference 10, Appendix D to this Supplement). In a

letter dated January 17, 1978 the applicant summarized the matter as it
relates to the use of 7 percent damping .for reinforced concrete structures as

recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.61. Among other things, this letter listed
the damping test data in relation to stress levels and summarized the calcu-

lated stresses for Diablo Canyon structures. These studies supported the

Regulatory Guide's recommended use of seven percent damping in lieu of the

five percent used in the original analysis for reinforced concrete structures.

Since the damping values used in the reevaluation of structures conform to
the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.61 and meet our current acceptance

criteria and, furthermore, based on our review of more recent studies including
those discussed above which support the adequacy of the values in the Regula-

tory Guide, we find the damping values used to be acceptable.
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(2) Average values of material properties, from tests of the actual materials
installed, were used to determine allowable stress levels instead of using
code specified minimum material properties. In the original analysis, code

specified minimum values were used in accordance with standard practice.

In our review we have found the use of actual material strengths acceptable
since some margin remains. For concrete, the appropriate average 28-day test
strength was used. Since concrete continues to gain strength with age after
28 days, the installed concrete will be stronger. For steel, average mill
test strength was used. Since the steel is ductile and the structures are

designed to remain below yield (with two possible exceptions as discussed
, above), margin remains.

(3) Ouctility (yielding) in structures was allowed in certain cases for the
reevaluation as described in Supplements 4 and 5 to the Safety Evaluation
Report, the November 1976 staff report to the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards and the structural specification.

In actuality, structural ductility has not generally been used in the
reevaluation; only two instances where it might be used have been identified
to date. These were noted above and are still under review. In any event,
where used, it will:be justified for each specific case. We will review the
justification for each specific case and require that the amount of yielding
be kept within the limits set by the structural specification. We will also
require appropriate assurance that seismic inputs to systems and equipment

will not be underestimated due to structural ductility in such instances.
(This can readily be done by calculating the inputs to systems and equipment

separately, assuming the structure does not yield. ) Subject to these
conditions we consider the use of structural ductility acceptable.

(4) Fixed base mathematical models were used for structures and above ground
tanks. A soil-structure interaction analysis, as was done in the original
analysis, is not necessary due to the stiffness of the rock foundation
material. In fixed base analyses, the ground motion is applied directly on

the base slab of a structure.

The fixed base analyses now being used are consistent with our current'ri-
teria for rock sites such as the Oiablo Canyon site. Since this method

precludes the reduction of the ground motion that often results from
soil-structure interaction analyses using deconvolution and conforms to our
current criteria, we consider it acceptable.

The diesel fuel oil tanks, which are buried in soil, were not addressed in
the structural specification. Soil structure interaction analysis using a

finite element model was used for these tanks since it is appropriate for
items buried in and surrounded by soil.
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The applicant has checked this analysis against another method described by New-

mark 1968 (Reference 9, Appendix O to this Supplement) and indicated that, in

this case, the soil-structure interaction analysis gives more conservative re-

sults than the other method. The Newmark method has been frequently used in

buried piping analyses. Since the tanks are buried in soil where soilstructure
interaction analyses would be appropriate and since the results have been checked

by a different method, we consider this approach acceptable for the diesel fuel

oil tanks.

As discussed in Section 3.8.5.2 above, the horizonta'1 ground response spectra

were reduced somewhat to account for foundation size effects in relation to

ground motion waves (nonsynchronized ground motion). As stated in Supplement

No. 4 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we feel that, where such credit is taken

in relation to the usual procedure of assuming synchronized ground motion, an

appropriate consideration of other effects of nonsynchronized ground motion

such as torsion should also be included.

This was accomplished by assuming an artificial eccentricity between the center

of mass and center of rigidity of the building. This is above and beyond any

actual (geometric) eccentricity which was also computed and accounted for. The

effect of this artificial eccentricity is to force the horizontal ground motion

that is used in the analysis to create additional torsional motions about the

vertical axis.

An eccentricity of five percent or seven percent of the width of the structures

was assumed, depending on the technique used to combine the torsional with the

translational responses. This was in addition to any actual eccentricity of the

structures. The five percent eccentricity was used when the torsional and trans-

lational responses were combined by the absolute sum rule, and the seven p'ercent

eccentricity was used when the two responses were combined by the square-root-of-

the-sum-of-the-squares rule. The greater of the combined responses was used in
the reevaluation. The five percent absolute sum method was the more limiting of
the two cases discussed above.

With regard to floor response spectra, the torsional floor response spectra at

the center of mass were calculated using actual'(geometric) eccentricity of the

structure in addition to an assumed eccentricity equal to 5 percent of the struc-

tural dimension. The Blume and Newmark torsional spectra multiplied by the dis-
tance between the center of mass and the location of interest were combined on

an absolute sum basis with the horizontal spectra described above. This combina-

tion yielded equivalent horizontal floor response spectra at the point being

considered.
t

These are approximating techniques and represent a step towards more realistic
modeling of structural responses. In light of this and based on the advice of
our consultant, Or. N. H. Newmark, we find the methods discussed above to be

acceptable.
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(6) A vertical response dynamic analysis was performed rather than assuming an

invariant vertical acceleration throughout the structures as was done in the
origi'nal analysis.

The vertical dynamic analysis used is more accurate since, if any structure5
have sufficient vertical flexibility to cause amplification of vertical
motions, the analysis will so indicate. If not, the result will be the same

as assuming invariant vertical motion. The vertical dynamic analysis is
consistent with our current criteria and is, therefore, acceptable.

(7) A modified procedure was used for smoothing the raw floor response spectra.
For the reevaluaton, smoothing was done by free-hand averaging of floor
response spectra except at the peaks where it was widened by 15 percent on

the low frequency side and five percent on the high frequency side without
reduction of the peaks. In the original analysis the peaks were broadened by
10 percent on both sides after being lowered by 10 percent.

The purpose of widening the peaks is to account for possible variations in
the predicted structural frequencies. Our cur rent criteria indicate widening
by 15 percent on both sides of the peaks. However, since actual material
strengths are being used in the reevaluation,'he calculated structural
stiffness is closer to,the maximum stiffness than usual, indicating a lesser
need for peak broadening on the high frequency side. For these reasons we

consider the current approach acceptable.

(8) In combining structural responses at each point, responses due to horizontal
excitation in two directions were combined with the response due to vertical
excitation by the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the"squares rule. In the original
analysis one response due to horizontal excitation and one response due to
vertical excitation were combined by the absolute sum method. The process
was repeated for the other horizontal component and the more limiting result
was employed for design.

The current approach corresponds to the recommendations of Regulatory Guide

1.92, "Combining Hodal Responses and Spatial Components in Seismic Response

Analysis," December 1974. It is consistent with current criteria and we

consider it acceptable.

Evaluation of Hethods

Several conservative elements are inherent in the procedures normally used in the
seismic design of nuclear power plant structures. They have been extensively
discussed in various forums. The general methods of analysis used by the applicant
in the seismic reevaluation as outlined above contain three significant relaxations
relative to the normal, or currently accepted, procedures. One relaxation is the
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reduction of ground response spectra to account for building size effects. The

second is use of actual material strengths rather than code specified minimum

material strengths. The third is allowance for ductility in structures which

might be used in two specific cases and specifically justified. As discussed

above and in Supplements 4 and 5 to the Safety Evaluation Report and in our

November 1976 report to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, we believe
these relaxations are justified. The other usual conservatisms still apply.
Thus, based on our review, we conclude that, taken as a whole, the general methods

and procedures outlined above are conservative and provide for adequate safety
margins in the design of Category I structures.
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3.8.5.4 Structural Anal sis

This section discusses our evaluation of the applicant's methods for analysis of
the various structures, outdoor tasks, buried piping and cranes. The applicant's
methods and the outstandin'g items in our review are described in subsections

3. 8. 5.4. 1 thorugh 3.8. 5.4.8. Our conclusions are presented in subsection 3.8.5. 4. 9.

3.8.5.4. 1 Containment Shell

The reactor containment shell is a cylindrical, reinforced concrete structure
which consists of a 142-foot high cylinder, topped with a hemispherical dome. The

cylinder wall is 3 feet 8 inches thick, and the dome is 2 feet 6 inches thick.
The inside diameter is 140 feet. The base is a circular slab 153 feet in diameter

and 14 feet 6 inches thick, with the reactor cavity near the center. The inside

of the shell is lined with welded steel plate which forms a leaktight membrane.

The liner is 3/8-inch thick on the wall and dome and 1/4-inch thick on the base

slab.

Since the containment structure is founded on a rock medium, soil-structure inter-
action effects were considered negligible. Accordingly, for the reevaluation, the
containment- structure'was assumed to be fixed at the base and the exterior and

interior structures were uncoupled for analysis purposes since they are not coupled

or laterally connected at any elevation except the base.
1

An axisymmetric model was used to compute the translational response of
due to the horizontal component of the ground motion. Since the center

and the center of rigidity coincide, the translationa'1 analysis did not

inherent torsional modes or responses in the shell. Peak responses and

time-histories were determined for various nodes using the time-history
superposition method.

the shell
of mass

yield any

acceleration
modal

In accordance with the general methods discussed above the torsional response due

to horizontal inputs was determined using a time-history modal superposition
method. Two lumped mass models were used assuming an accidental eccentricity of 5

percent and 7 percent, respectively, of the structural dimension in the direction
perpendicular to the applied load. The torsional response from the two lumped

mass models were combined with the corresponding horizontal translational responses

from the axisymmetric model in accordance with the general methods discussed above

in Section 3.8.5.3 above. The, applicant has demonstrated the equivalency of the

axisymmetric model and the lumped mass model by comparing the natural frequencies

and participation factors of the two models.

Vertical acceleration and displacement responses were determined by a time-history,
modal superposition analysis of the axisymmetric finite element model.
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The maximum shell forces and moments were determined by a response spectrum analysis

of the same axisymmetric model.

The appropriate responses from the horizontal and vertical components of the

ground motion were combined at the mid-thickness of the shell using the square-root-
of-the-sum-of-the-squares rule.

Raw floor response spectra for both the Blume and Newmark inputs were computed

from the acceleration time-history responses at various nodes of the containment

shel l.

To develop the horizontal floor response spectra, the translational spectra were

combined with the torsional spectra using the method described above in Section

3.8. 5. 3. The resulting spectra were then combined on a square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-

squares basis with the horizontal component due to the vertical input to yield the

design spectra. The horizontal floor response spectra are applicable in any

horizontal direction due to the symmetry of the structure.

The vertical floor response spectra were generated based on a dynamic vertical
analysis of the exterior structure. These raw floor spectra were calculated for
the various damping values appropriate to different equipment and were smoothed in
accordance with the general methods .discussed above in Section 3.8.5.5. These

floor response spectra were then used in the reevaluation of components, pipes and

electrical conduits attached to and supported by the containment shell.

Since the containment shell was originally qualified for a 0.4g double design

earthquake, the applicant has reevaluated the adequacy of the containment shell by

comparing the resulting forces to those obtained from the original analysis. This

was accomplished in three steps:

(1) Systematic review of all the original design calculations to extract and

summarize the results of the seismic analysis.

(2) Comparison of the Hosgri event dynamic analysis results with the original
dynamic analysis results to identify the potential problem areas, and

(3) Detailed evaluation of areas identified as potential problems.

The areas listed below remain outstanding in our review of the containment shell
and require resolution. We will provide our evaluation of these matters in a

future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

(1) An evaluation of containment stability against overturning and uplift.
Although the peak horizontal and vertical forces disturbing the structure are

'arge,actual overturning of the containment is physically impossible due to
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the oscillating nature of these forces. However, we will require considera-

tion of the amount of tilting that may be possible (without overturning) in
order to ensure that it would not damage safety-related equipment or structural
elements (for example by overstressing piping connected to the containment

shell). The applicant has submitted an analysis of the amount of tiltwhich

we are reviewing.

(2) Further analysis of the foundation mat. Because of its massive character and

thickness the applicant assumed that the foundation mat would not be affected

by the increased loads due to the Hosgri event and did not reevaluate it for
the new earthquake. We requested that the applicant perform a simplified
analysis using conservative assumptions to assure that the base mat would not

be overstressed. The applicant submitted a simplified analysis which we

found unacceptable because we did not agree with the basic assumptions. The

applicant has committed to revise the analysis and to ascertain the adequacy

of the foundation mat during a Hosgri event.

(3) An evaluation of the criteria and methods for screening critical elements and

a complete list of these elements and their problem areas. We requested that
the applicant correlate the information presented in Amendment 50 and more

clearly describe the procedure used to determine which structural elements,

if any, had to be,redesigned and modified to resist the forces imposed by the

Hosgri event. This information has been submitted by the applicant and we

are reviewing it.

(4) An evaluation of the containment penetration design. During the meetings the

week of January 16, 1978 we requested that the applicant demonstrate adequacy

of the penetrations fn the containment shell for the Hosgri event. We were

concerned about whether the discontinuity stress in the shell around the

penetration would be increased beyond the acceptable limits due to the earth-

quake. The applicant has provided pertinent information and we are reviewing

it..

(5) Further analysis of the stresses in diagonal reinforcement of the containment

shell. We are currently discussing with the applicant the method of combining

peak seismic loads for the containment shell diagonal reinforcement. We have

requested additional studies in order to make a judgment on this matter.
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3.8.5.4.2 Containment Interior Structures

The containment Interior Structures consist of two concentric concrete walls with

outside radii of 53 feet and 17 feet respectively. The inner cyl.indrical wall

varies in thickness from three feet to 8.5 feet; it supports the reactor vessel.

The outer cylindrical wall houses the steam generators, the reactor coolant pumps,

the pressurizer, and other equipment. Concrete slabs provide horizontal diaphragm

stiffening action at elevations 114 feet and 140 feet. A polar gantry crane is
mounted on top of the outer cylinder wall. ,The interior and exterior structures

are supported by a common heavy concrete base slab of 14.5 feet thick for most

part of the slab except the reactor cavity area where the slab is nine feet thick.

An equivalent axisymmetric model of the interior structures was used in the analysis.

The model was assumed fixed at the base. Because some of the shear walls are not

symmetrical about the structural axis, the axisymmetric shell elements were estab-

lished on the basis of the equivalent cross-sectional properties of the structure.

Small irregularities in the foundation slab were neglected. The equivalent mass

density used for each element reflects the mass of attached mechanical equipment

and a)1 other associated masses, as well as the concrete mass density.

A time-history modal superposition analysis of the axisymmetric model was used to

compute the translational response of the structure due to the horizontal component

of the ground motion. Because the center of mass and the center of rigidity of

the model coincide, the translational analysis does not yield any inherent torsional

modes or responses in the structure.

For the torsional response due to horizontal inputs, a time-history, modal super-

position analysis of two lumped-mass models was performed. Again, the lumped

masses represented the accumulated mass of the concrete structure, the steel fram-

ing, the equipment, the reactor and the other masses.

The center of rigidity and the center of mass 'of the interior structures are

approximately coincident for the east-west ground motion but are separated by one

foot between elevations 114 feet and 140 feet and 2.5 feet between elevations 91

feet and 114 feet for the north-south ground motion. Because the eccentricities
for'he north-south ground motions are the larger, the torsional response to that
motion was calculated and used for both orthogonal horizontal directions.

Vertical responses were determined by a time-history, modal superposition analysis

of the lumped-mass model. A coupled model incorporating both the concrete interior
structure and the steel annulus structure was used for the analysis.

At our request the applicant established the equivalency of the axisymmetric model

and, the lumped-mass model by comparing the dynamic characteristics of the two

models. The difference was insignificant.
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Raw horizontal and torsional response spectra for both the Blume and Hewmark

inputs were generated from the acceleration time-histories at various elevations
along the center line of the interior structure. These response spectra were used

for both the north-south and the east-west directions due to the assumed axisymmetry

of the structure. Equivalent horizontal response spectra at the location of
interest were developed using the method described previously.

The raw vertical floor response spectra were generated based on a dynamic vertical
analysis of the interior structure.

The above raw floor response spectra were calculated for various values of damping

appropriate for systems and equipment and were smoothed according to the procedures

discussed above in Section 3.8.5.3. The smoothed horizontal and vertical floor
response spectra were used, for the reevaluation of systems and components.

i

The same procedure used in the containment shell analysis for identifying problem

areas was followed in the evaluation of the containment interior structures, i.e.,
review of original calculations, comparison with Hosgri analysis and evaluation.
It was found by the applicant that the stresses resulting from the Hosgri event
were all within the allowable limits set forth in the structural specification
except for some structural members in the annulus which are discussed further in
item (4) below.

The areas listed below remain outstanding in our review of the containment interior
structure and require resolution. We will provide our evaluation of these matters
in a futur e supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

(1) Further calculations regarding the equivalent stiffness of the interior
structure. We requested that the applicant provide 'a study to determine the

change in the dynamic characteristics of the interior structures of the
containment due to different modeling techniques. The purpose of this study
was to determine the effect of employing the axisymmetric model used in the
translational analysis rather than a model which would incorporate the stiff-
ness characteristics of the actual structures. The applicant provided us

with comparison of the results of the analyses using two models reflecting
the two conditions, each consisting of two masses. Although periods of the
two models are practically identical, we will require more information
regarding th'e details of the analyses in order to make a determination on

their validity.

(2) Evaluation of the justification for decoupling. In the reevaluation of the
containment interior structure the applicant included the masses of major
equipment such as steam generator and reactor vessel but ignored their stiff-.
nesses. Since the mass of this type of equipment is large compared to the
mass of the supports the vibrations of one may affect the other. For these
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reasons we requested that the applicant provide a justification for decoupling

of the equipment from its support. The applicant has provided this informa-

tion and we are reviewing it.

(3) An evaluation of the analysis of the internal structures (distribution of
shear and bending moments). In general, sheer forces induced into the struc-

tural system are resisted by the piers and walls. Distribution of lateral

forces among individual piers is a function of the relative stiffness in

bending and shear. The applicant used a rought assumption regarding the

distribution of shears and moments between interior structures and the crane

wall. We requested quantitative justification for this assumption. The

applicant has provided a justification and we are reviewing it.

(4) An evaluation of the annulus area. Initially, at the meetings during the

week of January 16, 1978, the applicant informed us that the loadS assumed

for the reevaluation of steel members in the area of annulus between the

exterior shell and the crane wall were twice the loads of the double design

earthquake. In spite of such a seemingly high assumed load the applicant

found that, for some of the members, loads determined by a Hosgri event

analysis would be higher. Since that time the applicant has provided us with

a list of all the members in the annulus area comparing the loads resulting
from the twice double design earthquake assumption and from the Hosgri event

analysis. We are reviewing this information. We also expect the applicant

to submit a report describing the remedial action to be taken and a sample of
redesign of individual members.
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3.8.5.4.3 Auxiliar Buildin

The auxiliary building is a reinforced concrete, shear wall box-type structure
except for the fuel handling area which is a steel structure. The shear walls are

generally three feet thick, with a minimum thickness of two feet. (labs are

generally two feet thick. The walls of the spent fuel pools are a minimum of six
feet thick except for local areas around the fuel transfer tubes. The foundation

slab under the spent fuel pits has a minimum thickness of five feet. The sides

and bottoms of,the spent fuel pools are lined with stainless steel plate, 1/4-inch
thick on the bottoms and 1/8-inch thick on the sides.

The main floor levels in the auxiliary building are at elevations 60, 73, 85, 100,

115 and 140 feet. Elevations 60 and 73 feet are below ground level, which is at
elevation 85 except for the east side of the building where ground level is at
elevaton 115.

The only connections between the auxiliary building and other structures are the
fuel transfer tube and miscellaneous piping. The fuel transfer tube is fitted
with expansion bellows which allow relative movement between the auxiliary building,
the containment shell, and the containment internal structure. The design of the
expansion bellows considers the maximum axial and lateral relative deflection that
could occur during the Mosgrf event. The design of miscellaneous piping is dis-
cussed in Section 3.9 of this supplement.

The auxiliary building was analyzed for the three corn'ponents of the Mosgri event

ground motion using a modal superposition time-history procedure. Peak responses

were calculated, and acceleration time histories were determined for various nodes

for use in determining raw floor response spectra.

Three different mathematical models of the auxiliary building were used for anal-

yses: one in the north-south direction, one in the east-west direction, and one

in the vertical direction. The models were assumed fixed at the elevation 85 feet
(i.e., ground motion input was applied into the structure at this elevation).

All degrees of f'reedom have been defined at the center of mass. Part of the
structure between elevations 60 feet and 85 feet is below grade and was not lumped

as a separate mass but was assumed to be part of the foundation soil mass.

To account for the embedment effect of the upward-sloping grade above elevation 85

feet a set of equivalent spring stiffnesses were determined based on the elastic
half-space theory. These stiffnesses were then increased to account for the
effect of a sloping surface on the east side of:the buildig. At our request the

applicant performed a parametric study by varying the stiffness values. The

applicant demonstrated that the variation of the stiffness values has little
effect on the structural responses.
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eluded in
auxiliary
tricities

of the centers of mass and rigidities were calculated for each level to con"

torsional mode of vibration in the analysis. The actual (geometric) eccen-

combined with five percent assumed accidental eccentricities have been in-

the model for the north-south ground motion. For east-west analysis, the

building was considered symmetrical and, therefore, only accidental eccen-

were included in the model.

To establish whether the five percent or the seven percent assumed accidental eccentri-

city gave the higher responses, the results from the two methods discussed previously

were computed. The applicant indicated that the absolute sum of the horizontal re-

sponse and the torsional response due to the five percent assumed eccentricity in every

case gave higher values than the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares combination of

the horizontal response with the torsional response due to the seven percent assumed

eccentricity.

For vertical analysis the model was based on the assumption that the floor slabs were

rigid (i. e., have fundamental frequencies higher than 33 Mertz). This assumption

holds for all auxiliary building floor slabs except the floor of the control room.

The control room floor was modeled by finite elements. The wall and column supports of
the slab were assumed to be rigid in the vertical direction; rotational degrees of free-

dom were modeled by springs whose rotational stiffness was equal to that of the walls.

The smoothed horizontal, torsional and vertical floor response spectra for damping

values appropriate to systems and equipment were developed from raw spectra deter-

mined from the acceleration time histories at various nodes. The spectra were

defined at the actual (geometric) centers of mass in the building. The horizontal

and torsional spectra given are for the controlling case of five percent accidental

eccentricity.

Ho torsional spectra were given for the roof of the steel structure over the fuel-
handling area (elevation 188 feet). Torsional effects were accounted for„by increas-

ing the north"south and east-west horizontal response at this level by 10 percent. We

will require further information to confirm that this is equivalent to or more conser-

vative than using the five percent assumed eccentricity to account for torsion. We will
provide our evaluation of this matter in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation

Report.

Adequate safety margins have been provided by consideration of the additional strength
resulting from reinforcing bar in excess of original design requirements and from act.-

ual average values of material properties. The maximum calculated compressive stress

in the concrete ranges from 300 to 1500 pounds per square inch which is well below the

allowable stress of 3920 pounds per square inch. The average safety factor for rein-

forcing steel is about 1.5. Safety factor defined here is the ratio between yield
stress and computed stress.
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In analyzing the shear keys in the foundation below elevation 85 feet, the applicant
used a coservative approximate method that resulted in overstressing.
Consequently, we requested a more accurate analysis. The applicant has submitted
further information and we are reviewing it. Our evaluation will be provided in a

future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

In the process of investigation of the soil bearing pressure under the auxiliary
building the applicant confined himself to the lowest levels which. are at elevation
57 feet. Because of the shape of the building (Tee shape) we feel that the bearing
pressure should be checked also at the outermost points from its centroid, although
it may be at a higher elevation. The applicant has agreed to investigate the
bearing pressure at such a point, elevation 85 feet. We will provide our evaluation
of this matter in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

A comparison of the Hosgri event dynamic analysis with the double design earthquake
results was made to identify those floor slabs that have the highest percentage of
increase in response and the least reserve capacity. A detailed reevaluatin
showed that the slabs are adequate to withstand the Hosgri event. The maximum

moment in the slabs was found to be within the code allowable ultimate capacity of
the slabs.

The areas listed below remain outstanding in our review of the auxiliary building
and require resolution. We will provide our evaluation of these matters in a

future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report:

(1) Demonstration of the conservatism 'of the method used to account for torsional
effects in the roof of the fuel handling area (discussed above).

(2) An evaluation of the analysis of shear keys in foundations (discussed above).

(3) Further analysis of soil bearing pressure (discussed above).
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3. 8. 5;4.4 Intake Structure

The intake structure is a reinforced concrete shear wall building constructed with

3000 pounds per square inch minimum-specified-strength concrete. Except for the

auxiliary saltwater conduits, water-tight doors and ventilation it was not original-

ly classified as seismic Category I. However, it was analyzed to assure protection

of the auxiliary salt water system in the event of an earthquake and it has been

evaluated for the Hosgri event.

The structure is approximately 205 feet long by 100 feet wide. The long dimension

corresponds to the north-south direction, as assumed in the analysis, and is

parallel to the seaward face of the structure. The intake structure is surrounded

by rock backfi lied on three sides, while the fourth (western) side is exposed to

the Pacific Ocean. The top deck of the structure has a maximum elevation of +17. 5

feet. A small concrete ventilation tower extends to an elevation of +31.0 feet.

The structure is supported by a concrete mat foundation at an elevation of -31. 5

feet. The top level of the structure consists of a concrete slab 18 inches thick.

At elevation -2. 1 feet, the pump deck floor supports the four main circulating

water pumps and the four seismic Category I auxiliary saltwater pumps. Water for

these pumps is brought in through the exposed western (ocean) side of the struc-

ture. The structure is symmetric about a vertical plane in the east-west directionI

through its centerline. The ocean side of the structure at the level of -2. 1 feet

has no floor diaphragm and is connected to the land side of the structure by a

thick, vertical north-south shear wall running from elevation -7.7 feet to the

top-deck level. At the top-deck level, this wall is connected, through an 18-inch

thick horizontal diaphragm with numerous openings, to the remaining 18- and 24-inch

thick slabs over the pump area.

The seismic analysis of the intake structure was carried out by initially separat-

ing the structure into two basic parts: (1) the pump deck base, consisting of the

massive land-side portion of the structure, from elevation -31.5-foot to the

-2. 1-foot pump-deck level; and (2) the remainder of the structural system. The

pump-deck base was considered to be the ground for the analysis of the remainder

of the structure.

Three three-dimensional mathematical models were developed to model the structure:

an east-west model, a north-south model, and a vertical model. Each model is

structured so as to represent the vibrational response characteristics of the

structural system due to seismic input in the corresponding direction. All three

models use typical finite-element methods of suitable for the structural system.

For all models, the floor slabs and most vertical walls were modeled as flat-plate
elements to include both membrane (in-plane) and bending (out-of-place) behavior.

Some thick shear walls near the symmetry plane of the structure in the east-west

direction have been modeled as three-dimensional solid elements.
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Provision for accidental torsion was taken into account by assuming a torque
equivalent to the total base shear multiplied by five percent of the long dimen-

sion of the structure.

Only those modes with frequencies of oscillation less than or equal to 33 Hertz
have been considered significant for response computations. The fundamental

frequencies of the system in the north-south east-west and vertical directions are

10.4 Hertz, 2S.6 Hertz and 16.0 Hertz, respectively. Shear stresses in the walls
due to the east-west earthquake are within the allowable 120 pounds per square

inch of the concrete alone.

Based on the low magnitude of the stresses in the elements of the structure, we

have concluded that there is no danger of structural damage from east-west earth-
quake forces.

For the north-south earthquake the seaward piers have been found to be considerably
overstressed. We have requested that the applicant perform additional work using
a more refined method of analysis and submit the results for our review. If this
analysis is to demonstrate that the piers, as they are, will not fail it will
undoubtedly be through credit for structural ductility. In this event we will
review the justification and ensure that the amount of yielding is confined to the
limits previously set forth by the structural specification. Alternately, there
is another option, short of modification, that the applicant might pursue. That
option would be to demonstrate that, despite failure of the piers, operation of
the auxiliary seawater system would not be impaired.

We have not accepted the stability analysis initially provided by the applicant
and have requested a more realistic assessment of the sliding resistance and

overturning resistance. We are currently reviewing the applicant's response.

The areas listed below remain outstanding in our review of the intake structure
and require resolutio'n. We will provide our evaluation of these matters in a

future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

(1) Further justification for dynamic earth pressure calculations. In estimating
the increase in earth pressure due to the earthquake the coefficient of
dynamic pressure was used without any reference or backup information. This
coefficient has been evaluated by various investigators and it is well known

that it may vary over a wide range depending on such factors as source, soil
conditions and level of water table. Thus, it is important that the selected
value be justified. Further@ore, since the soil pressure varies directly
with the coefficient it may affect the stability of the structure against
sliding which, if excessive, could be damaging to the safety-related piping
and equipment. For these, reasons, we will require that the applicant provide
us with justification for the increase in lateral pressure due to an earthquake.
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(2) Further analyses of piers (discussed above).

(3) An evaluation of the foundation mat analyses. We found an error fn the

applicant's analysis of the mat which resulted in an excessive ductility
ratio. We notified the applicant and he has performed another analysis to
correct the original error. We are reviewing this submittal.

(4) Further stability analyses. In the calculation of the factor of safety
against sliding the applicant took credit for an excessive amount of depres-

sion of the concrete structure into the rock which would act as a shear key

and thus prevent sliding. The design drawings indicate that the actual
depressed area is less than the area used in the analysis. This would result
in a reduced resistance to sliding and, consequently, a lower factor of
safety. The applicant has submitted a new analysis which used a more

realistic depressed area and we are reviewing it. In addition, although the
actual overturning of the structure is virtually impossible because of the
oscillating nature of the disturbing forces, it must be assured that this
structure does not tilt enough to damage the safety-related equipment. We

will require that the applicant analyze this aspect of stability of the
structure.
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3.8.5.4.5 Turbine Buildin

The turbine building was not originally designated as a seismic Category I
structure. However, it contains some seismic Category I equipment - principally
the emergency diesel generators, associated vital switchgear, and the component

cooling water heat exchanger. Early in the operating license review, in response

to our request for assurance that thjs equipment would be protected from

earthquakes, the applicant adopted the approach of performing dynamic seismic
analyses for the entire structure as'ould be done for a Category I structure.
The same approach has been followed in the seismic reevaluation.

It is worth noting that, since this structure was not originally designated
seismic Category I, it initially met design earthquake criteria rather than double
design earthquake criteria. This explains, at least in part, why the turbine
building now appears to require more extensive modification than the other major
structures.

The turbine building is a combined steel frame and concrete structure in which a

combination of vertical X-bracing and reinforced concrete shear walls provides
lateral force resistance. Unit 1 is a long rectangular building approximately
400 feet long in the north-south (longitudinal) direction and 140 feet wide in the
east-west (transverse) direction. Unit 2 is similar. The building consists of
four working floor levels approximately at elevations 140, 119, 104, and 85 feet,
with grade being located at elevation 85 feet. The massive reinforced concrete
turbine pedestal, which supports the turbine generator, is located in the center
of the building. This pedestal has been structurally isolated from the floors at
elevations 140, 119, and 104 feet, but it does share a common foundation mat with
the building. Two 115-ton-capacity overhead cranes will operate at elevation 180

feet.

The roof is supported by trusses spanning approximately 138 feet These are con-

nected by moment-resisting connections to 40-inch deep welded plate columns to
form rigid bents in the east-west direction. The various bents are tied together
at the roof level with the lower-chord bracing system and at elevation 140 feet,
by the floor framing and concrete diaphragm slab. The welded plate columns of
each bent extend from approximately elevation 85 feet up to the roof trusses.

The north-south, east-west, and vertical analyses of the turbine building were

decoupled to facilitate the analysis of the structurally complex building.

The models used for analyses were assumed fixed at elevation 85 feet. The modal

responses were combined in each direction using the square-root-of-the-the-sum-
of-the-squares method. Seismic forces in the east-west direction are resisted
primarily by the diaphragm slab at elevation 140 feet and by the shear walls along
column lines 5 and 17. The concrete shear walls run from grade to the diaphragm
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slab at elevation 140 feet and are 24 inches and 20 inches thick, respectively.

In addition to the shear walls, east-west lateral force-resisting elements are in

the form of a shear wall from grade to elevation 104 feet, with vertical X"bracing

running from elevation 104 feet to the elevation of the truss lower-chord bracing

system.

The interior framing supporting the floors at elevations 104, 119, and 140 feet is
supported on columns running from the foundation to the structural steel f'loor

framing at elevation 140 feet. These columns are framed to the floor beams and

girders with essentially simple connections and, consequently, are assumed to

offer no resistance to seismic forces.

Time-history analysis was used to gener ate floor response spectra. Response

spectra analyses were used to compute structural responses. The analysis in the

east-west direction was done using the SAP IV computer program.

A three dimensional model was necessary because the primary structural resisting
system and the mass of the building are unsymmetrical. The turbine pedestal was

not included in the east-west turbine building model because it is not attached to

the building at any other point other than the foundation. A north-south model

was generated and the modes and mode shapes and frequencies determined using the

TABS computer program. This information was used as input to the HATRAN computer

program to develop the acceleration time history at various floor elevations.

The vertical time-history analysis was performed: The model consisting of floor
beams, girders, columns and equipment weights was analyzed using the SAP IV

computer program.

Mith regard to the computer codes mentioned above we have requested that the

applicant provide verification for those codes which either have been modified by

the applicant or which are not generally accepted and verified codes in the public
domain.

As a result of the seismic analyses and evaluations, several major modifications
to the existing structural system were found to be necessary. Descriptions of
each of the more significant modifications are listed below:

(a) Hodifications for East-Mest Forces

(1) Add exterior concrete buttresses from elevation 85 feet to '119 feet.

(2) Add an interior shear wall below elevation 119 feet along column line
', ll.
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(3) Strengthen floor diaphragms at elevation 104 feet and 119 feet.

(4) Add lower chord bracing in the roof trusses.

(5) Thicken shear walls on column lines 17 and 19 and install rock anchors.

(6) Add concrete pilasters to shear walls on column lines 5 and 31.

(7) Develop full strength of the vertical cross bracing member joints
between elevation 140 feet and the roof level along column lines 1 and

35.

(b) Modifications for North-South Forces

(1) Add shear walls along column lines A and B between elevation 104 feet
and 140 feet, and strengthen walls below elevation 104 feet.

(2) Add additional X-bracing above elevation 140 feet to roof along column

lines A and G.

(3) Strengthen connections of lower-chord roof bracing and vertical load

carrying trusses.

(4) Strengthen floor diaphragms at elevations 104 feet and 119 feet.
!

(5) Thicken shear walls on column lines A and G between 85 feet and 104 feet
and install rock anchors.

We will require more complete descriptions of these modifications and will provide

our evaluation of them in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

In Amendment 56 the applicant accounted for the torsional eccentricities by

increasing the resulting stresses by 10 percent. At our request the applicant
performed an additional analysis to verify that the 10 percent increase in
stresses is more conservative than considering torsion in the models and applying
an accidental torsion as an equivalent assumed 5 percent eccentricity. Results of
this additional analysis showed that two of the walls were subjected to a stress
increase greater than 10 percent. The applicant is investigating whether any

remedial action is necessary for these walls. We will provide our'evaluation of
this investigation in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

t
In the original submittal (Amendment 50) the applicant determined that the two end

bays, namely No. 1 and 35 would be stressed beyond the yield point when a crane is
par ked at the end of its travel'(i.e., at one of the end bays). Later, the appli-
cant chose to impose administrative controls on movements of the cranes so that,
among other things, its location at any of the two bents would be prevented and
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thus the stresses exceeding the elastic range avoided until such time as a defini-
tive analysis of crane safety for a Hosgri event has been performed and it has

been reviewed and approved by the staff.

If, when this analysis is submitted, the applicant claims credit for structural
ductility we will review the justification and will ensur e that the amount of
yielding is kept within the limits stipulated by the structural specification.
General aspects of analyses for all cranes and the administrative controls are

discussed in Section 3.8.5.4.8 below.

At our request, the applicant has performed 'an analysis to assess whether there is
enough clearance between the turbine pedestal and the adjacent structural elements

for a Hosgri event to prevent pounding. The analysis indicated that a larger
clearance was necessary. The applicant will be required to take necessary

remedial actions. The applicant intends to do this by removing concrete to
enlarge the gap. We will review this modification and provide our evaluation in a

future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

Some of the information that we requested during the meetings the week of January 16,

1978 was not reviewed at that time, either because the information was not available
or because there was not enough time to review it before the meetings were concluded.

Subsequently, the applicant provided the information but, for many of the items,

we have not yet completed our review. Items in this category are as fol'lows:

(1) A torsional analysis using assumed eccentricity.

(2) 'n investigation of the crane trolley vertical movement to assess the need
- for vertical restraints.

(3) Computations on ductility requirements for nonlinear members.

(4) Results of analysis for the overhead crane.

(5) Foundation mat analysis and design.

(6) An assessment of the adequacy of turbine pedestal for Hosgri earthquake as

related to the structural interaction and its effect on safety-related equipment.

(7) Horizontal and vertical mathematical models and their descriptions.

(8) Typical examples for horizontal and vertical smoothed response spectra.

(9) The mathematical model used for overhead crane analysis.
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(10) Information about the composition of the time history and base line
corrections.

The items listed below remain outstanding in our review of the turbine building
and require resolution. We will provide our evaluation of these matters in a

future supplement to the. safety evaluation report:

(1) Verification and justification of computer codes (discussed above).

(2) An investigation of whether or not corrective action is necessary as a result
of torsion studies (discussed above).

(3) Further information regarding the end bents (discussed above).

(4) More detailed descriptions of the turbine building modifications (discussed

above).

(5) A description of the modification to enlarge the gap between the turbine
pedestal and adjacent structural elements (discussed above).

(6) An evaluation of several items that have been provided by the applicant but

which we have not yet reviewed (discussed above).
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3.6.6.4.6 ~Buried Pi ee

The buried diesel fuel oil pipes connect the fuel oil tanks to the diesel

generator systems inside the turbine building. The buried auxiliary saltwater

pipes are anchored to the circulating water intake conduits at 40 foot intervals.
In order to assure the structural integrity of the conduits during earthquake

motions, they were reviewed for the same criteria as the auxiliary saltwater

piping and the diesel fuel oil piping.

The portion of a buried pipe far from the ends, and free of any external support

other than the surrounding soil, was assumed to move with the ground under the

propagation of seismic shear and compressional waves. Mith this assumption the

stresses in the pipe were computed as the products of soil strains and the modu'lus

of elasticity of the pipe material.

For the circulating water conduits, the concrete was assumed to crack and the

rebars were assumed to carry the entire tension load.

The method and criteria employed in the seismic evaluation of the buried piping
are based on the approach given in Section 6 of Bechtel Topical Report BC-TOP-4A,

(Reference 6, Appendix 0 to this supplement).

The axial and bending stresses due to propagation of a shear wave were calculated
in the following manner:

(1) The stresses of the pipe due to the horizontal motion were combined with the

stresses in the same direction due to the vertical seismic component, which

was assumed equal to two-thirds of the horizontal component, by the
square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares method.

(2) The resulting stress was added to the stress due to the internal pressure.

The maximum stresses induced in the auxiliary salt water and diesel fuel oil
piping were calculated as 20,000 and 36,000 pounds per square inch, respectively.
The maximum stress in the circulating water conduit reinforcing steel was deter-
mined as 28,000 pounds per square inch. These maximum stresses were in all cases

less than or equal to the specified minimum yield strengths for the materia'1 of
construction of 36,000 pounds per square inch.

Isolation sleeves or flexible couplings are used where the pipes enter the build-
ings to accommodate relative displacement between the soil and the buildings.

Based on these considerations we have concluded that the qualification of this
buried piping for the Hosgri event is acceptable.
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3.8.5.4. 7 Outdoor Tanks

The applicant has reevaluated two types of outdoor tanks, namely, the outdoor

water storage tanks which are resting on the ground and the fuel oil tanks which

are buried fn the ground.

The outdoor water storage tanks are cylindrical structures original.iy fabricated

of welded steel plates and anchored to a concrete foundation. The tanks consist

of a dome with a radius of 40 feet and a cylinder of 40 foot diameter and 52. 5

feet in height.

For the analysis of the water storage tanks the free field Blume and Hewmark

horizontal response spectra at four percent critical damping, were used.

The criteria employed in the seismic evaluation of the outdoor water storage tanks

for the Hosgri event were similar to those for the major str'uctures reported in
the previous sections of this supplement. A lumped mass"spring model fixed at the

base was initially used for analysis. We did not accept that analysis because the

tanks had not been analyzed as a thin shell, which would include ovaling effects
in the tank walls. At our request the applicant has performed another analysis

using an axisymmetrical finite element model for the stress analysis. The hydro-

dynamic pressure exerted in the tank wall was determined following the procedures

recommended in Veletsos and Yang, 1976 (Reference 7 of Appendix 0 to this supplement).

The paper suggested the procedures for computing the hydrodynamic effects in rigid
tanks in terms of impulsive and convective pressures. The applicant also compared

the results from this approach with those obtained by the approach described in

Chapter 6 of the Atomic Energy Commission publication TIO 7024 (Reference 8,

Appendix 0 to this supplement).

The applicant has decided to add concrete she'lls, typically 8 inches thick, surround-

ing the steel tanks. Among other things this will strengthen the tanks against

ovaling.

There are two fuel oil tanks buried approximately 7 feet below the ground surface.

These tanks are 10 feet in diameter and 36 feet long. They are resting on compacted

soil.

For the analysis of fuel oil tanks, the applicant has used the free field Newmark

horizontal response spectra at 5 percent of critical damping and the corresponding

time-history acceleration coupled with deconvolution analysis to generate the

inputs to the finite element model.

A finite element analysis was performed for the fuel oil tanks using the FLUSH

program. This program is based on the vertical shear wave propagation theory and

has been used in many seismic analyses and discussed in the literature. The
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applicant indicated that the results computed by this program were more conserva-

tive than those based on the approach suggested by Hewmark, 1968 (Reference 9,

Appendix 0 to this supplement).

Based on the analyses described above, the applicant has indicated that there
would be no overstress in the seismic Category I tanks. We are stil'1 reviewing
the analyses, and we will provide our evaluation of these matters in a future
supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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3.8.5.4.8 Cranes

Several cranes in the plant could have adverse effects on safety-related equipment
if an earthquake should cause the cranes to fail in certain circumstances. These

cranes are: I

(1) The polar gantry crane in the containment structure.

(2) The manipulator crane in the containment structure.

(3) The cask handling crane in the fuel building.

(4) The spent fuel bridge crane in the fuel building.

(5) The two turbine building cranes.

(6) The intake structure gantry crane.

The cranes have either not yet been analyzed for the Hosgri event or we have not
yet reviewed the analyses.

The applicant has agreed to provide analyses of the cranes combined with
appropriate operating restrictions to ensure that postulated crane failures due to
an earthquake would not affect plant safety. For example, the applicant intends
to demonstrate, in the near future, that the 125-ton-capacity cask handling crane,
in any crane position, can safely withstand the Hosgri event, while carrying a

small load (about 1 ton). Operation of the crane would then be allowed in any
crane position but with only the small load until such time as the applicant had

demonstrated to our satisfaction that some less restricted mode of operation had

no effect on plant safety. This general approach is acceptable to us.

We will review the applicant's crane safety analyses and provide our evaluation in
a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report. We will include appropriate
restrictions in the technical specifications, to ensure that the cranes remain in
conditions that have been shown to be safe.
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3.8.5.4.9 Conclusions

As described in Sections 3.8.5.2 and 3.8.5.3 of this supplement we have found the

applicant's basic criteria (ground response spectra) and general methods of analysis

acceptable.

Subsections 3. 8. 5. 4. 1 through 3. 8. 5. 4. 8 above describe our review of the applicant's

structural analysis methods for the various structures, outdoor tanks, buried

piping and cranes.

Our review of the buried piping analyses is completed and we have found them

acceptable and, therefore, conclude that the qualification of buried piping for

the Hosgri event is acceptable (Subsection 3.8.5.4.6).

Our review of the auxiliary building analyses is nearly completed with three

specific items that require resolution (Subsection 3.8. 5.4. 3).

We have performed a substantial amount of our review for the containment shell,

the containment interior structures and the intake structure and have ~identified

13 specific areas that require resolution for these three structures (Subsections

3.8. 5. 4. 1, 3.8. 5.4.2 and 3.8. 5.4.4).

The applicant has performed analyses of the outdoor tanks in accordance with the

general methods and criteria that we requested but we have not yet completed our

review of the analyses (subsection 3.8.5.4.7).

For cranes, the applicant will employ a combination of analysis and administrative

controls to ensure plant safety. This general approach is acceptable. We have

discussed possible approaches with the applicant and believe that this approach is

feasible. However, we have not yet reviewed the specific proposals (subsection

3.8. 5.4. 8).

For the turbine building, the major part of our review has not yet been completed.

In our review to aate we have identified four specific areas that require resolution:

verification of computer codes, investigation of the results of torsion studies,

further information regarding the end bents (if needed depending on administrative

controls for cranes) and further information related to the modifications to the

turbine pedestal gap. However, there are a number of items for which we have

requested additional information. The applicant has recently submitted additional

information but we have not yet completed our review of it. In addition, we will
need more detailed descriptions of the turbine building modifications for our

review (Subsection 3. 8. 5. 4. 5).

Overall, the major part of our review of the applicant's reevaluation is completed

and we can conclude that (1) we have a reasonably clear assessment of the pertinent
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structures'apabilities with respect to the Hosgri event and (2) we have identified
the remaining matters that require acceptable resolution. Accordingly, provided
that the outstanding matters described above are resolved in a conservative manner,

we will be able to conclude that the applicant's structural analyses are acceptable.

Me will continue our review of the outstanding matters discussed above and provide
our conclusions in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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3.9 Hechanical S stems and Com onents

3. 9. 3 Seismic Reevaluation

This section discusses our review to date of the applicant's seismic reevaluation

of mechanical systems and equipment and it summarizes the outstanding issues that

require resolution.

3. 9. 3. 1 Summar of Staff Review

The applicant has performed a seismic reevaluation of the plant's mechanical

systems and equipment.

In June 1977, the applicant submitted the results of a significant portion of the

seismic reevaluation in Amendment 50 to the operating license application. This

information has subsequently been supplemented by Amendments 53, 56, 59 and 60.

We reviewed Amendments 50 and 53 and requested numerous items of additional infor-

mation. The applicant responded to these requests in Amendment 56 in November

1977 and in several letters.

We reviewed the applicant's responses and then held seismic design criteria imple-

mentation meetings. The meetings concerning the applicant's scope of work (balance-

of-plant) were held in the applicant's offices the week of January 23, 1978. The

meetings concerning the Westinghouse scope of work (nuclear steam supply system)

were held in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania the week of January 30, 1978.

At these meetings we selectively reviewed the implementation of the seismic design

criteria for the plant. We also pursued questions regarding the applicant's

previous responses. The results were documented in our summary of the meetings

which included a lengthy list of areas where further information would be required.

To follow this up we had several conversations and informal meetings with the

applicant, primarily during the weeks of Harch 6, 1978 and Harch 13, 1978. The

applicant responded to questions that had been raised during the seismic design

criteria implementation review meetings. As discussed in Section 1.0 of this
supplement, the voluminous detailed technical information that the applicant

provided informally during these follow up meetings and discussions has been

documented in our files and made available in the public document rooms.

The results of our review and the items that remain outstanding are described in

the following sections of this supplement.
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3.9.3.2 General Methods of Anal sis
Oescri tion of Methods

The methods used in the Hosgri event reevaluation of mechanical equipment and

systems are given in Amendment 50 and subsequent amendments to the operating
license application and are summarized below.

Floor response spectra were utilized as described in Section 3.9.3.3 below.

The methods used in the reevaluation were generally the same as used in the original
analysis with the exception of the items listed below. (Listing the differences
from the original methods is a way of describing the general analysis methods.

Our evaluation basis is, however, the conservatism of the methods rather than
comparison with the original methods.)

(1) Damping values recommended in Regulatory Guide l. 61 were generally used in
the reevaluation. A damping value of 4 percent was used for the reactor
coolant system as opposed to 3 percent in the Regulatory Guide.

The damping values which were used in the original analysis for double design
earthquake are below the values currently recommended in Regulatory Guide

1. 61 and would give higher calculated responses.

The damping values recommended by Regulatory Guide 1.61 constitute our current
criteria and have been acceptable on all applications for several years.
Therefore, they are acceptable for use in the seismic reevaluation.

The value of 4 percent for the reactor coolant system was justified in actual
plant tests by Westinghouse Electric Corporation and has been accepted in our
review of other plants. The results were reported in Westinghouse Topical

, Report, WCAP 7921-AR, "Oamping Values of Nuclear Power Plant Components",

submitted in August 1973. After reviewing the topical report we approved the
4 percent value for use in similar Westinghouse reactor coolant systems

provided that similarity to the system tested is demonstrated. Our evaluation
was presented in a letter to Westinghouse dated May 16, 1974. We will require
that the applicant demonstrate similarity and we will provide our evaluation
of this item in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

For the reasons discussed above, the damping values used in the seismic
reevaluation for mechanical equipment and systems are acceptable, subject to
satisfactory demonstration of the reactor coolant system's similarity to the
system that was tested.
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(2) In some cases, where material test data were available, actual materia'I

properties were used in lieu of code specified minimum properties to
establish allowable stress limits to justify structural integrity where the

calculated stress exceeded the limits of The American Society of Mechanical

Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code). Code allowable values

were used in the original analysis.

Allowable stress values were established using the bases prescribed by

Appendix III of Section III of the ASME Code so that the factors of safety
used in the code are preserved. For this reason, we consider the use of
actual materia) properties acceptable for the reevaluation.

(3) The responses to Hosgr i earthquake loads or the doub'le design earthquake

loads (whichever was more limiting) were combined with the response due to
normal operation and the response due to postulated loss-of-coolant-accident
loads using the absolute summation method for response combination.

This is a conservative procedure which resu'its in the reactor coolant system

being designed for loads well in excess of those calculated for a seismic

event alone without a pipe break. Even though the assumed seismic event is
not expected to cause a pipe break in a seismically designed piping system,
these loads are combined for'esign purposes to produce extra margin. A

further conservative element is the requirement that the peak responses to
these loads be combined on an absolute sum basis. This approach used by the

applicant is conservative and, therefore, acceptable.

(4) A one-quarter scale model structural test was performed on the reactor vessel

shoe and pad system to determine the load-carrying capacity of the assembly

rather than using the usual methods to determine code allowable stresses.

The allowable load was limited to 80 percent of the ultimate load obtained
from the test. This follows the practice permitted by Appendices II and F of
Section III of the ASME Code and is, therefore, acceptable.

(5) In the reevaluation, upon the applicant's own initiative, low amplitude shock

or vibration testing of systems and components as they are actually installed
(in-situ testing) has been performed to experimental'ly validate the natural
frequencies, mode shapes and damping values used in seismic analysis. This
was done for selected components and supports such as tanks, heat exchangers,
valves, piping systems and supports. Where significant differences were

found, the analyses were revised to correspond to knowledge gained in the
tests.
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This procedure is not usually required. It represents an improvement in the
accuracy of the seismic design methods. It has not resulted in any relaxation
of requirements. It has, in a few instances, indicated a need for refinement
of the analysis procedures and in very few instances required further strength-
ening of the supports. Therefore, we have found it acceptable.

(6) At our request the applicant performed a special study, not usually required,
in which many piping systems, including the reactor coolant loops, were
analyzed assuming single snubber failures. We are still reviewing this study
as discussed further in Section 3.9.3.6 below.

As a general method, however, this study represents an improvement in the
accuracy of our knowledge of the plant's seismic capabilities and is, therefore,
acceptable.

Evaluation of Hethods

Several conservatisms are inherent in the usual procedures for the seismic design
of nuclear power plant mechanical systems and components. They have been extensively
discussed in various forums. The general methods used by the applicant in this
reevaluation as described above contain few variations from the usual procedures
as defined by our usual criteria. One is the higher damping value allowed for the
reactor coolant loop analysis. As discussed above, this is based on tests and is
normally acceptable for Westinghouse reactor coolant systems provided that simi-
larity with the system that was tested is demonstrated. Another is the use of
actual material test strengths. As discussed above, the code safety factors have
been retained in using these material test data to establish allowable stress
levels. Finally, the in situ testing program and the piping snubber study represent
improvements, relative to the normal case, in our knowledge of the plant's seismic
capabilities.

I

In our review we have found, that in the individual steps where there are variations
from the usual procedures, those individual steps have remained conservative and
have retained adequate safety margins. In the remainder of the analysis, the
usual conservative elements apply. Accordingly, based on our review, we have
concluded that the general methods of analysis described above are conservative
and provide for adequate safety margins in the design of Category I mechanical
systems and components. .We therefore find them acceptable, subject to satisfactory
demonstration of the similarity of the Diablo Canyon reactor coolant system to the
reactor coolant system that was tested to justify the use of four percent damping.
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3.9.3.3 Floor Res onse S ectra

Floor response spectra characterize the seismic inputs to mechanical systems and

equipment at various points in the structures. They were developed in the
structural analysis as discussed in Section 3.8 of this supplement.

We have reviewed the methods used by the applicant to obtain from the floor
response spectra the appropriate response spectra to be used fn the analysis of
particular piping systems and components. The floor response spectra generated

from the Blume and Newmark ground motion inputs were enveloped to obtain the
actual floor response spectra used in the analyses. The spectral accelerations
were obtained from the enveloped rotational floor response spectra added to the
accelerations from the enveloped horizontal floor response spectra.

As required by the routing of a piping system, linear interpolation was used to
generate the spectra for supports or anchors located between floors. The

different response spectra at the corresponding support or anchor elevations were

then enveloped to obtain the appropriate response spectra for the analysis. At
the criteria implementation review meetings we reviewed these procedures as used

in actual prob'lems. They were found to be consistent with the procedures
delineated in Amendment 50 and subsequent amendments to the operating license
application.

These methods constitute a conservative manner of utilizing the calculated floor
motions for the design of mechanical systems and components. Therefore, based on

our review, we conclude that the methods are acceptable.
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3.9.3.4 Pi in S stem Anal sis

This section discusses our evaluation of the applicant's methods for piping system

modeling, analysis, response combination, load combination and stress evaluation.

The applicant's methods and the outstanding items in our review are described in
subsections 3. 9. 3. 4. 1 through 3. 9. 3. 4. 5. Our conclusions are presented in
subsection 3. 9. 3.4. 6.

. 3. 9. 3. 4. 1 Res ouse Combinations

The response spectrum modal superposition method used by the applicant to combine

the responses from horizontal and vertical earthquake components was the method

developed and in general use before the first issuance of Regulatory Guide l. 92,

"Combining Modal Responses and Spatial Components in Seismic Response Analysis,"
December 1974. The method used by the applicant provides for absolute summation

of the response due to one horizontal component of excitation and the response due

to the vertical component of excitation for each piping system frequency. All
modal responses at various frequencies were then combined by the square-root-of-the-
sum-of-the-squares rule to obtain the total response. This process was then

repeated for the other horizontal component and the vertical earthquake component

and the controlli'ng value selected for design.

One of the procedures contained in Regulatory Guide 1.92 (Regulatory Guide 1.92

method) consists generally of adding responses due to the two horizontal components

of excitation and the one vertical component of excitation by the square-root-of"
the"sum-of;the-squares rule for each mode (frequency), calculating each of the

three .components independently. Responses for the various modes are then combined

by the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares rule to obtain the total response.

Appropriate adjustments are made for modes that are closely spaced in frequency.

The applicant's method and the Regulatory Guide l. 92 method contain different
types of conservative elements. The applicant's method consists of using the

absolute sum of the responses to a horizontal excitation and a vertical excitation.
The Regulatory Guide 1. 92 method consists of combining the responses to both

horizontal components and the vertical component at the same time. As a result of
the different approaches the Regulatory Guide 1.92 method gives more conservative

results in some locations but the applicant's method gives more conservative

results in other locations. Thus, neither method is universally more conservative

than the other.
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Since the Regulatory Guide l. 92 method does give greater loads at some locations

and it is the method prescribed for newer plants, it provides a basis for
comparison. Accordingly, we have requested that the applicant perform several

sensitivity studies to assess the possible effects of such increased loads. The

studies will provide more detailed information which we will need to reach a

conclusion regarding the safety significance, if any, of this matter for the

Diablo Canyon plant.

Some of the studies have been completed and others are in progress. They are

discussed in further detail in the following sections of this supplement. Me will
review the results of the studies and provide our evaluation of them in a future
supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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3. 9. 3.4. 2 Reactor Coolant S stem Main Loo s

In Section 5.2.1 Supplement No. 4 and Supplement No. 5 to the Safety Evaluation

Report, we discussed asymmetric loads from a postulated loss-of-coolant accident.

Since loss-of-coolant accident loads are combined with seismic loads in reactor
coolant system design, and in light of the high seismic loads for this plant, we

have required that the asymmetric load issue be resolved along with the seismic

reevaluation. Our evaluation of both matters is presented below.

The subcompartment pressure calculations used to predict loads due to buildup of
steam pressure in containment subcompartments have been found acceptable as

discussed in Section 6.2. 1 of this supplement.
)

The effect of the combined loads on the reactor fuel remains an outstanding issue

as discussed in Section 6.3.3 of this supplement.

The applicant employed the Westinghouse analytical code, MULTIFLEX, to evaluate

the hydraulic transients within the entire reactor coolant system. This model was

documented in the Westinghouse Topical Report WCAP 8707-P/A, "MULTIFLEX, A

Fortran-IV Computer Program for Analyzing Thermal-Hydraulic-Structure Dynamics,"

Volumes I 4 II September 1977. Our evaluation was provided in a letter to
Westinghouse dated June 17, 1977. We approved use of this model contingent upon

the inclusion of certain code modifications to be done- on a plant-by-plant basis

whenever MULTIFLEX is used. Since the appropriate plant specific requirements

have all been included in the Diablo Canyon analysis, this approach is acceptable.

The applicant has performed detailed structural analyses for the reactor coolant

system for the loads induced by a loss-of-coolant accident resulting from

postulated pipe ruptures. Included in the analyses were postulated pipe breaks

that produced the most limiting loads on (1) the reactor coolant piping systems

including nozzles, (2) the reactor vessel, vessel internals and vessel supports,

(3) the steam generators and supports, (4) the pressurizer and supports, and (5)
the reactor coolant pumps and supports. The analyses included the effect of
modifications to the plant which reduce the severity of the postulated reactor
vessel nozzle break by the addition of pipe displacement restraints in each

primary shield wall pipe annulus.

All loads acting on the system were included in the analyses. Among these are

reaction loads from the pipe rupture, asymmetric loads due to decompression waves

acting on the reactor internals (for the reactor vessel nozzle break) and the

external asymmetric subcompartment pressure loads. The dynamic model for seismic

analysis of the reactor coolant system included the four reactor coolant loops,
their respective steam generators and reactor coolant pumps and their supports,

the reactor vessel and supports, and the reactor vessel internals. The influence
'of the main steam lines was included by applying the effective stiffness at each
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of the four steam nozzles. The response spectrum model superposition method was used

for the analysis. Hosgri response spectra and a damping value of 4 percent were used

in the evaluations.

The reactor coolant loops (unbroken portions) were analyzed for the combined loads.

The loads on the components such as the piping, the reactor pressure vessel including
its internals and the control rod drive mechanisms, the reactor coolant pumps and the

steam generators and their supports were evaluated and the resulting stresses found to
be acceptable. The effect of these loads on the reactor fuel remains outstanding as

discussed in Section 6.3.3 of this supplement.

In performing these analyses the applicant evaluated the adequacy of the Diablo

Canyon reactor coolant system considering several load combination assumptions as

listed below:

(1) The seismic event occurring alone (Normal + Seismic);
(2) The loss-of-coolant accident occurring alone (Normal + LOCA);

(3) The seismic event and loss-of-coolant accident occurring simultaneously
with the peak loads combined by the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares rule
(Normal + [(Seismic) + (LOCA) ] ).

(4) The seismic and loss-of-coolant accident events occurring simultaneously
with the peak loads combined by absolute summation (Normal + Seismic +

LOCA);

At our request, as indicated by item (4) above, this included absolute summation

of normal loads, peak seismic loads (whichever was more limiting between the

double design earthquake loads and the Hosgri event loads) and peak pipe break

loads. This was the most conservative of the load combinations considered. The

applicant's evaluation of the effects of the most conservative combination indicated
that all components and supports of the primary coolant system are capable of
withstanding the effects of the simultaneous occurrence of normal operating loads,
peak seismic loads and peak loads from a postulated loss-of-coolant accident.

The outstanding items in our review of the applicant's evaluation are described below.

As a general rule, many different time history motions can be developed that will cor-

respondd

to a given response spectrum. Thus, one of many different time history motions
could be used as the seismic input for the design of a particular component. The dif-
ferent time histories that could be used would yield somewhat different calculated re-
sponses for a linear elastic system. This is considered acceptable.

However, mechanical components with gaps (parts of the reactor internals and the
control rod drive mechanisms) are believed to be more sensitive to selection of the
time history motion than the usual linear components. That is, non-linear components

will yield more widely variable calculated responses, depending on the time history
motion selected for use in design.
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At the meetings during the week of January 16, 1978, we discussed this question

with the applicant but the matter was not satisfactorily resolved. We will
require that the applicant provide further information regarding the sensitivity
of non-linear components to selection of the time history motions used in design

and the significance of the motions that were selected. We wi 11 provide our

evaluation of this matter in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

The conclusions in the applicant's evaluation of the r actor coolant system

combined load analysis are based upon the acceptability of the method for treating
the combination of seismic modal responses and spatial components used by the

applicant, which is different from the method contained in Regulatory Guide 1.92.

The applicant is completing a study of the primary system in which an assessment

will be made of the stresses for the limiting load combination discussed above,

with the peak seismic stresses determined through the Regulatory Guide 1.92

method. Preliminary results indicate that the stresses which result will be

acceptable. We will review the-applicant's study and provide our evaluation of

this matter in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

The reactor coolant system combined load analyses submitted by the applicant are

state'd to apply to Diablo Canyon Unit 1. We will require that the applicant

address whether or not there would be any differences for,Unit 2 and, if so, what

the differences are and whether they have any significance. We will provide our

evaluation of this matter in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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3.9.3.4.3 Reactor Coolant S stem Branch Pi in

This section discusses branch piping connected to the reactor coolant system main

loops. The piping under discussion runs from the reactor coolant loops to the
first piping anchor since the branch piping must be analyzed to the first anchor.
It often extends beyond the reactor coolant system boundary, which is defined by
isolation valves rather than piping anchors.

The reactor coolant loop branch piping was examined for the faulted condition
loading combination using the Hosgri event and a postulated loss-of-coolant accident
occurring simultaneously with the peak loads combined by absolute summation.

Dynamic time history analyses were performed for five branch lines including the
pressurizer surge line. The systems chosen have dynamic restraints close to the
loop connection and therefore are likely to be the most highly stressed branch
lines.

The seismic analyses were performed using the analysis method the applicant has

been using for all the piping systems. The results of the combined Hosgri plus
'loss-of-coolant accident analysis indicated that the piping stresses were well
within the allowables and the supports would be adequate for the combined loads.

Based upon the margin that has been demonstrated, the piping stresses would not be

expected to increase above allowable levels if the Regulatory Guide 1.92 method

for combining responses were used rather than the applicant's method. With respect
to support loads, in order to reach a conclusion on the significance of the Regula-

tory Guide 1.92 method, we have requested that the applicant provide, for our
review, support capacities based upon faulted condition allowable stresses. We

will review the information and provide our evaluation of this matter in a future
supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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3.9.3.4.4 ~Other Pi in

This section discusses piping outside the scope of the reactor coolant system main

loops and branch piping.

Su ort Stiffness

The applicant had assumed rigid piping system supports rather than modeling the
actual stiffness of the supports. Modeling the actual stiffness should provide
more accurate results. We requested a sensitivity study to verify the
acceptability of the rigid support assumption. This study consisted of performing
Mosgri,event seismic analyses of several representative piping systems using
actual support stiffnesses. The results indicated that both the piping stresses
and support loads increased at some locations and decreased at other locations.
There were no cases where the increased piping stresses exceeded the allowable
stresses. As discussed below, the increased support loads were also found

acceptable.

With regard to piping supports, the applicant has evaluated all the piping and

supports for spectra associated with the design earthquake, the double design
earthquake and the Hosgri event. Hany systems were evaluated twice for the Hosgri

event, first using estimated spectra and then again using the final calculated
spectra. Ouring the Hosgri event evaluation supports were added to control the

piping for the greater earthquake input. The addition of these supports resulted
in a redistribution of loading during the Hosgri event. The resulting effect was

an overall reduction in seismic loading for certain supports that had been

previously qualified and installed to withstand higher seismic loads. All the

supports which had increased loads in this study were qualified for these loads by

either qualification for the increased load from a previous analysis, support
member stress analysis or by a comparison with the ultimate load capacities from

the support manufacturer. The acceptability of the supports for all the increased

loads that were obtained in the sensitivity study has been demonstrated.
\

Thus, this sensitivity study has demonstrated that the effect of modeling actual
support stiffness, in the typical systems studied, would not result fn piping
stresses exceeding allowable values or support loads exceeding support capaciCies.

Seismic Anchor Movements

The applicant did not initially account for the loads due to relative motion

between piping anchors resulting from differing seismic motions of the structures
at the different anchor locations (seismic anchor movements). In the applicant's
judgment sufficient margin to accommodate seismic anchor motion stresses was

available between the thermal expansion stresses and the secondary stress
allowables.
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At our request the piping systems which would experience the 'largest seismic anchor

motions were analyzed. This consisted of eight piping lines. The applicant used

Hosgri event seismic anchor displacements, although current code rules require only

an evaluation for anchor displacements caused by an operating basis earthquake (for
this plant the design earthquake). The Hosgri event anchor movements are more limit-

ing than those which would be obtained by using the design earthquake. With the in-

clusion of the stresses from the Hosgri seismic anchor movements, the total piping

stresses in these eight lines were still conservatively within the allowable stresses

specified in the appropriate piping co des.

With regard to pipe support stresses due to seismic anchor movements we requested

that, where the support loads would clearly produce primary stresses in the supports,

such as supports consisting of a member in pure tension, the Hosgri event seismic

anchor movement loads be included in the faulted plant condition load combination.

This is a more conservative approach than is required by current code rules. Using

faulted condition allowable stresses such supports were found to be acceptable with

seismic anchor movement loads included. The evaluations required by the current code

rules were also performed and the resulting stresses were determined to be acceptable.

Res onse Combinations

In order to assess the significance of the Regulatory Guide l. 92 method of combining

responses, we requested that the applicant perform a sensitivity study using normal

operating loads combined with Hosgri event loads.

One study has been completed. for the systems studied there were both increases

and decreases in piping stresses and support loads. The piping stresses remained

within the allowable stresses and the supports were found acceptable for the

resulting loads. However, this study did not account for the effects of closely

spaced modes, which is one of the elements of the Regulatory Guide l. 92 method.

Accordingly, we requested an additional study that would include consideration of clo"

sely spaced modes as recommended by the Guide. We will review this additiona'I study

and provide our evaluation in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

Combined Effects

In order to make conclusions on the significance of the combined effects of the

three matters discussed above, we have requested that the applicant perform an

additional sensitivity study. This study will assess the effect of using actual

support stiffnesses along with the effect of using the Regulatory Guide l. 92

method of combining responses. It will also include piping with relatively high

seismic anchor movements. We will review this study and provide our evaluation in

a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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3.9.3.4.5 Sim lified Anal ses

Cold piping with diameters between two and five inches and both cold and hot
piping of two inches diameter or less were designed using simplified methods;
i.e., restraint spacing criteria developed by the applicant. For this purpose
cold piping is defined as piping with design temperatures less than about 200

degrees Fahrenheit for carbon steel and about 165 degrees Fahrenheit for stainless
steel. This method of design is common practice. Using simplified dynamic
analyses of a pipe segment modeled as a simply supported beam, restraint loading
and spacing ru'les are developed to ensure satisfactory performance for various
types of smaller piping. Restraints are then installed according to these rules.

For the Hosgri event, in order to evaluate the adequacy of the piping and supports
designed in this manner, we requested the applicant to analyze several of these

piping systems using the response spectrum modal superposition methods that are
used for larger piping. The applicant performed several analyses for actual
systems where supports had been positioned by use of the spacing criteria. Actual
support stiffnesses were used. The results indicated that the pipe and support
stresses were within allowable values.

The spacing criteria method is commonly used, is based on conservative
calculations, and the more detai'led analyses have indicated satisfactory results
for the systems that were checked. Therefore, we have concluded that this is a

reasonable and acceptable basis for the design of the piping and supports for
which this method was used.
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3.9.3.4.6 Conclusions

As described above we have reviewed the applicant's methods for piping system

modeling, analysis, response combination, load combination and stress evaluation.
The outstanding items that have resulted from our review and require reso'Iution

are described in Sections 3.9.3.4. 1 through 3. 9.3.4.5 above and are summarized in
Section 3. 9. 3. 9 below.

Subject to satisfactory resolution of the outstanding items described above, we

have fourd the following in our review:

(1) The applicant's modeling techniques will lead to accurate representation of
the piping systems.

(2) The applicant's analysis techniques including combination of responses will.
characterize the total response of the piping systems in a manner for design

purposes.

(3) The applicant used loading combinations for normal operation, anticipated
transients and postulated events equivalent to normal, upset, emergency and

faulted condition load combinations which are in conformance with our current
criteria which are conservative.

(4) The stress limits used for the plant piping and supports were based upon or
equivalent to current ASME Code stress limits in conformance with our current
criteria which are conservative.

Accordingly, based on our review, we have concluded that, subject to satisfactory
resolution of the outstanding items discussed above, the applicant's piping system

analysis methods are in conformance with accepted industry standards and our
current criteria and are conservative and, therefore, are acceptable.
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g. 9: 3. 5 Seismic Cate or I Pi in Boundaries

In the terminology used by the applicant, piping that was originally designed and

supported to withstand earthquake loading is called Design Class 1 piping. Piping
that was not originally designed and supported for earthquake loaaing fs called
Design Class 2 piping. Thus, Design Class 1 corresponds to seismic Category I in
our usual terminology. We discussed boundaries between Design Class 1 piping and

Design Class 2 piping during the meetings the week of January 23, 1978.

As discussed in Section 3.2. 1 of this supplement, we have reviewed the systems and

equipment needed to achieve long-term cold shutdown conditions following a Hosgri
event (cold shutdown review). In the cold shutdown review it was assumed that (1)
only qualified equipment would be available, (2) single failures may occur, and

(3) offsite power may be lost indefinitely. The applicant has demonstrated one

way of meeting this objective and has included the necessary systems and equipment
in the seismic reevaluation (to be qualified for the Hosgri event). Since this
cold shutdown review went beyond our normal criteria regarding what systems must

be designed for earthquakes, some of the piping sytems that the applicant relied
upon are Design Class 2.

As a result of our discussions during the meetings the week of January 23, 1978,
we will require that the applicant identify the boundaries between Design Class 1

systems and Design Class 2 systems within the piping systems that were relied upon

in the cold shutdown review. We will require that the supporting of the Design
Class 2 systems that were relied upon in the cold shutdown review be upgraded to
be equivalent to the supporting of Design Class 1 piping as necessary to ensure
that the Design Class 2 systems involved will perform their required cold shutdown

functions.

In a similar manner, we will also require that the supporting of any Design Class
2 piping systems that are connected to Design Class 1 piping systems or to Design
Class 2 systems that were relied upon for cold shutdown be upgraded as necessary
to ensure that the vital systems will perform their intended safety function.

We will review the applicant's provisions for accomplishing these objectives and

provide our evaluation in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.„
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3.9.3.6 Pi in Snubber Stud

Piping snubbers are mechanical or hydraulic devices commonly employed in nuclear

power plant piping systems. Their function is to allow free pipe movement during

slow pipe motions such as thermal expansion but to lock and provide stiff
restraint against rapid pipe motions such as seismic loading or pipe break

loading. Piping systems stresses can be expected to increase beyond the values

calculated in design analyses if a pipe snubber should malfuriction upon demand.

In our reviews we do not require that applicants assume such snubber malfunctions

or accommodate for them in the analysis. We do, however, require that snubbers be

periodically examined during the life of the plant for parameters which affect
1

their functioning.

For this plant, however, at our request, the applicant has prepared a study on the

probability and consequences of assumed single failures of snubbers. The study is
in two parts, snubbers for the reactor coolant loops and snubbers on other piping
systems. Both parts of this study considered failures to lock for a dynamic event

as well as rigid lockup against thermal expansion.

Reactor Coolant S stem Hain Loo Stud

The only snubbers in the reactor. coolant main loops are the four snubbers on each

of the upper steam generator supports. For an assumed failure of one snubber to
lockup against rapid motion the applicant determined the resulting piping stresses

and support loads for two separate conditions - the Hosgri event and a main steam

line break. In addition, one of the four snubbers was postulated to be locked

during thermal expansion.

For the Hosgri event, lockup of one snubber did not result in overloading the

other snubbers. For the main steam line break analysis, the loading on one other

snubber was in excess of the catalog rated capacity but substantially within the

loading for which the snubber has been tested and designed. For the thermal

expansion analysis there is no effect on the other snubbers.

For all the conditions analyzed the piping stresses and other support member

stresses were within the allowable stresses specified by the appropriate piping or
structural codes.

We have concluded on the basis of this study that the reactor coolant system main

loops would not be significantly affected by a single failure of one of the steam

generator support snubbers.
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Stud of Remainder of Pi in S stems

The applicant used a probabilistic fracture mechanics approach to assess the
effects of assumed snubber failures on the remaining systems. The applicant has

estimated as a result of this portion of the study that the probability of a pipe
failure due to thermal expansion against a snubber lockup is approximately 2 x

10 per year and the probability of a pipe failure at Diablo Canyon due to a

snubber failing to lockup during the seismic event is approximately 10 per year.

An assumption upon which the applicant's conclusions are based is that the
remaining supports, when a snubber is failed in an earthquake analysis, are

capable of carrying the redistribution of loading. Since the validity of this
assumption has not been verified and since some of the probability and facture
mechanics aspects are still under review, our evaluation of this portion of the
study will be addressed in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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3. 9. 3. 7 Seismic ua'lification of Mechanical Com onents

The criteria for seismic qualification of mechanical equipment and the review by

the seismic qualification review team are the same as discussed in Section 3. 10 of

this supplement for electrical equipment.

As also discussed in Section 3. 10 of this supplement, where equipment is

requalified by testing, we will review the results of the requalification tests

when they are available and provide our evaluation in a future supplement to the

Safety Evaluation Report.

The applicant's qualification of mechanical components and supports for the Hosgri

event used a composite of analytical and experimental procedures.

For analytical procedures the loading conditions and associated stress criteria
used for the seismic evaluation of this equipment meet the appropriate current

design requirements of the ASHE Code and are consistent with our recent staff
positions.

The applicant has used in-situ tests for selected typical components to confirm

that the frequencies, mode shapes and damping values used in the analysis were

proper. The applicant has submitted reports of in-situ testing results for diesel

engine generators and accessories, boric acid tanks, and component cooling water

heat exchangers. We have reviewed these three reports. We found that the natural

frequencies, mode shapes, and damping values used in the Hosgri reevaluation for

the diesel generators and the boric acid tanks were adequate compared to the test
results. However, the experimental natural frequencies and mode shapes of the

component cooling water heat exchangers disagreed with those used in the Hosgri

reevaluations. The applicant is revising the mathematical model in accordance

with the experimental parameters to determine the structural integrity of the

components and supports. In addition, in the Hosgri reevaluation of the boric

acid tanks, we found that the sloshing effects of the boric acid in the tanks were

not considered. The applicant is assessing these effects on the structural
integrity of the tank supports. Furthermore, the applicant is preparing the

reports for the rest of the in-situ tests and will submit the reports for our

review. We will~ provide our evaluation of these matters in a future supplement to

the Safety Evaluation Report.

For the items which received additional stiffening as a result of the reevaluation

program, insignificant effects resulted from changes in damping. This is true

because the stiffened equipment and supports have their natural frequencies in the

rigid range where the difference in acceleration due to differ ent damping values

is very small.
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Where components were qualified by shake testing, the laboratory tests were

full-scale qualification tests.

As a result of concerns expressed by our seismic qualification rev'iew team, the

applicant has conducted seismic testing to qualify the steam generator safety
valves for the Hosgri event. We have reviewed the test methods and results. We

found that the testing was in conformance with the criteria discussed in Section

3. 10 of this supplement and, therefore, acceptable.

The applicant has also committed to perform qualification testing for a 14 inch

motor operated valve. Valves of this model are used as isolation valves between

the reactor coolant system ard the discharge side of the residual heat removal

system (valves 8700A and 8700B). The applicant has indicated that this
qualification test will also be designed to represent the reactor coolant system

isolation valves on the suction side of the residual heat removal system (valves
8701 and 8702) which are different models. We have reviewed the proposed test
criteria and procedures and we found them generally in conformance with the

criteria discussed in Section 3. 10 of this supplement and therefore, generally
acceptab'le. However, we are still reviewing the applicant's rationale for the

proposed test inputs to accomplish the test's objectives and we will require
further justification. This item remains outstanding. We will provide our

evaluation in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

The applicant has submitted a report on the seismic qualification of Limitorque

valve activators. We are reviewing the report 'and its applicability to the
l

actuators used at the Diablo Canyon. In addition, the* 14-inch motor operated

valve testing program described above will constitute part of the seismic

qualification for Limitorque valve actuators at Diablo Canyon. We will provide
our evaluation of the seismic qualification of Limitorque valve actuators at-

Diablo Canyon in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

At the meetings during the week of January 30, 1978, information concerning the

natural frequency of one valve (HCV 637) was not available for our review. In
addition, information was not available for our review concerning the seismic

qualification of several other valves for the Hosgri event (valves 8805 A/8, 8387

B/C, 81'46, 8471, FCV 110A, PCV 455C, 9351 A/B, 8145, HCV 142 and 8107). We will
require that the information be submitted for our review. The results of our

evaluation will be provided in a future Supplement to the Safety Evalution Report.

For active v'alves that may be required to function durig the Hosgri seismic event

to mitigate the effects of system transients and/or accidents, functional
operability must be assured during the earthquake. The applicant qualified the
active valves by assuring the functional operability after the earthquake but did
not evaluate the operability during the seismic event. The valves involved
include at least those active valves listed in Table 7-7 of the Amendment 50 to
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the operating license application. We will require that functional operability be

assured for active valves during the seismic event. We will report the resolution

of this matter in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

At the meetings during the weeks of January 23 and January 30, 1978 and fn

subsequent informal meetings we found that the information in Tables 7-5 through

7-8 of Amendment 50 to the operating license application was either incomplete or

inconsistent with the informal information we have received. We will require that

the applicant update these tables in an amendment to the operating license

application and we will provide our evaluation in a future supplement to the

Safety Evaluation Report.

As described above, we have reviewed the applicant's program for seismic

qualification of mechanical equipment. The outstanding items that resulted from

this review and require resolution are described above and summarized in Section

3.9.3.9 below.

Subject to satisfactory resolution of the outstanding items discussed above, we

have found in our review that the applicant's'rogram for seismic qualification of
mechanical equipment by analysis and testing conforms with the criteria discussed

in Section 3. 10 of this supplement. Since these criteria provide reasonable

assurance that safety related equipment will function as intended during and after
a Hosgri event, we have concluded, based on our review and subject to satisfactory
resolution of the outstanding items discussed above, that the applicant's program"

for seismic qualification of mechanical equipment is acceptable.
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3.9.3.8 Desi n .Inter faces

We reviewed the area of interfaces between the applicant and their contractors,
Westinghouse and various vendors, at the meetings during the week of January 16,

1978 and the week of January 30, 1978. Documents such as contractor performed

analyses were examined to determine if the analysis methods used by the

contractors were consistent with those used or required by the applicant's
engineering staff. Other documents were reviewed to ascertain whether information
such as valve accgierations determined by piping analysis were transmitted to and

used for equipment qualification. Several analyses were reviewed to verify that
loads such as equipment nozzle loads were being transmitted to the vendors for
acceptability or compared with allowables provided by the vendors. Portions of
these meetings were also spent reviewing the established interfacing between the

applicant and Westinghouse in areas such as transmittal of pressurizer support
loads obtained by Westinghouse analysis and used by the applicant for design of
the support.

We did not find any deficiencies in the app'licant's handling of interface matters.

One technical item came to our attention which had not been resolved and still
requires resolution. Due to the increased acceleration of the Hosgri response

spectra, the nozzle loadings on the steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump turbine
increased beyond the turbine manufacturer's rated allowable nozzle loadings. The

applicant will make the necessary modifications to reduce the nozzle loadings. We

will review the modification and provide our evaluation in a future supplement to
the Safety Evaluation Report.
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3. 9. 3. 9 Summar of Outstandin Items

As described in Sections 3. 9. 3. 2 through 3. 9. 3.8 above we have concluded that,
subject to satisfactory resolution of a number of outstanding items, the applicant's
seismic reevaluation of the mechanical systems and components are acceptable. The

outstanding items are described in the individual sections above and are summarized

below. We/will provide our evaluation of these outstanding items in a future

supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

(1) Submittal of a demonstration of the similarity between the Diablo Canyon

reactor coolant system and the reactor coolant system that was tested to

justify 4 percent dumping (Section 3.9.3.2).

(2) Submittal of additional information about the sensitivity of non-linear

systems in the reactor coolant system (parts of the reactor internals and.

control rod drive mechanisms) to the synthesized time history motions used

for analysis and the significance of the time history selected

(Section 3. 9. 3.4. 2).

(3) Submittal of a. study of the effects on the reactor coolant system main loops

of using the Regulato'ry Guide 1.92 method of combining responses (Section

3.9.3.4.2).

(4) Submittal of an assessment of the differences, if any, in the reactor coolant

system main loop analysis for Unit 2 as opposed to the Unit 1 analysis that
was submitted for our review (Section 3.9.3.4.2).

(5) Submittal of additional information about support capacities for reactor

coolant system branch piping in order to assess the significance to those

supports of using the Regulatory Guide 1.92 method of combining responses.

(Section 3. 9. 3.4. 3).

(6) Submittal of a study to assess the effects on other piping of using the

Regulatory Guide 1.92 method of combining responses, including consideration
of closely spaced modes (Section 3.9.3.4.4).

(7) Submittal of a study to assess the combined effects on other piping of actual

support stiffnesses, seismic anchor movements and response combinations

(Section 3. 9. 3.4.4).

(8) Submittal of information about the upgrading of supporting for Design Class 2„

piping as necessary to ensure that Design Class 1 piping will perform its
intended safety function and to ensure the systems relied upon for cold
shutdown will perform their functions (Section 3.9.3.5).
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(9) Completion of our evaluation of the applicant's piping snubber study (Section

3.9. 3. 6) .

(10) Submittal of information concerning the results of requalification by testing
(Section 3.9.3. 7).

(11) Submittal of additional information regarding the in-situ testing program

(Section 3. 9. 3. 7).

(12) Submittal of additional justification for the test inputs to be used in
testing a 14 inch motor operated gate valve (Section 3.9.3.7).

(13) Completion of our review of the applicant's reports concerning qualification
of Limitorque valve actuators and their applicability to Diablo Canyon

(Section 3. 9. 3. 7).

~ (14) Submittal of information concerning the natural frequency of one valve and

concerning the qualification of several other valves (Section 3.9.3.7).

(15) Submittal of information concerning the ability of active, valves to operate

during a seismic event as well. as afterwards (Section 3.9.3.7).

(16) Submittal of updating amendments for Tables 7-5 through 7-8 of Amendment 50

to the operating license application (Section 3. 9. 3. 7).

(17). Submittal of information concerning modifications to reduce nozzle loadings

on the steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump (Section 3.9.3.8).
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3.10 Seismic uglification of Electrical E ui ment

3. 10.1 Introduction

In Sections 3. 10 and 7.8 of the Safety Evaluation Report we indicated that we had

not completed our review of the qualification of safety-related electrical equipment.

Environmental qualification of electrical equipment is discussed in Section 7.8 of
this supplement.

Our evaluation of seismic qualification of electrical equipment is presented below.

A combination of previous qualification and requalification methodology is involved.
I

Some equipment is being requalified because (1) its previous qualification input
was not adequate to envelope the current Hosgri event input, or (2) in our review

concerns were raised about the adequacy of the justification for the previous

qualification methods.

Some equipment does not need to be requalified because the previous qualification
basis was adequately severe to envelope the Hosgri event inputs and no concerns

were raised in our review about the previous qualification. This is not an unusual

result. Equipment is often qualified for more severe conditions than are required
in a particular application, especially when the equipment was qualified on a

generic basis by the manufacturer.

3. 10.2 Criteria

The majority of the safety-related electrical instrumentation and control equipment

was qualified by testing. The balance was qualified by analysis, or a combination

of test and analysis. This equipment was previously qualified in accordance with
IEEE Standard 344-1971, "IEEE Guide for Seismic gualification of Class I Electrical
Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations," to the level of the double design

earthquake or higher. Where the original qualification level does not envelope the

required seismic inputs to equipment for the Hosgri event, the applicant has com-

mitted to requalify the equipment for the Hosgri required response spectra.

In the requalification process the applicant has, at our request, committed to
employ seismic qualification methods that conform to our current criteria
(Regulatory Guide 1. 100, Revision 1, "Seismic gualification of Electrical Equipment

for Nuclear Power Plants," August 1977, and IEEE Standard 344-1975, "IEEE

Recommended Practice for Seismic gualification of Class lE Equipment for Nuclear

Power Generating Stations" ).
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This updating to current criteria applies to the seismic qualification methods

including shake testing methods and the type and severity of shaking employed. It
does not, however, include the aging requirements and other general environmental

qualification recommendations that are reflected in our current positions for new

plants and are referenced in Regulatory Guide 1. 100. Our current criteria for
environmental qualification for new plants are described in Regulatory Guide 1.89,

"gualification of Class lE Equipment for Nuclear Power Plants," November 1974, and

IEEE Standard 323-1974, "IEEE Standard for gualifying Class lE Equipment for Nuclear

Power Generating Stations," February 1974.

We requested the updating to current seismic qualification criteria to eliminate

the concerns discussed in the following paragraphs. We do not have similar require-

ments with respect to environmental qualification.

Earlier seismic qualification programs generally used single frequency, single axis

testing. As used here, the term single frequency means testing at a number of
different frequencies, one frequency at a time. Similarly, single axis testing
means excitation in one direction at a time. The current staff position is that
multi-frequency, multi-axis testing should generally be performed except in cases

where the characteristics of the required input motion indicate that the motion is
dominated by one frequency and the anticipated response of the equipment is ade-

quately represented by one mode, or that the single frequency input has sufficient
intensity and duration to excite all modes to the required amplitudes such that the

test response spectra envelopes the corresponding required response spectra of all
the modes.

Since the issuance of the newer standard, we have had one significant concern

regarding equipment qualified under the earlier standard: whether or not the

original testing or analysis can be justified in light of our current position
described above. To address this concern we have established a seismic qualifica-
tion review team. The team has been auditing qualification programs for operating

license applications since 1975 in order to assess the adequacy of seismic qualifi-
cation testing in light of current standards. Where there has been doubt that the

original qualification is justified, retesting or fur ther justification has been

required.

The team visited the Diablo Canyon plant in 1977. The team inspected selected

vital mechanical and electrical equipment as installed and identified concerns

about the adequacy of original seismic qualification methods for some of the items

inspected. For those items where the team expressed concern, the applicant has

included the appropriate equipment among the items to be requalified by testing in
accordance with IEEE Standard 344-1975. This eliminated the team's concern. Our

evaluation of this equipment is discussed further in a section below entitled
uBalance-of"Plant Equipment."
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The seismic qualification review team also visited Westinghouse Electric Corporation

in 1976 to audit qualification methods for equipment supplied as part of the nuclear
steam supply system at Diablo Canyon and other plants. Although no final evaluation
has yet been issued, all the equipment supplied as part of the nuclear steam supply
system at Diablo Canyon is being reviewed. Our evaluation is discussed further in
Section 3. 10.4 below.

The original seismic qualification w'as performed in accordance with standards that
apply to a plant of this vintage. This original qualification has been reviewed to
ensure that the original methods are adequately justified in light of current
standards. Requalification according to the current standards is being performed

either where necessitated by changes in seismic inputs or where our review revealed
concerns about the justification for the original qualification. We have found in
our review of this plant, as we have in reviewing other operating license applica-
tions, that these criteria provide reasonable assurance that safety-related electri-
cal equipment will function as intended before, during and after a safe shutdown

earthquake (Hosgri event for this plant). For these reasons, we have concluded

that the criteria used in the seismic qualification of safety-related electrical
equipment are acceptable.

Our evaluation of the seismic qualification of the equipment is provided in the
following sections of this supplement.

3. 10. 3 Balance-of-Plant E ui ment

Equipment that is outside the scope of the nuclear steam supply system (balance-of-
plant equipment) was originally qualified in accordance with IEEE Standard'344-1971.

The qualification of this equipment is described in the Final Safety Analysis
Report. We have reviewed that material.

E ui ment to be Retested

Some balance-of-plant equipment is to be requalified by retesting, either because

the seismic input has increased beyond the original qualification level or because

of concerns we raised about the justification for the original qualification methods

in light of current standards. As described in Section 3. 10.2 above, the applicant
has committed to perform this retesting in accordance with IEEE Standard 344-1975

and Regulatory Guide 1. 100, and these criteria are acceptable.

For equipment that will be retested, we will review the results of the retesting
when they are available and provide our evaluation in a future supplement to the
Safety Evaluation Report.

I
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E ui ment Not to be Retested

For equipment that will not be retested, we reviewed the qualification records at

the meetings during the week of January 23, 1978. The questions resulting from

that audit were documented in our summary of the meeting. The applicant has re-

sponded to a number of those questions informally. The informal responses indicated

that some sections of the Final Safety Analysis Report would be revised. After
reviewing these responses, the following areas remain outstanding in our review of

this equipment:

(1) Documentation in an amendment to the Final Safety Analysis Report of the

informal responses that have already been reviewed.

(2) At the meetings during the week of January, 23, 1978, detailed information

regarding the qualification of devices (indicators and controllers) located on

various instrument panels was not available. This information has not yet
been provided. When it is submitted we will review it and provide out evalua- .

tion in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

For balance-of-plant equipment that will not be retested, we have found in our

review that, subject to satisfactory resolution of the open items described above,

the original seismic qualification conforms to IEEE Standard 344-1971 with adequate

justification for the qualification methods and is, therefore, acceptable. We will
provide our evaluation of the outstanding items described above in a future supple-

ment to the Safety Evaluation Report.

3. 10.4 Nuclear Steam Su 1 S stem E ui ment

Mechanical As ects

With regard to qualification methods, including test procedures and the types of
seismic excitation, we have reviewed the seismic qualification of equipment supplied

as part of the nuclear steam supply system. gualification of much of this equipment

is documented in the following Westinghouse Topical Reports which apply specifically
to Diablo Canyon: WCAP-8941, "Seismic gualification of the Rotary Relay for use in

the Trojan and Diablo Auxiliary Safeguards Cabinets," October 1977, WCAP-8021,

"Seismic Testing of Electrical and Control Equipment (PG8E Plants)," May 1973 and

'CAP-8021Supplement 1, "Seismic Testing of Electrical and Control Equipment (Engi-

neering Safeguards Test Cabinet for PG&E Plants)," May 1977.

gualffication of other nuclear steam supply system equipment for Diablo Canyon is
documented in several other Westinghouse topical reports that are not specific to
Diablo Canyon as described in Chapter 10 of Amendment 50 to the operating license

application.

As mentioned in Section 3. 10. 2 above, the seismic qualification review team has

visited Westinghouse to review the justification for the original tests in light of
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current standards (Regulatory Guide l. 100 and IEEE 344-1975). The concerns identi-

fied have been resolved by retesting or by further justification. With the possible

exception of the solid state protection system cabinets mentioned below, none of

this equipment needed retesting on account of the Hosgri event because the previous

qualification inputs enveloped the Hosgri event inputs. We have found in our

review that the general methods, including the seismic test procedures and the type

of test inputs used, conform to the criteria discussed in Section 3. 10. 2 above with

adequate justification except for the qualification of the solid state protection

system cabinets for the Hosgri event which will require further justification. We

will provide our evaluation of this item in a future supplement to the Safety

Evaluation Report. Subject to satisfactory resolution of this matter the general

methods for seismic qualification of nuclear steam supply system equipment, including

the seismic test procedures and the type of test inputs employed are, therefore,

acceptable.'lectrical

As ects

With regard to the manner in which the nuclear steam supply system equipment under

'est was operated during testing and the manner in which the equipment's performance

was monitored, we have not completed our evaluation. These aspects are important

in establishing the equipment's capability to operate as designed-- before, during

and after a seismic event. We will provide.our evaluation of this matter in a

future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

3. 10. 5 Oocumentation

At the meetings during the weeks of January 23, 1978 and January 30, 1978 and in

subsequent informal meetings we found the information in Table 10-1 of Amendment 50

to the operating license application was incomplete or inconsistent with the infor-
mation we have informally received. We will require that the applicant update this
information in an Amendment to the operating license application and will provide

our evaluation in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

3. 10.6 Summar of Outstandin Items

As described in Sections 3. 10. 2 through 3. 10. 5 above, we have found the qualifica-
tion of safety-related equipment acceptable subject to satisfactory resolution of

several outstanding items. The outstanding items are summarized below. We will
provide our evaluation of these matters in a future supplement to the Safety Evalua"

tion Report.

(1) Submittal of results of retesting for balance-of-plant equipment that is being

retested (Section 3.10.3).
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(2) Oocumentation of informal responses that have been reviewed for
balance-of-plant equipment that is not being retested (Section 3. 10.3).

(3) Submittal of detailed information regarding the qualification of
balance-of-plant devices located on various instrument panels that are not
being retested (Section 3. 10.3).

(4) Submittal of further justification for the qualification of the solid state
protection system in the nuclear steam supply system scope (Section 3. 10.4).

(5) Completion of our evaluation of the manner in which nuclear steam supply
system equipment was operated and monitored during testing (Section 3. 10.4).

(6) Submittal of updating information for Table 10-1 of Amendment 50 to the

operating license application (Section 3. 10.5).
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Figure 3-1. Schematic Layout of Diesel Generator Cable Spreading Rooms and
Switchgear Rooms in the Turbine Building
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Figure 3.2. Layout of Vulnerable Main Steam Relief Valves and
Cable Trays Outside of Plant
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FIGURE 3-3
DIABLOCANYON SEISMIC REEVALUATION
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FIGURE 3-4
DIABLOCANYON SEISMIC REEVALUATION
COMPARISON OF HOSGRI EVENT SPECTRA
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FIGURE 3-5
DIABLOCANYONSEISMIC REEVALUATION
COMPARISON OF HOSGRI EVENT SPECTRA
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FIGURE 3-6
DIABLOCANYON SEISMIC REEVALUATION
COMPARISON OF HOSGRI EVENTSPECTRA
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5.0 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH

5.2 Inte rit of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundar

5.2.4 Fracture Tou hness

In Section 5.2.4 of the Safety Evaluation Report, we found the reactor coolant

system fracture toughness provisions acceptable based upon our review of the

materials selection, toughness requirements and the extent of materials testing
/

proposed by the applicant.

In addition, although not specifically mentioned in the Safety Evaluation Report,

some results from fracture toughness testing of the Unit 1 reactor vessel materials
were available and we had reviewed them. Subsequently, in Amendment 43, similar
results from fracture toughness testing of the Unit 2 reactor vessel were provided

and we reviewed them. These data indicated that the reactor vessel complied with
the requirements of the ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and were, therefore,
considered acceptable.

Our review of information received from reactor vessel surveillance programs has

indicated that materials in older vessels may have a wider variation in sensitivity
to radiation damage than was initially anticipated. In addition, it has been

indicated that the reactor vessel surveillance program may not represent all of
the heats of material used in the reactor vessel beltline region. Although our

review of this information did not reveal a basis for concern about reactor vessel

integrity over the first several years of operation, it did indicate a need for
detailed review of the materials employed in reactor vessel construction and a

review of the specimens employed in the surveillance program to determine if the

present specimens reasonably represent the limiting materials in the reactor
vessel beltline region.

We requested more detailed information on this subject in a letter to the applicant
dated November 23, 1977 so that we may evaluate the potential for developing
marginal fracture toughness properties after a period of years and assess the need

for augmented material surveillance. The applicant submitted this information in
Amendment"61 to,the Final Safety Analysis Report. We have not completed our

review of this information. When we complete our review, we will provide our

evaluation in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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6.0 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

6.2 Containment S stems

6.2. 1 Containment Functional Desi n

~Back round

In Section 6.2.1 of the Safety Evaluation Report and Supplement Nos. 2 and 3 to

the Safety Evaluation Report, we presented our evaluation of the applicant's

subcompartment pressure calculations. We found these calculations acceptable.

In Section 6.2.1 of Supplement Nos. 3 and 4 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we

discussed a generic problem concerning the calculation of blowdown forces on the

reactor vessel that could result from a postulated loss-of-coolant accident at the

reactor vessel nozzle. We also discussed the consequences of this problem,

particularly for the reactor vessel supports. We concluded in Supplement No. 4

that continued licensing of plants for operation while our generic review was

still fn progress would be acceptable.

Since then, we have decided that this matter must be acceptably resolved for this
plant prior to licensing. The applicant has determined the effects of reactor

coolant pipe breaks and steam and feedwater pipe breaks in the reactor vessel

cavity, the pressurizer subcompartment and the steam generator compartment. The

calculated loads due to these postulated pipe breaks have been combined with the

calculated seismic loads resulting from the Hosgri 7.5H event in order to judge

the adequacy of reactor coolant system supports and components. The applicant's
analyses were documented in letters from the applicant dated February 14, 1978 and

Hay 11, 1978 and in the Westinghouse Topical Reports WCAP-9241 (Proprietary) and

WCAP-9242 (Non-Proprietary), "Evaluation of the Reactor Coolant System for
Postulated Loss-of-Coolant Accident for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,"
submitted on January 20, 1978.

For the combined load conditions, our evaluation of the reactor coolant system is
provided in Section 3.9 of this supplement and our evaluation of the reactor fuel.
is presented in Section 6.3.3 of this supplement. Our evaluation of the subcom-

partment pressure calculations that were used as part of this combined load deter-

mination is provided below.

Reactor Cavit - Reactor Coolant S stem Ru ture

The applicant used the Westinghouse Electric Corporation THD code, with the compres-

sibility factor and without the augmented critical flow correlation, to analyze

the response of the reactor cavity to postulated ruptures of the reactor coolant
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system hot and cold leg pipes. The maximum credible break size and locations were

identified by the applicant to be a 115-square inch cold leg break and a 76-square

inch hot leg break at the pipe-to-reactor vessel inlet and outlet nozzle welds,

respectively. Pipe displacement restraints have been provided to limit the break

sizes to those values. The reactor cavity was modeled using 60 nodes; 32 nodes

representing the free volume between the shield wall and the pressure vessel,

17 nodes representing compartments and passages within the shield wall and 11 nodes

external to the shield wall. The annulus between the reactor vessel and the

shield wall was divided into axial and circumferential nodes. The applicant also

presented the results of a nodalization sensitivity study which indicates that the

60 node model selected is adequate to determine the maximum asymmetric pressure

forces which may act upon the reactor vessel.

We have reviewed the applicant's input assumptions and parameters used in their
analysis of the reactor cavity transient response and the nodalization sensitivity
study. We have previously reviewed the computer code used by the applicant
(THD code) as part of the HRC topical report evaluation program. The TMO code was

submitted for our review in the Westinghouse Topical Reports WCAP-8077 (Proprietary)
and WCAP-8078 (Non-proprietary), "Ice Condenser Containment Pressure Transient

Analysis Hethods," Harch 1973. Our evaluation was presented in a letter dated

December 18, 1973 to Westinghouse. We found that the methods described were

acceptable for containment pressure response calculations provided that
non-augmented critical flow relationships were used rather than augmented critical
flow relationships. The applicant has complied with this provision in performing

calculations for Diablo Canyon. We have performed confirmatory subcompartment

analyses for other plants analyzed with the THD code and have found good agreement

between other applicants'esults and our results. Based on our review, we have

concluded that the applicant's reactor cavity analysis is acceptable for the

design evaluation of the reactor vessel supports.

Pressurizer Enclosure - Reactor Coolant S stem Ru tures

The applicant modeled the pressurizer enclosure using three axial nodes. The THD

code was used to calculate the pressurizer enclosure'response for a postulated
double-ended rupture of the pressurizer spray line. The applicant has not further
subdivided the pressurizer enclosure free volume to determine the maximum differ-
ential pressures which could be experienced across the pressurizer vessel because

of asymmetry in the flow path 'around and past the vessel. Instead, the applicant
has conservatively assumed that the maximum calculated pressure (7.8 pounds per

square inch gauge) within the enclosure to act uniformly across the projected area

of the pressurizer vessel (including its insulation); this results in a

140,000-pound side load. The applicant has used this load in evaluating the

adequacy of the pressurizer supports. Based on the nature of the calculations, we

concur with the applicant's proposal that the assumed pressure load conservatively
bounds the maximum differential pressure loads which could result from the
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asymmetry in the flow path around and past the pressurizer vessel. We therefore

have concluded that the applicant's assumed load is acceptable for the design

evaluation of the pressurizer supports.

i
Steam Generator Com artments - Secondar S stem Ru tures

The applicant has not performed independent subcompartment analyses to determine

the maximum asymmetric pressure loads which could act across the steam generators

in the unlikely event of a secondary steam system pipe rupture in the steam gener-

ator subcompartment. The applicant'has instead stated that the peak asymmetric

pressure loads calculated to act on the steam generators in the event of a secondary

system pipe rupture for the 0. C. Cook, Unit 2 plant (Docket No. 50-316) are more

severe than the peak asymmetric pressure loads possible for the Diablo Canyon

steam generators. The 0. C. Cook, Unit 2 loads were then used to evaluate the

Diablo Canyon steam generator supports.

To justify this approach, the applicant has drawn comparisons between the steam

generator enclosures and steam line layouts at Diablo Canyon and D. C. Cook Unit 2.

In the 0. C. Cook plant, the steam generator enclosure is a closed compartment

because of the design requirement to prevent steam bypassing the ice condenser.

As a result, the steam domes of the steam generators are fully enclosed. The

compartments only communicate with the relatively small containment lower (loop)
compartments. The main steam line exits the top of the steam generator, turns
180'nd runs downward between the steam generator vessel and'the enclosure wall

before exiting into the reactor'coolant system loop compartment on.its way out of
the containment building. Oue to the confining nature of the steam generator

enclosure and the asymmetry in the flow path around and past the steam generator

vessel, large asymmetric pressure forces are generated for assumed steam line
breaks within the enclosure.

In contrast, the steam generator compartments in the Diablo Canyon plant are not

closed at the top, but communicate directly with the main containment volume. The

main steam lines exit at the top of the steam generators turn 90 degrees and run

horizontally through the open main containment volume until they pass through the

crane wall and enter the steam tunnels. The steam tunnels are not in direct
communication with the steam generator compartments.

The applicant has used the loads ca'lculated in the D. C. Cook Unit 2 steam generator
enclosure response analysis for two postulated steam line ruptures to evaluate the

adequacy of the Diablo Canyon steam generator supports. For a double-ended rupture
of the steam line at the top of the steam generator vessel (exit nozzle-to-pipe

weld) the 0. C. Cook steam generators are subjected to 800,000"pound downward

loads and 100,000-pound side loads. For a double-ended rupture of the steam line
in the vertical run between the steam generator and the enclosure wall, the
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D. C. Cook steam generators are subjected to one million-pound side loads and

200,000 pound upward loads. These loads were considered by the applicant in the

evaluation of the steam generator supports for the Diablo Canyon plant.

Based on our review of the D. C. Cook Unit 2 steam generator subcompartment analyses

and the comparison of the D. C. Cook and Diablo Canyon steam generator enclosure

designs, we concur with the applicant's statement that the steam generator loads

calculated for the postulated steam line ruptures .in the D. C. Cook Unit 2 plant
are more severe than the loads which could result from secondary system pipe

ruptures at the Diablo Canyon plant. Since, in evaluating the Diablo Canyon steam

generator supports for secondary system pipe breaks, the applicant'as used greater

loads than are possible at Diablo Canyon from this type of rupture, we have concluded

that the applicant's design approach for the Diablo Canyon steam generator supports

is acceptable when considering secondary system piping ruptures.

Loo Com artments - Reactor Coolant S stem Ru tures

The applicant has also reanalyzed the containment loop compartments for assumed

double-ended reactor coolant system cold and hot leg pipe breaks within the loop

compartments. For this analysis, the applicant used the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation TMD code, with the compressibility factor and without the augmented

critical flow correlation, to analyze the response of the subcompartments. The

loop compartments were modeled using six control volumes. The compartments outside

the crane wall were modeled as eleven additional subcompartments and one additional
node was utilized to. model the main containment volume above the 140-foot level

deck. The maximum calculated differential pressure across the lower portion of
the steam generators, which are in the loop compartments, is 6.04 pounds per

square inch for the postulated hot leg break, and 4.48 pounds per square inch for
the postulated cold leg break. In contrast, the applicant has assumed a differen-
tial pressure of 20 pounds per square inch across the portion of the steam gener-

ators within the loop compartments in evaluating the steam generator supports. We

have reviewed the applicant's subcompartment nodalization and input parameters and

conclude that the analyses performed are acceptable for the purpose of, evaluating
the adequacy of the steam generator supports for postulated reactor coolant system

pipe ruptures within the loop compartments.

Conclusions

As discussed above we have concluded that the'pplicant's analyses of asymmetric

pressure loads are acceptable.

We consider these matters resolved.
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6.2.3 Containment Air Purification and Cleanu S stems

In Section 6.2.3 of the Safety Evaluation Report, we discussed the normal contain-
ment purge system. We noted that it was designed for use during normal plant
operation and served no post-accident function. We found it acceptable.

Our Branch Technical Position CSB 6-4, "Containment Purging During Normal Plant
Operations," November 1975, describes design provisions and analytical methods

that are acceptable for providing assurance that this system will not signifi-
cantly increase the calculated doses due to an accident if the system is in use

when an accident occurs. Since we are currently using this position to evaluate

applications, we have requested that the applicant address this position. We will
review this information when it is submitted and will report the results of our

evalution in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

6.3 Emer enc Core Coolin S stem ECCS

Metal Wate~ Reaction Heat Rates

In Section 6.3 of Supplement No. 6 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we found the

emergency core cooling system acceptable.

On March 23, 1978, Westinghouse informed us that they had discovered an error in
the LOCTA program used to calculate peak cladding temperatures in their emergency

core cooling system evaluation model. On March 29, 1978 Westinghouse made a

detailed presentation to the staff on the subject. The error, which also existed
in the SATAN code, had the effect of causing the metal-water reactor heat release
tb be one-half of what it should be. The error and its confirmation were explained.
Westinghouse had performed preliminary calculations with the error corrected which

showed that some plants would. not meet the 2200 degrees Fahrenheit limit of
Section 50.46 of 10 CFR Part 50. Therefore, in order to avoid reductions in
overall peaking factor, other compensating changes were recommended in their
evaluation model.

It has been possible to provide suitable adjustments to the allowable total peaking
factor on other plants, such as D. C. Cook, Unit 2 (Docket No. 50-316), in order
to ensure that plant operation is in compliance with the Commission's emergency

core cooling system requirements pending our evaluation of the compensating factors
proposed by Westinghouse. Should it become necessary, this can be done for Diablo
Canyon as well. In addition, we expect that within a few months the proposed

compensating factors will be reviewed and their suitability determined. We will
report the results of our evaluation of this matter for Diablo Canyon in a future
supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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Seismic Reevaluation

As part of the seismic reevaluation the applicant has evaluated the response of

the reactor coolant system to calculated earthquake loads combined with calculated

loads from a postulated simultaneous loss-of-coolant accident. Section 3. 9 of

this supplement discusses the effect of these combined loads on the reactor coolant

system, except for the reactor fuel.

The limiting case with regard to fuel design results from combining earthquake

loads for a Hosgri event with loss-of-coolant accident loads for a pipe break at

the reactor vessel nozzle. Oue,to tne nature of the intertia forces involved, the

calculated loads on the outer fuel assemblies are greater than those on the inner

assemblies. For the outer fuel assemblies the combined calculated loads exceed

our acceptance criteria for the spacer grids between the individual fuel rods.

Thus, we consider that some deformation of the spacer grids in these fuel assemblies

would occur for this combination of loads.

The requirement for this combination of loads is to demonstrate that the reactor

core maintains a eoolable geometry in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50.46, "Acceptance

Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Mater Cooled Nuclear Power

Reactors. " The applicant has proposed to demonstrate this by (1) assuming an

amount .of deformation in the outer assemblies that is conservative with respect to

the calculated loads and (2) emergency core cooling calculational models to deter-
'mine peak cladding temperatures with the assumed geometry.

The applicant's proposal was documented in a letter dated February 21, 1978

enclosing a report on the calculations performed by Westinghouse. At a meeting

with the applicant on April ll, 1978 we discussed the calculations and informed

the applicant that additional information would be required. We are still
discussing these criteria and the nature of the calculations with the applicant.

Me will review this information when it is available and provide our evaluation in

a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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7.0 INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

7.2 Reactor Tri S stem

In Section 7.2.2.4 of Supplement No. 3 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we found

the reactor trip system acceptable subject to satisfactory seismic qualification.
Seismic qualification is discussed in Section 3. 10 of this supplement.

In a letter dated February 21, 1978 the applicant stated that a seismic scram

system would be installed. The system described by the applicant in the letter
will be qualified for seismic conditions. The sensors are three accelerometers

spaced around the containment base slab. Each one will sense acce'lerations in
three mutually orthogonal directions. A reactor trip signal would be generated

upon sensing 0.4g or greater acceleration in any one direction at two of the three
sensors.

Our generic studies of 'this subject, which are continuing, have to date indicated
neither a substantial safety advantage nor a substantial disadvantage from incorpora-
tion of a seismic scram. Therefore, we do not currently require a seismic scram

device although we have no objection to it. This subject has been disc'ussed with
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, as mentione'd in Appendix B to this
supplement and Appendix B to Supplement No. 6 to the Safety Evaluation Report.

Since the applicant is proposing to install a seismic scram and since the additional
scram circuit could affect other protection system circuitry, we must review and

evaluate it. We consider the basic system proposed by the applicant to be

acceptable. It has a high setpofnt which will initiate a scram for a severe

earthquake but not for a mild one. The high setpoint combined with the two-out-of-
three logic and the location of the sensors will tend to prevent scrams due to
spurious events that are not real earthquakes. On the other hand, the failure of
a single sensor to develop a trip signal would not prevent a scram.

We will require further information from the applicant regarding how the system
wil'1 satisfy our requirements for our separation, isolation quality, testabi'iity
and qualification for Class IE circuits.

We will review this information when it is received and provide our evaluation in
a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

7.4 S stems Re uired for Safe Shutdown

In Section 7. 4 of the Sa.ety Evaluation Report we discussed the instrumentation
and control systems reouired for safe shutdown. We found the systems acceptable.
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As discussed in Section 3. 2. 1 of this supplement, we have recently reviewed the

systems necessary to achieve cold shutdown following the Hosgri event. As part of
our review we will require further information about the system function indication
available to the operator in the control room in connection with performing the

shutdown. We will provide our evaluation of this matter in a future supplement to
the Safety Evaluation Report.

7.8 Environmental and Seismic uglification

In Sections 3. 10 and 7. 8 of the Safety Evaluation Report, we stated that our

review of the environmental and seismic qualification of safety-related electrical
equipment had not been completed. This is still the case.

The current status of our review of the seismic qualification of this equipment is
provided fn Section 3. 10 of this supplement. The status of our review of environ-
mental qualification is provided below.

Environmental uglification - Submer ed Electrical E ui ment

We requested that the applicant identify all of the electrical equipment and

components required for safety that may be submerged as the consequence of a

loss-of-coolant accident and address the resultant effects on plant safety. The

applicant provided a report on this subject in Amendment 47 to the Final Safety
Analysis Report and supplemented this material with letters dated October 3, 1977

and February 15, 1978. The applicant has identified various instruments', annunci-

ators and valves as being vulnerable to malfunction due to submergence.

'

Instruments identified include reactor coolant system pressure, pressurizer level,
and steam generator narrow range level. The applicant has indicated that these
instruments will be replaced with components that can be qualified for submerged

service by testing. For the remaining items that were identified as being
vulnerable, we have reviewed the applicant's justification and concur with the
applicant's conclusion that submergence has no impact, direct or indirect, on any

safety function.

Since the applicant will qualify the instruments discussed above for submerged

conditions and has demonstrated that the possible malfunction of other equipment

due to submergence will have no impact on plant safety, we have concluded that
these provisions are acceptable.

We will review the results of the qualification testing for the instr uments discussed
above and provide our evaluation in a future supplement to .the Safety Evaluation
Report.
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Environmental uglification - Containment Fan Cooler Motors

These motors have been supplied as part of the nuclear steam supply system for

Diablo Canyon. As indicated in the Final Safety Analysis Report, type tests have

been performed to demonstrate environmental qualification of the fan cooler motor

units for operation in the post-accident environment. These type tests were

undertaken by the applicant to meet the requirements of IEEE 334-1971, "Guide for

Type Tests of Class 1 Motors Inside the Containment of Nuclear Power Generating

Stations." The type test, procedures and data are documented in the Final Safety

Analysis Report by reference to the Westinghouse Topical Report, WCAP-7829, "Fan

Cooler Motor Unit Tests."

The type test, described in the topical report, includes component tests and a

test of a 20 horsepower sample motor. We have reviewed these tests and have

concluded (1) that the tests performed are in compliance with the provisions of

IEEE 334-1971 and are, therefore, acceptable, and (2) that the 20 horsepower

sample motor's insulation system was shown to perform satisfactorily with winding

hot spot temperatures reaching 122 degrees Centigrade.

The winding hot spot temperature was achieved by applying a hotter than normal

external heat environment. Kowiiver,-it is primarily internal heat associated with

full-load current that produces winding hot spot temperatures in a full size

motor. We concluded that the method used to qualify, using an external instead of
'nternalheat source, would not significantly affect the full-size motor's

qualification provided the full size motor's hot spot temperature could be maintained

below qualified levels.

In response to our request, the applicant provided additional information in

letters dated October 3, 1977, January 19, 1978 and February 10, 1978. This

included results of motor rise calculations that are based on engineering tests of

typical motors. These calculations demonstrated that the total temperature of the

motor (cooling air inlet plus winding rise temperature) will not exceed qualified
levels for the winding hot spot temperature. In addition, the information included

the results of a heat transfer analysis that demonstrates the capability of the

motor's heat exchanger to provide cooling air inlet to the motor's windings given

the worst case steam line break accident environment (which results in the highest

calculated containment temperatures).

Based on these calculations and the results of the heat transfer analysis, we have

concluded that reasonable assurance exists that the motor will function properly

when required and the environmental qualification of this motor is, therefore,

acceptable.
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Environmental uglification - Balance of Plant Class IE E ui ment Ex osed to
Normal Environments

This discussion concerns balance-of-plant equipment that is exposed to normal

environments, i.e., not in containment and not exposed to a postulated steam line
break environment outside containment.

With regard to the environmental qualification of balance-of-plant equipment
(equipment not supplied as part of the nuclear steam supply system), we requested
that the applicant provide the test program, test data, an) test results for
representative safety-related electrical equipment in each of the following
categories: switchgear, motor control centers, valve operators, motors, logic .

equipment, cable, and diesel generator control equipment. The applicant supplied
qualification information based on current industry standards for these specific
types of elec'trical equipment in Amendment 47 to the Final Safety Analysis Report
and in letters dated October 3, 1977 and Oecember 5, 1977.

The industry standards are based on operating experience and consider the effects
of environment on electrical equipment. These standards allow tests based on

temperature rise limitations to be performed at the environment existing at the
„,test facility location rather than requiring testing at the extreme ends of the
specified temperature range. For example, properly testing a motor at an ambient
temperature of 30 degrees Centigrade in accordance with the industry standard and

meeting appropriate temperature rise limitations will qualify the motor for service
in ambient temperatures from 10 degrees Centigrade to 40 degrees Centigrade.
Equipment tested in accordance with the industry standard temperature rise limita-
tions have demonstrated, through operating experience, their satisfactory operation
over a normal range of environments. It is .thus our conclusion that equipment
tested to industry standards and operated within the normal range of environments
specified in the standards will function properly'hen required.

We were concerned, however, that testing balance-of-plant equipment in conformance
with the industry standards might noi. be sufficient to encompass all areas of the
plant where such electrical equipment is located. The forced ventilation systems
may not have the capacity to maintain specified normal temperatures during extreme
outside climatic conditions or may not be available at all times during the life-
time of the plant. As a result, electrical equipment may be exposed to a more

severe environment than the normal range of environments specified in the industry
standards.

We requested that the applicant review all balance-of-plant safety-related elec-
trical equipment outside the containment to determine that each item of equipment
is qualified to the full range of environments to which it may be exposed and

in'hichit may be essential that the equipment operate. As a result, the applicant
identified areas where allowable temperatures may be exceeded during extreme
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outside climatic conditions. The temperature excesses were expected to be small

and to occur infrequently, if at all. For these areas, the applicant has committed

to providing a temperature monitoring system to alert the operator when the speci-

fied temperature limits are exceeded. The monitoring system will include instru-
ments which are of a high qualify,'re testable, and are powered from a reliable
power source.

We have reviewed the proposed .environmental temperature monitoring system for the

areas where balance-of-plant equipment is located and conclude that it provides

the necessary information to the operator with regard to excess temperature environ-

ment conditions, if and when they occur. If the qualification temperature for any

„ of this equipment is exceeded during the plant life, the applicant has committed

to maintain a record of such occurrence, report the occurrence, and provide analyses

to demonstrate the continued acceptability of the equipment. We will include

appropriate requirements to this effect in the Technical Specifications. Since if
any temperature excesses occur they are expected to be small and infrequent, the

expected effect would be a gradual shortening of the equipment's service life
rather than sudden failure. This would allow time to evaluate the equipment and,

if necessary, to take corrective action. The temperature monitoring system provides
the information necessary to follow such an approach.

We have concluded that this is acceptable for the qualification of balance-of-plant
electrical equipment exposed to normal environments outside the containment for
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2, since the equipment has been qualified for a range of
normal environments in accordance with industry standards and since, if temperatures
outside the range of qualified temperatures occur, there will be ample time to
evaluate the equipment's remaining service life and take corrective action if

l
necessary.

Environmental uglification - Nuclear Steam Su 1 S stem E ui ment

Ex osed to Normal Environments

Some equipment exposed to normal environments outside containment was supplied as

part of the nuclear steam supply system (ratheL than being within the balance-of-
plant scope). We did not request that the applicant describe the qualification of
nuclear steam supply system equipment for normal environments in the same manner

as we did for balance-of-plant equipment.

As indicated in the discussion above for balance-of-plant equipment, this concern

involves the possibility of occasionally exceeding the qua'liffed temperature range

by a small amount. The expected effect is a gradual shortening of the equipment's
service life rather than sudden failure. In light of the nature of this concern,
its expected consequences and our experience'n reviewing balance-of-plant equipment

we do not consider it necessary that we review the qualification of nuclear steam

supply system equipment for normal environments in the same detail as we reviewed
balance-of-plant equipment.
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Instead, we will require that the applicant establish the qualified temperature

range for the equipment and provide an appropriate ambient temperature monitoring

program as was done'or the balance-of-plant equipment. We conclude that such a

program will be an acceptable means for ensuring the qualification of nuclear
steam supply system electrical equipment exposed to normal environments outside

the containment for Oiablo Canyon Units 1 and 2, since, if temperatures outside

the range of qualified temperatures occur, there will be ample time to evaluate

the equipment's remaining service life and take corrective action if necessary.

After the applicant documents such a proposed program we will report the final
resolution of this matter in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

I

Environmental uglification - Class lE E ui ment Ex osed to Severe Environments

We have requested that the applicant. provide a list of all equipment that may be

required to function in a severe environment. This list will include both equip-
ment in the balance-of-plant scope and in the nuclear steam supply scope. The

list will include mostly equipment located inside containment that is required to
operate under steam-line break conditions op loss-of-coolant accident conditions.
It will also include some equipment located outside containment that is required
to operate after exposure to the severe environment resulting from a postulated
pipe break. The list will be more specific than the information we have now,

including the manufacturer's name, the model number, the location and a specific
reference to the qualification report for each piece of equipment. In order to
complete our review of this subject, we will audit certain items from the list and

review the detailed qualification records for those items.

We will report the results of this review in a future supplement to the Safety
Evaluation Report.

e

Environmental uglification - 0 en Items

The items that remain open in our review of the environmental qualification of
Class lE equipment for Diablo Canyon, as discussed above and elsewhere, are sum-

marized below.

(1) A review of the qualification test results for submerged equipment when

available (discussed above).

(2) Oocumentation from the applicant of a program for monitoring the ambient

temperature of equipment supplied within the scope of the nuclear steam

supply system and exposed to normal environments outside the containment

(discussed above).
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(3) A review and audit of the detailed qualification records for equipment exposed

to severe environments inside and outside containment, balance-of-plant scope

and nuclear steam supply system scope {discussed above).

(4) Our review of the „calculated temperature inside containment for a steam line
break accident has not been completed. When this matter is resolved, if the

temperature exceeds the qualified capabilities of any equipment, further
evaluation will be required. (Discussed in Section 6.2. 1 of Supplement Ho. 6

to the Safety Evaluation Report)

(5) In addition, as a result of problems that have arisen recently with the
qualification of several types of equipment in other reviews, we have requested
from the applicant detailed information to justify the qualification of
Diablo Canyon equipment in the specific area listed below. (To be discussed

in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report)

(a) Connections (splices, connectors or terminal blocks subject to severe
'nvironments).

(b) Certain stem-mounted limit switches on valves.

(c) Containment electrical penetrations, dielectric strength of epoxy resin.

(d) Containment electrical penetrations, fault current protection in relation
to qualified current for'he penetration.

{e) Cable employing polyethylene.

We will provide our evaluation of these matters in a future supplement to the
Safety Evaluation Report.
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8. 0 ELECTRIC POWER

8.3 Onsite Power

Diesel Generator 0 eratin Status Indication

In Section 8.3. 1 of the Safety Evaluation Report, we discussed the diesel genera-

tors, and in Section 8.3.3 of the same report we found them acceptable.

Subsequently, in our review of licensees'eports concerning malfunctions of
diesel generators, we have found that diesel generator status indication available
to the control room operator may be imprecise and could lead to misinterpretation.
The circuits intended to warn the control operator that a diesel generator was not

prepared to respond automatically to an emergency start signal were not doing so

in some circumstances. We requested that the applicant review the diesel genera-

tor alarm circuitry for the Diablo Canyon plant in light of this problem.

The applicant responded in a letter dated December 30, 1977. Six conditions were

identified where the diesel, generator would be rendered incapable of responding to

an automatic emergency start signal and where the diesel generator alarmed status

indication would be imprecise. The applicant proposed a design modification for
the addition of one alarm status indication (diesel generator inoperative) for

each diesel generator. This indication will be alarmed for each of the six condi-

tions identified and will be installed prior to operation of the plant. Based on

our review of the applicant's proposal, we have concluded that the proposed design

modification will eliminate the concern (that the operator's indication might not
warn of'n inoperable diesel geperator) problem and is in conformance with our

criteria for safety-related display information and is, therefore, acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.
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9. 0, AUXILIARYSYSTEMS

9.5 Air Conditionin Heatin and Ventilation S stems

9. 5. 5 Diesel Generator Com ar tments

In Section 9. 5. 5 of Supplement No. 6 to the Safety Evaluation Report we described

a modification to the diesel generator compartment ventilation system that the

applicant had informally committed to make. We found the general commitment

acceptable and stated that we would review the details and provide our evaluation
in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

The applicant documented the modification in Amendment 58 to the Final Safety

Analysis Report and in a letter dated April 26, 1978. We have reviewed this
information and our evalution is provided below.

In addition to the ventilation features described in the Safety Evaluation Report,

the diesel generators originally drew some cooling air from the main turbine bay

section of the turbine building. This air was essential for cooling the generators.

This air for cooling the generators was eliminated when the applicant installed
normally closed fire doors to isolate the diesel generator compartments from the

main section of the turbine building. Ventilation ducts were then installed in
order to draw outside air to the generator and of the compartment and cool the

generator. After cooling the generator this air is drawn through the diesel
radiator and exhausted outside the compartment by the direct engine driven fan.

Since this modification will isolate the diesel generators from a fire in the main

section of the turbine building and it provides adequate ventilation for the
diesel generators, we find it acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

9.6 Other Auxiliar S stems

9.6. 1 Fire Protection S stem

In Section 9.6. 1 of Supplement No. 4 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we stated

„ that the fire protection system for Diablo Canyon was acceptable. We also noted

that, when our additional studies of fire protection were completed, we would

require upgrading of the fire protection systems at Diablo Canyon if the results
so dictated.
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Since then we have developed new criteria for fire protection systems and have

begun reviewing fire protection systems according to those criteria (Appendix A to
Branch Technical Position 9. 5. 1, "Guidelines for Fire Protection for'uclear Power

Pl'ants Under Review and Construction," August 1976). The applicant submitted a

proposal for compliance with our guidelines in Amendment 51 to the operating
license application, a separate document from the Final Safety Analysis Report.

.The applicant is installing numerous modifications to upgrade the plant's fire
protection capabilities including additional fire barriers, sprinkler systems and

alarms. Administrative procedures and training are also being upgraded. We have

reviewed Amendment 51 and subsequent submittals, issued several requests for
additional information and visited the site twice to review the fire.protection
provisions. The items that are currently outstanding in this review are listed in
our summary of the site visit on February 14 and 15, 1978.

When our evaluation is completed, we will report the results in a future supplement

to the Safety Evaluation Report. As is currently our policy for operating license
reviews, we will require that, prior to a decision on the issuance of an operating
,license, this fire protection review be completed and an acceptable schedule be

established for the installation of any further modifications that may be required
at that time.
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10. 0 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEMS

10.4 Other Features

In Supplement No. 1 to the Safety Evaluation Report we presented our evaluation of
the provisions to mitigate the effects of flooding due to a postulated break in the

circulating water system. The applicant's initial measures, which we found

acceptable in Supplement No. 1, are described in the following paragraph.

The flexible joints between the main condenser water boxes and the circulating water

conduits had been fitted with sleeves that would limit the size of a leak from a

flexible joint to less than the capacity of the turbine building drains.
Accordingly, the applicant considered the maximum flooding rate to be one

corresponding to a failure of one condenser water box manhole cover. Assuming no

drainage, such a leak would fill the condenser pits in 10 minutes, during which time
the control room operator would receive alarms. The only safety-related equipment

vulnerable to the flooding would be the diesel generators. 'he applicant had

installed a door separating the diesel generators from the main turbine building.
r

The door was arranged to provide a two foot high barrier to water flow but not
interfere with diesel generator cooling air flow. This provided an additional
12 minutes for the operator to take corrective action (stop the circulating water

pumps) assuming no drainage of water from the turbine building. The time available
for corrective action would be less if a larger leak should occur. The door was to
be locked closed and under administrative control during plant operation. When the
door was opened for maintenance, an alarm would be sounded in the control room. We

found these provisions acceptable.

After Supplement No. 1 to the Safety Evaluation Report was issued we became concerned

that the operator might not have sufficient time to take corrective action if a

larger leak should occur. We informally requested that the applicant install an

automatic trip system for the circulating water pumps and the applicant installed
such a system. It initiates a trip of the circulating water pumps upon sensing a

significant water level in the condenser pits. This terminates the circulating
water leak. The system employs two out of three logic and is testable. Since the

system eliminated the need 'for the operator to take rapid corrective action in the
event of a large leak, we found it acceptable.

Recently, in connection with the fire protection review, the applicant has modified
the door separating the diesel generators from the main turbine building. The new.

door will be a fire barrier blocking the entire passageway. It will also be designed

to prevent water from a circulating water leak from reaching the diesel generators.
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As with the previous door, it will be locked closed and under administrative control
and its opening will be alarmed in the control room. Accordingly, the new door does

not change our previous conclusion that the diesel generators would not be flooded

by a circulating water system leak. Therefore, we find the provisions for protection
against leaks in the circulating water system acceptable.

Since the new door will block the entire passageway, the ventilation system has been

modified to provide generator cooling air from an alternate source. Our evaluation
of the ventilation system is presented in Section 9. 5. 5 of this supplement where we

find it acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

10.5 Auxiliar Feedwater S stem

ln Section 10.5 of the Safety Evaluation Report we discussed the auxiliary feedwater

system. We found the system acceptable.

As discussed in Section 3. 2. 1 of this supplement, the applicant is qualifying the
raw water storage reservoirs as an extended source of auxiliary feedwater that would

be available to conduct a safe shutdown following the Hosgri event. As part of our
review we will require further information about the provisions to ensure that the

reservoirs would not drain through connected piping that is not qualified. We will
provide our evaluation of this matter in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation
Report.
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13. 0 CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

13.3 Emer enc Plannin

In the Safety Evaluation Report we reported that the applicant's emergency

planning program conformed with Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50, and was acceptable.

The emergency plan submitted by the applicant included California's radiological
emergency plan of the Bureau of Radiological Health of the Department of Public

Health, dated January 1971, and the San Luis Obispo County Sheriff's interim
evacuation plan dated June 1974. The plan also included a letter of agreement

with Sierra Vista Hospital in San Luis Obispo to accept and treat contaminated

patients and a letter of agreement with Swift Aire Lines to furnish aircraft to
transport personnel who may be contaminated.

The applicant submitted Revision 1 to the Emergency Plan on October 12, 1977. In

the revised plan, the Sheriff's plan has been replaced by the San Luis Obispo

County Plan which includes all the elements of the older Sheriff's plan. The

notification procedure remains the same - in an emergency, plant personnel contact

the Sheriff directly, and he relays information to the County Office of Emergency

Services. The California Nuclear Power Plant Emergency Response Plan is now the

July 1975 edition, prepared by the California Office of Emergency Services. The

applicant's written agreement with Swift Aire Lines has been terminated. The

applicant's revised plan states that there is a verbal agreement with Swift Aire,
there is available an applicant company plane for emergency use, and there are

military helicopters available around the clock thr ough local law enforcement

agencies. The applicant's agreement with Sierra Vista Hospital has been

terminated. The revised plan includes a letter of agreement with French Hospital
in which the hospital agrees to accept for treatment injured employees who may be

contaminated with radioactive material. The revised plan also includes a

description of techniques for initial assessment of the amount and type of
radioactivity released into containment in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident.

We reviewed Revision 1 of the Diablo Canyon Emergency Plan and found that it did

not lessen the effectiveness of the previously approved plan, conformed to the

requirements of Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50, and was acceptable. We provided

testimony to this effect at the public hearing sessions on nonseismic contentions
held fn October 1977.

After the public hearing sessions, we performed an additional review of the Diablo

Canyon Emergency Plan in conjunction with the fire protection review. The appli-
cant submitted revisions to the Emergency Plan by letter dated February 8, 1978.

We have reviewed these revisions and concluded that the applicant's emergency
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plans include measures for coping with fire emergencies that conform with the

applicable provisions of Regulatory Guide 1. 101, "Emergency Planning for Nuclear

Power Plants." In particular, a satisfactory written agreement is in effect with
the California Department of Forestry which assures the availability of additional
trained personnel and equipment for fire fighting support when called upon. In
addition, the applicant has provided for annual training of these personnel to
assure their familiarity with the plant, access procedures and radiation protection
precautions and has also provided for their participation in an annual drill or
test exercise.

Based on our review, as described above, we have concluded that the Diablo Canyon

Emergency Plan meets the requirements of Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50 and is
acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

13.6 Industrial Securft

In Supplement No. 6 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we discussed the Commission's

new security requirements (10 CFR 73.55), the applicant's plans to comply with
those requirements and our review of the applicant's plans. We stated that addi-
tional information would be required before we could complete our review of the
applicant's amended security plan.

The applicant submitted a modified amended security plan (MASP) as Revision 6 to
the plan on July 22, 1977. Subsequent revisions (7, 8 and 9) were submitted with
letters dated January 3, February 2 and Harch 15, 1978, respectively.

We have reviewed these revisions and visited the site during January 1978 for the
purpose of performing a detailed analysis of the security aspects of safety-related
equipment. In addition, through the use of fault/event diagrams, we performed an

independent study of potential sabotage scenarios to assess the adequacy of
protection being provided for vital equipment.

Based on our review we have found the applicant's security plan provides for a

level of protection consistent with the performance requirements of Section (a) of
10 CFR 73.55 and is, therefore, acceptable.
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18.0 REVIEW BY THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS ACRS

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards completed a partial review of the

application for operating licenses for Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 on June 5,

1975. A copy of the Committee's June 12, 1975 report on the partial review was

included as Appendix B to Supplement No. 3 to the Safety Evaluation Report. Our

responses to the comments included in that report were provided in Section 18.0 of

Supplement No. 6 to the Safety Evaluation Report.

Since June 1975 the subcommittee has met on May 21, June 25, June 26 and October 11,

1976 and the full Committee has met on November 13, 1976 to consider, primarily,
,Diablo Canyon seismic design issues. The Committee did not issue a recommendation

on the seismic design issues. In a memorandum dated December 20, 1976, the Execu-

tive Director of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards transmitted to the

staff a number of diverse comments made by the Committee's consultants. In a

status report to the Commission, dated June 10, 1977, the Committee stated that it
wished to review the seismic design basis together with the reevaluation since the

subjects were not readily separable. Our review of the applicant's seismic re-

evaluation is provided in Section 3.7 of this supplement and we plan to discuss

these matters further with the Committee.

On August 2, 1977 and August 12, 1977, the subcommittee and the full Committee,

respectively, considered nonseismic aspects of the Diablo Canyon operating license

application. The Committee issued a report on August 19, 1977 dealing with
nonseismic matters. The report is attached as Appendix C to this supplement. Our

responses to the comments included in that report are provided below:

(1) The Committee stated that, "The design of Unit 1 has been modified and

augmented to provide protection against the possib'le adverse effects of
postulated breaks and cracks in high-energy fluid piping systems outside

containment. The NRC staff has found these systems in compliance with its
current criteria. The Committee concurs. Similar, but not identical, modi-

fications are being made to Unit 2, which differs from Unit 1 in certain
respects. These provisions for Unit 2 have not yet been reviewed by the NRC

staff, but compliance with current criteria will be required. This matter

should be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the NRC staff."

This item has been satisfactorily resolved as discussed in Section 3.6 of
this supplement.

(2) The Committee stated that, "The applicant has proposed several modifications
to his design, administrative procedures, and operator training, to minimize

I
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the likelihood of an overpressure transient in the reactor coolant system at
temperatures below operating temperatures during startup or shutdown. The

staff has reviewed these modifications and has found them acceptable as an

interim measure. The Applicant is a member of an 'Owner's Group'ooperating
with the reactor vendor in seeking a permanent solution to this generic

problem, and has agreed to implement that solution when it is found

acceptable to the staff. The Committee agrees that the interim measures are

acceptable, and wishes to be informed of the final generic solution."

The status of this matter is currently the same as described in Section 5.2.2
of Supplement No. 6.

For Unit 1, we have accepted the interim measures for use during the first
:full cycle. Accordingly, the long term solution for Diablo Canyon Unit 1

must be submitted, reviewed and approved prior to operation of Unit 1

following the first refueling outage.

Since the Unit 2 reactor vessel has somewhat less resistance to brittle
fracture at low temperature than the Unit 1 vessel, we have not yet evaluated

the protection against overpressure transients for Unit 2. Accordingly, this
matter must be acceptably resolved and our evaluation will be provided in a

future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report prior to a decision on

issuance of an operating license for Unit 2.

We wi 11 review the final generic solution and, as the Committee recommended,

we wi 11 keep the Committee informed.

(3) The Committee stated that, "At the request of the NRC staff, the applicant
has reevaluated his procedures and systems for the prevention, detection and

suppression of fires as part of a generic review of these features of all
plants operating or under construction. This review has been conducted in
accordance with the provisions of Appendix A to Branch Technical Position

APCSB 9. 5-1 as modified by the provisions of Regulatory 'Guide 1. 120 and

Proposed Revision 1 thereto. The applicant has proposed, and has provided a

schedule for implementation of, various modifications to the plant. This

matter should be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the NRC staff."

We are continuing to review the applicant's fire protection provisions and

fire protection system and will provide our evaluation in a future supplement.

As discussed in Section 9. 6. 1 of this supplement, we will require that the

fire protection review be completed prior to a decision on the issuance of an

operating license.
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The Committee stated that, "The applicant's emergency plans

prior to the Committee's letter of June 12, 1975, and found

change in the plans relating to arrangement with a hospital

inated patients has been proposed by the applicant, but has

reviewed by the staff. This matter should be resolved in a

tory to the NRC staff."

were reviewed

acceptable. A

to accept contam-

not yet been

manner satisfac-

This item has been satifactorily resolved as discussed in Section 13.3 of

this supplement.

(5) The Committee noted that, "The applicant described the instrumentation avail-

able to monitor the course of an accident. The Committee does not believe

that the instrumentation provided for this purpose meets the full intent of

that proposed in Revision 1 of Regulatory Guide l. 97. The Committee recom-

mends that the provisions of that Guide be implemented by the applicant for

the Diablo Canyon Station in a timely manner once the Regulatory Guide has

been officially promulgated. The Committee wishes to be kept informed."

In Section 7.5 of Supplement No. 1 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we found

the applicant's safety-related display instrumentation, including the

parameters to be monitored during and after the course of an accident, to be

acceptable.

Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1. 97, "Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled

Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant Conditions During and Following an

Accident," was issued in August 1977. In light of the Committee's

recommendation and the Diablo Canyon review status we designated Diablo

Canyon as one of the lead plants for implementing Position C.3 of the guide.

We informed the applicant in a letter dated March 10, 1978. We requested

that the applicant describe how this position will be met by June 1, 1978.

Position C. 3 of the guide involves four specific types of monitoring: reactor

coolant pressure, containment pressure, radiation level in containment and

radioactivity re'lease rates (through identified release points). Three

operating license applications, including Diablo Canyon, have been selected

as lead plants for imp'lementing this position. The object of this approach

is to learn more about the details of implementing the position on the lead

plants before providing more detailed guidance to all other plants.

The remainder of the guide involves safety analyses to determine what

parameters should be measured to inform the operator about the nature of an

accident and the plant's response. Two construction permit applications'have

been selected as lead plants for implementing the entire guide. As before,
'he

object is to learn more by implementing the guide on the lead plants

before providing more detailed guidance to other plants, including Diablo

Canyon.
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The timing of this review will be in accordance with the generic program

described above, which is documented in our Task Action Plan A-34,

"Instruments for Monitoring Radiation and Process Variables During

Accidents." In accordance with the task action plan we do not require that
the revised Regulatory Guide be implemented for Diablo Canyon, or any other

plant, prior to a decision on issuance of an operating license.

When we receive the applicant's proposal for implementing Position C.3 of the

guide, we will review it and we will keep the Committee informed.

(6) The Committee noted that, "The applicant has modified his Security Plan in
conformance with the requirements of 10 CFR 73.55. The staff has reviewed

this plan and a Security Plan Review Team has visited the plant site. Although

the staff review has not been completed, the applicant has stated that both

the security plan and the physical changes and additions to the plant will be

in accord with the regulations on the effective dates specified therein.
This matter should be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the NRC staff."

This item has been satisfactorily resolved as discussed in Section 13.6 of
this supplement.

(7) The Committee noted that it "has not completed its review of several chiefly
seismic-related matters, including: the seismic design bases and criteria,
the adequacy of the seismic design, the requirements with regard to protec-
tion against tsunamis, the qualification of electrical equipment and instru-
mentation for the postulated accident environment or for seismic effects, and

the acceptability of the design of the reactor pressure vessel supports to
resist forces resulting from a loss-of-coolant accident or from a seismic

event. The Committee will complete its review of these matters following
completion of a review by the NRC staff."

Our evaluation of the seismic design bases and criteria has been completed.

This was described in Sections 2. 5 and 3. 7 of Supplements 4 and 5.

Our evaluation of the adequacy of the seismic design (seismic reevaluation)
is continuing. A summary of the work done to date is discussed in
Section 1. 0 of this supplement. When our evaluation is completed, the

results will be reported in a future supplement.

Our evaluation of protection against tsunamis is completed. This is described

in Section 2.4 of this supplement and Supplement No. 5 to the Safety Evaluation

Report.
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Our evaluation of the qualification of electrical equipment and instrumenta-

tion is continuing. The current stat'us is discussed in Sections 3. 10 and 7.8

of this supplement. When our evaluation is completed, the results w'ill be

reported in a future supplement.

Our evaluation of the design of the reactor coolant system supports, includ-

.ing the reactor pressure vessel supports, to withstand seismic loads and

loss-of-coolant accident loads is completed and is discussed in Section 3.9

of this supplement.

Our evaluation of a related matter, the design of the reactor fuel to with-

stand these loads, is continuing. The current status is described in

Section 6.3.3 of this supplement. When our evalution is completed, the

results will be described in a future supplement.

We plan to discuss these matters fur ther with the Committee.

(8) The Committee noted that, "With regard to the generic problems cited in the

Committee's report, "Status of Generic Items Relating to Light-Water

Reactors: Report No. 5," dated February 24, 1977, those items considered

relevant to the Diablo Canyon Station are: II-l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9; IIA-3,

4, 5, 6, 7; IIB-2; IIC-1, 2, 3, 4, 5; IID-2. These problems should be dealt

with by the Staff and the Applicant as solutions are found."

The status of- these items and the other generic items in the Committee's

February 24, 1977 report was discussed in Appendix B, Supplement No. 6 to the

Safety Evaluation Report. An update of this discussion, including reference

to the Committee's most recent report on generic items dated November 15, 1977,

is provided in Appendix B to this supplement. As recommended by the Committee,

we will deal with these generic problems as appropriate solutions are found.
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20. 0 FINANCIAL UALIFICATIONS

In Section 20.0 of the Safety Evaluation Report issued in October ')974, we presented
our evaluation of the applicant's financial qualifications and found them acceptable.
Since several years have elapsed since our review was performed, we will require
additional information from the applicant so that we may update our financial
evaluation. When our review has been completed, we will report the results in a

future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.
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22.0 CONCLUSIONS

In Section 22.0 of Supplement No. 6 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we stated
that several items were still outstanding, and that favorable resolution of these

items wou'ld be required before a decision on the issuance of operating licenses
for Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2. Resolutions for some of those items have been

presented in this supplement. Items which currently remain outstanding are
summarized below.

(1) An evaluation of several matters related to qualifying long-term cold shut-
down systems and equipment for a Hosgri 7.5M event (Sections 2.4, 2.5.3,
3. 2. 1, 7.5 and 10. 5 of this supplement).

(2) An evaluation of several matters related to the design of safety-related
structures for a Hosgri 7.5H event (Section 3.8 of this supplement).

(3) An ev'aluation of several matters related to the design of mechanical systems

and components for a Hosgri 7.5H event (Section 3.9 of this supplement).

(4) An evaluation of several matters related to the seismic qualification of
Class lE electrical equipment (Section 3. 10 of this supplement).

(5) An evaluation of the coolability of the reactor core with combined

loss-of-coolant accident loads and seismic loads (Section 6. 3. 3 of this
supplement). ~

(6) An evaluation of several matters related to environmental qualification of
Class 1E electrical equipment (Section 7.8 of this supplement).

(7) An evaluation of the means of protecting the reactor coolant system from
overpressurization transients at low temperature for Unit 1 in the long-term
(after the first fuel cycle) and for Unit 2. However, the evaluation has

been completed for the short-term provisions for Unit 1 (Section 5.2.2 of
Supplement No. 6).

(8) An evaluation of the vulnerability of the electric power systems and equipment
to a degraded grid voltage condition (Section 8.0 of Supplement No. '6).

(9) An evaluation of a postulated main steam line break inside containment (Section 6.2. 1

of Supplement No. 6).
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(10) An evaluation of the plant's fire protection capabilities (Section 9.6.1 of
this supplement).

(11) An evaluation of the normal containment purge system in light of our current

criteria (Section 6.2.3 of this supplement).

(12) An evaluation of proposed changes to the program for control room monitoring

of meteorological parameters (Section 2.3.3 of this supplement).

(13) An evaluation of the proposed seismic scram circuits (Section 7. 2 of this
supplement).

(14) An evaluation of measures to reduce the likelihood of a destructive turbine
overspeed event (Section 3. 5 of this supplement).

(15) An evaluation of a calculational error in the emergency core cooling
calculations related to metal-water reaction heat release (Section 6.3 of
this supplement).

(16) An evaluation of additional detailed information about reactor vessel

fracture toughness properties (Section 5. 2.4'f this supplement).

(17) An update of our evaluation of the applicant's financial qualifications
(Section 20.0 of this supplement).

Subject to favorable resolution of the outstanding matters described above, the

conclusions as stated in Section 22.0 of the Safety Evaluation Report remain

unchanged.
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APPENDIX A

CONTINUATION OF THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY REVIEW

'ote:

Documents referenced in this chronology (and previous chronologies listed in the

Safety Evaluation Report and Supplement Nos. 1-6) are available for public inspec-

tion at the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, DC, 20555,

and at the Local Public Document Room for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Station
located at the San Luis Obispo County Free Library, P. 0. Box X, San Luis Obispo,

California, 93406.

September 10, 1976 Supplement No. 5 to the Safety Evaluation Report.

February 2, 1977 Report from NRC staff consultant (Dr. Newmark) entitled, "Notes on

Approximate Relations for Sensitivity of Design Spectra to Varia-

tions in Damping Factor and Ground Acceleration."

June 25,1977 Preliminary working draft report on seismic risk assessment from

staff consultants (Dr. Newmark and Dr. Ang).

July 14, 1977 Supplement No. 6 to Safety Evaluation Report.

July 18, 1977 Letter to applicant providing staff comments on proposed seismic

design criteria - tanks, piping and equipment.

July 22, 1977 Letter from applicant transmitting revised security plan and

attachment (enclosure withheld from public disclosure).

July 26, 1977 Letter from applicant transmitting Annual Financial Report for
1976.

July 27, 1977 Submittal of Amendment 51 consisting of information on fire
protection rereview.

August 2, 1977 ACRS Subcommittee meeting to discus's nonseismic aspects of operatino

license application.

August 12, 1977 ACRS Full Committee meeting to discuss nonseismic aspects of
operating license application.



August 15-17, 1977

August 19, 1977

Site visit to discuss fire protection.

ACRS letter providing recommendation to the Commission on nonseismic

aspects of operating license application.

August 24, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting information about the seismic

reevaluation (questions on Amendment 50 in the structural engi-

neering area).

August 24, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting information about Unit 1 containment

structural integrity test.

August 25, 1977 Notion from PG&E to Licensing Board requesting interim operating
license.

August 25, 1977 Amendment 52 to the application providing seismic risk assessment

in support of interim operating license.

August 29, 1977 Letter to applicant transmitting staff guidance entitled, uNuclear

Plant Fire Protection Functional Responsibilities, Administrative
Controls and guality Assurance."

August 30, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting information about (1) environmental

qualification of electrical equipment, (2) submerged equipment

inside containment, and (3) pipe breaks outside containment for>

Unit 2.

September 1, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting information about security plan

(attachment withheld from public disclosure).

September 8, 1977 Site visit to discuss interim operating license review (practicality
of future modifications).

September 15, 1977 Letter from applicant providing information about main steam line
break inside containment requested June 1, 1977.

September 21, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting additional information concerning
l

need for power in regard to an interim operating license.

September 26, 1977 Letter from applicant providing information about need for Power

requested September 21, 1977.

September 29, 1977 Submittal of Amendment 53 including miscellaneous changes to
Amendment 50.
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September 29, 1977 Letter from applicant transmitting report in support of interim
operating license entitled, "Analysis of Relative Risk Associated

with Operation of the Diablo Canyon Huclear Power Plant, Unit 1,

for an Interim Licensing Period."

September 30, 1977 Meeting with California Energy Commission and applicant to discuss

interim operating license review (need for power).

October 3, 1977 Letter from applicant providing part of the information requested

August 30, 1977 (information about (1) environmental qualification
of equipment, and (2) submerged equipment inside containment).

October 3, 1977 Letter from applicant providing information about degraded grid
voltage requested June 6, 1977.

October 4, 1977 Letter from applicant concerning practicality of future modifica-

tions in support of interim operating license.

October 6, 1977 Heeting with applicant to discuss interim operating license review

(seismic risk assessment).

October 10, 1977 Letter from applicant providing information about proposed

inservfce inspection program to comply with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)

requested Hay 23, 1977.

October 10, 1977 Letter from applicant transmitting report LL-41 entitled,
"Probabilities of Peak Accelerations Dased on the Geologic Record

of Fault Dislocation."

October 10, 1977 Letter from applicant providing remainder of information requested

August 30, 1977 (information about pipe breaks outside containment

for Unit 2).

October 12, 1977 Letter from applicant transmitting Revision 1 to the Emergency

Plan.

October 12, 1977 Letter from applicant transmitting report LL-43 entitled,
"Discussion of Attenuation Equations" in support of interim
operating license.

October 12, 1977 Letter from applicant providing information about need for power

requested at meeting on September 26, 1977 (in support of interim
operating license).
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October 14, 1977 - Submittal of Amendment 54 including information on earthquake

probabilities related to (1) geologic record of fault displacements,

and (2) attenuation equations.

October 14, 1977 Letter from applicant providing information about seismic risk
assessment (Amendment 52) requested at meeting October 6, 1977.

October 14, 1977 I'etterto applicant concerning schedule for review of interim
operating license request.

October 17-18, 1977 Public hearings concerning nonseismic safety issues.

October 18, 1977 Letter from applicant describing proposed change to meteorological

data to be displayed in the control room.

October 20-21, 1977 Meeting with applicant to discuss seismic reevaluation (PG&E

responses to staff questions on Amendment 50 in mechanical engi-

neering area).

October 21, 1977 Letter from applicant transmitting Appendix B to report LL-41

entitled, "Probabilities of Peak Site Acceleration Based on the

Geologic Record of Fault Dislocation."

October 25, 1977 Letter to applicant providing staff guidance on physical s'ecurity

assessment models under 10 CFR 73.55(a).

October 27, 1977 Letter from California Energy Commission about need for power in
relation to interim operating license.

October 28, 1977 Submittal of Amendment No. 55 including information about (1)
environmental qualification of electrical equipment, and (2)
miscellaneous changes.

November 2, 1977 Letter from applicant providing part of information on structural
engineering aspects of Amendment 50 requested August 24, 1977.

'\

November 2, 1977 Letter from applicant concerning the California Energy Commission's

assessment of need for power in relation to interim operating license.

November 3, 1977 Heeting with applicant to discuss status of operating license
reviews (interim and full-term).

November 7, 1977 Report from NRC staff consultants (Dr. Newmark and Dr. Ang) entitled,
"A Probabilistic Seismic Safety Assessment of the Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Power Plant. "
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November 9, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting information about quality assurance

provisions for fire protection.

November 9, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting information about diesel generator

status indication.

November 10, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting information about seismic reevalua-

tion (Amendment 50 to the application).

November 10, 1977 Letter to applicant providing staff guidance concerning industrial
security devices.

November 10, 1977 Meeting with applicant to discuss fire protection.

November 10, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting additional information concerning

interim operating license in the following areas: (1) relative
risk; (2) earthquake probabilities; (3) asymmetric loads; and (4)
long-term cooling.

November 10, 1977 Meeting with applicant to discuss seismic reevaluation - reactor
coolant system fracture mechanics analysis.

November 11, 1977 Meeting with applicant to discuss seismic reevaluation - combined

load analysis of reactor coolant system.

November 15, 1977 Letter from applicant providing part of information about seismic

reevaluation (Amendment 50) requested November 10, 1977.

November 15, 1977 Submittal of Amendment 56 including (1) additional material on

seismic reevaluation revising Amendment 50, and (2) fracture
mechanics study of reactor coolant system.

November 17, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting decision on whether or not the
interim operating license request will continue to be pursued.

November 22, 1977 Meeting with applicant to discuss seismic reevaluation (systems

required for safe shutdown).

November 22, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting information about seismic reevalua-
tion (combined loads outside reactor coolant system).

November 22, 1977 Letter to applicant providing staff position on degraded grid
voltage.
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November 23, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting information about reactor vessel

fracture 'toughness properties.

December 1, 1977 Letter from applicant providing part of information about seismic

reevaluation (Amendment 50) requested August 24, 1977.

December 1, 1977 Letter from applicant providing information about Unit 1 structural

integrity test requested August 24, 1977.

December 5, 1977 Letter from 'applicant providing additional information about

.qualification of electrical equipment (temperature monitoring.and

recording system).

December 6, 1977 Heeting with applicant to discuss methods of expediting operating

license review.

December 9, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting information about fire protection
review.

December 12, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting'information about seismic reevalua-

tion (systems for safe shutdown).

'ecember 15, 1977 Heeting with applicant to discuss schedule for review of operating

license application.

December 16, 1977 Letter from applicant requesting extension of construction

completion dates for Units 1 and 2.

December 20, 1977 Letter from applicant providing remaining information on structural
engineering aspects of Amendment 50 requested August 24, 1977.

December 21, 1977 Letter from applicant providing information about seismic

requalification of electrical equipment informally requested by

staff.

December 21, 1977 Letter from applicant providing part of information about interim

operating license requested November 10, 1977 (information about

relative risk).

December 23, 1977 Letter from applicant providing part of information about interim

operating license requested November 10, 1977 (information about

earthquake probabilities).
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December 27, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting information about fire protection.

December 27, 1977 Letter to applicant providing staff evaluation of proposed changes

to meteorological data (applicant letter of October 18, 1977)."

December 27, 1977 Letter to applicant requesting information about seismic reevalua-

tion (damping values).

December 30, 1977 Letter from applicant providing information about diesel generator

status indication requested November 9, 1977.

January 3, 1978 Letter from applicant transmitting revised Diablo Canyon Security

Plan (enclosure withheld from public disclosure).

January 3, 1978 Request from intervenors to the Commissioners to stop seismic

modifications pending completion of staff review. Hatter was

referred to staff to be treated as request for show cause order.

January 4-11, 1978 Site visit to discuss industrial security provisions with applicant.

January 5, 1978 Letter from applicant transmitting document entitled, "Plate

Boundary and Diffused Areal Probabilistic Considerations and

Revised Figure 45A'-2."

January 5-6, 1978 Heetings with applicant to discuss reactor coolant system analysis

(asymmetric loads, vessel supports, reactor cavity pressure calcula-

tions, subcompartment pressure loads, analytical models for reactor

coolant system).

January 10-13, 1978 Site visit to .discuss industrial security.

January 12, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information about seismic

requalification of equipment including testing in place.

January 12-13, 1978

January 14, 1978

Heeting with applicant to discuss fire protection.

Site visit to tour plant in connection with seismic design iheetings.

January 16-20, 1978 Heetings with applicant - seismic design criteria implementation

review meetings (audits) in the .structural engineering area.

January 17, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information about seismic reevalua-

tion requested November 22, 1977 (combined loads outside the

reactor coolant system).
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January 17, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information about seismic reevalua-
tion requested December 27, 1977 (damping values).

January 19, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information about qualification of
containment fan coolers requested informally by staff.

January 20, 1978 Letter from Westinghouse providing analysis of reactor coolant
system for asymmetric loads.

January 23, 1978 Submittal of Amendment 57 including meteorology information
discussed in letters of October 18, 1977 and Oecember 27, 1977.

January 23, 1978 Letter to applicant indicating the staff would proceed on a high
priority basis to complete review of full-term operating license
but, with respect to interim operating license, would only continue
reviewing the probability studies.

January 23-27,. 1978 Meetings with applicant - seismic design criteria implementation
review meetings (audits) in the mechanical engineering area for
PME's scope of work.

January 24, 1978 Letter from applicant transmitting reply to staff position on

degraded grid voltage conditions sent November 22, 1977.

January 24, 1978 Letter from applicant transmitting report entitled, "Stress Evalua-
tion of Piping'ystems Assuming Single Snubber Failures" (part of
information requested November 10, 1977 concerning seismic design
reevaluation).

January 25, 1978 Letter to applicant providing staff guidance on overpressure
transient protection for the long term.

January 26, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information requested Oecember 12,
1977 about seismic design reevaluation (systems required for safe
shutdown).

January 30, 1978 Letter to applicant requesting information about the security plan
(enclosure withheld from public disclosure).

January 30, 1978 Letter to applicant requesting information about fire protection.

January 30, 1978 Letter to applicant requesting information about (1) inservice
inspection, and (2) emergency planning for fire protection.
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January 31, 1978 to
February 2, 1978

Heetings with applicant - seismic design criteria implementation

review meetings in the mechanical engineering area for the

Westinghouse scope of work.

February 1, 1978 Letter to applicant providing staff guidance on inservice inspec-

tion program under 10 CFR 50.55a(g).

February 1, 1978 Extended Construction Permits for Unit 1 from January 1, 1977 to
September 30, 1978 and for Unit 2 from July 31, 1977 to December 31,

1978 (published February 8, 1978, 43 FR 5446).

February 2, 1978 Letter from applicant providing expanded and additional responses

to staff request for information of August 24, 1977 (structural
engineering aspects of Amendment 50).

February 2, 1978 Letter from applicant transmitting revisions to Diablo Canyon

security plan in response to staff request of January 30, 1978

(enclosure withheld from public disclosure).

February 2, 1978 Letter to applicant providing staff evaluation of tornado protection.

February 6, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information about fire protection
requested November 9, December 9, December 27, 1977 and January 30, 1978.

February 8, 1978 Letter from applicant providing part of information requested

January 30, 1978 (information about emergency planning for fire
protection).

February 8, 1978 Letter from applicant to Licensing Board indicating status of
request for an interim operating license. Letter indicated that,
although staff was no longer reviewing the matter, except for the
probability studies, POTE did not wish to withdraw the application
because it might wish to reactivate it in the future if the full-term
license review were delayed for some unforeseen reason.

February 9, 1978 Heeting with applicant to follow up seismic design audit in
structural engineering area (January 23-27, 1978).

February 10, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information about qualification of
containment fan coolers requested informally by the staff.

February 14, 1978 Letter from applicant providing (1) part of information about
seismic design reevaluation requested November 10, -1977 (mathe-

matical model of reactor internals), and (2) information about
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I"

subcompartment pipe breaks in containment requested informally at
the me)ting of January 5, 1978.

February 14-15, 1978 Site visit to discuss fire protection.

February 15, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information about qualification
testing of submerged equipment in containment informally requested

by staff.
II

February 15, 1978 Letter from applicant providing report entitled, "Data Sets and

Their Treatment in Obtaining Attenuation Relationships," regarding
earthquake probabilities.

February 16, 1978 Meeting with applicant to follow up seismic design audit in
structural engineering area (January 23-27, 1978).

February 21, 1978 Letter from applicant providing description of seismic scram device
to be installed.

February 22, 1978 Letter from applicant providing report on reactor coolant systems

response to combined loads (LOCA plus seismic).

February 28,.1978 to
March 1, 1978

Meeting with applicant to follow up seismic design audit in
structural engineering area (January 23-27, 1978).

February 28,'978 Submittal of Amendment 58 consisting of miscellaneous changes to
the FSAR.

February 28, 1978 Submittal of Amendment 59 consisting of additional material on

seismic reevaluation revising Amendment 50. This documented

material that had been previously submitted by letter, some of it
in changed form.

Harch 14, 1978

March 15, 1978

Meeting with applicant to discuss fire protection.

Letter from applicant providing revisions to security plan
(enclosure withheld from public disclosure).

Harch 20, 1978 Letter from applicant revising submittal of January 24, 1978 on

degraded grid voltage.

March 22, 1978 NRC staff denied intervenor's request for show cause order on

halting seismic modifications (January 3, 1978).
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March 27, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information on assumed pipe snubber

failures supplementing report submitted January 24, 1978.

March 28, 1978 Submittal of Amendment 60 consisting of revisions to seismic

reevaluation (Amendment 50) including material that had been

submitted previously by letter, some of it in changed form.

March 28, 1978 Submittal of Amendment 61 consisting of (1) additional information
on meteorology display, methods requested informally by the staff,
and (2) information about reactor vessel toughness properties
requested November 23, 1977.

April 5, 1978 Letter from applicant supplementing submittal of January 24, 1978

on pipe snubber failures (information on steam generator snubbers).

April 11, 1978 Meeting with applicant to discuss analysis of reactor fuel under

combined earthquake and LOCA loads.

April 11, 1978 Letter from applicant providing justification for operating basis
earthquake.

April 11, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information related to turbine
missile probability studies.

April 11, 1978

April 12, 1978

Letter from applicant supplementing letter of February 22, 1978 on

reactor coolant system response to combined loads (support key

material properties).
I

Letter from applicant supplementing previous submittals on piping
system analyses (October 20-21, 1977 meeting, letter Hovember 15,

1977, Amendment 59).
'I

April 17, 1978 Letter from applicant supplementing letter of February 24, 1978 on

seismic scram.

April 17, 1978 Letter from applicant providing further information on systems for
safe shutdown (hose connections).

April 19, 1978 Letter to applicant providing revised intrusion detection systems

handbook.





APPENDIX 8

CONTINUATION OF DISCUSSION

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS GENERIC ITEMS

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (Committee) periodically issues a

report listing various generic matters applicable to large light-water reactors.

In addition, the NRC staff periodically reports on the status of its efforts to

resolve these generic items.

These are items which the Committee and the NRC staff, while finding present plant

designs acceptable, believe have potential for adding to overall safety margins

and so should be considered for application to the extent reasonable and practi-
cable as solutions are found, recognizing that such solutions may occur after
completion of a specific plant. This is consistent with our continuing efforts to

reduce the already small safety risk from nuclear power plants.

In Appendix 8 to Supplement No. 6 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we described

the status of each of these generic items as it 'related to Diablo Canyon. In the

descriptions reference was made to the latest reports then available - the staff
status report of January 31, 1977 and the Committee's report of February 24, 1977.

More recent reports are now available. A staff status report was issued on

October 25, 1977 and the latest Committee report was issued on November 15, 1977.

Where significant changes have occurred in the status of these generic items in

relation to Diablo Canyon since Supplement No. 6 was issued, including changes due

to issuance of the new reports, the new status is described below. The numbering

corresponds to that in Supplement No. 6. In all other cases, the status remains

essentially the same as was described in Supplement No. 6.

Grou II - Resolution Pendin

(1) Turbine Missiles

In addition to the generic program discussed in Supplement No. 6, we have

performed a specific review of this matter for Diablo Canyon. Our evaluation

is described in Section 3.5 of this supplement.
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(5) Monitorin for Excessive Vibration or Loose Parts Inside the Pressure Vessel

The Committee has now divided this item into two parts - monitoring for loose

parts and monitoring for vibration.

With regard to monitoring for loose parts, the status remains the same as

described in Supplement No. 6. Diablo Canyon employs a loose parts monitor-

ing system. The generic review is continuing and will establish criteria for
such systems as indicated in our status reports dated January 31, 1977 and

October 25, 1977.

With regard to monitoring for vibration, 'a different type of instrument may

be indicated. Accordingly, this may amount to a new item that was not
addressed in our status report dated October 25, 1977. This generic matter
will be discussed in a future staff status report.

(9) The Advisabilit of a Seismic Scram

Supplement No. 6 indicated that the advisability of such a device for Diablo
Canyon was still being discussed with the Committee although the staff
considered the generic studies completed and did not plan to require a

seismic scram.

Since then, the applicant has decided to install a seismic scram device at
Diablo Canyon (Section 7.2 of this supplement).

Further, some additional generic review is now underway as discussed in our
status report dated October 25, 1977.

Grou IIA - Resolution Pendin - Items Added Since December 18 1972

(3) Ru ture of Hi h Pressure Lines Outside Containment

Supplement No. 6 indicated that we expected this item to be acceptably
resolved for Diablo Canyon by employment of our current criteria in the
review, which was not yet completed. Our review is now completed and the
design meets our current criteria (Section 3.6 of this supplement).

In addition, Supplement No. 6 indicated that the staff considered the generic
item to be acceptably resolved. In its latest report, dated November 15,

1977, the Committee also considered the generic item to be resolved.
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(5) Isolation of Low Pressure S stem from Hi h Pressure S stem

As discussed in Supplement Ho. 6, we consider this item resolved for Diablo

Canyon by employment of acceptable design measures.

In addition, Supplement No. 6 indicated that the staff considered the generic

item acceptably resolved. In its latest report, dated November 15, 1977, the

Committee also considered the generic item resolved.

Grou IIC - Resolution Pendin - Items Added Since March 12 1975

(2) Desi n Features to Control Sabota e

Supplement Ho. 6 indicated that we expected this item to be resolved by

employing our current criteria in the review, which was not yet completed.

The review is now completed and the protection meets our current criteria
(Section 13. 6 of this supplement).

In addition, the generic review is continuing as was indicated in Supplement

No. 6.

(4) Vessel Su ort Structures

As indicated in Supplement No. 6, our generic review is continuing.

The status of the Diablo Canyon analyses is now different than was described

in Supplement Ho. 6. We have completed our evaluation of the reactor coolant

system support structures, including the reactor vessel supports (Section 3.9

of this supplement). Our evaluation of, a related matter, the design of the

reactor fuel assemblies, is continuing. We will require resolution of this
matter prior to licensing and will report the resolution in a future supple-

ment (Section 6.3.3 of this supplement).

Grou IIE - Resolution Pendin - Items Added Since Februar 24 1977

(1) Soil - Structure Interactions

Regarding the traditional controversy about soil structure interaction, we

consider this matter resolved for Diablo Canyon by employment of acceptable

analysis procedures that involved placing the design input motions directly
onto the base slabs of structures rather than utilizing soil structure
interaction analyses. Soil structure interaction analyses were performed for
the buried diesel fuel oil tanks, where they are approriate. (Section 3.8 of

this supplement).
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In a somewhat related matter, we have allowed some reduction of the higL

frequency portion of ground response spectra to account for building size

effects in relation to ground motion waves. „ We have also, however, required

consideration of the torsion that can be expected to result from ground

motion waves. We consider these design techniques acceptable (Section 3. 7

of Supplement Ho. 5 to the Safety Evaluation Report and Section 3.8 of this
supplement).

This is a new item that was not discussed in our status report dated

October 25, 1977. This generic matter will be discussed in a future staff
status report.
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APPENDIX C

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
WASHINOTON, O. C. 20555

August 19, 1977

Honorable Joseph M. Hendrie
Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Camission
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: REPORT ON FURKER PARTIAL REVIEW OF DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR

POWER STATICN UNITS 1 AND 2

Dear Dr. Hendrie:

During its 208th meeting, August 11-13, 1977, the Advisory Carmittee
on Reactor Safeguards continued its review of the application of the
Pacific Gas and Electric COIIpany for authorization to operate the
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Fewer Station Units 1 and 2. The C|xmittee re-
ported previously on this application in its letter of June 12, 1975.
Since that time, several meetings of a Subcomnittee and of the full
CaImittee have been held to review and discuss questions relating to
the seismic design bases and criteria, and a Subcomittee meeting was
held in,Des Plaines, Illinois on August 2, 1977 to review safety matters
not related to seismic concerns. This report is related only.to those
nonseismic matters. During its review, the Comittee had the benefit
of discussions with representatives and consultants of the Pacific Gas
and Electric Company, the Westinghouse Electric Corporation, the Nuclear
Regulatory Caanission Staff,.and a consultant to intervenors in the
public hearings before an NRC Atomic Safety and Licensing Board. The
Carmittee also had the benefit of the documents listed.

The original eaergency core cooling system performance analyses had been
made using an initial upper head temperature corresponding to the core
inlet temperature. These analyses have been redone using an upper head
temperature corresponding to that in the hot leg. Calculations using
the latest Westinghouse evaluation model (October 1975 revision) show
compliance with the criteria of 10 CFR 50.46 with a peaking factor of 2.32.

In its,letter of June 12, 1975, the Ccamittee noted that the Diablo Canyon
units were expected to be among the first reactors of this type to operate
at a power as high as 3411 MWt and with a full core of the 17x17 fuel
assembies, and noted further that an augmented start-up program and a more
cautious than normal appfoach to full power would be desirable for such
plants. In the interim, the recomnended augmented start-up program has
been employed for the Trojan and Beaver Valley reactors, which are in
the categories described above. In view of this experience, and subject



Honorable Joseph N. Hendrie August 19, 1977

to conpletion of the Staff's review of the reports on these start~ pro-
grams, the Conrnittee does not believe it will be necessary to impose
special restrictions on the start-up and power escalation programs for
the Diablo Canyon units beyond those normally considered prudent by the
NRC Staff.

The design of Unit 1 has been modified and augnanted to provide protection
against the possible, adverse effects of postulated breaks and cracks in
high-energy fluid piping systems outside containment. The NRC Staff
has found these systems in corrpliance with its current criteria. The Ccm-
mittee concurs. Similar but not identical modifications are being made to
Unit 2, which differs from Unit 1 in certain respects. These provisions
for Unit 2 have not yet been reviewed by the NRC Staff, but compliance with
current criteria will be required. This matter should be resolved in a
mannex satisfactory to the NRC Staff.

The Applicant has proposed several modifications to his design, adminis-
trative procedures, and operator training, to minimize the likelihood of
an overpressure transient in the reactor coolant system at terrperatures
below operating temperatures during startup or shutdown. The Staff has
reviewed these nxxiificaticns and has found them acceptable as an interim
measure. The Applicant is a merrher of an "Orner's Group" cooperating with
the reactor vendor in seeking a permanent solution to this generic prcblem,
and has agreed to implement that solution when it is found acceptable to
the Staff. The Conrnittee agrees that the interim measures are acceptable,
and wishes to be informed of the final generic solution.

At the request of the NRC Staff, the Applicant has reevaluated his pro-
cedures and systems for the prevents, detection and suppression of fires
as part of a generic review of these featuxes of all plants operating or
under construction. This review has been conducted in accordance with the
provisions of Appendix A to Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1 as mod-
ified by the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.120 and Proposed Revision 1
thereto. The Applicant has proposed, and has provided a schedule for im-
plerrentation of; various modifications to the plant. This matter should be
resolved in a manner satisfactory to the NRC Staff.

The Applicant's emergency plans were reviewed prior to the Carrnittee's
letter of June 12, 1975 and found acceptable. A change in the plans
relating to arrangements with a hospital to accept contaminated patients
has been proposed by the Applicant, but has not yet been reviewed by the
Staff. This matter should be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the
NRC Staff.
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Honorable Joseph M. Hendrie August 19, 1977

The Applicant described the instrumentation available to nenitor the
course of an accident. The Comnittee does not believe that the instru-
mentation provided for this purpose naets the full,intent of that pro-
posed in Revision 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.97. t The Conmittee reconmends
that the provisions of that Guide be implemented by the Applicant for the
Diablo Canyon Station in a timely manner once the Regulatory Guide has
been officially pranulgated. The Ccamittee wishes to be kept informed.

The Applicant has modified his Security Plan in conformance with the re-
quirenmnts of 10 CFR 73.55. The Staff has reviewed this plan and a
Security Plan Review Team has visited the plant site. Although the Staff
review has not been canpleted, the Applicant has stated that both the
security plan and the physical changes and additions to the plant will be
in accord with the regulations on the effective dates specified therein.
This matter should be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the NRC Staff.

In both written 'reports and in oral presentations to the ACRS a consultant
to intervenors in the public hearings before an NRC Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board has alleged serious deficiencies in the Applicant's Quality
Assurance programs for design, construction, and operation. These alle-
gations have been reviewed by the NRC Staff, and their findings reported
to the Conmittee. The Staff has found no deficiencies in these programs
of a nature serious enough to affect the safe operation of the plant.
The Ccmnittee concurs.

The Canmittee has not completed its review of several chiefly seismic-
related matters, including: the seismic design bases and criteria, the
adequacy of the seismic design, the requirements with regard 'to protection
against tsunamis, the qualificatim of electrical equipment and instru-
mentation for the postulated accident environnent or for seismic effects,
and the acceptability of the design of the reactor pressure vessel supports
to resist forces resulting fran a loss-of~lant accident or fran a seismic
event. The Committee will coaplete its review of these matters following
conpletion of a review by the NRC Staff.

With regard to the generic problems cited in the Ccamittee's report, "Status
of Generic Items Relating to Light-Water Reactors: Report No..5," dated
February 24, 1977, those itens considered relevant to the Diablo Canyon
Station ar': II-1, 2g 3, 4i 5, 6, 7, 9; IIA-3, 4i 5, 6, 7; IIB-2; IIC-li
2, 3, 4, 5; IID-2. These problems should be dealt with by the Staff and
the Applicant as solutions are found.
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Honorable Joseph M. Hendrie August 19, 1977

Except for those matters identified above as requiring further Camd.ttee
review, the ACRS believes that, if due consideration is given to the fore-
going, and subject to satisfactory conpletion of construction and pre-
operational testing, there is reasonable assurance that the Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Station Units 1 and 2 can be cperated at power levels up to
3338 and 34U. MH(t), respectively, without undue risk to the health and
safety of the public.

The Ccmnittee wiU. report in the future on those matters for which its
review has not yet been conpleted.

Sincerely s,

M. Bender
Chairman
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

General

The Commission's Safety Evaluation Report in the matter of Pacific Gas and Electric
Company's application for operating licenses for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power

Station, Units 1 and 2, was issued on October 16, 1974. In the Safety Evaluation

Report it was stated that supplemental reports would be issued to update the Safety

Evaluation Report in those areas where the staff's evaluation had not been com-

pleted. Supplement Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report,

issued on January 31, 1975, May 9, 1975, September 18, 1975, May 1, 1976,

September 10, 1976, July 14, 1977 and May 26, 1978, respectively, documented the

resolution of certain outstanding items and summarized the status of the remaining

outstanding items.

In this supplement we further update the Safety Evaluation Report and its previous

supplements by providing (1) our evaluation of certain matters that were still
outstanding when Supplement Number 7 was issued, (2) our evaluation of new issues

that have arisen since Supplement Number 7 was issued; and (3) a discussion of the

comments made by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards in its report of

July 14, 1978. Each of the following sections of this supplement is numbered the

same as the corresponding sections of the Safety Evaluation Report and previous

supplements that are being updated. (Sections 3. 8. 5 and 3.9. 3 were new section

numbers created in Supplement Number 7 to discuss the seismic reevaluation. ) A

summary of the remaining outstanding issues, which will be addressed in future
supplements to the Safety Evalution Report, is presented in Section 22.0 of this
supplement.

The principal outstanding issue in our review of this operating license application
has been the earthquake capabilities of the Hosgri fault and its impact on seismic

design considerations for this plant. As a result of this matter the applicant has

performed a reevaluation of the plant's seismic capabilities to determine what

modifications are necessary in order to demonstrate that the plant can withstand a

more severe earthquake than was considered in the original design. The applicant
is currently installing the modifications that were indicated by the seismic

reevaluation.

Our, review of the seismic reevaluation has been far more comprehensive and detailed
than our normal reviews of seismic design issues. This review and the criteria we

have applied were described in Supplement Number 7. A number of issues

remained outstanding at that time. The main purpose of this supplement is to



address the resolution of seismic design issues that were outstanding when

Supplement Number 7 was issued.

Appendix A,to this supplement is a continuation of the chronology of the principal
',events involved in the Commission staff's radiological safety review. Appendices B

and C are copies of reports by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards.
Appendix 0 is a bibliography.
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2. 0 SITE CHARACTERISTICS

2.3 ~oeteooolo

2.3.3 Onsite Heteorolo ical Measurements Pro ram

In Section 2.3.3 of Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we stated
that we would report the results of our evaluation of information submitted in
Amendment 61 to the Final Safety Analysis Report related to the display of
meteorological parameters in the control room.

We have completed our review of the proposed changes to the control room display of
meteoro'logica'1 information described in Amendment 61. Our evaluation of the previous
control room monitoring program was provided in Section 2.3.3 of Supplement Number 2.

In Amendment 61 the applicant has revised details of the display and details of the
calculation program to correspond to methods we have more recently endorsed. The

displays will now show data printout of calculated relative concentration (X/g)
with all of the meteorological parameters associated with the X/g calculation, plus
the dewpoint, precipitation and the>air temperature measured at several levels of
the meteorological tower. We have independently calculated examples of the real
time X/g to verify the examples presented in Amendment 61.

Based on our review and independent verification of display, or printout values, of
information, we conclude that the control room display of meteorological parameters

continues to be acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

2. 4 ~Hdro la(g

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that we would require analysis of the potential
for seiches causing a significant loss of water from the raw water storage reservoirs
in connection with our review of performing a shutdown after a Hosgri event. This

matter is now resolved as discussed in Section 3.2. 1 of this supplement.

2.5 Geolo Seismolo and Foundation En ineerin

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that we wou'Id require slope stability analyses and

information concerning the foundation for the raw water storage reservoirs in
connection with our review of a shutdown following the Hosgri event. This matter
is now resolved as discussed in Section 3.2. 1 of this supplement.
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3. 0 DESIGN CRITERIA - STRUCTURES COMPONENTS E UIPMENT AND SYSTEMS

3. 2 Classification of Structures Com onents and S stems

3.2. 1 Seismic Classification

In Supplement Number 7 we provided our evaluatibn of the plant's capability for

achieving long term cold shutdown conditions after an earthquake using only redundant

equipment qualified for the Hosgri event. We concluded that the plant's capability

was acceptable subject to satisfactory resolution of several outstanding items in

our review. Those items have now been resolved. Our evaluations are provided

below.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that an outstanding item was our review of the

system function indication in the control room for performing the shutdown. Since

then, in discussions with the applicant, we have reviewed the indications available.

These include primary and secondary system indications such as temperature, pressure,

fluid level, flow, valve position and pump status. As we noted in Supplement

Number 7, reactor coolant system boron concentration could be manually sampled

outside'the control room. Aside from this, we found in our review that there would

be sufficient indication, qualified for the Hosgri event, available in the control

room to enable the operator to properly conduct the shutdown and to detect and

correct postulated single fai lures.

Accordingly, we consider this matter resolved.

In Supplement Number 7 we also stated that an outstanding item was our review of

the seismic qualification of the raw water storage reservoirs including slope

stability, foundation materials, seiches and draining through non-qualified piping.

The reservoirs were to be qualified as an extended source of auxiliary feedwater

supply.

Based on our review of the raw water reservoirs, we agreed with the applicant's

evaluation indicating acceptable foundation materials, the applicant's seiche

analysis indicating no significant loss of water and the applicant's provisions for

closing valves to prevent draining through non-qualified piping. We also found the

applicant's provisions to use hoses to transfer water from the reservoir to the

plant acceptable. .(Hoses .are being provided because it is assumed that the non-

qualified piping installed for this purpose would fail in an earthquake.)

3-1



However, we did not completely accept the applicant's slope stability analyses. We

reviewed the applicant's reports concerning slope stability and inspected site
conditions during a visit on June 24, 1978. Although we concluded that the proba-bilityy

of a slope. failure that could significantly affect the reservoir was very
small, we could not conclude that the applicant's analyses met our requirements for
seismic Category I slopes. Accordingly, the applicant has also relied on an

alternate source of extended auxiliary feedwater supply - the seismic Category I
fire water tank.

Now, in addition to the raw water reservoir which we did not find completely
qualified, reliance for an extended source of feedwater qualified to withstand the
Hosgri event will be placed on the fire water tank.

To accomplish the transfer of water from the fire water tank to the auxiliary
feedwater pump suction lines the applicant initially proposed to install hose
connections. However, the applicant is now planning to install piping for this
purpose. The transfer will then require opening of manually operated isolation

, valves in the piping system when the supply of water in the conendsate storage tank
is exhausted.

We will require that this piping be designed to withstand the Hosgri event (seismic
. Category I) and we will require that redundant flow paths be provided to bypass any
assumed single valve failure (valve jammed shut). 8ased on these requirements we

find the modification acceptable.
4

The fire water tank (one tank for two units) contains 300,000 gallons. Together
with the minimum levels of 170,000 gallons per unit in the condensate storage
tanks, this will allow approximately 24 hours of cooldown and decay heat dissipation
via the steam generators for both units. We consider this adequate time to conduct
the cooldown and initiate long term heat removal via the residual heat removal
system. Once the long term heat removal is initiated there is no further need for
auxiliary feedwater makeup.

Since the fire water tank will provide an adequate extended supply of auxiliary
feedwater to conduct the cooldown following a Hosgri event without resorting to the
next backup (sea water), we find this provision acceptable.

As discussed above we have completed our evaluation of the seismic classification
items that were outstanding in Supplement Number 7 and have found them acceptably
resolved. Therefore, we find the plant's capabilities for achieving cold shutdown
conditions to be acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.



We will confirm compliance with our requirements described above regarding the

minor piping modifications prior to issuance of operating licenses.
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3.5 Missile Protection Criter ia
Turbine Missiles

In Supplement Number 7 we provided our evaluation of turbine missile risks from the
main turbines. We found this aspect of the design acceptable subject to the following
two actions to reduce the probability of destructive overspeed:

,(1) Implementation of a vendor, approved turbine valve testing program or its
equivalent, and,

(2) Assurance of adequate protection of the turbine overspeed system against
a seismically induced fall of structural debris or cranes.

These matters are now resolved as described below.

In Supplement Number 7 we indicated that, regarding destructive overspeed, the
applicant should commit to a turbine vendor approved turbine valve testing and

inspection program or its equivalent which we would review. The applicant has

committed to weekly testing of the main turbine steam inlet valves and the reheat
inlet valves. Preliminary results of our Task Action Plan A-37, "Turbine Missiles,"
indicate that valve reliability can be improved by frequent testing. For example,
it appears that a reduction factor of about seven in valve unreliability may be

achieved in going=from monthly to weekly valve testing. The destructive overspeed
probability used in our evaluation of turbine missile risks as described in Supple-
ment Number 7 was based on a historically observed turbine failure population. Few

of these turbines have been subjected 'to valve testing more frequent than once a

month. Thus, it is our judgment that the provision of weekly valve testing will
lower the destructive overspeed turbine missile risk for Diablo Canyon to an

acceptably low level.

In Supplement Number 7 we indicated that, in order to limit the probability of an

earthquake causing a destructive overspeed event, the applicant should provide
assurance that potential structural debris from an earthquake could not damage the
steam trip valves and the applicant should ensure that the turbine building cranes
not be in the vicinity of the steam trip valves for any significant fraction of the
time a turbine is operating.

Since the turbine building is being modified'o withstand a Hosgri event the poten-
tial for incapicating the turbine overspeed protection system is limited to the
possibility of a seismically induced fall of either some corrugated metal roofing
panels or the overhead cranes if the cranes are heavily loaded and over a turbine.
Sections 3.8. 5.4.8 and 9. 1 of this supplement provide further information about the
cranes'apabilities.
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During turbine operation the turbine stop and control valves are enclosed in a

protective metal cover. Thus we consider that damage of the overspeed protection
system by falling roof panels is limited to the possibility of incapacitating the

intercept valves located above each of the low pressure turbine hoods. Theoret-

ically, this could be achieved either by the effects of direct impact on the valves

or by precluding their closure due to damage of the intercept valve supply or trip
oil. In either event, however, the loss of intercept valving alone could not cause

'he turbine to accelerate to a destructive overspeed due to the limited energy

storage within the turbine system. (The steam supply would be stopped by the stop

and control valves.) Thus, we do not believe that there is a potential for
destructive overspeed due to the effect of falling debris from the turbine building
roof.

With regard to a seismically induced fall of a turbine building crane, we are

restricting operation of these cranes to conditions where it has been demonstrated

that they can withstand a Hosgri event. This restriction is 'discussed further in
Section 9. 1 of this supplement. It eliminates our concerns about any effect this
might have on the turbine missile risk assessment.

On the basis of our evaluation as described above and in Supplement Number 7 we

find that the risk from turbine missiles for Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 is
acceptably low.

We consider this matter resolved.
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3.8 Desi n of Cate or I Structures
3.8.5 Seismic Reevaluation

3.8.5. 1 Summar of Staff Review

In Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report we summarized our review of
the seismic reevaluation. Since then we have continued our review in a similar
manner. We have reviewed additional detailed information such as calculation
sheets and drawings and discussed this information with the applicant. In addi-

tion, we have reviewed the letters and amendments to the operating license applica-.
tio'n submitted by the applicant.

The following paragraphs describe our evaluation of the outstanding matters identi-
fied in Supplement Number 7, which are now resolved.

During this review we have been assisted by our consultants, Dr. W. J. Hall and

Dr. N. N. Newmar k. In Supplement Number 7 we stated that, when our evaluation was

completed, we planned to provide their recommendation in. a future supplement to the

Safety Evaluation Report. However, since they will fully describe theii findings
and recommendations on the seismic reevaluation in written testimony for the public
hearings, we have decided not to obtain a separate summary report for inclusion in
this supplement. In the discussions of individual items in the following sections
we do note those specific items where we obtained assistance from Dr. Newmark and

Dr. Hall in completing our review.
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3.8.5.4 Structural Anal sis

This section discusses our evaluation of the applicant's methods for analysis of

various structures, outdoor tanks, buried piping and cranes. In Supplement Number 7

to the Safety Evaluation Report we described the applicant's methods and the items

that remained outstanding in our review.

Those outstanding items have now been resolved, in some cases by stating conditions

we will require. that the applicant meet. The resolutions and requirements for
these items are provided in subsections 3.8.5.4. 1 through 3.'5.4.8 below. Our

conclusions are presented in pubsection 3. 8. 5.4.9.

3.8.5.4. 1 Containment Shell

In Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report we described five items that

remained outstanding in our review of the containment shell. The current status of

these items is described below.

(1) An evaluation of containment stability against overturning and uplift.

In Supplement Number 7 we concluded that actual overturning of the containment

was physically impossible. However, we stated that we would require considera-

tion of the amount of tilting, that may be possible, to ensure that tilting of

the containment would not damage safety-related systems.

The applicant has since performed additional analyses using the technique

proposed by A. Zweig and R. V. Whitman and F. E. Richart (References 4 and 5

in Appendix 0 to this supplement). A maximum amount of uplift at the edge of

the containment slab on the order of 3/4-inch was predicted. We and our

consultants have reviewed these analyses and found them to be appropriate for
the purpose of predicting containment uplift. Therefore, we have found the

analyses acceptable.

Our evaluation of the effect of this amount of uplift on safety-related systems

is provided in Section 3.9.3.4.4 of this Supplement.

We consider this matter resolved.

(2) Further analyses of the foundation mat.

In Supplemeot Number 7, we stated that the applicant had submitted a simplified
analysis to ascertain the adequacy of the foundation mat during a Hosgri event

Which we found unacceptable and 'that the applicant had committed to revise

that analysis.
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The applicant has since performed a more refined analysis considering appro-

priate load combinations. The analytical model consists of a grid of orthogonal

beams which correspond to strips of the slab and reinforcing identified. on
the'onstructiondrawings. The results indicated that all positive and negative

moments were within the capacity of the foundation mat. We and our consultants

have reviewed the approach used in the analysis and a draft report on the

analysis during a meeting on November 8, 1978. We found the approach conserv-

ative and thus acceptable. We will require submittal of a final report to
confirm these results.

Based on this requirement we consider this matter resolved.

4

We will confirm compliance with our requirement for documentation prior to
issuance of operating licenses.

(3) An evaluation of the criteria and methods for screening critical elements and

a complete list of these elements and their problem areas.

In Supplement Number 7, we stated that information regarding the criteria and

methods for screening critical elements for the Hosgri reevaluation was under

review. We have since reviewed the information and found that the methods

used would ensure that all critical elements in containment were adequately

examined. Therefore, we have found the applicant's methods acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

(4) An evaluation of the containment penetration design.

In Supplement Number 7, we stated that information regarding the adequacy of
containment penetration design for the Hosgri reevaluation was under review.

We were concerned about whether the discontinuity stress in the shell around

the penetrations would be increased beyond acceptable limits due to the

earthquake.

We have since reviewed the information. The reevaluation of containment

penetration design was made using a detailed finite element model of the areas

around the penetrations which we consider appropriate. The resulting stresses

were found to be within the acceptable limits. Accordingly, we have found the
analyses acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved..

(5) Further analysis of the stresses in the diagonal reinforcement of the contain-
ment shell.
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In Supplement Number 7 we stated that we were discussing the method for
combining peak seismic loads with the applicant and had requested additional

studies in order to make a judgment on this matter.

The applicant has now resolved this issue by taking a minor amount of credit
for concrete stiffness without any need to relax the usual methods of combining

loads and responses.

The applicant has performed two additional studies by examining the compatibil-

ity relationship between the diagonal reinforcement and hoop reinforcement

with and without concrete stiffness considered. In both cases, the stresses

in the diagonal reinforcement due to the three earthquake components were

combined by the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares rule. For the case with

no concrete stiffness included, the resulting maximum stress in diagonal

reinforcement reached 90 percent of the average test strength. For the case

with ten percent of concrete stiffness included, the resulting maximum stress

in diagonal reinforcement was reduced to approximately half of that in the

first case.

We and our consultants have reviewed the above information. Since the concrete

will maintain some of its stiffness after cracking we consider the analyses

'discussed above to be acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

3. 8. 5. 4. 2 Containment 'Interior Structures

In Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report we described four items that

remained outstanding in our review of the containment interior structures. The

current status of these items is described below.

(1) Further calculation regarding the equivalent stiffness of the interior
structure.

In Supplement Number 7, we stated that the applicant had provided us with a

comparison of dynamic characteristics of the interior structures of the con-

tainment resulting from two different modeling techniques. The purpose of the

study was to determine the effect of employing the axisymmetric model used in

the translational analysis rather than a model which would incorporate the

stiffness characteristics of the actual structures. Although the periods of

the two models were practically identical, we stated that we would require

more infqrmation regarding the details of the analyses in order to make a

determination of their validity.
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We have since reviewed additional information provided by the appl'icant. The

results of our review indicate that the dynamic characteristics of two different
models used by the applicant in the Hosgri reevaluation were identical for all
practical purposes. On this basis we have concluded that the axisymmetric
model used in the dynamic analysis is acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

(2) Evaluation of the justification for decoupling.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that the applicant had used modeling tech-
niques that did not couple the reactor vessel and steam generators with their
supporting structures. We were concerned that for these large mass components,
the responses of the component and of the supporting structure may affect one

another, possibly giving greater responses than were calculated.

The applicant has provided us with two sets of comparisons of response spectra
at the location of the reactor vessel supports. One was a comparison of
response spectra resulting from coupled and decoupled models for a plant
similar to the Diablo Canyon plant. The other was a comparison of response
spectra resulting from coupled,and decoupled models of Diablo Canyon interior
structures. Both sets of comparisons showed that the response spectra result-
ing from the uncoupled models were higher than those from the coupled models.
We and our consultants have reviewed this information a'nd have concluded that
it constitutes an acceptable verification of the applicant's assessment that
the decoupled analyses are more conservative than coupled analyses for the
purposes of evaluating the supports for the reactor vessel and steam generators
at the Diablo Canyon plant.

We consider this matter resolved.

(3) An evaluation of the analysis of the internal structures.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that the applicant had made an assumption

concerning the distribution of shears and moments between the interior struc-
tures and the crane wall. We had requested a quantitative justification for
the applicant's assumption since the actual distribution will depend upon the
relative stiffness involved. The applicant had submitted additional infor-
mation and we were reviewing it.

Since then we have completed our review of the information provided. We have

found that although the applicant's initial assumption regarding the distribu-
tion of lateral loads was slightly in error, the additional information
indicated that the interior structures were within allowable limits. Accord-

ingly, we have found the analysis acceptable.
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We consider this matter resolved.

(4) An evaluation of the annulus area.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that we were reviewing some information and

expected further information regarding the structural steel members in the

annulus area between the exterior shell and the crane wall.

The applicant had initially assumed that the loads on these members would be

twiCe the loads that had been calculated for the double design earthquake.

This assumption had not indicated a need to modify any of the members. However,

despite such seemingly high assumed loads the applicant had found that, for
some members, loads determined by a Hosgri event analysis were higher than the

assumed loads. Accordingly, the applicant has performed a Hosgri event analysis

of all the members.

We have now reviewed a comparison of the assumed loads with the Hosgri loads,

a description of the corrective action (seven members will be modified) and a

sample design for a modified member.

In our review we have found that procedures used for evaluating the members

and for strengthening the overstressed members appropriate and, therefore,

acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

3,8.5.4. 3 Auxiliar Bulldin

In Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report we described three items

that remained outstanding in our review of the auxiliary building. The current

status of these items is decribed below.

(1) Demonstration of the conservatism of the method used to account for torsional

effects in the roof of the fuel handling area.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that, for the roof of the steel structure

over the fuel handling area, the applicant had assumed a 10 percent increase

in the horizontal responses to account for torsion rather than assuming a five
percent artificial eccentricity as called for in the structural specification.
We indicated that we would require confirmation that the applicant's method

was equivalent to or more conservative than using the five percent eccentricity.

to account for torsion.

The applicant has now performed additional analyses demonstrating that the

10 percent increase in response used in the reevaluation of the roof of the
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fuel handling area is conservative in relation to using five percent eccentric-
ity. We have reviewed this information and find this aspect of the applicant's
reevaluation acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

(2) An evaluation of the analysis of the shear keys in the foundations.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that the applicant had initially used a
conservative but approximate method to analyze the shear keys in the founda-
tion. This method had resulted in overstressing. Consequently, we had

requested a more accurate analysis, which we were reviewing.

The more accurate analysis indicated stress levels within allowable limits.
We have reviewed the analysis and found it appropriate and conservative.
Therefore, we find this aspect of the applicant's reevaluation acceptable.

r

We consider this matter resolved.

(3) Further analysis of soil bearing pressure.

In Supplement Number 7, we stated, that the applicant had investigated the soil
bearing pressure at the lowest elevation. However, because the auxiliary
building has a tee shape, we had requested that the soil bearing pressure also
be analyzed at the outermost point from the centroid of the building which was

at a higher elevation.

The applicant has performed'the analysis we requested and found that the
bearing pressure is well within the allowable limit. Since this completes the/
work we considered necessary, we find this aspect of the reevaluation
acceptable.

We consider this matter reso'lved.

3.8. 5.4. 4 Intake 'Structure

In Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report we described four items that
remained outstanding in our review of the intake structure. The current status of
these items is described below.

(1) Further justification for dynamic earth pressure calculations.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that, in estimating the increase in earth
pressure due to an earthquake, the coefficient of dynamic pressure had been
used without providing reference or backup information. We considered it .
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important that the value selected be justified and, accordingly, stated that
we would require that the applicant provide justification for the increase in
lateral earth pressure due to an earthquake.

The applicant has provided us the required information. We have reviewed this
information and found it to demonstrate that the coefficient of dynamic earth
pressure used in the ana'lysis is adequate. Therefore, we find this aspect of
the design acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

(2) Further analyses of piers.

In Supplement Number 7, we stated that the applicant had found the reinforced
concrete seaward piers to be considerably overstressed and that we had requested

the applicant to perform additional analysis. We also discussed the two

principal options available to resolve the issue short of modifying the piers-
namely to take credit for structural ductility or to demonstrate that an

assumed failure of the piers would not disable the auxiliary seawater system.

The applicant has submitted structural analyses taking credit for ductility.
The app'licant has also submitted an analysis of the effect of assumed pier
failure on the operation of the auxiliary salt water system. Our evaluation
is provided below.

The applicant has performed the additional structural analyses using two
l.different techniques to determine the ductility required for these piers. The

energy reserve technique resulted in a ductility ratio of 1.13, within the
limit of 1.3 which is set forth in the structural specification. A more

conservative technique based on moment curvature relationship of structural
members resulted in a ductility ratio of 1.52. We and our consultants have

reviewed the above information.

Since the calculated ductility results are reasonably close to the conserva-

tively established ductility limit criterion in the structural specification,
we conclude that these piers will remain structurally sound during or after a

Hosgri event. The maximum damage that is likely to occur would be some spalling
during or after a Hosgri event.

The spalling could cause pieces of concrete to fall into the pump bays of the
intake structure. In order for these pieces to reach the auxiliary saltwater
pumps they would have to penetrate one bar rack and a set of traveling screens

and travel approximately 70 feet into the auxiliary saltwater pump bays. With

low water velocities in the intake structure of less than one foot per second

we consider this adequate protection against concrete pieces of sufficient
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size to damage the pumps travelling the above route and reaching the pump
intake bells. In addition there would be insufficient material resulting from
spalling to block water flow through the intake structure traveling screens.
Accordingly,. since -the spalling would have no adverse effect on operation of
the auxiliary sea water system we find this result acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

(3) An Evaluation of the Foundation Mat Analyses

In Supplement Number 7, we stated that the initial analysis of the foundation
mat had resulted in an excessive ductility ratio due to an error in the analysis,
and that we were reviewing a revised analysis.

We have since completed our review. We found in our review that after correct-
ing the error the applicant's revised analysis demonstrates that the forces
and moments due to the Hosgri event are within the capacity of the foundation
mat. Therefore, we have found the revised analysis acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

(4) Further stability analysis.

r

In Supplement'Number 7, we stated that in an early analysis the applicant took
more credit for the shear key areas than that shown in the'esign drawings;
also that the applicant had submitted a revised analysis and we were still
reviewing it. We also stated that, although overturning of the intake struc-
tures was virtually impossible, tilting and sliding potential should be
investigated. We stated that we would require that the applicant analyze this
aspect of stability of the structure.

Since then we and our consultants have reviewed the analysis which, after
using the correct shear key area, indicated a factor of safety on the order of
1.01. We and our consultants were not satisfied with this low'factor of
safety. The applicant indicated, however, th'at this factor of safety was
derived using unrealistically conservative assumptions to simplify the analysis.
Consequently we required the applicant to quantify the conservatisms involved.
At a meeting on November 8, 1978, the applicant presented a revised analysis
which quantified the conservatisms embodied in various parameters. The final
result of these analyses indicated a factor of safety on the order of 2.2 when
a more detailed study using realistic values was employed thus removing concern
that there would be unacceptable motion of the intake structure. The applicant
also indicated that, since there was no uplift predicted for the foundat'ion
slab, there would be no tilting possible for the intake structure. We and our
consultants agreed with the applicant's approach. We will require submittal
of a final report on the analyses to confirm these results.-
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Based on this requirement we consider this matter resolved.

We will confirm compliance with our requirement for documentation prior to

issuance of operating licenses.

In Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report we described six items that

remained outstanding in our review of the turbine building. The cur'rent status of

these items is described below.

(1) Verification and justification of computer codes.

In Supplement Number 7, we stated that we had requested the applicant to

provide verification of computer codes used in the analyses which either had

been modified by the applicant or which were not generally accepted and veri-

fied codes in the public domain.

The applicant has verified such codes by comparing the results of calculations

with those from generally accepted codes in the public domain. We have

reviewed the verification and, since the comparison accomplished the objective

of validating the codes, we find this aspect of the analysis acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

(2) An investigation of whether or'ot corrective action is necessary as a result

of torsion studies.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that the applicant was investigating whether

or not any remedial action was necessary for certain walls. These were walls

where the initial analysis had been performed assuming a 10 percent increase

in stress due to torsion. A second analysis, performed using five percent

accidental eccentricity to account for torsion had resulted in increased

stresses for two of the walls.

The applicant has completed the investigation and determined that the design

margins for the two walls involved are adequate to accommodate the increase in

calculated stress. Since the stresses in the walls have now been determined

to be within allowable values using the methods we approved in the structural

specification we find this aspect of the design acceptable.

. We consider this matter resolved.
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(3) Further information regarding the end bents.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that the end bays would be stressed beyond
the yield point if the cranes were located at the end of their travel coincident
with a Hosgri event. As an interim alternative the applicant has chosen to
impose administrative controls to prevent the cranes from being in that loca-
tion until such time as a definitive analysis of crane safety had been reviewed
and approved by the, staff. We have reviewed the turbine building with the
cranes restricted under the proposed administrative controls and we conclude
that this operational restriction will prevent any stressing of the end bents
beyond the yield point. We will include such a restriction as a condition of
the operating license (see Section 9. 1 for further information and other
restrictions concerning cranes).

Accordingly, we consider this matter resolved.

(4) Nore detailed descriptions of the turbine building modifications.

In Supplement Number 7 we listed the major modifications to the turbine building.
We also stated that we would require a more complete description of the modifica-
tions and we would provide our evaluation of them in a future supplement.

In Amendment 68 to the operating license application the applicant provided an
item by item description of the remedial actions for strengthening the turbine
building. The following major modifications," in addition to those we listed
in Supplement Number 7, are being made:

(a) Enlarge the gap between the turbine pedestal and the surrounding structure.

(b) Add a post tensioning system to some turbine pedestal piers to increase
shear strength.

(c) New exterior concrete buttresses with horizontal diaphragms and a new

interior concrete shear wall below elevation 119.00 will be constructed.

(d) The existing north-south and east-west concrete shear walls below eleva-
tion 104 ft were .strengthened.

(e) The existing floor grating at elevation 104 ft and 119 ft have been

substantially replaced by steel checkered plate.

(f) Floor framing members at elevations 104 ft and 119 ft have been
strengthened.
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(g) New concrete shear walls will be constructed along the east and west

sides of the building between elevations 104 ft and 140 ft.

(h) New vertical steel bracing has been added along the east and west sides

of the building between= elevations 140 ft and the roof.

(i) New horizontal steel bracing has been added in the lower chord of the

roof trusses of the building.

(j) The connections for th'e vertical and horizontal bracing member joints
have been strengthened.

(k) The horizontal crane rail support has been strenghtened.

(1) The exterior p)ate-girder columns have been strengthened.

Based on our review of the applicant's analyses and our assessment of the

existing turbine building structure we conclude that these modifications, in
conjunction with necessary crane load restrictions discussed in Section 9. 1 of
this supplement, will enable all safety-related equipment in the turbine
building to remain functional during and after the Hosgri event. We therefore
consider this matter resolved.

(5) A description of the modification to enlarge the gap between the turbine
pedestal and adjacent structural elements.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that the applicant's analysis had indicated
insufficient clearance between the turbine pedestal and the surrounding struc-
ture to prevent'pounding.

The applicant has proposed two major modifications to the turbine pedestal
which consist of widening the gap in the E-W direction from l~< inches to 4
inches and adding post-tensioning systems to six piers to increase the shear

strength of the overloaded piers. In the latter case, holes that will contain
the post-tensioning systems are drilled from the top of the piers at Elevation
140 to the bottom of the foundation slab at Elevation 62 for'our piers and

into rock a minimum of 20 feet for the remaining two piers.

We have reviewed the analyses leading to these modifications. Based on our
review we have concluded that the modifications will prevent pounding and are,
therefore, acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.
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(6) An evaluation of several items that had been provided by the applicant but
which we had, not yet reviewed.

In Supplement Number 7 we listed 10 items for which we had simply not yet
completed our review. The current status of our review of these items is
provided below. The items are not listed in the same order as they wer e

listed in Supplement Number 7.

(a) A torsional analysis using assumed eccentricity.

, Resolved as discussed in item (2) above.

(b) An assessment of the adequacy of turbine pedestal for Hosgri earthquakes
as related to the structural interaction and its effect on safety-related
equipment.

Resolved as discussed in item (5) above.

(c) Foundation mat analysis and design.

Resolved. We have now completed our review of this item and based on our
review we find it acceptable.

r

P

(d) Horizontal and vertical mathematical models and their descriptions.

Resolved. We have now completed our review of this item and based on our

review we find it acceptable.

(e) Typical examples for horizontal and vertical smoothed response spectra.

J

Resolved. We have now completed our review of this item and based on our
review we find it acceptable.

(f) An investigation of the crane trolley vertical movement to assess the
need for vertical restraints.

Resolved. Our evaluation of cranes is discussed in Sections 3.8. 5.4.8
and 9. 1 of this supplement.

(g) Results of analysis for the overhead crane.

Resolved. Our evaluation of cranes is discussed in Sections 3.8. 5. 4.8
and 9. 1 of this supplement.
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(h) The mathematical model used for overhead crane analysis.

Resolved. Our evaluation of cranes is discussed in Sections 3.8.5.4.8
and 9. 1 of this supplement.

(i) . Computations on ductility requirements for nonlinear members.

Resolved. This relates to our evaluation of the turbine building end

bents which is resolved as discussed in item (3) above.

3.8.5.4.7 Outdoor Tanks

In Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation we described the applicant's analyses
of outdoor tanks. Based on those analyses, the app'licant had indicated that there
would be no overstress in the seismic Category I tanks. However, we stated that we

were still reviewing the analyses.
'h

With regard to the underground tanks, we have now completed our review of the
finite element analysis using the FLUSH program. Based on our review we have

concluded that the analyses are conservative and demonstrate that there would be no

overstress in the underground tanks. Therefore, we find this aspect of the design
acceptable.

With regard to the above ground water storage tanks we have completed our review of
,the applicants analyses and concluded that the integrity of the above ground tanks

has been adequately assured under Hosgri event loading. As we noted in Supplement

Number 7, the applicant is adding reinforced concrete shells around the outsides of
these'tanks. In addition, to preclude concern with the stability of these tanks

the applicant has decided to remove the soil from under the tanks and replace the
soil with concrete down to rock level. The applicant will also install a total of
46 post-tensioning anchor systems around the periphery of each tank to increase
resistance against sliding. We and our consultants have reviewed the analysis and

the proposed modifications and found them acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

3.8.5.4.8 Cranes

In Supplement Number 7, we stated that the cranes had either not yet been analyzed
for the Hosgri event or we had not yet reviewed the analyses.

The applicant has now performed structural analyses of the cranes installed at
Oiablo Canyon. We have reviewed typical analyses and found that appropriate and

conservative analytical methods were used. Therefore, we find the applicant's
structura'1 analyses of cranes acceptable.
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In some cases the analyses demonstrated the cranes'bilities to withstand a Hosgri
event with full load (after modification). In other cases appropriate restrictions
or other requirements will be employed. Our evaluation of these aspects is provided
in Section 9.2 of this supplement.

We consider this matter resolved.

3.8. 5.4. 9 Conclusions

As described in Sections 3.8.5.2 and 3.8.5.3 of Supplement Number 7 we have found

the applicant's basic criteria (ground response spectra) and general methods of
analysis acceptable.

As described in subsections 3.8. 5.4. 1 through 3.8. 5. 4.8 of Supplement Number 7 and

this supplement, we have reviewed the applicant's structural analysis methods for
the various structures, outdoor tanks, buried piping and cranes. The outstanding
items in our review have been resolved. Accordingly, based on our evaluation as

described in Supplement Number 7 and this supplement, we find the structural analysis
methods acceptable.
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3.9 Mechanical S stems and Com onents

3. 9. 3 Seismic Reevaluation

3.9.3. 1 Summar of Staff Review

In Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report we summarized our review of
the seismic reevaluation. Since then we have continued our review in a similar
manner. We have reviewed additional detailed information such as calculation
sheets and test data and discussed this information with the applicant. In addition,
we have reviewed the letters and amendments to the operating license application
submitted by the applicant.

The following paragraphs describe our evaluation of the outstanding matters identi-
fied in Supplement Number 7, which are now resolved.

3.9.3.2 General Methods of Anal sis

In Supplement Number 7 we found the general methods of analysis acceptable, subject

to satisfactory demonstration of the similarity between the Diablo Canyon reactor

coolant system and the system that was tested to justify 4 percent damping.

The applicant has indicated that the Diablo Canyon loop piping is made from similar
material and has approximately the same overall dimensions, dynamic characteristics,
and structural stiffness as the test plant as Indian Point 2. The primary com-

ponents for Diablo Canyon are manufactured from the same material, using the same

fabrication methods, and have similar dynamic characteristics to the test plant
primary components. The primary component supports for Diablo Canyon are similar
to the test plant supports which consist of welded and bolted steel structural
elements designed to allow for free thermal expansion but restrict the motion

caused by other dynamic loads. The functional similarities of supports in the

design results in the same types of damping mechanisms. We agree that these factors
indicate the Diablo Canyon reactor coolant system is similar to the reactor coolant

system that was tested. Furthermore, the Indian Point 2 shaker tests have demon-

strated that the magnitude of damping increases with the response amplitude,

independently of any frequency changes in the system. The dynamic responses of the.

Diablo Canyon primary cooling system and components as calculated for the Hosgri

earthquake are much higher than those obtained during the tests at the test plant.
This indicates that the damping value to be expected at Diablo Canyon for a Hosgri

event is even greater than the value justified by the tests.

Based on these factors we conclude that the use of four percent damping for the

Diablo Canyon reactor coolant system analysis is acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.
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Accordingly, based on our review as described in this supplement and Supplement

Number 7, we find the general methods of analysis acceptable.
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3.9.3.4 Pi in S stem Anal sis

This section discusses our evaluation of the applicant's methods for modeling,

analysis, response combination, load combination and stress evaluation. In Supple-

ment Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report we described'he applicant's methods

and the items that remained outstanding in our review.

Those outstanding items have been resolved, in some cases by stating specific
conditions we will require that the applicant meet. The resolutions and require-

ments for these items are provided in Subsections 3.9.3.4. 1 through 3.9.3.4.5. In

addition'; in Section 3.9.3.4.4 we provide our evaluation of one new item, the

effect of containment tilt on safety systems connected to the containment. Our

conclusions are presented in Subsection 3. 9. 3. 4. 6.

3. 9. 3.4. 1 Res onse Combinations

In Supplement Number 7 we discussed the applicant's method of combining responses.

We noted that some of the applicant's studies comparing this method with the

Regulatory Guide 1.92 method were still in progress. Our evaluations of these

studies are provided in the following subsections.

3.9.3.4.2 Reactor Coolant S stem Hain Loo s

In Supplement Number 7 we noted three outstanding issues in our review of these
V

analyses. The resolutions of these items are described below.

(1) Submittal of additional information about the sensitivity of nonlinear systems

in the reactor coolant system (parts of the reactor internals and control rod

drive mechanisms) to the synthesized time history motions used for analysis

and the significance of the time history selected.

In Supplement Number 7 we noted that non-linear systems were believed to be

more sensitive than linear systems to the selection of different time history
motions that correspond to a given response spectrum. Accordingly, we would

require fur ther information regarding the sensitivity of nonlinear components

to selection of time history motions used in design and the significance of

the time history motion selected. The components of concern were the control

rod drive mechanisms and parts of the reactor internals.

The applicant indicated that the time histories used for the analysis of these

components are based on calculated building time history responses. The

building time history responses are calculated using a time history that
corresponds to the required ground response spectrum. It is at this point
(ground response spectra) that different time history motions, any of which

corresponds to the required spectrum, may be chosen.
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Since the building model is linear and the base input time history is random,

the building's dynamic response is governed by the building dynamic character-
istics. Therefore, the building characteristics control the input to the

equipment. Thus, the effect of different time history motion inputs that
could be selected upon the calculated building time history response is small.
Consequently there should not be any significant effect on the nonlinear
component time history analysis results if different time history input
consistent with the Hosgri event were selected for the base of the

building.'e

agree with the applicant. When performing the analysis in this manner,

rather than selecting a time history for direct input to the nonlinear compo-

nents, the effect of selecting different time histories should not be

significantly greater than it is for linear components which is an acceptable
practice. Furthermore, the components of interest here have amble margin to
allowable stress levels based on the present calculations. For these reasons

we find this aspect of the design acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

(2) Submittal of a study of the effects on the reactor coolant system main loops

of using the Regulatory Guide 1.92 method of combining responses.

In Supplement Number 7, we stated that the applicant was completing a study of
the primary system to assess the possible effects of any increased loads that
would occur at piping locations and supports using the Regulatory Guide l. 92

method of combining responses and accounting for the effects of closely spaced

modes.

The applicant's study involved the use of the three-dimensional reactor coolant

loop model and three dimensional shock input, combining the modes by the
square-root-sum-of-the-squares with appropriate modification for combination

of modes which were closely spaced. The Hosgri loads were combined with LOCA

loads by the most conservative and absolute summation. The resulting stresses

using an elastic system analysis were compared to allowable values. At points
where the, elastically calculated stresses exceeded the allowable value, limited
localized inelastic deformation of the system would result in load redistribu-
tion to portions of the system which are less highly stressed, such that
system integrity and function of the system are maintained.

In summary, the applicant has indicated that, the results of this study have

demonstrated that no unacceptable consequences would result from the use of
the Regulatory Guide 1.92 method of combining modes and responses. We have

reviewed the applicant's analysis and based on our review agree with its
conclusion.
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We consider this matter resolved.

(3) Submittal of an assessment of the differences, if any, in the reactor coolant

system main loop analysis for Unit 2 as opposed to the Unit 1 analysis that
was submitted for our review.

In Supplement Number 7, we stated that we would require the applicant to

address whether or not there would be any differences for Unit 2 from Unit 1

regarding the reactor coolant system combined load analyses described for
Oiablo Canyon Unit 1 and, if so, what the differences are and whether the

differences have any significance in applying the Unit 1 analysis to Unit 2.

The applicant has indicated that Unit 2 contains certain design differences in

the reactor vessel internals in comparison to Unit 1. The Unit 2 vessel has

the neutron shield panel assembly between the core barrel and vessel shell,
whereas Unit 1 has a thermal shield. There are also minor differences in the

configuration of the uppe'r and lower support plates.

These differences will introduce a variation in the transient internal hydraulic

forces for the reactor pressure vessel loss-of-coolant accident analysis

between the two units. The applicant has stated that the effect of this
variation has been evaluated for Unit 2 in a manner identical to the analysis

performed for Unit 1. The results showed that the maximum vessel displace-

ments and support loads, were essentially the same for the two units.

On the basis of oun review of the design differences between Unit 1 and Unit 2

and the results of the applicant's analysis for Unit 2,"we conclude that the

differences do not significantly affect the applicability of the Unit 1 reactor

coolant system combined load analyses to Unit 2. Accordingly, we find this
aspect of the design acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

3. 9.3.4. 3 Reactor Coolant S stem Branch Pi in

In Supplement Number 7 we noted one outstanding issue in our,review of these analyses.

The resolution of this item is described below.

(1) Submittal of additional information about support capacities for reactor

coolant system branch piping in order to assess the significance to those

supports of using the Regulatory Guide 1.92 method of combining responses.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that in order to reach a conclusion on the

significance of the Regulaory Guide 1.92 method, we would require additional

information on support capacities.
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The applicant has performed additional seismic analyses of branch piping using

the Regulatory Guide 1.92 method considering closely spaced modes. The results

of combining the support loads from this Hosgri analysis with those from the

loss-of-coolant analysis indicated that the supports would be adequate for the

combined loads.

We consider this matter resolved.

3.3.3.4.4 O~ther Pi in

In Supplement Number 7 we noted two outstanding issues in our review of these

analyses. The resolutions of these items are described below.

(1) Submittal of a study to assess the effects on other piping of using the Regu-

latory Guide 1.92 method of combining responses, including consideration of
closely spaced modes.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that in order to reach a conclusion on the

signif'cance of the Regulatory Guide 1.92 method, for piping outside the scope

of the reactor coolant system and its branch piping, we would require an

additional study that would include consideration of closely spaced modes.

The additional study requested was submitted as part of the combined effects
study and is discussed below.

Since the combined effects study discussed below included the effects of
closely spaced modes and represents a more limiting combination, we consider

this matter resolved.

(2) Submittal of a study to assess the combined effects on other piping of actual

support stiffnesses, seismic anchor movements and response combinations.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that before a conclusion could be made on the

significance of the combined effects of support stiffness, seismic anchor

movement and response combination method, a sensitivity study should be performed.

The applicant submitted a study on a series of representative piping systems

analyzed using actual support stiffness, the Regulatory Guide 1.92 method of
response combination and differential seismic movements. This study also

considered closely spaced modes in the response combination method. The

results of this study showed that the piping stresses were within the code

allowable stresses in all cases. The supports were all found to be adequate

for support loads determined from this study.
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Since the analysis of representative piping systems did not indicate that

other methods would change the conclusions reached in the applicant's analyses,

we consider this matter resolved.

In addition, one new issue has arisen with respect to these analyses since Supplement

Number 7 was issued. The resolution of this item is provided below.

(1) Effects of containment tilting on safety-related systems connected to containment.

In Section 3.8.5.4. 1 of this supplement we provided our evaluation of the

appl.icant's analyses of containment tilt and concluded that the maximum amount

of tiltwould be 3/4-inch. Our evaluation of the effect of this tilting on

safety-related systems is. provided below.

The effect of this uplift must be evaluated for those items which connect

between the containment building, the auxiliary building and the turbine

building. These items include piping systems, electrical cables and cable

trays. The applicant has stated that the Class 1E electrical cables and

associated cable trays, conduits and electrical penetrations for the electrical
cables between the containment building and other buildings have been evaluated

and determined to be sufficiently flexible to accommodate this movement without

any adverse effects on the performance of the function of the cables. The

applicant has also stated that the piping which connects between plant buildings

has been evaluated for the differential building motions and has been determined

to be sufficiently flexible to accommodate this movement without any adverse

effects on piping integrity. Based on the nature of these items, we concur

with the applicant's conclusions.

However, we believe that the supports for the piping require further evaluation

to assure their integrity under the loading that would occur when the piping

flexes. Accordingly, we will require that the applicant evaluate the piping

supports on these lines for the Hosgri event building movement loads combined

with the Hosgri event inertia loads. The building movement will consist of

the movement due to vibration plus the tilting. We will also require appropri-

ate strengthening of any supports that are not adequate for the calculated

loads.

Based on this requirement we conclude that the calculated maximum containment

tiltwould have no adverse effects on safety-related systems.

We will confirm compliance with our requirements regarding piping supports

prior to iss'uance of operating licenses.
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3.9.3.4.6 Conclusions

In Supplement Number 7 we concluded that the applicant's piping system analysis
methods were acceptable subject to satisfactory resolution of several outstanding
items.

As discussed in subsections 3. 9. 3.4. 1 through 3. 9.3.4. 5 above, those outstanding
items have,now been resolved. Accordingly, we find the applicant's piping system

analysis methods acceptable.
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3.9.3.5 Seismic Cate or I Pi in Boundaries

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that we would require that the supporting of

Design Class 2 piping relied upon for cold shutdown be upgraded to ensure that the

vital systems will perform their intended safety function. We also stated that, in

a similar manner, we would require that the supporting of any Design Class 2 piping

that is connected to either Design Class 1 piping or the Design Class 2 piping that

'elied upon for cold shutdown be upgraded as necessary to ensure that the vital
systems will perform their intended safety functions.

The supporting of the Design Class 2 piping relied upon for cold shutdown was

reviewed and upgraded using the same techniques as those used to design Class 1

piping supports. Supporting of Design Class 2 piping connected to these lines was

upgraded in each case to well beyond an isolation valve.

Design Class 2 piping is connected to Design Class 1 piping at isolation valves.

The supporting had been previously designed for seismic loading to well beyond the

isolation valves so no upgrading was necessary in this instance.

It is our judgment that these design features provide an adequate level of protection.

We consider this matter resolved.
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'.9.3.6 Pi in Snubber Stud

Reactor Coolant S stem Hain Loo Stud

We completed our evaluation of this study in Supplement Number 7 and concluded that
the main loops would not be significantly affected by the assumed snubber failures.

Stud of Remainder of Pi in S stems
'n

Supplement Number 7 we stated that, since the validity of one of the applicant's
assumptions had not been verified and since some of the probability and fracture .

mechanics aspects were still under review, we would provide our evaluation of this
portion of the study in a future-supplement.

0 I

The assumption that required verification was that when a snubber is assumed to
fail in an earthquake, the remaining supports are capable of carrying the redistri-
bution of loading. Upon examination, the calculated magnitude of the redistributed
loads has been verified not to affect the integrity -of the remaining supports.
Subsequent failure of the remaining supports would not be expected.

With regard to the probability and fracture mechanics aspects used by the applicant
to predict the probability of pipe failures the applicant's study has indicated low

probabilities of pipe failures due to snubber failures. The knowledge gained in
this review did not reveal any urgent concerns about the adequacy of our present
criteria which do not require the design to account for single snubbe~ failures but
do require periodic examination of snubbers.

Hased on the factors described above we consider this matter resolved.
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3.9.3.7 Seismic uglification of Mechanical Com onents

In Supplement Number 7 we found the applicant's seismic qualification of mechanical

components acceptable subject to satisfactory resolution of seven outstanding items

in our review. We have now completed our review of several of these items. Our

evaluations and the current status of these items are provided below.

(1) Submittal of information concerning the results of requalification by testing.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that where equipment was to be requalified by

testing, 'we would review the results when they became available and provide

our evaluation in a future supplement to the Safety Evaluation Report.

Only two categories of mechanical equipment fall into this category. The

first category consists of the steam generator safety valves which we have

previously reviewed and were found acceptable in Supplement Number 7. The

second category consists of the 14-inch motor operated valves which we have

now found acceptable as discussed in a separate item below.

We consider this matter resolved.

(2) Submittal of additional information regarding the in-situ testing program

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that:

(a) the applicant would submit additional reports on the in-situ test program,

(b) sloshing effects had not been considered in the boric acid tank analysis

and

(c) the applicant was revising the component cooling water heat exchanger

analysis to conform to the experimentally determined natural frequencies

and mode shapes.

The additional reports describing the in-situ testing program have been provided

and we have reviewed them. We found in our review that the natural frequencies,

mode shapes and damping values used in the Hosgri reevaluation were adequate

compared to the test results. Therefore, we have found this aspect of the

requalification program acceptable. We consider this matter resolved.

The applicant has reanalyzed the boric acid tank supports considering the

additional effects of sloshing. For the hold down bolts, which are the

limiting elements in the supports, the calculated stresses remained below

allowable levels. Since this completes the additional work we considered

necessary, we find this aspect of the reevaluation acceptable. We consider

this matter resolved.
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The applicant has revised the analysis of the component cooling watel heat

exchanger to conform to the experimentally determined natural frequencies and

mode shapes. In the revised analysis the supports were overstressed. The

applicant has completed several analyses for various methods of modifying the
supports and is currently considering options for revising the design.

Based on the applicants commitment to employ modifications that will result in
stress levels in the component cooling water heat exchanger supports that are
no greater than those accepted for other Category' component supports we

consider this matter resolved.

(3) Submittal of additional justification for the test inputs to be used in
testing a 14-inch motor operated gate valve.

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that we were still reviewing the applicant's
rationale for test inputs to accomplish the tests'bjectives and we would

require further justification. During our review the applicant revised the
input to include both single-frequency, single-axis and multiple-frequency
biaxial testing. II

Prior to performance of the test we found the revised input in conformance

with the criteria described in Section 3. 10 of Supplement Number 7 and,

therefore, acceptable.

The applicant has also submitted the test results for the 14-inch valve (and

the Limitorque valve actuators associated with it).

Structural integrity and operability of the valve assembly were directly
demonstrated during the testing for the .valve model tested (residual heat

removal system discharge valves, 8700 A and B). Accordingly, we find this
aspect of the qualification program acceptable.

The applicant, further intended this test to demonstrate the structural integrity
and operability of a different model valve (residual heat removal system

suction valves, 8701 and 8702). Using a test of one model to qualify a .different
model is not usually done. However, the applicant has also performed extensive
analyses of the valve model for valves 8701 and 8702. Based primarily on our

review of the analyses, we find the qualification of valves 8701 and 8702

acceptable.

This test included the Limitorque valve actuator attached to the 14-inch valve
is also being used to justify the qualification of other Limitorque valve
actuators of similar design (which are the only typ'e in Class IE service at
Diablo Canyon).
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Since the valve actuator itself is usually considered to be an electrical
component rather than a mechanical component, our evaluation of this matter is

provided in Section 3. 10 of this supplement.

We consider these matters resolved.

P

(4) Completion of our review of the applicant's reports concerning qualification
of Limitorque valve actuators and their applicability to Diablo Canyon.

As stated in the proceeding item, our evaluation of Limitorque valve actuators

is provided in Section 3. 10 of this supplement.

We consider this matter resolved..

(5) Submittal of information concerning the natural frequency of one valve.

We stated in Supplement Number 7 that we would require submittal of infor-
mation concerning the natural frequency of one valve.

The applicant has now submitted the required information and we have reviewed

the information. The applicant has determined that the natural frequency for

the modified design of the valve HCV 637 to be greater than 33 Hertz. Since

this justifies the original assumption that this valve is rigid, we find this
information acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

(6) & (7) Submittal of information concerning qualification documents for remaining

valves (demonstrating functional operability and updating Tables 7-5 through

7-8 of Amendment 50).

We will require that the applicant provide the documentation for valves 9351A,-

PCV 455C, 8146, 8147 and HCV 142 to complete this effort. We will require the

same standard of acceptance, i.e., test levels meet or exceed required level

of shaking at the mounting location and successful demonstration of required

operability, that has been employed throughout this review. This action will
assure that these valves are properly qualified and therefore we consider this
matter resolved.

Based on these requirements we consider this matter resolved.

We will confirm compliance with our requirements for documentation prior to

issuance of operating licenses.
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In Supplement Number 7 we described our review of the applicant's handling of
interface matters. We had not found any deficiencies in this handling.

However, one technical matter came to our attention that required resolution. The

nozzle loadings due to the'osgn event on the auxiliary feedwater pump tUrbine
exceeded the manufacturers rated allowable nozzle loadings, and modifications were

required. Since then the nozzle loadings on the pump turbine have been reduced by

adding a seismic restraint to the steam exhaust line. The reduced loads are within
the guidelines specified by the turbine manufacturer. Accordingly, we have found
the modification acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

3.9.3.9 Summar of Outstandin Items

As described in Sections 3.9.3. 1 through 3.9.3.8 above, based in part on our require-
ment for satisfactory completion of the actions necessary to meet our criteria, we

consider the matters related to the seismic reevaluation of mechanical systems and

equipment resolved. The required actions are summarized below.

(1) Compliance with our requirements concerning evaluation of some pipe supports
to withstand loads due to containment tilt (Section 3.9.3.4.4).

(2) Compliance with our requirements for documentation concerning seismic qualifi-
cation of valves (Section 3.9.3.7).
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Seismic uglification of Electrical E ui ment

'alance-of-PlantE ui ment

E ui ment to be Retested-General

In Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we stated that some balance-

of-plant 'equipment needed to be requalified by retesting either because the seismic

input has increased beyond the original qualification level or because of concerns

we had raised about the justification for the original qualification methods in

light of current standards. The applicant had committed to perform this retesting

in accordance with acceptable criteria in IEEE Standard 344-1975 and Regulatory

Guide l. 100 as discussed in further detail in Section 3. 10.2 of Supplement Number 7.

However, we had not yet reviewed the results of the retesting.

This equipment (balance-of-plant equipment to be retested) consists of the following

categories:

(1) Emergency Light Battery Pack

(2) Hot Shutdown Panel

(a) Indicating meters

(b) Switches

(c) Fisher Controller
(3) Limitorque Valve Operators with Gear and Stem

(4) Battery Charger,

(5) Station Battery

(6) 125/250 VDC Motor Control Center

(7) 125 VOC Distribution Panelboard

(8) Main Control Board

(a) Indicating Meters

(b) Switches

(9) Ventilation Control Logic

(10) Ventilating Control Relay Panel

(ll) Diesel Generator Excitation Cubicle

(12) 4160 Volt Class IE Switchgear

(13) Diesel Generator Control Cabinet and Subpanels

(14) Fire Pump Controller

(15) Local Starters
(16) Vital Load Center Auxiliary Relay Panels.

(17) Fan Cooler Motor Controller
(18) Safeguard Relay Board

(19) Vital Load Center

Mounted Limit Switches

The applicant has now performed the retesting and provided the results for our

review. Our evaluation is provided below.
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E ui ment to be Retested - Mechanical As ects

The mechanical aspects of our review include test procedures, types of seismic
excitation, severity of seismic excitation and mounting of the equipment under

test.

Before the retesting was performed, the applicant provided test procedures and

criteria documents for our audit and review. Some revisions and clarifications
were made at our request prior to the testing to assure that the severity of the
shaking (characterized by the test response spectra) adequately simulated the
calculated building motions at the location of the equipment (characterized by the
required response spectra). The shake table excitation was generally biaxial and

multi-frequency.

The app'licant has stated that the equipment was mounted on the shake table so as to
provide a conservative simulation of mounting conditions in the plant. We have

reviewed this matter independently with the test laboratory and conclude that the
test table mountings provided reasonable simulation of the actual field mountings.

In Section 3.9.7 of Supplement Humber 7 we stated that we were reviewing a generic
report on the seismic qualification of Limitorque valve actuators and its applicabil-
ity to Diablo Canyon. In addition, we stated that the applicant's retesting program

for the 14-inch motor operated valve would constitute part of the seismic qualifica-
tion for Limitorque valve actuators at Diab'lo Canyon.

We have reviewed the generic report concerning qualification of a family of
Limitorque valve actuators. Cross coupling coefficients were determined and utilized
to justify single axis excitation rather than biaxial excitation. Although we found

the severity of excitation adequate for some valve actuators at Diablo Canyon, we

did not find it adequate for all of them because we did not agree completely with
the single frequency test method employed or the manner in which the cross coupling
coefficients had been used.

Accordingly, at our request, the applicant revised the test program for the 14-inch

motor operated gate valve to employ biaxial, multifrequency testing as well as

single axis, single frequency testing. We have found this excitation adequately
severe for qualification of all Limitorque valve actuators at Diablo Canyon.

During retesting, some structural problems occurred which required modifications.
In such cases, the equipment was modified and successfully retested. The equipment
in the plant is also being modified to conform to the qualified configuration.
Examples of such modifications are:
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(1) 4160 volt switchgear-
(a) Structural reinforcement of cabinets

(b) Removal of potential transformer (which reduces loading on cabinets)

(c) Addition of flexible mounts for bus sections

(2) Limitorque valve actuators - Changing internal capscrews and adding locking

devices

(3) 480 Volt vital load center - Installation of stiffer springs and retaining clips
for one type of motor starter.

(4) Station battery - Installation of additional bracing to battery racks.

Nore minor structural problems, such as cabinet doors unlatching, occurred without

degrading equipment performance during the test. However, the applicant is also

modifying this equipment to prevent recurrence.

We have found in our review that the applicant's procedures represent conservative

means for simulating earthquake motions and meet or exceed the recommendations of
IEEE Standard 344-1975 and Regulatory Guide l. 100. Therefore, we have concluded

that the mechanical aspects of retesting balance-of-plant equipment are acceptable.

E ui ment to be Retested - Electrical As ects

The electrical aspects of our review include the monitoring of electrical functions

to demonstrate the equipment's capability„ to perform its intended safety functions

before', during and after seismic shaking.

For each item of equipment being retested, the applicant was requested to provide

(for our review) a test report that included the equipment's identification,
description, safety function, test plan and criteria, test procedures and setup,

test results, and conclusions. Where the electrical functions monitored during

retesting were not directly representative of the equipment's safety function, the

applicant was requested to provide justification for the indirect monitoring as

par t of the test report. The results of our review are provided below.

For 3 categories of equipment, we have found in our review that the monitoring of
electrical functions and the applicant's justifications are adequate to demonstrate

the items'apabilities to perform their intended safety functions before, during

and after seismic excitation and, therefore, we have found the seismic qualifi-
cation acceptable. These 'categories of equipment are as follows:

(1) Emergent Light Battery Pack

(2) Hot Shutdown Panel (swttches and Fisher controller)
(3) Hain Control Board (switches)
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For 12 categories of equipment, we did not find the monitoring of electrical
functions adequate. However, we have defined acceptable resolutions by stating

specific requirements. These items of equipment and the defined resolutions are

listed below:

(1) Battery Charger - Retest with direct monitoring of charger current and voltage.

(2) Station Battery - Confirmation that battery voltage was directly monitored

during shaking and completion of the post-test discharge capacity test.
r

(3) .125/250 Volt DC Motor Control Cente~ - Retest with direct electrical
monitoring of the controller's contacts for chatter.

(4) 125 VDC Distribution Panel - Confirmation that the output voltage light was

continuously monitored during shaking and retest of the molded case output
breaker with direct monitoring of the voltage and current output.

(5) Main Control Board (Indicating Meters) - Confirmation that the meters

calibration did not shift greater than its required accuracy. as a result of
seismic shaking.

(6) Hot Shutdown Panel (Indicating Meters) - Same as Main Control board indicating
meters above.

(7) 4160 Volt Switchgear - Confirmation that for each type relay the calibrated trip
set point did not shift greater than required accuracy and retest of the

SV (27HHT2) and IVA (27HHTl) type relays with the actual closing safety function

directly monitored.

(8) Safeguard Relay Board - Confirmation that calibrated setpoints for the'A-1

and Agastat series 7000 type relays did not shift greater than required accuracy.

(9) Fire Pump Controller - Retesting with the main contacts monitored.

(10) Diesel Generator Excitation Cubicle - Confirmation that the output field
current was monitored and calibration maintained during seismic shaking.

Retesting of,relays to include each type of relay with its safety function

directly monitored. Retesting must include the actual opening and closing
operation of the relays.

(11) Diesel Generator Control Cabinet and Subpanel - Retesting of relays to include

each type of relay with its safety function directly monitored. Retesting

must include the actual opening and closing operation of the relays.
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(12) Limitorque Valve Operator with Gear and Stem Mount'ed Limit Switches-

Confirmation that each type or 'model of gear or stem mounted limit switches

was monitored for contact chatter during seismic shaking.

We have not completed our review of six remaining categories of equipment (Ventila-

tion Control Logic; Ventilation Control Relay Panel; Local Starters; Vital Load

Center Auxiliary Relay Panels; Fan Cooler Motor Controller; and Vital Load Center).

However, any deficiencies found in the electrical performance monitoring of this
equipment can be resolved in a similar manner to the resolutions previously noted

and we we'll require satisfactory completion of these items as discussed further

below in the section entitled "Conclusions".

E ui ment Not to be Retested

As stated in Supplement Number 7, we reviewed the qualification records for equip-

ment that was not to be retested at the meetings during the week of January 23,

1978. We listed the following two outstanding items in Supplement Number 7:

(1) Formal documentation of informal responses that had already been reviewed, and

(2) Submittal of detailed information regarding the qualification of devices

located on various instrument panels.

The applicant has submitted additional information and the current status of our

review is as described below.

Some types of equipment (indicating meters and switches for the hot shutdown panel

and the main control board) were initially not to be retested but have now been

included in the retesting program. The balance-of-plant equipment not tb be retested

now consists of the following categories:

(1), Instrument Power AC Panelboards

(2) Instrument Panels PIA, PIB, and PIC

(3) Local Instrument Panels

(4) Pressure and Differential Pressure Transmitters

(5) Diesel Generators

(6) Electrical Cables

(7) Containment Electrical Penetrations

With regard to items (2) through (7) above, we have reviewed the information

documented in the operating license application and additional detailed informal

information. Based on our review of this information and on our audit during the

meetings the week of January 23, 1978, we have, concluded that these items were

demonstrated to be capable of performing their safety functions before, during, and

after seismic shaking and are, therefore, acceptable.
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With regard to devices located on the instrument power a-c panelboards (item 1,

above), the detailed information we requested has not yet been provided. We will
require satisfactory completion of this item as discussed in the following section.

Conclusion

Several of the matters discussed in this section related to balance-of-plant elec-
trical equipment require further action. For some of these matters we have stated
specific requirements for others we have not yet completed our review of information
provided by the applicant. However, all of these matters can be resolved by (1)
submittal of additional information or, if necessary, (2) additional testing or, if
necessary, (3) modification or replacement of the equipment. Accordingly, based on

our review, and subject to satisfactory completion of such actions, we find that
the seismic qualification of balance-of-plant electrical equipment demonstrates the
equipment's ability to perform its safety functions, before, during and after a

seismic event in accordance with our criteria as described in Section 3. 10.2 of
Supplement Number 7 and, therefore, the seismic qualification of this equipment is
acceptable.

We will require the actions discussed above (i.e., information, testing, modification
or replacement) as necessary to meet our criteria prior to issuance of operating
licenses and, based on this requirement we consider these matters resolved. We

will confirm compliance with these requirements prior to issuance of operating
licenses.

3. 10.4 Nuclear Steam Su 1 S stem E ui ment

This section describes our evaluation of two outstanding matters stated in Supplement

Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report: further justification for the seismic

qualification of the solid state protection system cabinets; and our review of the

monitoring of electrical equipment performance during testing. In addition, we

describe our evaluation of new information concerning the seismic qualification of
replacement pressure and differential pressure transmitters.

We have now completed our review of the qualification of the solid state protection
system cabinets which was identified as an outstanding item in Supplement Number 7.

The cabinets were tested using single axis, single frequency excitation. The

excitation was sufficiently severe to eliminate any concerns we might have about

the adequacy of this type of excitation as compared to multi-frequency, biaxial
excitation. Relay malfunctions occurred within the cabinets. These relays were

replaced with rotary relays that had been tested using multi-frequency, biaxial
excitation. We have found that the excitation applied for the rotary relays quali-
fication tests exceeded the required levels for these relays. Accordingly, we have

found the qualification of the solid state protection system cabinets acceptable.
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In Supplement Number 7 we stated that we had not completed our evaluation regarding

the manner in which the nuclear steam supply system equipment was operated during

the test, and the manner in which the equipment's performance was monitored. We

have now reviewed the applicant's submittals on these matters. With the exception

of the items described in this section we have found in our review that the monitoring

performed and the justification regarding the applicability of the qualification
methods and results adequately demonstrated the equipment's capabilities to perform

required safety functions before, during and after seismic excitation. Therefore,

subject to satisfactory completion of the necessary actions described in this

,section we have concluded that the seismic qualification of this equipment is

acceptable.

Three matters that require further action are as follows:

I

(1) Summary description of the qualification of Barton, Fischer and Porter and

Rosemount pressure and differential pressure transmitters have been provided

in the operating license application. However, the model numbers of the test
specimens have not'been provided and references to specific qualification test
reports have not been provided.

(2) The applicant has stated that signal level oscillations which occurred in

pressure and differential pressure transmitters during testing were considered.

However, detailed information about these oscillations has not been provided.

(3) The wide range reactor coolant temperature detector installed in the plant has

been identified by the applicant as a model different than those we have

previously reviewed. qualification information for the model installed in the

plant has not been provided.

In addition, we have recently received a Westinghouse letter describing the seismic

qualification of production model Barton pressure and differential pressure trans-

mitters which are being used at Diablo Canyon to replace some Fischer and Porter

transmitters. These are different models from the Barton transmitters previously

reviewed for this function. We have also recently received summary descriptions in

the'perating license application of the qualification of some Rosemount pressure

and differential pressure transmitters that are being used at Diablo Canyon to

replace other Fischer and Porter transmitters. These Rosemount transmitters are

different models .from the Rosemount transmitters previously reviewed for this
function. We have not yet completed our review of this information.

Several of the matters discussed in this section related to. nuclear steam supply

system equipment require further action. However, all of these matters can be

resolved by: (1) submittal of additional information; or, if necessary (2) additional

testing; or, if necessary (3) modification or replacement of the equipment.
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Accordingly, based on our review, and subject to satisfactory completion of such

actions, we find that the seismic qualification of nuclear steam supply system

equipment demonstrates the equipment's ability to perform its safety functions,
before, during and after a seismic event in accordance with our criteria as described
in Section 3. 10.2 of Supplement Number 7 and the seismic qualification of this
equipment is, therefore, acceptable.

We will require satisfactory completion of the actions discussed above (i.e ,,
„,information, testing, modification or replacement) as necessary to meet our criteria
prior to issuance of operating licenses and, based on this requirement we consider
these matters resolved. We will confirm compliance with these requirements prior
to issuance of operating licenses.

3. 10.5 Oocumentation

1

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that some of the information in Table 10-1 of
Amendment 50 to the operating license application was incomplete or inconsistent
with the information we have informally received and we would require that the
applicant update this information in an amendment to the operating license applica-
tion. Since the review is continuing and changes continue to be made, this matter
remains to be completed. Further, our review and acceptance of some specific items
has been based upon draft revisions to other sections of the operating license
application and these items require formal documentation as well. Accordingly, we

will require documentation, in amendments to the operating license application, of
the draft amendments upon which'e based our, review along with any corrections
necessary to eliminate 'conflicts between the detailed test data and the summary

descriptions in the application.

As an additional check to ensure that the equipment qualification data are represen-
tative of the equipment in the plant, we will require submittal of a list of all
electrical equipment that requires seismic qualification. The list will include
the manufacturer, model number and a reference to the qualification documentation

for each item of equipment.

, These documentation items require further action. However, they can be resolved
by: (1) submittal of additional information; or, if necessary (2) additional
testing; or, if necessary (3) modification or replacement of the equipment.

Accordingly, based on our review, and subject to satisfactory completion of such

actions, we find that the seismic qualification of electrical equipment demonstrates
the equipment's ability to perform its,safety functions, before, during and after a

seismic event in accordance with our criteria as described in Section 3. 10.2 ef
Supplement Number 7 and, therefore, the seismic qualification of this equipment is
acceptable.
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We will require the satisfactory completion of the actions discussed above (i.e.,
information, testing, modification or replacement) as necessary to meet our criteria
prior to issuance of operating licenses and, based on this requirement we consider

these matters resolved. We will confirm compliance with these requirements prior
to issuance of operating licenses.

3. 10. 6 Summar of Outstandin Items

As described in Sections 3. 10.3 through 3. 10.5 above, based in part on our requirement
for satisfactory completion of the actions necessary to meet our criteria, we

consider the matters related to seismic qualification of electrical equipment

resolved. The required actions are summarized below.

(1) Satisfactory completion of actions related to balance-of-plant equipment that
is being retested (Section 3. 10.3).

(2) Submittal of detailed qualification information for devices on instrument
power a-c panelboards which are balance-of-plant equipment not to be retested
(Section 3. 10.3).

(3) Evaluation of recently received information concerning Barton and Rosemount

pressure and differential pressure transmitters within the nuclear steam

supply system scope (Section 3. 10.4).

(4) Submittal of additional information concerning (1) identification and qualifica-
tion of pressure and differential pressure transmitters, (2) level oscillations
in pressure and differential pressure transmitters, and (3) qualification of
wide range reactor coolant temperature detectors within the nulcear steam

supply system scope (Section 3. 10.4).

(5) Submittal of operating license amendments to incorporate draft information and

to eliminate inconsistencies and submittal of a list of all electrical equipment

requiring seismic qualification (Section 3. 10. 5).
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5. 0 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEH

5.2 Inte rit of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundar

5.2.4 Fracture Tou hness

In the Safety Evaluation Report, we found the reactor coolant system fracture

toughness provisions acceptable based upon our review of the materials selection,

toughness requirements and the extent of materials testing proposed by the applicant.

This included consideration of compliance with Appendices G and H to 10 CFR Part 50.

In Supplement Number 7 we indicated that we were reviewing this matter in further

detail.

In addition, in a letter to us dated October 2, 1978, the applicant listed the

areas where some of the fracture toughness tests and procedures are in noncompliance

with certain requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G, "Fracture Toughness Require-

ments"; and where some of the ferritic material surveillance program is in non-

compliance with certain requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix H, "Reactor Vessel

Material Surveillance Program Requirements. "

The reason for noncompliance is that the reactor vessels were ordered and fabricated

and their testing programs were developed well before the requirements of Appendices G

and H to 10 CFR Part 50,became effective.

We are currently reviewing the information provided by the applicant, to determine

whether, pursuant to 10 CFR Section 50. 12, specific exemptions can be granted. The ~

areas of noncompliance are similar to those reviewed and approved by us for exemp-

tions on other applications.

If we grant a similar exemption for Diablo Canyon, our safety evaluation supporting

the matter will accompany the granting documents.
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6.0 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES

6.2 Containment S stems

6.2.6 Containment Leaka e Testin Pro ram

In the Safety Evaluation Report we noted that the proposed reactor containment

leakage test program complied with the requirements of Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50

and we found 'it acceptable.

It should also be noted, however, that in our reviews of other operating license
applications we have determined that an exemption to Appendix J with regard to
containment personnel access hatch testing is required and justified.

In summary, Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50 would indicate testing the personnel

access hatch (air lock) by pressurizing the entire air lock each time it is opened

for personnel entry. In contrast, we have allowed testing by pressurizing between

the double rubber seals on the doors. Where repeated entries are being made, we

have also allowed testing every 72 hours rather than after every entry. We have

granted this exemption, for a limited number of years, for other recent operating
licenses.

If we grant a similar exemption for Diablo Canyon, our safety evaluation supporting
the matter will accompany the granting documents.

6.3 Emer enc Core Coolin S stem ECCS)

Seismic Reevaluation

In'Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we stated that for the

limiting case for a Hosgri event with a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), our spacer

grid strength criteria were exceeded for the outer fuel assemblies. In order to
demonstrate the acceptability of deformation of the spacer grids the applicant
submitted calculations for our review to show that the core maintained a eoolable

geometry under these loading conditions in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50.46,
"Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Cooled

Nuclear Power Reactors." We have now completed our review of this matter and it is
resolved. Our evaluation is provided below.

Earthquakes and loss-of.-coolant accidents produce impact loads on the fuel assemblies

in the core. The impact loads must be evaluated to see if they are large enough to
deform the fuel bundle geometry or break some components. We require that the fuel
assemblies remain eoolable even if they are damaged.
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Fuel assembly damage is assessed by making analytical predictions of the forces
acting on fuel components during the accident and comparing these predictions with
the measured strength of the fuel assembly. The Westinghouse method for making

these predictions is described in WCAP-8236 (nonproprietary version is WCAP-8288),

"Safety Analysis of the 17xl7 Fuel Assembly for Combined Seismic and Loss-of-Coolant
Accident," December 1973. We have reviewed and approved this report. From the
analysis, we have found that the spacer grid is the critical component, so the
balance of our attention was focused on the spacer grid behavior. To compare

predicted loads with measured strengths, several conservative procedures are intro-
duced;, (a) a safety factor is applied to the analytical result, (b) a conservative
measure of the grid strength is used, and (c) the seismic and loss-of-coolant
accident loads are combined. These procedures are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

The resultant impact load is obtained by calculated peak loads from the earthquake

and loss-of-coolant accident separately, and then combining them by the square root
of sum of the squares method. To account for analytical uncertainties the calculated
impact load is multiplied by a conservative factor of 1.75 (sometimes called a

safety factor). This is the same safety factor that was used in the North Anna

analysis.

The critical grid strength, which is compared with the calculated load, is obtained

by laboratory impact tests on production spacer grids. To account for random

variations in the strength of production grids, a 95x95 lower tolerance limit of
the distribution of measured values (i. e., that strength limit which is exceeded by

95 percent of the total population of measured strength with 95 percent confidence)

, is used as a conservative measure of grid strength for comparison with calculated
loads.

For North Anna and several other Westinghouse plants, the predicted loads, including
the effects of asymmetric loading, were too small to result in any permanent deforma-

tion of the grid (or any other component). That is, when seismic and loss-of-coolant
accident loads were calculated with approved methods combined by the square root of
the sum of the squares method, and multiplied by the safety factor, the resultant
force was less than the lower 95x95 tolerance limit of the measured strength.

For Diablo Canyon, forces in the outer two rows of assemblies may exceed the grid
strength, but the inner assemblies in the core will not be deformed. For assemblies

in the outer two rows in the core, combined seismic and loss-of-coolant accident
loads, as calculated by best-estimate methods, are too small to cause permanent

deformation. However, when both the safety factor and the 95x95 conservatismp are

applied, deformation is indicated for those outer two rows of assemblies..

The mode and extent of deformation under loads larger than the measured grid strength
was studied experimentally by Westinghouse. Because of the egg-crate shape of the
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grids, deformation occurs by buckling, and the resulting shape is a parallelogram.

The extent of deformation is usually small -- less than a few percent reduction in
flow area in a small number of grids in an assembly. Even though the magnitude of
the deformation was small, it was difficult to establish a one-to-one relationship
between the impact load and the amount of grid deformation. Furthermore, the

reduced ductility and increased stiffness of irradiated material brings into question

the relevance of measurements of deformation on unirradiated grids. We, therefore,
asked Westinghouse to conservatively assume that the grid cell deforms much more

extensively than any deformation observed in the tests. The deformation that was

finally Assumed was called the theoretical maximum deformation and represents a

reasonable upper bound on flow area reduction since further deformation would

require plastic deformation of much stronger components (fuel rods and grid strip
dimples).

Flow area reduction in the deformed grid cell with the theoretical maximum deforma-

tion is calculated by simple geometric analyses to be approximately 22 percent at
the elevation of maximum deformation.

The reduced flow area corresponding to the maximum theoretical deformation of the

grid cell was used to determine the reduced flow in the distorted channel relative
to undistorted channel flow. The heat up of the rod in the deformed geometry was

calculated with a corresponding reduced flooding rate. The calculation of changes

in peak cladding temperature from the design basis ECCS analysis was applied to the

second-row assembly, the inner most row affected by grid deformation under the

seismic and loss-of-coolant accident load combination.

The following calculated changes in peak'ladding relative to the design basis ECCS

analysis at the elevation of peak cladding temperature indicate that the effect of
reduced power offsets the increase due to grid deformation.

Phenomenon Peak Clad Tem erature Effect

Maximum Deformed Geometry

Lower clad temperature at beginning
of ref lood

Lower clad temperature during ref lood

+25oF

35oF

-15 F

,Thus, the peak cladding temperature in any assembly being postulated'to deform at
Diablo Canyon is lower than the peak cladding temperature computed for the design

basis event with no deformation considered. Therefore, there is no need to include

the effects of grid deformation due to seismic and loss-of-coolant accident loads

in ECCS analyses. The design basis ECCS analysis remains limiting.

In summary, possible deformation of the core under combined seismic and loss-of-
coolant accident loads is conservatively limited to a maximum 22 percent reduction
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in flow area occurring in the outer two rows of fuel assemblies..For these condi-

tions, the calculated peak cladding temperature is within the acceptance criteria
and is less than is calculated in a design basis ECCS calculation for the undeformed,

highest power fuel assembly. For these reasons we conclude that, with respect to
this issue, the reactor fuel will maintain eoolable geometry under these loading
conditions and it meets the acceptance criteria of 10 CFR Part 50.46.

We consider, this matter resolved.
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7.0 INSTRUMENTATION AND,CONTROL

7.2 Reactor Tri S stem

In Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report we found the basic seismic

, scram system proposed by the applicant acceptable.

However, we required further information from the applicant regarding how the

system would satisfy our requirements for separation, isolation quality, testability,
and qualification for Class 1E circuits.

The applicant has provided additional information on this subject in Amendment 67

to the Final Safety Analysis Report. Based on our review of the additional
information, we have concluded that the seismic scram system is of a similar design

and meets the same criteria as the reactor protection system and is, therefore,
acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

S stems Re uired for Safe Shutdown

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that we would require further information about

the indication available to the control room operator in connection with performing

a shutdown after a Hosgri event. We have now completed our review of this matter and

it is resolved as discussed in Section 3.2.1 of this supplement.

7.6 RHR Over ressure Protection Interlocks

In the Safety Evaluation Report we described the interlocks for the motor operated

valves on the residual heat removal system suction lines (Valves 8701 and 8702).

The inter locks operate on diverse principles to prevent opening the valves when

reactor coolant system pressure exceeds about 425 pounds per square inch and to
automatically close the valves when reactor coolant system pressure exceeds about

600 pounds per square inch. The interlocks are provided to prevent overpressuriza-

tion of the residual heat removal system when reactor coolant system pressure is
high, primarily during operation. We found these interlocks acceptable.

In our fire protection review it was postulated that fire damage to electrical
cables could cause both valves to open. To correct this the applicant has proposed

removing power from the valves'otor operators by opening manual circuit breakers.

Since this wiTl prevent the postulated fire damage from opening both valves we
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consider it acceptable. However, to provide continuous indication that the valves

are in the correct position, we will also require installation of redundant control
room valve position indication that is not disabled by opening the circuit breakers.

Alternately, the applicant may provide further separation of-the electrical cables.

Separation that meets our fire protection criteria would also be an acceptable

method of resolving the fire protection question. It would eliminate the need to
remove power'from the valves and to install redundant valve position indication.

The applicant has agreed to provide one or the other of the acceptable modifications
described above. We will require appropriate documentation.

Based on the applicant's commitment to meet our requirements we consider this
matter resolved.

We will confirm compliance with our requirement for documentation prior to issuance

of operating licenses.
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8.0 ELECTRIC POMER

8. 1 General

During our review of the Diablo Canyon operating license application 'we have requested

information about fault current protection for containment electrical penetrations.

In reviewing the information provided by the applicant we have not been able to

establish that this protection meets our criteria. Accordingly, at a meeting on

October 12, 1978, we provided our detailed position to the applicant.

Our position follows the practice we have established for implementing Regulatory

Guide l. 63, "Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures for Light
Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," for other recent operating license

applications.

We require redundant fault current protection devices (circuit breakers 'and/or

fuses) on each circuit, either of which would limit a fault current surge to less

than the surge for which the penetration is qualified. All circuits must 'have at
least one such protective device prior to plant operation. Me can allow until the

first refueling outage to accomplish installation of the second device. The circuit
breakers in Class lE circuits must be qualified in the usual manner which does not

require a specific test for interrupting 'fault currents during shaking. The circuit
breakers in non Class 1E circuits must be of high industrial quality, verifiable by

appropriate procurement documentation, with a seismic capability to assure, as a

minimum, remaining operable during an operating basis earthquake.

Me will require compliance with the position outlined above. Based on our review

of this matter for Diablo Canyon and other operating license applications we conclude

that this level of protection will be acceptable.

Accordingly,- based on our requirement, we consider this matter resolved.

Me will confirm compliance with our requirements prior to issuance of operating

licenses.
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9. 0 AUXILIARYSYSTENS

General

Cranes

As discussed in Section 3.8. 5.4. 8 of this supplement we have reviewed the appli-

cant's structural analyses of cranes and found the applicant's methods and criteria
acceptable. These analyses did not in all cases demonstrate that the cranes when

fully loaded are structurally adequate for a Hosgri event. Our evaluation of the

applicant's rationale for acceptability of the cranes is provided below.

The applicant provided an extensive discussion of cranes in Amendment 70 to the

operating license application which we have reviewed. The submittal discusses the

low probability of the combined sequence of events where a crane is heavily loaded,

in the vicinity of safety-related equipment, an earthquake occurs, causes crane

failure, the safety-related equipment is damaged and the resultant consequences are

unacceptable. It also discusses the crane loads, liftpaths, time in use, protec-

tion afforded by intervening structures, consequences of crane failure or damage to

safety-related equipment and the remedies available if such damage occurs.

Our evaluation is based primarily on the results of the structural analyses of the

cranes as summarized below.

Based on some crane modifications that are in progress and will be completed prior
to plant operation, the structural analyses indicated no overstressing or instability
for a Hosgri event in combination with full load, except for those cranes which are

discussed further below.

For the intake structure crane the analyses indicated no overstressing or instabil-

ity for a Hosgri event with full load when the crane is in the operating position.

Sliding of a few inches along the tracks can be expected which serves to prevent

development of sufficient overturning moments to cause instability. When the crane

is parked at the end of its travel, and thus prevented from sliding, the overturning

moments may cause overstressing of the anchors that prevent overturning. However,

in this instance, if overturning did occur the crane would fall in the ocean posing

no threat to safety-related equipment. Based on the analysis we find this crane

acceptable.

The fuel handling building crane is rated for 125 tons on the main hook (for handling

spent fuel shipping casks) and for 15 tons on the auxiliary hook. The analyses to

date have indicated no overstressing or instability for a Hosgri event with loads

up to 15 tons on either hook. Analyses for larger loads on the main hook are
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underway. The applicant proposes to restrict the loads to 15 tons or less until
the crane can be shown safe for larger loads. We will impose such restrictions as

a condition of the operating licenses until this has been demonstrated to our
satisfaction. Based on the restrictions and analyses we find this crane acceptable.

The turbine building cranes are rated for 115 tons. The analyses have indicated
that the cranes themselves are adequate for 100 tons with a Hosgri event. However,

the analyses to date have only demonstrated the capabilities of the supporting
building columns for a crane load of 15 tons during a Hosgri event. Further analyses
are underway. The applicant proposed restrictions against lifting loads greater
than 15 tons over safety-related equipment until it has been demonstrated to our
satisfaction that such action does not pose an undue risk to public health and

safety. We will require, as a condition of the operating licenses, a more severe

restriction - that the crane not lift loads in excess of 15 tons until it is demon-

strated to our satisfaction that the crane and the building are capable of carrying
greater loads during a Hosgri event. Based on the restrictions and analyses we

find this crane acceptable.

In addition to these restrictions, we will also place restrictions on the turbine
building cranes in relation to the turbine building end bent analysis
(Section 3.8.5.4.5 of this supplement, item 3).

The polar gantry cranes inside containment will be parked and locked for stability
against seismic loads for all modes of plant operation except mode 5 (cold shutdown)

and mode 6 (refueling). For the locked condition the analyses indicate no over-

stressing or instability for a Hosgri event.

For the unlocked condition the analyses to date have not conclusively demonstrated

stability or lack of overstress. Further analyses are underway. The applicant has

provided an analysis of the consequences of assumed damage to safety-related equip-

ment due to overturning of the crane in order to demonstrate acceptability. This

analysis takes credit for the plant being shut down and cooled down. We would have

to review such an analysis in detail before accepting it and there has not been

time to perform such a review. Accordingly, we will require that the applicant:
(1) modify the crane to remain intact and stable, both loaded and unloaded, during
a Hosgri event; or, alternately (2) demonstrate to our satisfaction that assumed

crane failure would not result in unacceptable damage to essential equipment. We

will require that one of the above conditions be met prior to plant operation.

Based on this requirement, we consider that this crane will not adversely affect
safety.

We will confirm compliance with our requirements for the polar gantry prior to
issuance of operating licenses.
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We have evaluated the applicant's analyses of cranes for a Hosgri event. As dis-
cussed above, by a combination of analysis and requirements, including restrictions
on crane loads and movement, we are assured that the'cranes have the capability to
withstand a Hosgri event without any adverse effects on public health and safety.
Accordingly, we consider these matter s resolved.
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9.6 Other Auxiliar S stems

9.6. 1 Fire Protection S stem

General

In Section 9. 6. 1 of Supplement Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we stated
'hat

we had begun our review of the fire protection system according to the

criteria of Appendix A to Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1, "Guidelines for
Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants Oocketed Prior to July 1, 1976," and that
we would'eport the results of our evaluation upon completion of the review.

We have reviewed the fire protection program and fire hazards analysis submitted by

the applicant. As par t of the review, we visited the plant site to examine the

relationship of safety-related components, systems, and structures in specific
plant areas to both combustible materials and to associated fire detection and

suppression systems. The overall bbjective of our review of the fire protection
program was to ensure that, in the event of a fire at the facility, the units would

be able to safely shut down and remain in a safe shutdown condition. Our review

included an ".valuation of the automatic and manually operated water and gas fire
suppression systems, the fire detection systems, fire barriers, fire doors and

dampers, fire protection administrative controls and fire brigade training, and

plant fire protection technical specifications.

t

The applicant has proposed numerous modifications to improve the fjre resistance

capability of such things as fire doors, dampers and fire barrier penetration
'eals.The applicant has also proposed additional sprinkler systems in several

areas. To ensure that fires can be detected rapidly and the plant operators

informed promptly, additional ionization detectors will be installed in various

areas of the plant. The applicant has established emergency procedures to bring

the plants to safe shutdown and cooldown by the installation of an alternate
emergency shutdown system independent of the cable spreading room and control room.

This system gives the units additional flexibility in accomplishing safe shutdown

during or following potential fires.

Based on our review, and subject to satisfactory completion of a number of actions

described in further detail in the following sections, we have found the applicant's
fire protection program acceptable.

Schedule for Hodifications

The applicant has proposed to have the complete fire protection program in place

prior to initial operation, including plant modifications, except for seismic

qualification of the fire hose stations and associated piping.
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This piping, for which we do not normally require seismic qualification,"is being

qualified in response to a question we raised in the Diablo Canyon review regarding

fire protection following an earthquake. (The fire water tank, pumps, and some

piping have always been seismic Category I in this plant.) It is estimated that

the seismic analysis and modification to the piping can be completed by July 1,

1979. Although this estimated completion date may be as much as four months beyond

the currently scheduled fuel load date, we consider this schedule acceptable for
the reasons described below. We will require, as a condition of the operating

license, that the qualification of the hose stations be completed by July 1, 1979

for Unit 1, which is four months beyond the currently scheduled fuel loading date.

The fire protection program is based on the philosophy of defense-in-depth. Various

passive protection measures will be installed by fuel loading date that would not

be affected by a seismic event, but that would limit propagation of a fire. These

measures include flame retardant coatings, fire barriers and manual fire fighting
capability. Aside from the installed piping and hoses, portable pumps and hoses

will be available. The plant procedures will require implementation of controls

over ignition sources, combustibles and access to areas. A trained fire brigade

will be available to extinguish promptly any fire that may occur.

The control of combustibles in safety-related areas of the plant, the barriers

between fire zones, the existing fire detection and suppression systems, the trained

onsite fire brigade and the capability to extinguish fires manually provide adequate

protection from the adverse effects of a fire during the interim plant operating

period prior to the completion of the seismic qualification of the hose stations

and implementation of any necessary modifications.

Based on these considerations, we find the schedule for implementing fire protection

modifications acceptable.

Summar of Outstandin Issues

There are five items that require further action by the applicant and which require

further evaluation by us.

The five items remaining to be resolved are summarized below and discussed further
below in the detailed discussion of our review:

(1) The applicant has not provided electrical supervision for all valves in the

fire water system that are necessary to ensure the fire water supply to the

areas containing safety-related equipment. We require the applicant to demon-

strate that all valves that are necessary to ensure the supply of fire water

to areas containing safety-related equipment are electrically supervised.
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(2) The applicant has not shown that the alternate shutdown capability is inde-
pendent of the cable spreading room and control room. We will require the
applicant to demonstrate that a fire in the control room or cable spreading
room will not affect the safe shutaown of the plant from the alternate
shutdown panel.

(3) The applicant has not demonstrated that a failure of recently installed
nonseismic fire protection equipment will not affect the safe shutdown of the
plant. We will require the applicant to show that failure of newly installed
nonseismic equipment will not prevent bringing the plant to cold shutdown.

(4) The applicant has installed some fire barrier cable penetration seals that
have not passed a three-hour fire barrier test. We will require the applicant
to demonstrate that all fire barrier cable penetration seals have three-hour
ratings.

(5) The applicant's small scale fire tests of Pyrocrete 102 are not representative
of actual field installation. We will require the applicant to perform full
scale tests on the Pyrocrete 102 according to ASTM E-119 Fire Test.

Upon satisfactory resolution of these five items by the applicant, we will complete
our review of the fire protection system and report the results of our evaluation
of these five items prior to a decision concerning issuance of an operating
license.

In addition to these five items listed above, there are also a numb'er of items
which the applicant has made a commitment to modify or install and has then either
changed the original commitment or has not yet provided confirmation that the
original commitment will be met. These items are listed below and furthur dis-
cussed in our detailed discussion of the fire protection review which follows.
These items are:

(1) Installation of a Halon 1310 fire protection system to discharge automatically
into both the safeguards cabinets and the safeguards rooms.

(2) Upgrading of the fire rating of doors in fire barriers in which the fire
rating of the door is less than the fire rating of the barrier in which the
door is installed.

(3) Installation of a Class 1E alarm system to annunciate loss of battery room

ventilation.

(4) Installat,ion of two-hour fire rating barriers around one train of electrical
cables for the diesel generator fuel transfer pumps.
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(5) Installation of two-hour fire rating barriers around the cables of one train
of each heating, ventilation and air conditioning system.

(6) Installation'of fire traps in the drainage system of the diesel generator

rooms.

(7) Installation of two-hour fire rating ceiling in Fire Zone 110. »

(8) Removal of hydrogen lines which pass through areas containing safe shutdown

equipment or installation of guard pipes around the hydrogen lines.

(9) Modification of transfer switches in the 480-volt switchgear rooms to prevent

a fire in Zone 5A4 from transferring control of both trains of safety-related
equipment away from the control room.

(10) Installation of two-hour fire rating barriers around one of the redundant

cable trains of the auxiliary feedwater system in Fire Zone 3-BB.

(ll) Installation of two-hour fire rating barriers to separate redundant safe

shutdown instrumentation cables in the penetration area.

(12) Electrical supervision or locking of all key valves in the fire water system

protecting areas containing safety equipment.

These items and other aspects of our review are discussed in further detail in
the following paragraphs.

W~ater S stem

The water fire protection system is common to both units, and consists of a

4. 5-million gallon reservoir, a 300,000 gallon fire water tank, a yard loop with
sectionalizing isolation valves, and two electric motor-driven pumps having a

design capacity of 1500 gmp and 290-foot head that automatically start in sequence

when the pressure in the fire water system drops to 75 psig. The 4.5-million
gallon reservoir is the primary means of pressurizing the fire water system by

hydrostatic pressure. The two electric fire pumps, which are seismic Category I,
and powered from Class lE buses, provide the backup capability for pressurizing
the fire water system.

Presently, there are valves that are not electrically or administratively super-

vised in the fire water system. These are valves which, if inadvertently closed,
could shut off fire water to areas co'ntaining safety-related equipment. Although

the applicant has committed to electrical supervision of all key valves in order

to ensure the fire water supply to the various fire zones, the applicant has not

demonstrated that this commitment will be met. We require the applicant to
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.demonstrate that all key valves in the fire water system are electrically
supervised.

Special protection water systems are provided for fire hazards which exist in the

areas around the plant. Examples of these are the dry pipe deluge spray systems

for the main transformers, auxiliary transformers, hydrogen seal oil units, and

lube oil piping at turbine generator bearings.

Hanual hose stations are located throughout the plant to ensure that an effective
hose stream can be directed to any safety-related area in the plant. These systems

are consistent with the. requirements of NFPA Standard No. 14, "Standpipe and Hose

System for Sizing, Spacing, and Pipe Support Requirements." The fire water tank,

pumps and associated piping were initially classified as seismic Category I and

will be qualified for the Hosgri event. The manual hose stations and their
associated piping, which were not initially classified, will also be analyzed and

qualified for the Hosgri event as previously noted.

Hany automatic sprinkler systems have been previously provided for both safety and

nonsafety-related areas. Examples of areas where automatic sprinkler systems have

been previously provided include the reactor coolant pump area and the main

feedwater pump area. The applicant has further committed to install automatic

sprinkler systems in the following areas:

(a) Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Room;

(b) Component Cooling Water Pump Area;

(c) CVCS Oemineralizers, Filters, and Boric Acid Transfer Pumps Area;

(d) Control Room Ventilation Equipment Area;

F

(e) Containment Cable Penetration;

(f) Laboratory Area;

(g) Boric Acid Transfer Pump Area;

(h) Fire Zone 3BB-Cable Penetration Area Outside Containment; and

(i) Auxiliary Building Ventilation Equipment Room.

Based on our review, and on the applicant's commitments to install sprinkler
systems in areas identified above, we conclude that water extinguishing systems,

including automatic sprinklers, and manual hose stations are acceptable.
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Gas Su ression S stems

The following safety-related areas are provided with automatically actuated low

pressure C02 flooding systems:

(a) Electrical cable spreading rooms;

(b) Emergency diesel generator rooms; and

(c) The two Class I document storage rooms.

The C02 flooding systems in each diesel generator room are independent of each

other and are seismic Category I in order to prevent an earthquake from causing

common-mode failure from contaminating the diesel's combustion air with C02 and

thus stalling the diesels. These systems are consistent with the requirements of

NFPA Standard No. 12, "Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing Systems. "

The C02 system is actuated automatically on high temperature and closes all vents,

dampers, and doors to the hazard area.

A timer provides a delay period to allow safe exit from the area by personnel. The

fire zone where the discharge occurs is annunciated in the control room.

In addition to the above systems, this facility makes extensive use of manually

operated carbon dioxide hose reels in areas such as the 460 kV and 4. 16 kV switch-

gear rooms, 125-Volt battery rooms, 480-Volt switchgear rooms, and electric load

center rooms.

We reviewed the design criteria and the bases for the carbon dioxide fire
protection systems and we have concluded that these systems satisfy the provisions

of Appendix A to Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1 and are, therefore,

acceptable.

~Halon S stem

The applicant committed to installing a Halon 1301 fire protection system designed

to discharge automatically. into both the safeguards cabinets and the safeguards

room in sufficient quantities to result in a five percent concentration in the room

and cabinets. The Halon 1301 system will be provided with a reserve supply for
subsequent manual discharge if required. We require the applicant to comply with

this commitment prior to plant operation.

Based on our evaluation, and the applicant.'s commitment to install the Halon system

prior to the beginning of plant operation, we conclude that the Halon fire protec-

tion system is acceptable.
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Fire Detection S stems

The fire detection system consists of the detectors, associated electrical
circuitry, electrical power supplies, and the fire annunciator panel. Three types
of detectors are used: ionization (products of combustion), infrared (flame
detectors), and heat detectors. Certain fire detection circuits provide automatic
initation of fire protection systems. In addition, upon actuation of water flow

. devices associated with both the automatic sprinkler and deluge spray systems,
alarms are provided on the fire annunciator panel in the control room and at the
affected location.

All of the fire detection systems, whether used for automatic initiation or alarm
only, provide an audible and visual alarm in the control room of the affected unit.
The fire detection system receives power from the vital 480-Volt bus "H". Backup
power to the fire detection system is provided from the vital 480-Volt bus "G", and
from the vital 125-Volt d-c batteries. Ionization smoke detectors will be installed
in the control room cabinets and consoles consistent with the guidelines of
Appendix A to Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1.

We reviewed the fire detection systems to ensure that fire detectors are provided
and will alarm fires that could occur. We have also reviewed the fire detection
system's design criteria and the basis to ensure that it conforms to the applicable
sections of NFPA 72D, for Class 8 supervised circuits.

At our request, the applicant has agreed to install additional detectors at various
locations throughout the plant prior to plant operation.

We conclude that the design and installation of the fire detection system with the
additional detectors to be installed meets the guidelines of the applicable
portions of NFPA 72D, and Branch Technical Position APCSB 9. 5-1 and is, therefore,
acceptable.

Alternate Emer enc Shutdown S stem

In evaluating the fire hazards analysis, we recognized that a fire, postulated to
occur in the control room or cable spreading room of Unit 1 or Unit 2, could
prevent the unit involved from being brought to a controlled safe shutdown
condition. Accordingly, the applicant committed to demonstrating that the units
could be brought to a controlled shutdown condition using redundant safe shutdown
systems that can be operated from either the hot shutdown panel or other remote
panels not affected by a tire in the cable spreading room or the control room.
These redundant safe shutdown systems are seismically qualified and include the
following:
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(1) Automatic start of diesel generators;

(2) Automatic loading diesel s;

(3) Control of valves FCV-95, LCV-106, 107, 108, 109;

(4) Control of motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps;

(5) Control of RHR pumps;

(6) Control of the three charging pumps;

(7) Control of boric acid transfer pumps;
0

(8) Control of component cooling water pumps; and

(9) Control of auxiliary saltwater pumps.

Sufficient information has not been provided for our review to conclude that these

systems will not be affected by a control room or cable spreading room fire. To

complete our review, we require the applicant to demonstrate that the operation of
the above safe shutdown systems from the hot shutdown panel or other remote panel

will not be affected by a fire in the control room or cable spreading room.

Seismicall Induced Fires

Since the facility is located in an area of high seismic activity, we considered

the potential for fires caused by earthquakes as part of our defense-in-depth

philosophy. In the event of a fire after an earthquake, the applicant will rely on

the fire hose reel system for fire suppression. The fire hose reel system is
supplied with water from a seismically qualified firewater storage tank and by

seismically qualified fire pumps powered from the emergency electrical buses. The

hose reel stations are located so as to ensure adequate coverage of all areas of
the plant containing safety-related equipment. The applicant has committed to
seismically qualify the hose reel system and, as noted previously, we will require
that this be completed by July 1, 1979 for Unit 1.

To improve fire protection in the plant, the applicant has made modifications to
the plant which include the installation of nonseismic fire protection equipment.

Me requested the applicant to demonstrate that the failure of the recently
installed nonseismic portions of the fire protection system will not interfere
with the operation of equipment required to suppress the fire and bring the plant
to a cold shutdown. Me require the applicant to provide information to demgnstrate
that the failure of nonseismic equipment will not prevent bringing the plant to
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cold shutdown. We will confirm'satisfactory compliance with this requirement prior
to issuance of operating licenses.

Since the fire detectors are nonseismic and cannot therefore be relied upon to
detect fires after an earthquake, we will require in the plant Technical Specifica-
tions that the applicant inspect'the plant for fires within two hours following an

earthquake. Since safe shutdown systems are protected by barriers rated at two

hours or more, any fire after an earthquake should be detected by this inspection
before redundant safe shutdown system would be affected. 8ased on our review and

the Technical Specifications requirements, we find the procedures for detection of
fires after an earthquake acceptable.

Penetration Fire Sto s

The penetration fires stops are provided to prevent the movement of fire from one

area to another along the electrical cables which run through these fire areas.
Silicone foam sealant and powdered lead poured in and around the cable trays and

conduits where they penetrate fire ban iers make up the penetration fire stops.,

The applicant has cited applicable generic test data for the piping penetration
fire stops which show that thb fire barrier sealant materials in this application
provide a three-hour fire resistance to an ASTH E-119 type fire exposure.

The applicant has provided qualification data for cable penetrations, which differ
from the design of the piping penetrations, and has committed to verify that elec-
trical penetrations through fire barriers have three-hour ratings. Although the
applicant has used silicone foam that has passed an acceptable three-hour fire test
in some of these penetrations, the applicant has installed untested materials such

as grout in other penetrations. We require the applicant to provide the necessary

information to show that all electrical penetrations through fire barriers have

three-hour ratings.

Fire Ooors and Fire Dam ers

We reviewed the placement of the fire doors to ensure that fire doors of proper
fire rating are provided. The applicant's fire hazard analysis identified a number

of fire areas where the fire rating of the doo'r was less than the rating of the
fire barrier in which the door was installed. The applicant committed to upgrade

the fire doors rating or install fire doors of appropriate rating for these areas.
We require that the applicant comply with this commitment prior to plant operation.
Oased on our eva'luation and the applicant's commitment, we conclude that fire doors

of the proper rating are or will be installed in fire barriers throughout the
plant.
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Fire dampers're provided in fire walls and inside ventilation ducts where

necessary. At our request the applicant has agreed to install additional fire
dampers in the exhaust ducts from the 4. 16 kV switchgear rooms. The additional
fire doors and dampers will be installed prior to plant operation. The applicant
has agreed to comply with the fol'lowing commitments prior to p'lant operation:

(1) Fire dampers to be installed according to manufacturer's instruction and

guidance;

(2) l-l/2 hour rated, fire dampers to be installed in the west wall of each 4. 16 kV

switchgear room.

(3) The three trains of supply ducting to the 4. 16 kV cable spreading room to be

separated by 2-hour barriers in Fire Zone 12D.

Based on our evaluation and the applicant's commitments, we find the location and

installation of fire dampers acceptable.

Fire Barriers

Me reviewed the construction and testing methods applied to the fire barriers to
substantiate their fire resistance capability. The applicant's small scale

Pyrocrete 102 tests are not representative of actual field installation. There-

fore, we require the applicant to perform full scale tests on the Pyrocrete 102

according to ASTN E-119 Fire Test.

Fire Protection S stems'nside Containment

The majot fire hazards inside containment are charcoal filters, electrical cables,
and lubrication oil contained in the reactor coolant pumps. The applicant has

installed a lube oil collection system to collect oil which could leak or spray
from pressurized oil lines, and an automatic sprinkler system to spray the areas

around the pumps. The applicant has also committed to installing heat shields
around sensing lines for pressurizer level and pressure to protect these sensing

lines from lube oil fires.

Me conclude that the design and installation of the oil collection system and the
water suppression system meets the guidelines of the applicable portions of NFPA 13

and Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1 and is, therefore, acceptable.

Regulatory Guide 1.52, "Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Atmosphere

Cleanup System Air Filtration and Absorption Units of Light Mater Cooled Nuclear

Power Plants," provides acceptable guidelines to cope with fires, should the
charcoal filter catch fire. The facility design, testing and maintenance meet the
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guidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.52. Charcoal filters do not collect enough

radioactive material during normal plant operation to start an internal fire from

the decay heat. Should an exposure fire affect the charcoal, the potential dose is
calculated to be a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100, which is acceptable for this
condition. Based on our review of the applicant's fire hazards analysis, we

conclude that adequate fire protection has been provided for the charcoal filters,
and find it acceptable.

Safety-related cables for each division inside containment are run in separate sets
of conduit, thus, minimizing propagation of electrically initiated fire from one

division to the other. There is some nondivisional cable that is run in trays. A

cable fire would not propagate significantly. into other zones because of fire stops
installed in cable trays. The applicant has also committed to post "no storage"
signs for open spaces at the 91-foot level in order to reduce fire hazards inside
containment.

Since a postulated single fire could damage redundant trains of, safe shutdown

cables inside containment, the applicant, at our request, has agreed to provide
automatic sprinklers in this area and two-hour barriers between redundant trains of
cables that are within 20 feet of each other. The redundant trains of reactor
coolant system temperature elements are also separated by two-hour fire barriers
where these trains are within 20 feet of each other. The modifications will be

installed prior to plant operation. Based on our evaluation, we find the fire
protection inside containment acceptable.

Cable S readin Room

The cable spreading rooms of both units are separated from. each other by three-hour
fire barriers. The walls, floors, and ceilings in this room are designed to have a

fire rating of three hours. The applicant has installed an automatic C02 system

for total flooding of the cable spreading room. Back-up fire protection is
provided by a manual hose station. Smoke detectors are provided that will initiate
a local alarm and audible and visual alarms in the control room.

In evaluating the fire hazards analysis, we recognized that a fire occurring in the
control room or cable spreading room of Unit 1 or Unit 2 could prevent the unit
involved from being brought to a controlled safe shutdown condition. The applicant
committed to demonstrating that the units could be brought to a controlled shutdown

condition using redundant safe shutdown systems that can be operated from either
the hot shutdown panel or .other remote panels not affected by a fire in the cable
spreading room or the control room, as discussed in the paragraph above on alter-
nate emergency shutdown system.

The applicant will establish and implement emergency procedures and associated
modifications of the remote shutdown panels, as necessary, to achieve safe cold
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shutdown without reliance on the cable spreading room or the control room. Interim

emergency shutdown procedures and modifications will be in effect prior to plant

operation.

~Batter Room

In order to preclude a buildup of hydrogen in the battery room due to the loss of

ventilation, the applicant installed an annunciator in the control room that sounds

loss of battery room ventilation. The applicant committed to provide a Class 1E

alarm system. We require the applicant to comply with this commitment prior to

plant operation. Based on our evaluation and the applicant's commitment, we find
the loss of battery room ventilation alarm system acceptable.

Fire Zones Containin Cables for Diesel Generator Fuel Transfer Pum s

Redundant cables for the diesel generator fuel transfer pumps are not separated

from the effects of a single fire. While the applicant committed originally to

provide two-hour barriers around the cables for one train of the fuel transfer.

pumps, the applicant subsequently proposed to protect the redundant transfer
pumps'ables

from the effects of a single fire by separating the two trains by 15 feet.
We do not consider this separation distance adequate. We require that the

applicant comply with the original commitment to provide two-hour barriers around

one train of cables prior to plant operation.

Fire Zones Containin HVAC S stem Cables

Redundant cables for the 4-kV HVAC system and the Auxiliary Saltwater Pump House

exhaust fans are not separated from the effects of a single fire in Fire Zones 4A

and 13E. The applicant committed to providing two-hour barriers around the cables

for one train of each HVAC system. We require that the applicant comply with this
commitment prior to plant operation. Based on our evaluation and the applicant's
commitment, we find the protection of the 4-kV and the Auxiliary Saltwater Pump

House exhaust fans HVAC system acceptable.

Diesel Generator Com artments

The applicant committed to provide fire traps in the diesel generator room drainage

system in order to prevent a fire in one room from spreading through the drainage

system into another room. We require that the applicant comply with this
commitment prior to plant operation. Based on our evaluation and the applicant's
commitment, we find the fire protection of the diesel generator rooms acceptable.

Corridor Outside Diesel Generator Room

The applicant originally committed to installing, in Fire Zone 110, a ceiling with

a two-hour fire rating in order to protect safety-related equipment located in the
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ceiling. Subsequently, the applicant proposed to install one-hour barriers with
automatic sprinklers in place of the two-hour bar rier in the ceiling. We do not
consider that the alternative pioposed by the applicant provides an equivalent
level of protection. We require that the applicant comply with the original
commitment prior to plant operation.

Fire Zones Containin H dro en Lines

Hydrogen lines pass through areas containing safe shutdown equipment. We require the
applicant to remove the hydrogen lines from safety-related areas or provide seismic

Category I guard pipes around these hydrogen lines prior to plant operation.

Hot Shutdown Panel

A fire at the hot shutdown panel could transfer the control of both redundant

trains of various safety systems away from the control room. We require the
applicant to arrange the transfer switches position (open or closed) in the
480-Volt switchgear rooms to prevent a fire in Zone 5A4 from transferring the
control of both trains of safety-related equipment away from the control room

prior to plant operation.

Penetration Area

The applicant originally committed to separate redundant cables of the auxiliary
feedwater system with two-hour barriers. Subsequently, the applicant proposed to
protect the auxiliary feedwater system cables by separating the redundant trains by'5 feet. We do not consider this separation distance adequate. We require the

applicant to comply with the original commitment to provide two-hour barriers
around one of the redundant cable trains of the auxiliary feedwater system in Fire
Zone 3-BB (Elevation 100) prior to plant oper ation.

The applicant further committed to separating redundant safe shutdown instrumenta-

tion cables with two-hour barriers. We require the applicant to comply with this
commitment prior to plant operation. Based on our evaluation and the applicant's
commitment, we find the fire protection of safe shutdown instrumentation cables

acceptable.
4

Auxiliar Feedwater Pum s

The three auxiliary feedwater pumps are located in one room. Although the room has

a low fuel loading, at our request the applicant will install sprinklers over the
three auxiliary feedwater pumps and install a noncombustible barrier between the
turbine-driven and motor-driven pumps. By letter dated August 3, 1978, the
applicant committed to installing these modifications prior to fuel loading. We

find the fire protection provided for the auxiliary feedwater pump meet our
guidelines and, therefore, is acceptable.
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Laborator Area

Three divisions of redundant conduit containing cables essential to safe shutdown

are located above the suspended ceiling of the laboratory area. The suspended

ceiling offers inadequate fire resistance because the titles are not secured in

position and can be easily removed. At our request, the applicant committed to

install a new ceiling equivalent to a one-hour rating. Smoke detectors will also

be added to this fire zone. In addition, the F and G bus conduits in this area

will be separated from each other by two-hour, barriers. These modifications will
be completed prior to plant operation. Based on,our evaluation and the applicant's

commitments, we find the fire protection in the laboratory area acceptable.

Fire Pum Area

In Fire Zones 3L, 3-g-l, 3-g-2, 3-R, and 3-X, both fire pumps could be damaged due

to a single fire. In order to provide a backup -fire pumping facility, the

applicant has committed to providing three portable fire pumps. Each pump has a

capacity of 250 gpm, and the Pacific Ocean will be the source of water. These

pumps will have the capability to provide the necessary amount of water to fight,a
fire and, therefore, we find it acceptable.

Other Plant Areas

The applicant's fire hazards analysis addresses other plant areas not specifically
discussed in this report. The applicant has committed to install additional

detectors, portable extinguishers, and hose stations prior to plant operation. We

find that the fire protection for these areas, with the commitment made by the
. applicant, to be in accordance with the guidelines of Appendix A of Branch

Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1 and the applicable sections of the National Fire

Protection Association Code and therefore acceptable.

Administrative Controls

The administrative controls for fire protection include the fire protection

organization, the fire brigade training, the controls over combustibles and

ignition sources, the plans and procedures for fighting fires, and the quality
assurance provisions for fire protection. The applicant has agreed to revise the

administrative controls and training procedures to implement the staff supplemental

guidelines, "Nuclear Plant Fire Protection Functional Responsibilities Administration

Controls and equality Assurance," dated June 14, 1977, including the procedures for:

(1) Fire Brigade Training;

(2) Control. of Combustibles;
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(3) Control of Ignition Sources;

(4) Fire Fighting Procedures; and

(5) guality Assurance.

These administrative controls and procedures will be implemented prior to plant
operation.

The plant fire brigade consists of at least five members per shift and is organized

to provide immediate response to fires that may occur on the site.

The fire brigade will participate in periodic drills. Liaison between the plant
fire brigade and the California Division of Forestry has been established.

The plant fire brigade will be equipped with pressure demand breathing apparatus,

portable communications equipment, portable lanterns, and other necessary fire
fighting equipment. Spare air cylinders and recharge capability are provided to
meet the guidelines of Appendix A to Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1.

We conclude that the fire brigade training conforms to the recommendations of the

National Fire Protection Association and Appendix A to Branch Technical Position

APCSB 9.5-1 and supplemental staff guidelines and is, therefore, acceptable.

Conclusions

Subject to confirmation that the applicant's commitments discussed above will be

complied with prior to plant operation, and upon satisfactory resolution of the

five items which require further action by the applicant and review by us, we

find that the fire protection program, with the improvements and modifications

committed to by the applicant, will meet the guidelines contained in Appendix A

to Branch Technical Position APCSB 9. 5-1, and wi 11 meet Criterion 3 of the General

Design Criteria and will, therefore, be acceptable. We will be able then to
conclude that a fire occur ring in any area of the facility will not prevent

controlled safe shutdown of either unit.

We will confirm compliance with our requirements as described above prior to issuance

of operating licenses.
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10.0 STEAN AND POMER CONVERSION SYSTEHS

10.4 Other Features

In Supplement Number 4 to the Safety Evaluation Report we provided our evaluation

of the applicant's provisions to prevent feedwater hammer. An update of this

evaluation is provided below.

In Supplement Number 4 we described the applicants modi'fications to preclude

feedwater hammer. We also stated that, pending completion of our generic study, we

would require certain conditions and tests.

Since then we have completed our study of water hammer for steam generators with

top feedring designs. Our technical analysis was published in NUREG 0291, "An

Evaluation of PWR Steam Generator Mater Hammer," June 1977. Based on our review of

the technical aspects we have developed a standard position which is documented in

Branch Technical Position ASB 10-2, "Design Guidelines for Water Hammer in Steam

Generators with Top Feedring Designs" which has been incorporated into Section

10.4. 7 of our Standard Review Plan (NUREG 75/087). The position states:

"To eliminate or reduce possible water hammer in the feedwater system:

1. Prevent or delay water draining from the feedring following a drop in steam

generator water level by means such as J-Tubes.

2. Minimize the volume of feedwater piping external to the steam generators which

could pocket steam using the shortest possible (less than seven feet)
horizontal run of inlet piping to the steam generator feedring.

3. Perform tests acceptable to NRC to verify that unacceptable feedwater hammer

will not occur using the plant operating procedures for normal and emergency

restoration of steam generator water level following loss of normal feedwater

and possible draining of the feedring. Provide the procedures for these tests

for approval before conducting the tests."

As discussed in Supplement Number 4 the applicant has previously complied with items 1

and 2 above. The wording of item 3 is slightly different than the testing conditions

we required in Supplement Number 4. Accordingly, in lieu of the testing described in

Supplement Number 4, we will now require, as a condition of the operating licenses,

the testing as described in item 3 above. As indicated in item 3, we will require

submittal of the test procedures for our approval prior to performance of the tests.
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Based on our evaluation as described in Supplement Number 4, with minor changes to
the test description to conform to what is now our standard position as stated
above, we continue to find the provisions to prevent feedwater hammer acceptable.

We consider this matter resolved.

10.5 Auxiliar Feedwater S stem

In Supplement Number 7 we stated that we would require further information about
the provisions to prevent draining the raw water storage reservoir through connected

piping as par t of our review of a shutdown after a Hosgri event. This matter is
now resolved as discussed in Section 3.2. 1 of this supplement.
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18.0 REVIEW BY THE ADVISORY CONHITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS ACRS

The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards completed a partial review of the

application for operating licenses for Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 on June 5,
1975. A copy of the Committee's June 12, 1975 report on the partial review was

included as Appendix B to -Supplement No. 3 to the Safety Evaluation Report. Our

responses to the comments included in that report were provided in Section 18.0 of
Supplement No. 6 to the Safety Evaluation Report.

In August 1977 the Committee considered nonseismic aspects of the Diablo Canyon

operating license application. The Committee issued a report on August 19, 1977

dealing with nonseismic matters. The report was attached as Appendix C to Supple-
ment Number 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report. Our responses to the .comments

included in that report were provided in. Section 18.0 of Supplement Number 7.

In July 1978 the Committee considered the seismic aspects of the operating license
application-and reconsidered the nonseismic aspects. ,The Committee issued a

report dated July 14, 1978 stating that it had completed its review of the

operating license application. The report is attached as Appendix 8 to this
supplement. In addition, in November 1978 the Committee considered a letter dated
September 22, 1978 from one of its consultants, Dr. Enrique Luco, regarding the
seismic evaluation bases for the plant. The Committee issued a brief report on

this matter on November 7, 1978 which is attached as Appendix C to this supplement.

Our responses to the comments'included in the Committee's July 14, 1978 report are
provided below.

(1) The Committee stated that,

"Since the Committee last reviewed and reported on this application, several
additional nonseismic matters of concern to the NRC Staff have arisen, and

some of these are not yet completely resolved. These include: operation of
the containment purge system when the reactor is at power,'ossible undesirable
interactions between the seismic scram circuits and the reactor protection
system, correction of an error in the calculation of zirconium-water reaction
in the Westinghouse emergency core cooling system evaluation model, and

adequacy of the reactor vessel material surveillance specimens. The status
of each of these items has been reviewed and the Committee recommends that
they be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the NRC Staff."
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As the Committee recommended, we either have resolved or will require
satisfactory resolution of these items. The status of each item is provided
below.

The item concerning the containment purge system was discussed in Section 6.2.3
of Supplement Number 7. The applicant has submitted additional information and

we are reviewing it. We wi 11 require satisfactory completion of the necessary

actions related to this item.

The item concerning the seismic scram system has been satisfactorily resolved

as discussed in Section 7.2 of this supplement.

The item concerning an error in the emergency core cooling system calculations
was discussed in Section 6.3 of Supplement Number 7. We will require satis-
factory completion of the necessary actions related to this item.

The item concerning adequacy of the reactor vessel material surveillance
s ecimens was discussed in Section 5. 2.4 of Supplement Number 7. Thespe i
applicant has submitted additional information and we are reviewing it. We

will require satisfactory completion of the necessary actions related to this
item.

(2) The Committee stated that,

"... the Applicant has undertaken a comprehensive reevaluation of all safety-
related structures and components to determine their ability to withstand the

p'ostulated Hosgri event. As a result of these studies, modifications to the

plant have been required and are being made. The NRC Staff has audited the

criteria and procedures used by the Applicant in connection with the reevalua-

tion and with the design of the modifications. The Committee recommends that
the remaining outstanding items relating to reevaluation and modification of

llthe plant should be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the NRC Staff.

These items have been satisfactorily resolved as discussed in Sections 3.2,
3.8, 3. 9, 3. 10, 6. 3, 7. 2, 9. 1 and 9. 6 of this supplement.

(3) The Committee stated that,

"The Applicant has made tests, both in place and in the laboratory, to demon-

strate that various mechanical components and electrical systems and instru-
mentation would remain functional if subjected to the postulated Hosgri

earthquake. The NRC Staff has reviewed the results of the tests that have

been made and has required additional tests or analyses in some instances and

additional information .in others. The Committee believes that the approach

taken by the Staff in this matter has been appropriate and that the remaining
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outstanding items should be resolved, in a manner satisfactory to the HRC

Staff."

These items have been satisfactorily resolved as discussed in Sections 3. 9. 7

and 3. 10 of this supplement.

'(4) The Committee stated that,

"At the request of the Committee, the Applicant has made a study to determine

the consequences of a failure of any one of the snubbers intended to restrain
the motion of components or piping during an earthquake. For the reactor
coolant loops, a deterministic study was made, with acceptable results. For

systems in the balance of plant, the Applicant made a probabi listic assessment
I,

of snubber failures and the consequences thereof. The assumptions on'which

this study was based have not been found fully'cceptable by the NRC Staff or

the Committee. The Committee and the Staff believe, however, that the results
of the study have lessened tneir concerns and this matter should be considered

generic to al'l plants, to be resolved in a timely manner."

This matter has been satsifactorily resolved for the Diablo Canyon plant as

discussed in Section 3.9.3.6 of this supplement.

We will discuss institution of a generic study further with the Committee in
the future.

(5) The Committee stated that,

"The HRC Staff has decided that the requirements of Branch Technical Position
RSB 5-1 should be met for the Diablo Canyon Station. This position requires
demonstration that the plant can be brought to the cold shutdown condition
using only safety-grade equipment. The Staff review of the ability of the

plant to meet this requirement is essentially complete. The remaining
questions should be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the NRC Staff.

These items have been satisfactorily resolved as discussed in Section 3.2. 1

of this supplement.

(6) The Committee stated that,

"Those generic problems considered relevant to the Diablo Canyon Station are

listed in the Committee's letter of August 19, 1977 and are described in the
Committee's Report Ho. 5 on Generic Items, dated February 24, 1977. Of those
items listed, the following are now considered to be resolved for the Diablo
Canyon Station: II-2, II"4, II-5A (Loose parts monitor), II-9, IIA"3, IIA-5,
IIB-2, IIC-2, IIC-4. The remaining problems, together with Item IIC-6 from
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the Committee's Report No. 6 on Generic Items, dated November 15, 1977,
should be dealt with by the Staff and the Applicant as solutions are found."

The status of each item in the Committee's February 24, 1977 report was

discussed in Appendix B to Supplement No. 6 to the Safety Evaluation Report.
An update of this discussion, including reference to the Committee's report
dated November 15, 1977, was provided in Appendix B to Supplement Number 7.

As recommended by the Committee, we will deal with these generic problems as

appropriate solutions. are found.

(7) The Committee stated that,

"The ACRS notes that, for distances less than 10 km from the earthquake
source, there are currently no strong motion data for shocks larger than
magnitude 6 and few reliable data for shocks of magnitude 5 and 6. Also, the
theory and analyses of earthquake and seismic wave generation, of seismic
wave transmission and attenuation, and of soil-structure interaction are in a

state of active development. The Committee recommends that the seismic
design of Diablo Canyon be reevaluated in about ten years taking into account
applicable new information."

Our Task Action Plan A-40, "Seismic Design Criteria - Short Term Program"

includes work related to seismic design criteria close to earthquake sources.
The results of this program as well as of general developments in this field
will be available in the future for the information of the Committee and the
NRC staff. Should they impact the criteria developed for Diablo Canyon or
other plants they'ay be considered, along with other safety matters, for
application to those plants.
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20. 0 FINANCIAL VALIFICATIONS

In Section 20. 0 of the Safety Evaluation Report, we concluded 'that Pacific Gas and

Electric Company was financially qualified to operate and, if necessary, shut down

and safely maintain the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2. Since

several years have elapsed since our review was performed, additional information

was requested from the applicant to allow us to update our financial evaluation.

By letters dated June 29, 1978 and August 24, 1978, the applicant satisfactorily
responded to our request with its submittal of additional financial information.

fur review of the applicant's current financial data and revised projections

indicates that no material change has occurred, or is expected to occur, which

would adversely affect Pacific Gas and Electric Company's possessing, or having

reasonable assurance of obtaining the necessary funds, to cover the estimated

operating expenses of Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2, and the

estimated costs of permanently shutting it down in a safe condition. We base this
determination upon the continued demonstrated ability of the applicant to achieve

revenues sufficient to cover all operating costs and interest charges, the

favorable comparison of its current unit prices with those as projected for this
facility, and the regulated status of the applicant. Accordingly, our previous

determinations that the applicant is financially qualified to operate the subject

facilities are re-affirmed.

We consider this matter resolved.
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22.0 CONCLUSIONS

Matters related to seismic design have now been resolved as discussed in this
supplement. In part, the resolutions are based on requirements that we have stated.
For some of those requirements we also stated that we would confirm compliance

prior to issuance of operating licenses. Such matters, where we will confirm
'ompliance with our requirements, are summarized below.

(1) Confirmation of compliance with our requirements concerning a minor piping
modification (Section 3. 2. 1 of this supplement).

(2) Confirmation of compliance with our requirement for documentation concerning
the containment base slab analysis (Section 3.8.5.4. 1 of this supplement).

(3) Confirmation of compliance with our requirement for documentation concerning

the intake structure stability analysis (Section 3.8. 5. 4.4 of this supplement).

(4) Confirmation of comp'liance with our requirements concerning evaluation of some

pipe supports to withstand loads due to containment tilt (Section 3. 9. 3. 4.4 of
this supplement).

(5) Confirmation of compliance with our requirements for documentation concerning

seismic qualification of valves (Section 3. 9. 3. 7 of this'upplement).

(6) Confirmation of compliance with our requirements concerning several aspects of
seismic qualification of electrical equipment (Section 3. 10 of this supplement).

(7) Confirmation of compliance with our requirements concerning the polar gantry
crane inside containment (Section 9. 1 of this supplement).

(8) Confirmation of compliance with our requirement regarding capability for cold
shutdown despite assumed failure of nonseismic fire protection equipment

(Section 9. 6. 1 of this supp'lement).

Matters that are not related to seismic design are also considered resolved, although
some of them require further action as discussed below. For some of these matters we

have stated specific requirements in this supplement resolving the issue and we also
stated that we would confirm compliance prior to issuance of operating licenses. For

others we have not stated a specific resolution in this supplement. However, these

matters are of a nature where, through previous reviews of licensed plants, there
is sufficient ynderstanding of what is required to predict acceptable conformance.
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consider the outstanding matters resolved and we will require confirmation of
compliance with certain requirements prior to issuance of operating licenses.

Accordingly, we can now make the conclusions discussed in Section 22. 0 of the

Safety Evaluation report, the substance of which is repeated below.

Based on our evaluation of the application as set forth in the Safety Evaluation

Report and its supplements we conclude that:

~ (1) The'application for facility licenses filed by Pacific Gas and Electric Company

dated October 2, 1973, as amended (Amendments Nos. 1 through 71), complies

with the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (Act), and

the Commission's regulations set forth in 10 CFR Part 1; and

(2) Construction of Units 1 and 2 (the facilities) has proceeded and there is
reasonable assurance that it will be substantially completed, in conformity
with Construction Permit Nos. CPPR-39 and CPPR-69, the application as amended, "

the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the Commission;

and

(3) The facilities will operate in conformity with the application as amended, the

provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations'f the Commission; and

(4) There is reasonable assurance (a) that the activities authorized by the operating
licenses can be conducted without endangering the health and safety of the

public, and (b) that such activities will be conducted in compliance with the

regulations of the Commission set forth in 10 CFR Part 1; and

(5) The applicant is technically and financially qualified to engage in the

activities authorized by these licenses, in accordance with 'the regulations of
the Commission set forth in 10 CFR Part 1; and

(6) The issuance of these licenses will not be inimical to the common defense and

security or to the health and safety of the public.

Before operating licenses will be issued to Pacific Gas and Electric Company for
operation of Units 1 and 2, the units must be completed in conformity with the

provisional construction permits, the application, the Act, and the rules and

regulations of the Commission, and confirmation of compliance with our stated
requirements, as summarized above, must be provided. Such completeness of construc-

tion as is required for safe operation at the authorized power levels must be

verified by the Commission's Office of Inspection and Enforcement prior to issuance

of the licenses..
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Further, before operating licenses are issued, the applicant will be required to
satisfy the applicable provisions of 10 CFR Part 140.
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APPENDIX A

CONTINUATION OF THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY REVIEW

Documents referenced in this chronology (and previous chronologies listed in the

Safety Evaluation Report and Supplement Numbers 1-7) are available for public

inspection at the NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N.W., Washington, DC,

20555, and at the Local Public Document Room for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power

Station located at the San Luis Obispo County Free Library, P. 0. Box X,

San Luis Obispo, California 93406.

April 11, 1978 Letter from applicant providing Annual Report for calendar year

1977.

April 17, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information requested December 12,

1977 (information pertaining to raw water reservoir and temporary

hose connection between the reservoir and plant auxiliary
feedwater system should an earthquake interrupt the normal pipe

line connection).

April 26, 1978 Letter from applicant supplementing applicant's letter dated

April ll, 1978 furnishing information concerning functional

testing of the main turbine steam inlet valves.

April 26, 1978 Letter from applicant confirming conversations with staff
regarding the seimic qualification of equipment associated with

the diesel generators.

May 2, 1978 Letter from applicant furnishing miscellaneous items consisting

of information regarding safety-related cables, splices,
connectors and terminal blocks.

May 3, 1978 Letter from applicant providing an environmental qualification
list of all Class IE equipment inside and outside containment

subject to exposure to severe environment such as a LOCA or

steam line break.

May 11, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information on steam generator,

asymmetric pressure.

May 11, 1978 Letter from applicant providing report on Westinghouse evaluation

of effect of grid deformation.



May 26, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information that crane systems

be qualified with load for the postulated Hosgri event.

May 31, 1978 Submittal of Amendments 62 and 63 consisting of additional
material for Hosgri evaluation.

June 6, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information regarding accept-
ability of the use of case epoxy in electric penetrations.

June 12, 1978 Issuance of Partial Initial Decision on Environmental Matters.

June 13, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information of system protec-
tion for sustained degraded grid voltage.

June 13, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information in response to
NRC' letter dated March 10, 1978 regarding position C. 3 of
Regulatory Guide 1.97 and positions C.4 through C. 13.

June 29, 1978 Letter from applicant updating financial qualifications.

June 30, 1978 Letter from applicant responding to open items in Supplement

No. 7 to SER.

July 7, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information on fire protection
in response to NRC letters dated February 6, 1978, December 22,
1977 and December 9, 1977.

July 10, 1978 Internal memo regarding site visit on raw water reservoir.

July 14, 1978 ACRS letter.

July 18, 1978 Letter from applicant transmitting responses to SER Supplement

No. 7.

July 24, 1978 Meeting with applicant.

July 25, 1978 Letter to applicant requesting information about main steam

line break analysis.

July 27, 1978 Meeting with applicant to discuss environmental qualifications.

July 28, 1978 Letter to applicant requesting information about reactor vessel
material.

July 28, 1978 Letter from applicant providing revision to environmental qualifi-
rations of class IE equipment and auxiliary feedwater valves.
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August 3, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information on fire protection.

August 3, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information on geometry of the

reactor core when subjected to seismic and LOCA loads.

August 4, 1978 Meeting with applicant to discuss review schedule matters.

August 4, 1978 Submittal of Amendments 64 and 65 including information for the

Hosgri evaluation.

August 11, 1978 Letter from applicant requesting extension of completion date

of construction permits.

August 15, 1978 Summary of meeting held August 9, 1978 to discuss seismic

qualification of electrical equipment.

August 16, 1978 Summary of meeting held July 31, 1978 to discuss qualification
of electrical equipment.

August 23, 1978 Letter from applicant requesting extension of completion date

of construction permits.

August 24, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information on financial
qualification.

August 24, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information on Santa Barbara

Earthquake.

August 29, 1978 Memo advising of forthcoming meeting on August 30 and 31, 1978.

September 5, 1978 Submittal of Amendments 66 and 67 consisting of miscellaneous

changes to FSAR.

September 21, 1978 Letter from applicant providing proprietary and non-proprietary
information on Seismic qualifications and Environmental

qualifications.

September 22, 1978 Letter from applicant providing revision on Environmental

qualification of Class IE equipment.

September 22, 1978 Letter from applicant providing information on Seismic

qualifications.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

July 14, 1978

Honorable Joseph M. Hendrie
Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: REPOSE CN DIABLO CANKlN NUCLEAR POWER SIATIM UNITS 1 AND 2,

Dear Dr. Hendrie:

During its 219th meeting, July 6-8, 1978, the Advisory Ccmmittee on Re-
actor Safeguards ccmpleted its review of the application of the Pacific
Gas and Electric Ccmpany for authorization to operate the Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Station Units 1 and 2. 'Ibis project has been considered
at Subcommittee meetings and site'visits as follows: September 12, 1974
in Washington, DC< February 18-19, 1975 in San Luis Obispo, CA; February
19, 1975 at the siteI May 23, 1975 in Los Angeles, CA; May 21, 1976 in
San Luis Obispo; June 25-26, 1976 in San Luis Obispo; October ll, 1976
iin Ins AngelesI June 21-23, 1977 in Los Angeles; August 2i 1977 in Des
Plaines, ILg June 14-15, in Washington, DC; and June 21 in Washingtonf
DC. 'Ihe Committee reported previously on its partial reviews of this
application in its letters of June 12, 1975 and August 19, 1977. During
its review, the Committee had the benefit of discussions with represent-
atives and consultants of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, the West-
inghouse Electric Corporation, and the Nuclear Regulatory Canmission (NRC)
Staff, as well as comaents from members of the public. The Ccmmittee also
had the benefit of the documents listed.

At the time the Ccmmittee made its partial review of this application,
as reported in its letter of August 19, 1977, the NRC Staff had substan-
tially completed its review of those matters not related to the seismic
design and capability of the plant. 'Those items remaining outstanding
were to be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the NRC Staff. Progress
on the resolution of these items has been reviewed and all items have
been found either resolved or near resolution.

Since the CcauIittee last reviewed and reported on this application, sev-
eral additional nonseismic matters of concern to the NRC Staff have
arisen, and scam.ef these are not yet completely resolved. These includes
operation of the contaiIment purge system when the reactor is at power,
possible undesirable interactions between the seismic scram circuits
and the reactor protection system, correction of an error in the calcu-
lation of zirconium-water reaction in the Westinghouse emergency core
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Honorable Joseph M. Hendrie July 14, lg78

cooling system evaluation model, and adequacy of the reactor vessel
material surveillance specimens. 'Ihe status of each, of these items
has been reviewed and the Caamittee recaamends that they be resolved
in a manner satisfactory to the NRC Staff.

A major problem related to the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Station has
resulted from the discovery, after the plant was under construction, of
a major fault about 6 km offshore from the plant. Following extensive
investigations by the Applicant, the NRC Staff, and the U.S. Geological
Survey, the Staff accepted the recaamendation of the Geological Survey
that this fault, the Hosgri fault, was capable of generating an earthquake
having a magnitude as great as 7.5 on the Richter scale. 'Ihe Staff then
developed seismic design bases in the form of seismic response spectra
appropriate to an earthquake of this magnitude at this distance. Since
these new seismic design bases were considerably more severe than those
for which the plant was originally designed, the NRC Staff has required
the Applicant to reevaluate the safety of the plant for this larger
ear thquake.

'Ihe Applicant has complied with the Staff's requirement and has carried
out extensive reanalyses of the structures and caqanents in accordance
with the new seismic design bases and criteria. In those cases for which
the plant, as designed and constructed, did not meet the new criteria,
structural modifications have been or are being made. In addition, ex-
tensive tests have been carried out on mechanical and electrical equip-
ment in the plant to qualify it for the excitations produced by the
larger postulated Hosgri event.

Lhe Applicant's analyses and tests related to the reevaluation of the
structural and mechanical components for the Hosgri event have been
subjected to pn unpr'ecedentedly intensive and comprehensive review by
the NRC Staff and their consultants. 'Ibis review involved numerous
meetings between the Staff and the Applicant to review and audit, in
considerable detail, the procedures and criteria used by the Applicant
in the seismic reevaluation of the plant structures and creponents.

Since there are expected to be significant differences between the
nature of the ground xations close to a large earthquake and that at
gaea ereater distances to which most available data apply, the Staff relied
heavily on the experience and judgment of its consultant, N. M. Newma

I
rk

an acknowledged expert in the field of earthquake engineering and struc-
tural design. On his advice, an effective zero-period acceleration of
0.75g was used to determine the free-field response spectra to be used
in 'engineering analyses. Mesc spectra were then reduced. by varying
amounts to obtain spectra for those structures in the plant having
foundations extending over large areas. Wis reduction for the effects
of building size is also based largely on judgment and experience rather
than on extensive observations or analyses and has not heretofore been
applied in the design of nuclear power plants.
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The seismic design criteria proposed by the Staff permitted the use of
damping factors for structures in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.61
in place of the lower, and thus more conservative, values used by the
Applicant in the original design. The Staff also permitted the use of
as-built dimensions and masses, and material strengths determined fran
tests during construction, rather than the more conservative values used
in the original design.

Zt is evident from the foregoing that the design bases and criteria
utilized in the seismic reevaluation of the Diablo Canyon Station for
the postulated Hosgri event are in certain cases less conservative than
those that would be'sed for an original design. 'Jhe Ccmmittee believes,
however, that there are offsetting factors that lead to acceptance of
these bases and criteria for an already ccmpleted plant. They include:
(1) the fact that the Committee's consultants believe that the choice of

magnitude 7.5 for the postulated Hosgri event is relatively more conserv-
ative than the values considered acceptable for other plants; (2) because
of the extent and depth of the Staff's review of the Applicant's seismic
reevaluation, the likelihood of an undetected error in the seismic analy-
ses or design is greatly reduced; and (3) the fact that the population
density around the Diablo Canyon site is low. For these reasons, the
Committee believes that, without endorsing all details of the NRC seismic
design bases and criteria, the use of the Staff approach leads to an
acceptable level of safety in this instance.

As mentioned previously, the Applicant has undertaken a comprehensive
reevaluation of all safety-related structures and components to determine
their ability to withstand the postulated Hosgri event. As a result of
these studies, modifications to the plant have been required and are
being made. %he NRC Staff has audited the criteria and procedures used
by the Applicant in connection with the reevaluation and with the design
of the modifications. The Committee reccmmends that the remaining out-
standing items relating to reevaluation and modification of the plant
should be resolved in a manner satisfactory to the NRC Staff.

The Applicant has made tests, both in place and in the laboratory, to
demonstrate that various mechanical components and electrical systems
and instrumentation would remain functional if subjected to the postu-
lated Hosgri earthquake. %he NRC Staff has reviewed the results of the
tests that have been made and has required additional tests or analyses
in some instances and additional information in others. The Ccmmittee
believes that the approach taken by the Staff in this matter has been
appropriate and 'that the remaining outstanding items should be resolved
in a manner satisfactory to the NRC Staff.
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At the request of the Committee, the Applicant has made a study to deter-
mine the consequences of a failure of any one of the snubbers intended to
restrain the motion of caagonents or piping during an earthquake. For
the reactor coolant loops, a deterministic study was made, with accept-
able results. For systems in the balance of plant, the Applicant made a
probabilistic assessment of snubber failures-and the consequences thereof.
The assumptions on which. this study was based have not been found fully
acceptable by the NRC Staff or the Caamittee. The Ccmmittee and the
Staff believe, however, that the results of the study have lessened their
concerns and that this matter should be considered generic to al1. plants,
to be resolved in a timely manner.

The NRC Staff has decided that the requirements of Branch Technical,
Position RSB 5-1 should be met for the Diablo Canyon Station. '%his
position requires demonstration that the plant can be brought to the
cold shutdown condition using only safety-grade equipnent. The Staff
review of the ability of the plant to meet this requirement is essen-
tially complete. 'Jhe remaining questions should be resolved in a manner
satisfactory to the NRC Staff.

The Applicant has elected to use an acceleration of 0.20g to define the
Operating Basis Earthquake. If accelerations greater than this value
are observed, the plant will be shut down and inspected for possible
damage. We Committee considers this value suitably low as a basis for
determining when the plant should be shut down foU.owing an earthquake.

The Applicant has provided a seismic scram system for the Diablo Canyon
Station. The occurrence of accelerations greater than 0.4g in any direc-
tion will automatically shut down the reactor. The Canmittee believes
that a seismic scram set at a substantial fraction of the Safe Shutdown
Earthquake value is a desirable feature, and finds the proposed setting
acceptable.

Those generic problems considered relevant to the Diablo Canyon Station
'are listed in the Canmittee's letter of August 19, 1977 and are described
in the Carmittee's Report No. 5 on Generic Items, dated February 24, 1977.
Of those items listed, the following are now considered to be resolved
for the Diablo Canyon Station: II-2, II-4, II-SA (Loose parts monitor),
II 9g'IA 3 IIA Sg IIB, 2 IIC 2 IIC 4 ~ Me remaining problems, together
with Item IIC-6 from the Canmittee's Report No. 6 on Generic Items, dated
November 15, 1977, should be dealt with"by the Staff and the Applicant
as solutions are found.
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The ACRS notes that, for distances less than 10 km fran the earthquake
source, there are currently no strong motion data for shocks larger than
magnitude 6 and few reliable data for shocks of magnitude 5 and 6. Also,
the theory and analyses of earthquake and seismic wave generation, of
seismic wave transmission and attenuation, and of soilmtructure inter-
action are in a state of active developnent. 'Ihe Ccmmittee reamaends
that the seismic design of Diablo Canyon be reevaluated in about ten
years taking into account applicable new information.

~ Advisory Canmittee on Reactor.Safeguards believes that, ifdue con-
sideration is given to the items mentioned above, and subject to satis-
factory completion of construction, plant modifications, and preopera-
tional testing, there is reasonable assurance that the Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Station Units 1 and 2 can'be operated at power levels up
to 3338 and 3411 MHt for Units 1 and 2, respectively, without undue risk
to the health and safety of the public.

S erely urs

Stephen Lawroski
Chairman

References

1. Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) for Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Station Units 1 and 2, and Amendments 1-63 to the FSAR.

2. Safety Evaluation. Report dated October 16, 1974 and Supplements 1-7
dated January 31, 1975, May 9, 1975, September 18, 1975, May 1976,
September 1976, July 14, 1977 and May 26, 1978 respectively.

3. USGS Circular 672. Ground Motion Values for Use in the Seismic Design
of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System.

4. USGS Open File Report 75-134. Seismicity of the Central California
Coastal Region.

5. Pacific Gas and Electric Campany (PGaE) letters to the NRC as follows:

a. Emergency plans dated March 21, 1974, June 18, 1976, October 12,
1977 and February 8, 1978

b. Preoperational testing of ECCS dated July 12, 1974
c. ECCS analysis dated Decenber 3g 1974@ June 10, 1977, May 16, 1978
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d. Seismic analysis and/or requalification dated December 27, 1974,
July 29, 1975, March 2, 1976, January 27, 1977, October 4, 1977,
November 2, 1977, December 21, 1977, January 5, 1978, February 14,
1978, April 17 & 26, 1978, May 2 & 26, 1978

e. Steam generators dated April 7, 1975, February 14, 1978, May 11,
1978

f. Reactor vessel supports dated January 13, 1976, July 20, 1976,
February 10, 1978

g. Geophysical survey records dated December 8 & 16, 1975, March 2 &

26, 1976
'h. Protection systems noise tests dated November 24, 1975, March 23,

1976
i. Containment testing dated January 8, 1976'arch 23, 1976'uly 29/

1976, December 1, 1977
j. Anticipated transients without scram dated September 30, 1976
k. Environmental qualification of components dated January 19, 1978,

February 10 & 15, 1978, May 3, 1978
1. Performance during grid undervoltage conditions dated March 20,

1978
m. Inservice inspection program dated October 10, 1977
n. Temperature monitoring system dated December 5, 1977
o. Containment spray additives dated January 9, 1978
p. Stress evaluation of piping systems dated January 24, 1978,

March 7, 1978, April 12, 1978
q. Diesel generator operating status indications dated December 30,

1977
r. Fire protection systems dated, February 6, 1978
s. Seismic scram dated February 21, 1978, April 17, 1978
t. Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation dated June 13, 1978
u. Responses to SER.comments dated June 30, 1978, July 6, 1978
v. Turbine-generator stop valves dated April 11 & 26, 1978
w. Reactor vessel internals dated February 22, 1978, April ll, 1978
x. Operating Basis Earthquake dated April ll,'978
y. Containment penetrations dated June 6, 1978
z. Steam line break inside containment dated September 15, 1977
aa. Containment isolation dated July 8, 1977
bb. Security Plan (Proprietary) dated July 22, 1977
cc. Systems for Safe shutdown dated April 17, 1978, May 2, 1978

6. Statements from interested members of the public as follows:

a. Kingsburg District Chamber of Commerce dated August 10, 1977
b. Mr. H. Weber dated July 6, 16, 30, 1976, September 20, 1976,

October ll, 1976.
c. Donna J. Cuffiero dated September 27, 1977
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f.
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J. R. Bakalian, Executive Director, Nuclear'Moratorium Task
Force dated June'8, 1978
D. S. Fleischaker, Attorney For Intervenors dated March 29, 1978,
April 11, 1978, June 9, 1978
Sandra A. Silver dated February 10, 1975
E. E. Apfelberg dated February 11, 1974
R. Nader dated April 8, 1976 w/enclosure
G. O'Ryan (Citizens Against Pollution) dated June 17, 1976
J. N. Brune dated November 3, 1976, June 23, 1977
Center for Law in the Public Interest dated November 19, 1976,
March 28, 1977, June 23, 1977
K. J. Husemeyer dated March 5, 1977
R. B. Hubbard dated March 10, 1977, April 27, 1977, June 23 & 30,
1977, July 8 a 12< 1977, August 2<.12, 25, 30, 1977, October 10, 1977
R. R. Curry dated June 23, 1977
J. Klugewiz/K. Kempton dated June 23, 1977
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
WASHINGTON. D. C 20555

November 7, 1978

Honorable Joseph M. Hendrie
Chairman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmnission
Washington, D. C. 20555

DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNITS 1 AND 2 - REPORT CN

COMMENTS OP ACRS (DNSULTANT

Dear Dr. Hendrie:

During its 223rd IIeeting, November 2-4, 1978, the ACRS reviewed the
coments forwarded by letter dated Septenber 22, 1978 frcm its con-
sultant Dr. Enrique Luco, regarding the seismic evaluation bases for
the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Station Units 1 and 2, and discussed
these cormnents with representatives of the NRC Staff.

The Ccminittee concludes that Dr. Luco's concerns were known to it
during its review and were considered in relation to the views of the
other ACRS consultants and to the information and views presented by
the applicant and the NRC Staff and their consultants. The CcnTnittee
took into account Dr. Luco's opinions in the findings and recommenda-
tions expressed in its report of July 14, 1978.

Sincerely yours,

Steven Lawroski
Chairman





APPENDIX 0

BIBLIOGRAPHY

(Documents referenced in or used to prepare Supplement Number 8 to the Safety
Evaluation Report for the Diablo 'Canyon Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2, are

listed below. This list of documents is in addition to those previously listed in
the bibliographies for the Safety Evaluation Report and Supplement Numbers 1, 4,
5 and 7 to the Safety Evaluation Report. )

Fire Protection

1. NFPA Standard Ho. 14, "Standpipe and Hose System for Sizing and Pipe Support
Requirements."

2.= NFPA Standard No. 12, "Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing System."

3. HFPA Standard Ho. 72P, "Proprietary Signaling Systems."

Structural En ineerin

4. A. tweig, "Eccentrically Loaded Trapezoidal or Round Footings," ASCE Journal

of Structural Division, February, 1966.

5. R.,V. Whitman and F. E. Richart, "Design Procedures for Dynamically Loaded

Foundations," ASCE Journal of the Soil Mechanics and Foundations, November 1967.
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NR. MOP~OH: !;"es. Bo:.e~~"s, mdiv X .-sh as ~w

s ~COG oZ ChG ZeQQX'6 BAGGY MG SHHB '~.h "'4 'CiZ~CQQGC~ SGFv8$ P~d

Z'gh%": Z M.'.ale they ~~a ~a rAa r=oozci.

MR. TOURTZ~Z~~O'LTH: Supp3..~"..~w'" - Qze ND ="ovgh Si"
I

VGX'6 plQCc~d ~El 918 Z'QCQ3'4 Xkl l~E'9 QRE67i~~ h88:"" ~g oZl ~XCP'e~QB.'C

'at.'hams.

MRo &1GRTQH Q!c@y o

MR. TQURTHU.GTT: ™- "- ."-t x"'"- "r 0'b;:;. MupDe"

'imeo

fiR. |NORTON: Olcay. Z -jm~='c dida'+ zaoa3.'

<iBS. SOWEM: s>i".h Z had .''';m",aa yoga ):are go.'wg

gj.va us @dQ j.~j.ogl@3 oops,os oZ SGv~ Gng p~ gh~i'~d Z

vou16Q'4 hGvB hQQXQ6 Cia GURDY'4 cog" 4%$ B,~3. '~Ms ~imp"'u~~ h~~@o

bR. QUF~MQ'". l;e 'L.o h,o-c~i.5 a am" ." o-.

copi: s foe tAe pub3,ic $~4C1 RCE(Z .318+ NY4 hG;Ve g3.VC~Q RMi~j~

OX'RVCL g9.VGXL ~o thQL HQpQMQX'46 'Wa pQX'Pi.QQ GQCil 'f&Q BQQ.Zd,

Cop~ Gs 'that RL<% ZhGCGQSGLy s.o QQR(RQC': 'CLC .hQRYMg y QRyQZLQ

@ho vauta tham may get. P>em ah Wo aaon bred *

I have no 8uz&ar guest"'cps.

HR MORTON Zo o os-

?~. OcÃRB: i~1@ P3.eisch&:a"'?

But. X'6 also ~'~Ra ~o m'L, Z har2 'ro sauest: ~~at





s(gpss doc Qq'.Qn ~ ge ge ~rieved <'y

hach

.'..'~hot ~ c~. ic'iv3 a." ~ez 3. Mch

i -~ 7 igh'Dish tQ - Mess -"M» ZQli".":Q' if ' o'I s.l 'p:.Q
after 3,unch< 'ioula like 'ho> yea !a!c'-„'r> finish ~i™l' oz

lunch o

Do you have any objec."'ion —Does w Board have

any obg QcMon7

MBSo CWWERSc he3.3. Kr. '"o.~-".';silo~'he'?
r

3%. TGURTS~~OZPE: X'm no~ sure T. und'ers<~~zd esha~~ ~
HR. PM~TSCHAES1%> r~lhaL m >:.o>c i' do

S

go Chx'ough &6 cross 8"MIQXQcLiion .'Qvzt here p ance Den Z have

some specific documents %ah X'm having Vxso Silver raCrieva,

so Ma8 X can ewamine cham and de'maine wneMe- ~ tzan"" to

on~ac cx'oss-e-mli "act.on aRar lunch vti~~ i~no 222.ison.

woQM propose ~ co%pie'h5 'Mis and 'i ~1p~h prccee~~ bligh Pke

zasC, of Axe Staff's case< which Z assume will be a seismology

and geology panel< and Men call LL-. M.lison bac.. sigh~

aftex'he lunch breath fox'ny addiCional cross»

MRS. BONHRS: Mr. Pleiacha3cer, you'e Jmmw

fox days and days shah Neo A%3.ison sr~ going to"begin She

Staff's case ana woulQ he on Use firs8 Min'g Nednesday
'I

morning and no+, all at. ceca, unrig l'Fednasda'~" Morning, you'ra

going to he gahhex'ing ~mgew4er. moza inÃozmahion 3nd you knot

Me Staff has Mied ve~ hv~d ho ""sist..Cha 9.c proceed viM

its case in an Qx'Qex'- y fashion@ Qnd RK'7 if Z f03.le 'HM~C you re
I





."-1=3/agb 3

8:.tneSS s'KNd aXLd o&er ViCDOGS QG go" '1 g CZL e'.Qd >+i&» DQing

recalled ax~~ .".u ch. Xs Q5at co.";deci'P

FB. EMSCGK~~Ba Tha'"'s —%el.:-. X can ao '.ae

U.EBilwd cross G5 ~~'Rani.cn C have hs~e BQ" 'r~v 8'r'%GAL

X,gl proposing g SQRGC 8 corrects Hha~» happened 3,8 Apt X

neg3.&ctsd to k)ring soRLG docupsnts elis Eozp'izkgo

~1m. aOmn.s mell, ~r. ourteZ,lot~~

ZRo TOUBTZXLGTTB„.Pat9.once,

(Laughtero )

12:

13

'R. TOQMBLLCTTEs Ne3.3., X mx rQc- ~3m~ Board has

already said pret y much how X "=ee3. a~ out it. Rid 'Jm

answer to one or the «pxestions ilr. Pleischake-'posed is Chat,

yes g L~wo ~Qlison 9.8 going to 12G around %4is Qiteri.oono

However, .X guess 4-™ and X guess tie Board can
T

do whatever they want to do about iS as to whether they

60

22,
I

allow hhn to be .called back or not. X2 they do allow h9m

to be called hack, X'd sure 19.ke to make it clear that Huis

is —we'e sBxiply not going to conduct .our case Sn th9.s way

where we have pack-in-the box witnesses who pop up any time

that the Xntervenor wants to push the bu4tono Xt's gush not

a good, way to prcceedo

And with all due. respect to t'.m plea oz the

Xnte~nor that they don't have "=be reoou ces to conduct the

case the way that they think iC should be conducted, well





~ipbl
Blas
Rgkk3

certainly ice x sou ces ez sf to br-'x g al1 me document

t'ai~ ~~ou Y hat you Ractz ~JQu'2$ go'.ng "G Qae Qcpz'z'OGs~

c:KGB.DR'"icnn T~sat dcesn t, CQJXG a lot cf. 2'.QrAG~J y ~< Just

'calces a 13.tt1$ Di'4 of'hought o

i3

PK. PXZXSCBhxMB". He2.1„X recalls, thaf= earl's.er

in this nroceeding the StaÃ vas without its PS'nd a

1ofc. 02 ocher docU;Nntso But in M~ p casey t'~"'re'6 Qo use

arguing about this.

X XQ83. v6~y comfoztabl . 5Aout 'a 'v cfGy 'MG vQ

conducted th3.s .~voce dingo X feel ve~ cemdortvbl about

'our efforts to accommodate a3.3. o8 We parties in this

p-oceeding and our ef8orts to cQIAply:13.Hl YniS Boar d 8

schedu3.ing. iliad X'm n~9.ng the request

end 5KB3.
NPB2 x2.vs

'l5 .

20
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NPB2
CS pkpbl

~/

4< 259

51R. TOUx~TELiOT E." He shou" d ~"-ee3. comi'ortab3.e,

because everything 8 been going the c'ray he wants

mm o BOTi'l'APE 0 ivha I w 13 dc is L'M'ace th s I he or e

e..ception to the Staff proceeding in its own order in putting

on its direct'case, Nr Ple9.scheer, ."'.f you are ready to

proceed again with Nr. 2113.son i'm:.diately after the luncheon

break.

But we'e not gorng Co pu". witness s or and Cake

then o , and put them on and CU:e them ox";... So it '.vill b

the one exception

MR. NORTON: =«zcuae m o

'i2

16

X would suggest that th . cross of Nr. Allison.

not start now, Chat it be done at one time. X mean, this

business of doing st cross nccs and some cross after some

other witnesses go on - X think a .ouch more orderly fashion

would be to have the nezt panel of w'tJ'eases go orl~ or the

next witness, or whatever —X don't!mow who it is -™ and

then when they are done then Nr. A13.iso?l can be crossed.

NR. TOURVELLOTTH: X would agree. X Chinic i2 va

20 could eMcuse Nr~ A113.son until this a-ternoon when Nr

Pleisch@ker has his notes, why, we'l go ahead and put

our second panel on.

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: That s fine with me.

X apprsc9.ate the Board's ru1ing.

NRSo BOifEM." Pe).1~ the only question Z would raise
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is is your immediate cross-e..~nation of su "fic-'ant 3.en@~a

+~:at 't.mou2.d re us~ ent'=e 7orning?

MR. Z>~.XSCi~:-~~R: Oh,, no.

FiS. BGIPr".RS: ~F2.3, '.. n,;~a 1i "o~~.ow ~ai::

unusual procedure BQ KA~ consider '%is 8 very rare O'Keep

tion not to be ep ated.

lE. rKEXSCHMKR: I guess that app3.ies to ale.

part3.es y

i~)RSo BQ+r,RS< That~ 8 right, [)hen '«<Gy have a~'e
notice they shou3d be prepared.

NR. =XZ"SAMER: Thank you,

TER. TOURTELLOTTH: CouM ve have a fe~ minutes to

get the necessa g documents together so that;~e can hand them

to the Reporter and the
parties'RS.

BQTKRS: Sha~l ve 'ake a ten minute break?

NR. TCURTELLGTTZ." Ten minutes wouM ae f3.neo

Thank you.

{The wri mess mporarily mcused.)

(Recesso )

HRSo BOVKBS: Xs the S af'eady'P

NR. TOURTEXZOTTE: Yes.

X'd like to cal3. 'o the stand at this '<ime

James P. Devine, and Francis Ao NcZeot~n.

NRHo BOrZRSe Before you act seated and.comfort-
I

ab 3.e g we d 2.ike to swear you e P lease raise your r3.ght hand o
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Sl1pb3 V~hareupon <

Zan S ro Dmrx~r>

and

P3iW~CXS Po i'KC'ieN

<ere cal ed to 'e stand Gs Kf"Cnesses cn behalf of the a4RC

Staff, and, having been first duly ss~orn, veze zam'ned and

testified es followsc

OXiiECT EZM!XNATXm

BY i~o TGURTEXc7 OTTH

Hr. Devine, vould you stat= for the record your

full name, address, an'd, occupation?

Gfitness Vevmej Eely name is Jules P. Devine.

X live at 2455 Preetova Drive, astor., Virginia', 20892o

Ny ~oh title is Deputy for Hngineering, Office

ag

of Zarthqualce Studies, U S, Geological Survey.

Q And have you prepared a statement of professional

qualifications for this case?

A ~ Yes~ X haveo

,JQ

And 'a copy of that has been handed to you?

Yes o

Xs that the sama copy as what you prepared for
this case?

23 Yas, it is
&!R. TOURTRLLOTTE: X mould ask that -~Jm

Professional Qualifications of James =. Dev-'ne he incorporated





Q
3.sl CO 'QaB Z'BC''8, 88 3.f XGQQo

K., NC78GM."No cbj="c bio".~.

K X~~p7. "CHBZKR" >0 013"-o'c'." < ~T

h NRS. BGTf-PB: 7;ie.;i ~ th'3 x"2'i",r ass~.()'ale.'.i. 'g'""a ~ if3.cc'~cpil3
i

JaR8s P o DB~ji ~~@ W3-3.3. Dc~ pP~!3XCQ~~ ~J iHCQ~c. CX'R'038 Z.l'L~ 0:le&

t-~sar'pt as if rsado

7 (T118 Pzci8s89 oTi~y3. IPQc 3.i.xxQ.-; QQQ

oE'ane"

P Devine fol3.cv p

'tp

21

tr





U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

@IV

~p

vf

W~

Present Assfgn- nt: In addition to serving as 9e: =y or Engineering,
0 fice of Earthquake Swdfes, ltr. Qevine is also .'-e U.S. Gaoloqfcal
Sur:ey Coordfna "r for the tlucloar Regulatory Cc.—..'.ssion's l:uclear P~,ver
Plant Siting Ac fvitfes. In this 'role, he is res:=nsible for supervising
the preparation of all G.S. reviews of nuclear p-«ar plant applications,
per-.oras the policy review of each report, and supervises all G.S; parti-
cipation fn N.R.C., hearings.

Prior to assunfng the supervisory and policy revia 'ole, Vir. Oevine was
the principal revia";er of the sefsrieloa~ portion cf over 160 nuclear
power plant applications over a 10 year period.

Cther experienc of fir. Oavine's include 3 years:= seismc fnstrm'enta-
tion research and operation; 5 years blasting seis-nloay research ar."
5 years assorte" se'safe engineering research pr-.'== s such as rock"".
launches at Cape Kennedy, underground nuclear da::-.tions ir.."evad and
Nfssfssfppf, rocket exp!osfons at Ed"ards Afr Fcr".= "-'se; structure
.st"dies such as Libby Oa.. thntana, Great Stone .=*=a, !)e.", Ha-, pshire,
L'8 the: L.ashir~ton lhnu.-ont, Washington, Q.C. 7..-'s extensive reop,.-sical
ex„erience was obtained whfle eayloyed b~y the fol.:".fng govern=~nt a.. r. ies:

U.S. Coast 5 Geodetic Survey

llatfcnal Oceanic an"'A~spperfc ~~-fnfs ra.'=.-.
U.S. Geological Survey

In addition to the 100+ administrative reports on ..clear power plant
an".lications, llr. Oevire has published over 20 res=-arch papers on seisnic
and seismological engine ring subjects.

Educatfon:

S.S. Geology - Vest Vfrgfnfa University
Advanced'courses:

Explosives Use - Sureau of Nfn s
Earthquake Engineering - t4.I.T.
Earthquake Engineering -,UCLA
Earthquake Engineering - U.C. Oerkley

C





Professional Organ 'ations and Co.-. i';te s:

fhmber Seismological Socie y of ~.-.,erica
2. member AlllE - Society of thning Engineers
3. Hember llaw York Academy of Science
4. fiember =.astern Sec.",on - Seis.".;ological Society of America
5. llcnber earthquake ngiri ering Pesea"ch ins ': ute
6. f~,her A.erican 'li clear Scciety 2.1 Co;iitte
7. Liaison V=-her fiat-anal,"ieszarch Council Pan 1 on Earth„"uake

Problems Related u Siting of Critical facilities
8. Chairman - Task Group A-2, Seismology - Oesign Earthquake,

Interagency Comittae on 0am Safety (ICOOS)
9. Registered Professiona1 Geologist - State of Idaho - ".eg. tlo. 203

10. Listed American tQn of Science





TApbl

ranIcg 4'"Quid you sta¹ ''4338 record your Gull

narra, address, and occupation":

{8'i+mess YwFeovn j N; nar«e .: s P'rancis 3,. EicKeocmo

Ky residence is at 9025 Mo 2nd ~venue')QMwcodg Colorado.

had I am presently chief of the branch of siting c eton'cs

and F5.$ Jio

Q And did you prepar= for this ase '"atezent
9 of professional gua2ifications2

Yes' dxdo

And has chat statement been handed tc you".

Yeso

Is it, the sane one as you prepa..ed ".o-'his caseP

Yes, i is.
21R. TOURTZHOTTE".I would ask at this 'time Jurat

37

the profess'onal cgxalifications o. Francis A. YcR~roen be

incorporated into the record as if read<

19

NR PXZXSQGQZR: No objection.

&K NORTON: Ho oh)ection.

ted%. BOrKRS! Ne13.„ the professional qualificationq
which have just been identified vill be physically incorpora"=

ed into the transcript as if read.

(The Professional Qua2ifications of
Francis A. Hci(eown fo2.low:)
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NR. HOP~ON." r.::cuse me, i~ms. Bo".re s.

Zn terms o crdor, it just ~ccurrod to me 'hat

ve been going OQB QZ orQer p X ~inco g .'eliGvc~ w. t i che

Staf t wi~uesses th fir. person o ob ect o'ro. s'"camine

would be Mre PleischRsieL" cond then ":iiytwlfo

M~X. BGNZRS: Ne11, that's what ve smze fo2.2o~v--
F

ing with the prior witness, but maybe it ~rasa't. rea13.y

'established.

NR. 'RORTQH: Yes, Z goofed '. up and spok. out of

tuvnp X '&inkt With 'ULG first witnesop ZQad' Just want 'co

mM~e sure " have the order right.
B'~ MRo TQQicTZ'TL~~~a.E

2L. Devine—

hK. PMXSCH>~R.", '-scuse m .

Xs that before ve go a; y ZQ. ther p is that
an order that has been e tab h , that ~arith the Sta

witnesses we wilL proceed in %his orders

MRS. BOWERS: ~hat's right.
BY MRo TOURTZLLOTTE

Mr. Devine, was a repoN for Diablo Canyon pr=
pared'by you and under your supe-vision'2

{Witness Devine) Ze"-, it eras.

And that was a report entit"ed Pacific Gas and

E2ectric Company, Oiab1o Canyon S'te Units 1 and 2:

Sall Lu" s Obispo COU21tyq Cali'So~i~ 8 g AEC Docket HRPiiers





50-27K and 50»323, Geology anP SeismolocyJP

Sup018msnt 4 Qf'he Ba+Gty Bvpluat" on 'r D> Ki3 ' Canyon

Nue car Plant'P

Yes~ it iso

Tr.ould you briefly ski~.ari"e one eo:>tents oP. &at
-+port Qh XoDl 60K'~yo

Do you have any aalimons,. eo " =et'ons, or

G818tions you Pish to 1M~k8 at '8U s tiHcsP

Not per GB o HGHGv~r p Z QQ hc.ve a eopa~i~n i eon

earning it.s status, an6 that is:
Because the tranSHLLtta1 18 +~r is Qa~GQ 29

ibpri1 1976, it is inemhsnt upon me tc inliea4".e ~i.at this
latex'epresents cur position toaay+

But no'Bkl.ng has 82.gA". -'' cantly ch .~agGB in csrms

oz M~8 reports

That's eor=eet

0 And in terms o2 ~De ~~po~t, if ycu sr=re to iasue

that report, you 'rouM issue essentialLy the sar~a report ™mday

Tha wrording may not ho Pent'can., but the content

xsoulQ ha essentia11y 2:a same.

BR ~~EZSCBMKR "reuse me.

E4PBo BGE'TBBS: 23x. Pleisehahsr, do you have a
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mpb3 NRo a'mEXSCHZ~KRI ' . ~ Tait unt" 1 the taff
finishes its p elimina~ r questions. "sank you.

BV J'Bo TQURl'H<iuKTH"

Could you briefly smwar ze 4:he contents of &at

reports

(Witness Devine) Yes.7'he initia1 par.c of i"vis z por" lists reques's

T2

we have for additional information at ~hat lime. '21:e middle .

portion consists of contents on spe ific NRC quest»ons that.

had been raised in the review. Zmd "m latter part is a

summry of our position concer..ing woe geology and seismology

of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power S::ation.

MR.'OURTELZ:GTTE: X mou3.d like 0:o ask that. the

—well, X wouM simply point out for the Board "hat this

16

repox't, is already in evidence and has been for some time..

And we srould therefore at this -"ime offer t~~e witnesses for

TB

any cross-examination Khan the parties or the Board may wish

to make.

MS. BOTHERS s sM. Pleischaker'P

20. CROSS EK>~TX~OATXON

BY hlRo PLEXSCsQVTCER:

Xs it Nr. or Dr. Devine, ~vhich'P

(Witness Devine) Mr.

.And, Mro Dev no, cauld you please turn to page

C»14 of the zepor"P
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s,Llpb 4

2

The supplements Z have,ar.= noc. nmvl-e".ed mat s'"ay:

so need sophie Lie3.po

CJCQy
o't

8 ~slhere,the Conclusions O' 'catedo

Did you Gay 2 " " Qr C 3.4'P

C 14o

Zn the fi=st conclusion you use the hezm

"'tectonically cupped" —:re»: let's back up. 3'at's strigose

thato

10 d 3.93ce to ask you soRG cguest" Qnsg first of a lg

about ho<sl this report was ccF<piledo

As I understand it, you'e the p inc'pal author

of this r portV

A rfo g X ill the coauthor o'hi s repor a o

iMd ozho's the other au~bort

Prank NC1(ecwn.

18 Did you ob ai.n the assis anc of other UHGS
'I

personnel in analyzing data for this report'P

Yes.

And zvho are those people's

As stated in the transmittal letter, Prard-

Blown was assisted by Holly Nagaer, Dave i<CCulloch, and

Robert Ver!:es in preparation of portions of this r..port.

And T. was ass'sted by Robert Pacqe -nd Wayne Thacher i.n portions





mpb5

2

oz th 8 zQv2.e>r

HCN d3.8 ~we e'7aq~~ez ass%st "lou 3'., cGFip2.'w1g '&KG

Mr,, NcKeetm should realry ans;re:= th 5 question
- because he assist d le. PI Keosrn.

Hr FlcKeownP

(Nitwess KLcKemn) les.

X 18>TJ.eMBAR the geolooica 'al'i s Gf the 31pplicant s

l0 PSM,, and Hx. Nagner and iver. AcCuU.och, rrho had been doing

analyses OZ seismic reflection pmfiling o'er". wl:e coast o2

Califamia, X relied on thai" e:me tise to interpret all oP. th
. the available reflection profiling that rre could x,indo X did

* not ely solely on my o~w gudgm=nt.

What eas that seismic " <lection —'r!".at ~ras th

26 seismic x'e8lection profiling that twas utili"ed by 24~ssers,

wagner and NcCulloch'P

18':

20:;

A Xt extended ove a period o2 time, but. it included
r

the. Po~S survey X believe in '72, the RELET survey in
o74~ whi.ch ]was conducted b< the OSGSr and eventually t¹

2l PGhE data as it came ino

Has that AquatzonicsP

Zlguatron."csa and .':ox'Ge~ the >thex'ompany

Do you Imorr thethe" the 2ARTLPT.. crise data was

utili ed?
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mph 6

t

Bo yen fanon Uhetner -~()R 'iPQS 'teGpae ana 'oked tlcQ !

cia a t"-'.Bn by Bo1t~ Barcnek and iievi')Klan y unco o~

~es y Z m QUA'te s"x'e i&By Q~ec t'Qato

Ttl&z'R 8 a1so Ks gati Qii in ~intro Steep 8 T,-st".~cry

at page '3 Wont scree proprietary d ta "i.ac sea-.'btained by

HarM Science PwsocXa~ma, o X -,cess that von1d be P.".

Hami1ton o

Do yon &wow ~'71~a'ether tea'i ~ 0'Qzietaa 4 Cata ~'Eas

,ezaminad by Hzo TTagner md t~. ifcCn11och'P

not pclsitxwG e .'. '."n."~nR ~* pIllBWzez. N~~ $'Tagne

having gone dc'Q 1cok~ at i' bnc .'. d n kn 'f &at vRs

assed< Zn fact, X suspect Chat ve didn'C-.'-

8811 g 1eC Tie 8'4ERQariDe a31Q 1ist-"ng MRC J. QavG

of some USGB cruises, K4%TMP~~Z, .~~i'=-R,,and 90&>~278." 'hen
there are ~~zo hy PGGE, Zig~tronics,. Bo1t,, Baronet and—

17'hat company< and Chen st proprietary data.

$ 8, Axe yon carfare of any c Loer daOa Chat Blowy ha'Je

been uti19.@ed. by the USGS personne1 in reaching conclnsions~a

Hoq X m noC>

21 A report was recently transmit.CCed Co USGS~

according to ear"ier testimony, hy L-ugro Consu18ing Bng9neerin

geologists firm< and as X understand mo ear1'er testimony

Za .' ve11, are yon aware of this raaoAP

{indicating, )





+88 ~ X Gm aFTare o. 2a. y

Ccu3.Cl you 'te '. us,- ""- om i'YLG Bar.'.Cr " est"- ~
A li apJ>eared aha(v

OSCAR

Rt 3p past Lka'Pi '~ueste8 scFap part JH

:->is report to be done.

Can you bring us up to Ba..:.: on ''=he stat-s of K~".sP

41 That reccrt >lions prepareO'. as l result of Q zecpIG5t

for proposals &at t'se Survey puts o'~t eve~a year for

earthquake tudies and pro"-ects ze. ated tc ear+a jua1:. s 9na

Pugro suhm"ttaQ a proposalo "t vas «pproveQ; ~may did .me

work.'t was os&mitted to woe Su~ay in -™ according i~iW

a'contract essentially. 2nd Z t~iz8c -'here's just a limi

number ok copiesg an8, Mat's ~Me, nd

Have you r%hvi'~vfpQ '4",his ~~~portP

X have not r"viewe6 i'- i". detail, X'v reaQ it,
Z've 3ooked. at the prof'.les Z c'iscusaed it: only Fec~~c3y

aM, briefly wiM Nagner an6 HcCulloch. Butp ox copse, the

results are not wiDAB c'.hie rev3.8".s" o

X seeo

So gr Hzo Devine hald ear3.~~Or 2 jl83 ca c GcL 'Blat the

results stateQ in this report jurat's contained 9.n Supplest
4 are cument to mateo

Do V:ose resu3.-s —8o those QSGS conclus'ons

reflect you analysis and. conclusion regarding ~e Pugro

xeportP

Les. Gur ~su"ta waula not he changers by this
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mph 8

~ ')

reporto

wai n/3.ngo

anything''ort QP..con):iÃ1lls 'that "c.o have > ben

~ OR,ay ~

Nc>f p M9.th respect to each one Q these 3.t t 8

tal.e the USGS c~.rises~ the BRFZLZTZ, Z LHK and the POZA~~ZS

Did you perscna11y red.~34f the se" spic ref3.ec'ion data2

Only parts of ito M. th'r particular tin;e Z did

not have ezperti,".e, and Z "t9.13. don".: "cd'y, to 9.nterpz. t
reflection prof'.ling. 2 don't hav the e~~rt3.se that

McCulloch and Wagner ha>I, ""or ezaxp2.e.

X have analyzed a nam3mz o2 pro+5.2es, but at ~Mt

par icular t~~ Z went over a11 o8 the p~m- les submitted in

18

70

the PS', made my mm ~'pretaticns, but mould have them

conf'.nned by Mc&zllc h or Wagner anil accept c!2eir opinions

rather than ~L Qwlo

X did not review a11 o9 the ref3act'cn proH.X"'ng

data available

Q Do you knav vhether Neo Wagner and Nro HcCullcch

—nas you gust revieved that for seismic zeQection profi1

ing that eras submitted by the Applicant in this PSAR2

L'ssentia21y that's it, yes.

But PIr. Hagner and M-o McCulloch ven8 beyond that2

exld
MDELON

Yes.

AQd Qhat chas 95 Blat they revi ever

3,11 o+ the data avai3.M3.eo
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~F(ou < C! '"Ihc'ki.- QDi ~ V PQ ~ "!~Q ~gQ'QP ™<g QPiOQ g Qlhg

c e s~w . 4 g Picar~s.A,s A >q <a '~Is :.11Q Be?'1m~~~ „, cnc ~ ~
pl >Ac

Ppr68 Qf i~ o

lQIl QiQ yQL" reV3.(PW H'Q'a QQ'CaP

COG 0 Jcnol'7 8 ~act "g~ o 'i . NoQ" 1 "ie 336 Ih 3.979

Bometixe reMBDEer <he Bates 8'hQI1 '~<1QQe Qrgises

cCre POQ re~ $ in@ PriMa. i2.V QIl Ale reVieU t22a< '7as

colhduc. eQ h~Z'hr. Hagne- ~md McC11 'ho.> in reaching ~~our

colhclusicns regard ixkg

PriB?arilp'g ~jesv

What has hem, "'he limiK of your el:cerielzca ilh

reviewing seisIAic reflee''"ion profi «c. '.a?

As i Saicig Z Qm no ~ Mi elcgere. "Ih c31pit ~ E ihpd to

get acquainted vi.ch i4 ~~zQ Le~~m so)re'-niIhg abcllt: "~. i ~~v

Rior" ~ ezper~ ill i'
Q . - And i ia'ee i" Hr. MCCOY't3oc'". aIIa lL . PTagner are

e aper~ ~
i'lh

fact, V-. NcCulLocth md%». t'agller ve e

charge of soma of Mesc USGS cnzises, ver Ih'0 Mega

2'es.

AIIQ vovld i~ be fair Co aav ~ha~ me@ realkv

VTGDQ O~A~r 51iS QB'Ca (Jiff a f she ~OC'M Cols
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Qh yes
~ ~yeu ~VancP~Q aQ 4'03.P .Ol1 c+O'iud. '~ .>AS i3ac a- ".TO4: 0

go to-

Yes g I "JQ>31Q go to thK:; depend'g upQQ e&e data.

Zf 1 'QQgh SOKGDc'ly s .fQev something m~'u'" g Q Cjo

to them i

But IIi.min USGQP

Within USQS fo.-: this pa ticula a'". a, 'IcCulloch

e~d Nagner.

Aze MCCulloch axle '7agner also charged 'iith

r vie~zing ~d1e Pugro dat 2

Mo g there s «o zevieU 0f that

There s heen Qo zevi PUP Z though' '~lderstc<Q

your entire test'mony to he that J1eze had been a review'f
seismic re"lection profiles that "Iere sent n hy Pugro?

'~ihen l sa«na zeviavi, ~ mezz it s not - formal—

1eze s no focal request ' them to mdie a r vie'w of th- t
data. They have i:-, and '"-'s pur ly far heir oxnx interest

in other projects. Por a3:ample, the Survey has a lot cf ~rorst:

go3.ng on relative to offshore o3.1 Gi~d gas e AHQ that s what

they''re working ox1, actual" y.

So they I'73.11 use the 'ug. 0 i~ata QDQ Mythil?g

else that c mes a'ong. Zn a sense, sure, .~d1ey «xiii.. revie~

Did ~Ikey review it —Qi= you discuss ~be resu ts

of heir reviev as appl"ed to -'his c."..se?





$<74h 1

ne r $ 48 «r GQG le(l ! liYt 4 GP4 4 w I 1 QA A3n~i<w.

G~Il ".."~GSCBe~r

No r .I lII UOZ ~ 1' ll ~ CJPC ( th) g P
4-~

.r".Gy hed i eke pxevious midday.

13+ x'GI3oz~ z r10 YOQ Fei1'l '7'h:: 8 ~~of:%1ei" < 0'z r30
'~rQI'ean

'LI G seismic . G' "-'c ion p: o~.''.L rP

'ist Bcoi '
c g ~~ca i~~6~ I..e!" v. Qni Q"" som=

rei'1. ct'on profi3.es, ~.-G

NOTE HlGQQ 1GGZ'G" th."..n 8 ~ .6 x'G 3.l" he"' 4'l'-se

Baden 'h c LG ~2ctl181 PRO+ 2. lesly

210 g the+ '.G Pep QQQO'a.ious ~

OJ>ay Do voI2 I 1"m'zk'- ~U G eke~a 'za ~ "'>"0' 'i'ax

these px'O'I i.Gs '~l'" iA 8 RvQ1183).L- Ps c'ebn3.z ox t i~ 7"Bo

8VUQiess

Lad are Qxcse in HagjtQ Q2Q Icgl>11of"h'8 g)s Qs ion>

Go ~joQ +~nov'P

p~6 80 yog >(nosy holy 1ona tho~J "'"-fe h«2Q it in wIlei<

Zo possessionP

As far es X ~u~o~'s - sin G 1 8:.. richly,

Ho>1 g Le" HLB See i'2 Z cGP ge ~ 'elis 8M'ht
YOI3 tallceci .='o them on ZonPay o.;" Z~~esaaj. D;:.0 you

esI- tham whehhe=. >e» bee haP. Gn opI3ozt~=:.'ty to =ev3.ev -he

ref3.ection profz.les a~ ".bet pcjntP
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Qp'QGr='t'"t" (:y

't.Q revi ~~'.4 v

81Ci enSa Ve

Ohv'Usly p 'O'La'~ hsat.l 1:ct ='.PPi t "i. ':.ttPRce an j
'sv'sv. 'Iaa aaa'a c'.o "::.. ia oas a.. '::.o dsy . Bzri

~heir Qtsn preliminary look at it an+ w~ own "=QQ3 ai it
Ctoeen 'C -- there 8 slo great Ch=tvlge"" i"l he t'!eneral interpre-

tation Q t i.e 80119 lern en'f 't~'KG Ho cri g t QnGh s

Q Did yoQ 3.OQ/c Bt;"68 sei=-ttl c x'ef..t.ection profiles

Cro?R t 18 PQg ~ 0 QettRP

Ver cnrGorilv p brie"'lv ~

M table Profi 'es ~~emtse 'veGV

Mo s Ho ~ on .v iJhQ'» 0 't n that Qccis ~

You Only loo3:88 8+ v~8:at'8 in ~»s hco!:?

That 8 COrrects
'

AllQ what s in '&is hQQJ "- G R reprQQncC" on o~ GQze

por"ion ox the. proziltesP

Tha 'G rd.g'lt

iloal g can X ask yoQ p i'7hd'eas ?~x s Yer.t:88 ',npQt
into your decision here'P

20 '3r. Yer3ces has a very good 3:no;rh.edge of Central

California, ana X r82.iaaf Qn hiiz larger.y to review early

Grafts Qf the rBvieN thea. Ne Qlti~ilately GL~bPict66 to NptCs

fHe's a very ence lent critic, and 1'8 iwco~~oretted, sc".:= o=

hi suggestion.-:vh ch:=8"-ul+8Q Zrcm .'".n='tleQcq.. he hai t'lat
only chimes Qnt Once you st;.rt. cu',zing him Qr giving him
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soTile'thing co recC! e

c'ie a geo3 pjg3
s'r

SG3.Siilo'OC < 8'"

EG s a g89logis i~

Q Zs his area of <!.iiiQrhise 3.nvo3.vec xn Lni:Grpre'i a'iLoll

of cxf;3hore aaia";

Ho.

Z 91 &3.QJcing Gf "Ale ref3.ec i~on p''.18 g

par'a".ocular o

No, he is nol". ~~. Gl".pert: .n ox=shor da".a.

GzpGriise 3.8 Yhainl~j on shore g Palp Qg " n Cen'=ral C 2." f¹ " a

You 3~8icaiGQ '-.at as a re"uli of discussion

hiB vou chMRQGti soKG of 'l le i ~~. ial bra'. ts e ~'~hii"c Nere 'the

nature of .the changes t3lat 'i-". ~Sex!:Gs sugges'te.~ Go youV

The nature of ~te changes usual'y chere if the G

was a statemenC —usl3ally i'= lras n~'~ silatenien-:- ~la" was inade,

anQ 7 Qictn 't proviQG aQGcfua ce suppor't for 3.: Z .ilare a

sta~iemen'e and Bid noi give prope'" reason; 'for t'1G staieEQxlhe

Or ix X overlcoJ:ecL some piece oE- in=o~mieA:ion.

Q Dict he have an opinion saith respec to .the final
conclusions as e:mzesseQ in the suppl~en:. co ~~G SERE

Did he —X'm not sure—
X 'm sp - a1~ing specifically,~ol3h:-he conclus'ons

aha't are» ieL Ke ask garou ihisl
Did he have an opinion different i.sar thai s+aied
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j.p Qge concl->sicns " ~ +rough 7 c»- <<~gas "-'= s
hroug-'~

37%

~ ~

O2) jec's. '» o

aues t'n. XV s r L8van <~ e

There"- no ail "hion ~-ui: -'Ihat. USGS is a hip

organization. i frail;"y don'8 kno'v;;hether ha had the s-ze

opin on or a diff zenv'pi Lion u't s . cally not re eva13'i )

because the on3.y Gal gvestioz) is L'ihGt is '~8 Rgelscy posit|.'n

.'le Agency pcs."'.."ion is;iha.2. is s'.-aL d in Lse

'to report. And the faci ~~at someone e's- has a d'f:eriag

CPln3 oL1 is 'f no zeal conseguence io t.'le s gellcj'osi.v on

it's a !:i»Q af a process chaK ordinarily goes

Qn in every agency of ~» e V. 8 ." Govern;.rent. ar even local

goveriLKents s Z4Ld it has Llo jlearinc "' f he 33ad a Qiffe QYl ~

'opinion, it vouldn't Dang the opinion of -".e Agency, tihich

is Ae controlling opinion of our cos-.sultant. as an

islstic utiOXl~

MRS. BOILERS: Mr. PleischU~:er?

~fR PXZZSCSRHZR: 'i'll, i tal~.ad '-o .~sr.

20 Tourrellotw about. 4=is earlier, mpzessing my conc rn that

X was having to cross-ez~~iILe Clio vitmesses OI die basis of

an Agency position, and I as/ced 3im:>heckler ehey were going

Co J3e suDLILiStd.kg sworn te GtiPlony and he said g no, a8 T.

understand i+ '-bey a'e haze '=o sponscr 'bio dc Leant

sponsorxng this docU~ent p and i'a. 3
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an ageL&j pos" i"0 lp Z '212.n'",. Z ~~a""e 'e ".~™~(.t 'i 0 0 oss" c2'.<wgkne

ZQe 14KQQJ d n pin On '2+0 'RLjbZ5 c v< 4l' 2 'C LP' I Oi z

0 Cl irr GAI

leap

4 '6 u) v 'ilaC e

autnors, aLQ '=.e Das3.S:d'or accept;.;:g 0= '"~-,:ecc-ng .:lei op" n.".ons

of the people .73.'wl vnGGl c. ey col PMO iltGc. Zn fo. idLng ale

report ~

This is a docua>ent Hint is different from a s~;ozll

piece of zest'mony. Zf '." were a . va"n .,3iece of tea+irony,

then it ~~OQM <ep esent the w sonal vi.ms m~ ovinion oz

ttlese two gentlemen. Bzdp as Z 1»¹crst='nd '": fry, lL .

Tourtellot''e's own stat mentp i.c"'s n-" B,'s an agency

position.

So my posz.txon is vivat 1 ilute~~ a right. to moss-

e amine Jxe mmner in which ™&e agexl.y =.eagled cilat pcsit" on,

J1e DaS3.8 fOr 'igloo po83.%ion e

inc MORTOjl ' 'would iag cee 'iica 7e 0 Fle scale+lier 0
Y

<»R. TOUR~Z >,LOTT-: 'dell, ~ agree ~~a <lley oat
&e x'igni to cross e3cami11e to f3.nd CUt:jurat the hasis of tlute

decision is, but t|xe fact ~ha4".'som one else i>as a differing

20
opinion is of absolutely no reiev.~ce "0 this procaecL~ng at

a11.

I don'8 Lmow ho+ many thousan~ of people croaks for

USCS, and pot nt'a31v how many hundreds may .. ve had nput.

You Know p Ãe z'e 10'c )Qst .talking ~+ou'L H01 'y t'agnez and

Mccullcc 1 p but perhaps tilex'e Px'e seven oz e" gilt peop3.8 ~+a'r
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zley deal'a Nfl:wp sile" 'w BQ seven 0 .

v:M go" ng co ~~0 c
" 1'LV" i"8 clQV.~reciS sg'"

indiviilla~ly e.""press fi. i'gin"-on,:~":sn ''-h only opi.:=ion

QP.:.Q Qn g ini PCto p tiie

institutional opinion.

LBC Fie '003.nj Otl'c one 0 i.)le~ c~lMcf ~ Qt'is'o ge

'ehe ~ Gaol straigh~i

Tilese pec'~le are Qt L~eÃe " 0 Sponsor 9'l s

document; into evicionae.:%is doc1men;". i.". cll any::n evidence,

and 9;c'8 been 'n evMenae for over . yea-. ™he on"~y re-son

they are he e is to aid who Boaz'c. '"0 il Lp .le Board have

a more ~mmp3.ete record and a nor cc.malaise u. c'.erst"-uccixg, if
the Board has any questions vzoxvc ~<e ciooument.

But. Z'm simpiy saying '-cat 'he individual opinion

of 8058 zsoBGr of 8 govezwienc Bgen~v has rec~Zly no heaz3.ng

Gabon ~e Q3.'t3.mate Ggexlcp decision

PiPS. BONED: Fir. Tourtello~"e, in pm', years richen

X was occa.sional3y involveo, x~9.th Pzeef"om of ~>20~~xation

recpxesM one of the ezcep"coons "its io'4erna2. menios "hat, ware

no~ a final aosiLion.

BL'0 ~lasn c G~xa+» evolved 8 li'~~~3.e ciffez'Gnarly in
zecsilt ~<ekrs p GR?ct doe. Rl ~ MRC in'EGQcl '=0 pllt Mparate

Qxssenthng opinions in 9'~s isGU96 80c~~~en 8 y like 'HM

ellvizoiRental 8 GRtKMnb Q'd QG SERP

DER. TOURZHX~GTTP.: les. &net, as a ".cat,ter of fac",
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+e hava done 't~nai ~ Fxievs ". '-I p 1 ec'~c-'r~i c '-'-i~"r-: anv

person >rho arroz!cs zo'" '"."a I.I;:C, any:r:ei:=~;-. o

'."ile „- " ". he~> < "el ".'o gly e lol'li n,

sepaza'r 8 dissencing opinion ~ 33d p ap a rPBcc A 0 aCcg 4l

+Qig Caso ~rare Ve @One Qlr,'aQCl y ~~ha~( ~ 'Qeoauae a 'r i~o'Qg„'$ jan+ ~

Hoggpr,~a > S nere in e rPecf CO CO Sl1OnSOr garj { r: > he taSj-/gcny

8a'" -'.s zn¹r Or. Rspp's naia: he also has an opinion whicn
~ ~goes beyond Za opxnxon >at ~e one:;bunion lies. ."hand i'8

has ~'le r'ighi. co coma and ."1ake $.".a~ stai:e .e='"'. ="nd present

t'.Eat'. co the Board

Bu" no sucn dissenting opin"'on has been ~iled

N.8'8 LL7RC +32 Ougt h}a USQS in i ll"S Ca88) a ld Cert,aiRl3.y

Qxat avenue is open to anybody leho lzozl:s in USGS, iz 7Q ey

wanC 'co. Z- allies "-' ou=" onsul'n~a a- arel" as anybody

else„ and they haven':c, done i..t.

gZ'eeullled iS i r QIlay dOn ~ See f r ~4 ~<O

file cha't dissencizLg opinio?lg i318y 89&ir3ly don'el strongl~j

enough about it, co ta!ce any action, to scend up xor a

Bl48taztt~ ve difsezl.ng op2 Ilion~ ibad so '~l~e3.v 0-"Hez~ng

opinion is more or less r conciled srich die problem of

developing a record in that ~say.

is ~-e)g apa (4 i f tbev .h(Eve QQ Q>wi1)ing s)1hs(QQ tive

to say, then they siioula coma Poniard >6 say i-'. And if.

they don'4 have anything ~bat's suhs'-v..'ve, thon timey;rill
Ilot. cclM i:ov'rard R.~dr say LR e 2nd having no~ cene for:raxd





'3y '' - C C 'ubs'"'-
~ ~i'6 ~f ' QBZ'7ZR C n,, a fj>ent„" ~ (~2 sc. gree

Y-lrust 07. K~ o YoGrte." lQ>ve ' vzgvzi.en'

ge e + ~p» ng <o cea'I «gi+n a Qurei~ucrae ic clecx,sB.Gv

QslQ several people par"ic»pa'Wed in Cha~ Qecisiana

Here, bedsore this Boar8 , -'re're Q aling with a

bu-eazccracy, MG NHC.:.n art~ex Ca uncovers;:"-n~.'. eclat decision,

ÃG br9.ng ln Mx'en21)''allison g GQQ many thex' eaple who

participated in the i>riting a~ Da aocunent„and the people

%ho assistBQ in the aoBX+sis ~

that s Ci?G NP$~
s 'Lilt 'c le 'QQKC» Gs probe 1 he

xinal decision „ the basi 8 oG &e tes ~~zany 'lat 8 g vesl

both 'c'rough 6 Gc=" 8 Q c ass- a.'zU.nai.ian Nh» ch pezTii.ts the

Baa 6 to unders"and me zull bas'8 '":ar ~~'G Pi:.C'8 Qecisian.

Here:re're ane bu "eaucracy r~~aveQ, but the

SMG )sine oz canc.3.vsis aPPlies "JG hcvfr3 a bureaucratic

t7

18

39

20

<Recision Chat "."a'ade asd 8 . veral peag e pczr icipated, in

'wlat Qec9.sion ~ AQQ X think Chat Che lag» c that applies CQ

me e:cam9.nation OZ the ÃPC proceGQing, equal:y applies here,

that in order to understwct Che cled.sian mvAing, <re have to

be able to question, =ass-e:canine these tt;a witnesses, an

22 bath'&G prcceQQres Qtilise8 aQQ BQ 0".Gcisians aQQ op3.nians

that w e expressed Ca tham by Chose zoo directly participaterZ

HR~ MORTCH 548 ~+Gzse'™ Z agree Ma a Dfh ~

Pleischalrer'8 question -8 na-'. Ob":Gcti "nable, but i"8 far





mel 1l
Q t.

2a~I:-erenow reasons '~~~~ 5u".. '='le~scna>-.8-. s~-a:8s.

>PLlat. Ue ha%re Pr- conciusl.ons GnQ s
cern:"'.78n'

0:.

rac'r Gal conclUsions — noh r'-al.'y s'i.c. "~-'Pi.e:.. i-s -'oz rac'(.s

conclu iona'tatement:s, represen'"e~ in t.'1is paper Ma~ vas

co ante.".Qz'QQ by Mesc t.bio mi ness8s»

' say t3iat ~n " Qa: ty Qcesn ~ Dave~ 'c 18 z" g1 'c ~Q

go int'0 horn '&Qse Zaclua3. conclulsions 's'K.. 8 8'" ~ i"i'8Q at ~ vo Ete

jllsc Qcesn 4 31L~fe any sensG ~ X Fiean it s 's'L:cny g oi". i- s

in evirience, anl <be 8 a;".8 the gen~Leien -.rho mzo. 8 i"'.

To say ~at, QI16 can 5 go in~Q hoa7, 811e z Qc t'ua"

co11clusions mex'9 Bzzived, c't g X 3 Us't Con 8 QDc.e ~ s ~c~n 8 818 has Ks

ZQE Hx' 'lh. tel '5K e ' QQ36ct~cn 40 'U™1a e

Xz y in zac' a gent QBc 1 i'rCZ'~ed Qn it@ as +31688

gentlemen have t'.88 ~fiecx Elz s Z x'l 8G cont r hu'~8Q in SGXG Uay g

.then X Con'8 undezst:and ho-'r 11a~ can he Qh,ect1ionMle, to go

into hoN he contr3.1RTt.eQ

17 Xf i< 'tuI. 18 out 891al 118 haP 8 @iffe "ence Qf

18 Opinion, mell, .61a~'s K~e may it, turns Qll~. Bul: you can'

20

not; go inco it. just: because Mere eras a Lif"ezenc of '

opin'on, and X Con ~ lmQerst:and joe hasis for t11e oh>Get:ion.
'R.

-LEXSCHB~KR. X mas just; going t;o "ay,

22. agree, bl1t X guess X see i~ slightly Qifferen'=-ly,

hecause Qr the paxMeialar frame~.'-Qr.'i here. This isn ~ ~(

smozn i:es c iRcz?y ~h~e. re gel.'tiI'g 'LQ +>8 s~~e Poin< g hut this
isn .c d~e smom ~8 piro y of these vita sees. is a
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Sta+W~l LVI ~ oz +~me USGS a7h3.ch 'icy iLQppen 40 &8 p.-:>nc>-::al

co-au ho ~s 0",

That s ~238 c~ ly eason Z zrw78P it — )Eel.t. g Z

don'" w'ant: to divide h re. X ~lin!i ve've rea~'.ei. ~he sez38

posit" on.

HR. HGRTOM: Zt s svozn ': si„.=:monv, in V'8 -ense

~hat these gen-'leman have been put u~Qer ca Za, and they said

8j >co& iQ g c~ ld i~6 3 galere o SQ Z don 'i RAGE'i' J you vaF'

s-v i 's not sworn Ms~i@any. 7 raean i;. is.
MS ~ Hf vs~PS: L~." iM raise a Point ~i"'Q 7L~: ~

Tourtell0 ~te:

l2 "n a amber 0= proceedings, and Z think of: one

par a icular one Tfhexe Z 'vas involve~~, one 0 i' Qppl~ cants

vas a local el- c r'c coopers"v8, ~~a .~hey had. to get a loan

cfui&an Qe fzoHl M> ~ Xn so¹ 0 'ia18 Proceed M t "ere UP Q a

2 j

request 'at HER people < an"; one tea'h 'so'"l ed an it he l3x'ol ght

in as witnesses and s&ject "o cross-examination.

Now, .Mat has oeen denied on the basis tha:- ii:

20

~zas a separM'gency, aha~ cihat. they did +as tis ir business,

and that. '~MC haci no reason l.o 3.cols behind ii:.
But h re is a slightly di "fe "en'. Situation.

These people are NRC consultanm.

So, could you r. spond "'o . he ques-'on X'

ra3.8 xng

Ooos Dis rea3.l"v Rake Zis G." Zzerent+
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.'4R. TOURTLLLO'": "7"-.s ~hat 2Iaza o Hi13.?

"MRS ~ QQ iw<R '"here

have Queen 0 tnezs ~

HR TOQPTi:"QTTH: gas

MRS. BONE ~- ~h~ 4no~a~ ~3o"-.d af'.":-me3 -'i vt ';:e

had. no right to asia BKC to coz in and jus'.-: fy ~'.~eiz d cis'on

MP ~ TOURTP~i"OTHE: Zes. rh-"3.1 Z tQxin'c it'
prob~By diHezent '~QQ" tigris ".

~ di .zezen~ f. Gm that

case, in that in this case the USQS is the consu1tmt =or

hze HRC. And >chile they are a separate govern~.~a+ agency,

hy reason of Le~vg under colt'QCC %7K"4 h~e P~C X th2.ni- CQat

they take on the gua19.'es of actually 4'";C employment, -s.

some icind of independent CGAtractor w

Go that X don'.really»~'vt: -mat ';Pat ruli"'g

Mould apply in this case.

!'TET~ 3 NBS. BO':.'HRS: Kali, .se've had other pane1s

suppor"ing documents &at they'e been invo>v-..d in ™iie draft
or the vriMg ox the documents .;ie also have been avaze

that, there have been numerous other people reorLcQ:g under

their supervision or ~~~ cooperation with them, ~<ho vere not

personally provided as witnesses

NQM! Qo you thiQK that this 8 3. a™uat"on is
compprGMe to thaf g or it QizfersP

NR. TOURMiLOTTE: 'Les, 1 c;o ~h>n~a xt proc~~'y

fQ'3.1s izk the voile ve re tGliding Ghcut Uhlan ve say that'he
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wel l4
NFC 's the one t|=a.t se'ects i s ~~itnesses ':o appear.

nave selected . ~e -;<i"'cesses ':8:o are .to --.pvear . or -'~e U-"-"=S

in this case g and ~ 'i&iG fac'ha't Qomeo: e else 3.n the agency

had something to'o with how ~~e decision vas a=:rived =",

o;. someone else had a, differing opinion <ai"=h the u3.t.imate

decision of the agency, is really not relevan~.

~WI The face is that. ~De age..eg —it. may he o.-.e

opin'on, it may be ha"f a Qo en opinions —but. the fac~ is

V%at &8 agency sifted through all o ~&6 facts, zhatever

they were, and all of the opinions, zvhateve B.ey wer , and

the~a came up Ni'YJl a se 'genc j'p"-nicn

And i~ doesn', mU~:e any di zerence aha~. opinion

someone else had, because unless We opinion "'s consistent

with +De opinion Bar. is enuncia~d: nd the fac" Liat

someone has a differing opinion, is of ve g li-:Sle r levance
r

because it'a not going .to change '>e USCS posi"ion, and

it's not going to change &o .act: .M "~ the HRC has adopted

the USGS position and Qe magnitudes the+ have been se'c out.

21
r

ZR

23

in the report as a basis for reauiring the Diablo Canyon
I

Nuclear Plant to have design'characteristics consistent wi~>

that. magni'tude e

X'L s no't going 'to change any Qf that ~ So what

difference does it make whether omehody had the same opinion

or a differing opinion, or had no opinion at all'2 Zt isn'"

relevant. Z+ isn'aterial.
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lp p~T+ t SCQ>pQ '1jell guess 'I t coup'd Q~p yQ

some impact on the outccme, i:ecauo if -.;=- f~~.d, =or ezarnale,

for CMee or foll. Q Gple or TrL om t7>"3t QQSQlQM g Z hQv~
~ '/

no idea, but assume there were three or fo~~-. ceo le who had

very different views from the opXn5o s e."wr. Ss& here w>6

these gentlemen cou3.an't —ycu know, couldn't give a gccd

reason for rejecting thoae and gust sav, 4~U. l~e didn't aelieve

or Me chose PAt to Rel9.eve that 89 ct~ o Zt Tilight Rffee»
't

$3lis Board s viSN p in fact@ during its decision+

NR FGRTGH: X disagree vehemently with

Hr.- Pleischaker in that resnect. X think that Jm parti s

have a right to go to hm> Chi rmcrt was written.'he fact

that the e are people out Chere coho may or m=y ot have di—
fe'rences of opinion, I ac,„ee arith bL~.'ourtellotte: that'

L'>'

no big deal. Because they' not here," ve don't know xzhat

~Weir quail.fications are> ~re don't im-w dm basis fo- the dif-
ference of opinion; we don't liow any of that. Bad X totally

~ z

disagree with Nr. Pleischaker that that smnahcw is meanirgful.

But we do have the right to go to how these
r

people arrived at their Qecisiong how they EN.ote this report

I UouM agree 079th Mz ~ ToQ~t8llotteg the fact

.tgat somebody out there says, %lail, they disagree, that'

not relevant. But that's not ~ahy the question is being asked.

The cyzestion isn't heing asked to find out whe~er they agree

oz disag=ee, the question is heing asked to find out hr;,s ~Mesc





'"awB/MQ2 2

gentlemen wrote ~c-'.i report. That's cue hasea for ~2e ~zhes-
t

The xact tlat QGFcbccl'v d'l sacjzecsl Qr agreed i s

9&EtBteria3.e But it does assist re parties ) z1 &DdieQg Out

hov these people arrived at the9.r conclusions in their zephyr™,
j

and ~Pat's,what i'm aBer. i don" t agree vihh Fir.Pleischai:

that, because thera4s somebody ou" the e that disagreed r~w

have to subpoena thou in hera. But Tfk~t 've Qo L2ave a risc
to do is to find out how they arrived at their decisions,

their opinions that axe heing offered in this,.epor".

2P. ~ PLHZS CACKLER: X didn t go that xar» X >Iasn

12 arguing that at all
HRS. BOWERS: Wali., would yon help "ae Board,

l7

because ve4ve had considerable discussion on this point. Can

you reconstruct youx'riginal g cation, K~. Pleischaker,

that caused Mr. TouMel3.otte to objectP

MR rm>XSamraR: res. X b lieve X can.

The question vas—

MR» '.IORTOM: The Quest9.on had to do eifXth vflethpw

20 Mr. Zerkes had any differences of opinion regarding the con-

clusions at the end OB the aport.

MR. PX XS~QCER: Zn vha8 manner, 9.< any'id he

ag ee ox'isagree with the conclusions l through 7 that are

stated 931 the rePort e

(The Board conferring.)





4)
-~RB/eh 3 2 '. 'b-:e tion, H-. ouue ve l64vseo Eoe ~a~ all vliese f7 cnesses L'Q

here Go g"ve us FM6 '~1$ ci ~:ez pare i'89 Q: vll Gzg. anai "op cf
ju='t exactly ho~r th~s epor'- +as b'av 2onc8, nd should be

hie to answer questions concerns.a the considerations th t
~rent into developing the re~et.

Dz rZa. ZZZXSCZW~~R:

Q X >rou3.8 l<'.-.e to asm ~ion, Nro l4cZeov~, M>out

each'of che three gent3.am a m3.th ~rhem you;sorted ~w ~r9.zing

at'our ccnc3.usi'ons that a-e stat d here on page C-14 ~~wough

C-l6, Nos. l and 7. And X'ni not sure ";:rhether--
.i

X ~A'ant to save twMg Qo should ~ve take all t&eep „\

or should ve tahe them one aC a t;:maes X" doean.'t matter to

me. X can aw'. you the cp:estion arith rasoeci- to t4- ~ Wagner,

lg Nr. McCulloch and 5~~. Ye=.lees.

s do it +hi 8 Y'rcv~

~8ith respa t "o lM. wagner, 2m.."fcCulloch ~d

Nz. Yer3"es, did Ghev egress Rny d9.8agrosMnt, Erith Conclusion

lg No. l stated at. the bottom of C-l4P

9P (Witness HcK ova) Ho,

Nay X amplify on thisP

Sure o

XZ you Rnev Nx. Zerkea and ttagrer and &wCulloch

and the way the Survey operates, i2 Wey Imd any ve~ sMong

disagreement about any oP. t49.s it vouldn'0 .'mve ccme ou" ~his
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'8a ja

He 'istG'1 ' t ~e $ .e have t ied ."o inca@pore'

any disagreements or crlinianS LRCQ w?xs aG best UG c~uMo

Pwd they vauld have ocremmd to Heaven '"" they'd had any

strong abjection to any of 9t„

Mow, an any de- aU.»- Par Bzamplep 9n Conclusion 1

Xt 'could very welL be "eat Zerkeg or HcCu13och or Fpagnex

might have .rozded that different. But it:~muldn'0 chmge it
39 gnixicant lyI

Okay.

Well p what yau re say~ ng 9.8'p Chey agreBd 89.th

the overBL11 recommendation of 7 'V
That's right. This:,zas reviewed by them and

c6

47

20

a number of other peop3e. Mad 9.f they had abgected ve should

have ctmnged it.
0 Okay. i understand Wwt. But X n ed to get to

Che specifics oz ewch af these.

Let me deal with three gentlmnen in Conclusion

Ho. 'l. I understand your atatmuent.

First of all, before ve get 9nto that, could you

explain what you meant in Conclusion Na. 1 by the phrase

"tectonically coupled'P"

A Xf you have several. faults and they are all
sub)ected to the Game str888 systemp you Slight effect thzlt the

faults .rauld move in She same rel. t"ve maswar whether they are





ccnnactad d~raci lp'r nota

In other ~cords, ~i ~roe lcoka3 at .hat sana .sall

over «Blare and dijon ape&3.~.ad a Sheer ~ o:f 'here ~'U

cracks formed, ht there m$.g~xt he -ac."s ia ~ha '~par pa .",

tha lowlier p&tg LMt the cz'acks 9zt tha QQper (~art Rz'8 not

connected mich the .lover part. Xt s 6 'zac~~Mc~ically conp3ad

system, is srnat I'm telling about.

Q Dcas z.c M~~ply NRC tha SQQ S&eo 0 'GM pG t
of itg ctnd tha Bosgr2. m9.ght Reve toga". har 9.n Q single avpAlE 2

Q

Hot necessary.3y, no.

don't thi"~k you answered my cpxast~on.

MR TCURTZLTOTTE I thiiQ" tha QQGGC9on KJc?8

a'sked and ansve ad.

NR NORTON: That's argmaantat ve

MB. BONEBS: He sa9d "Not nec ssarily, ao."

NZRPr:SS 2~cEZGHB: Pot nacessnr» ly, no.

BY MR FLHXSM~Wi..

It does not 9xply that they might move togather2 ~

{L'jfCneso hfcgao~) T7 Qt 0 corr ct

Does it petit the tMo sys~~s to move together

Xt penaits iC.

Xs a system o8 two fau3Cs, aha Hoagy and Che

San Simeon, mora 2.Scaly to move togeH;ar 3.+ they me tactoni-

cally coupled, than not'P ™-than <f shay'ra not tac on9eally

coQpled2





Ho;r wi' respect to 5:csex'a. i~cCul och, Mariner

and Y~~kesq did Spy of col'ML GKgzecs Rp~" disagr8MR nc "nit 1

this Conclus'on No. 3. as you anted i'. here'P

K'Qg thej did not disc gFGG ~

Let me ask yau about-- ":~t's .mve on to

Conclusion iNO. 2.

~>.t mo C2.arify this."On ho+ +~any profiles ~ra.s

Cl ere evidence Of lateral 81JpV

'io 3: don'4 remember.

Q What was the evidence of lateral
slip'2'hanges

in what's calM the acoustical signature.

= Thii is difficu3. to mm3.ain.

'l7

Xn reflection proxilinq if t1.ere is vertical

s3ip this is usua3.1y easily detected because you have "vo

beds that are offSet veztica3.ly g axed you cd@ Gee '&is~ Zf
those heds — Xmagine a horizontal layer„ anil iz you move

18 this lntera11y you would not. detect olateral offset in the

]9 reflection profile because @here's no difference across the

70 faul te

However, if you have the had zolded, for elle,
gp which is the common case„and you breUt that xo3.d with a

fault., move one part of it against another one, what you see

across the fault then is something dif erent as far as the

Qigxlature is concerned+ That is p 54Q Rpgear~<ace of the 'p9„ggles





322i?

on Che seismic record look different.

How ll & 3.RCG al off3< t vQG 'd9. Bt

"Lou can t tell~ All you CLk Bay 3.s c'PC You can

9>te~ret a particular casa as i".dicating lateral ozzset,

hut'ou don't Rnov ho@ much.

TLLKC s you» QpinioQP

A X "vM,s 4 Rug it that 5y ML 5'7a gnero BDQ he 9.8 +AC

one'vzho first interproted, that sort of info~~~tion

Do you knot 9.z you are able to f9nd, for

ezamp3.e, on a fault "one "~shat teould he refe~-ed to as pierc~<ag

points if you vexe doing geologic nappingy .or ezmaple,

sQ3010ar3.ne canyons chat alod.!R hA o .fset latpzall+P

$ 4

X don', understand Che question.

Do you understand x~hat piercing pointa are as

applied to a geologic maps

X knov 'what ChGy Bean out hsree Xt QCKQs unigQB

l7 to Ca3.9.fornia. But they use it all the time.

t8

20

And that permits you Co make sama estimate'—

you find +hat you might call a piercing point, to relate 9.C to

geologic sCructures some distance fram each other along an

inferred fault or s~cCm'e Jou make some estimate about

accumu3.ated offset'P

Yes

O~&ye
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Can you do J~G same thii1g foz Caulis ~t Ore

on &e ocean floor, +~>ough interpretation, for example, o

the e",istence of a submarine can~on ar seize uni~aa geolcg'c

structure revealed by a bathymetric suave~~~

A 7'le12. first of all, sv"marine canyons axe a top--

graphic featuz'e~

Q OkatJ a

And, yes, it's possible that you could determine

of"set of a submarine canyon from hat'@~sly; not reflection

profilingo

Do you knox +bethe~ that a~as at amp@ed 'a 't3d.s

12 case by Mr.
Wagner'ell,

let me ask you chisel. Xn looking at the

seismic reflection profi3es did you vaka ~y effort to find
l

features through the bathymetric su~ay, =or example,. that

might permit you to make an estimate of late a3. offset of l
a

the Hosgzi'P

X know Kr. 'wagner did. He used We availab3.e

21

bathymetry. And X'm sure Chat he searched for such m<fozma-

tion X don't recall the details. But X knox he was pu"sled

about soma of the, vze3.1, essentially subma- 'ne terraces, vhy,

they vere at such»and-such an elevation. So he did look
foz'hat

.sort of information.

Did you lcok for that in o~~ationP

25 Xddn''-, p ti 3. y





i

aaa/F9

Do '~gou k'Low %nay conclus~&QG .48 dzswP

3 up with a casa "o demons' e 1"terai o'=-set 8=em.scme sub-

madame topographv it vrou~d mean "c ma .~~4. ".e de'-'c rind >t.

Maw i:his goes bacR a 2.ong;ray. X don't reca13.

our discussions vary much on this. Xf be hdd s ~ mech

evidexice we wouid have cited it.

10



'
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I

pJQpli fy a ~ iktlG bi i -AXG along ~21cse lines ~

One of the M"'ngs that ho.end anvone else xd:o's c ncaa"na6 vz.'D I

We xaul?mg offshore -~". 2.ong a wa'"e talk~~' about bathyma+wy

and the bottom of the ocean -.:shy 'J.ev se"~ch,very hard, for

e:maple, for vertica3. offsetso And l=>ere 2'a's'i'6n only a

fGQl p3.aces %There ale fin'hango

tfe$ 3 ) ge

MME ifas W& last 'a.ime you had, discussions

Mi.th Yw. Wagner ragarQiag ~doe saarch for ho@i onta2.-

search for soma evidence of horizontal offsetP

Z dan'5 "amembar.. Shat would havo 56m sever'al

yean's ago

1974 19VS'P

Pxobablyo

Tha.h «uas the 2.ash N~ you haa discus'sions wiW

h~ about that subjecCP

A About that subject, yes

Have you subsaceantly haa discussians viW him

about his opinion on, —wall> strM» e Cha~-o

Do you knox that Kr. Nagner —a:muse ms< is tAis

Mro 2IcCulloch or.limo wagner tea'ze talking abouts '

You were talking about Magna-> but, they work

together.

Okay. So we'xe talking about. both ZcCulloch and

wagner, okayo



C
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NRB/Rgb 2 Do you ~Roti "7&Gad"sx'"5'O''( 5~~~ do yQQ IMcw

wheWex a"cher o" +&em have gene hack '=o -'.~e e"'"'rmc rsf1ec~iow

c3,

graf iles 0;4 hRy 'UDQQL Since 74~ 75 Gad s~~GdiPQ Ch&Q
fGZ'ori

oaeM~ offset
X doa'0 knew whorer Key '".ave or uo~o

Oo you Raov whai their presmC opinion w~ zo-

,8

gardiag hor'nM1 offset cn .hha ='!a,uXc, ~Ra munC of iiP

No, would assama i" hasn't changed because one

of She principa3. reasons X stopped .m see thm ~Loudly was o

ask do you know enyhhhxg aewP

$ 2.

0" d you ~:W~'c to tham snacifica3.3.y ahouC, e~Iideace

for hori"onta1 offset

Xs K4ere anything ia Mis paper hera 'about

Mzo Wagner or Nr I~IcCuQ,loch's searcn .c'.".rough aryWiag bu'e +me

17

hori"angel —ezcuse ms, is Were aay~Uaing else in Mis pager

thaC discusses the passibility of horizon~ offset, other

than whaC is mazlced here oa Page C-15> amnbex'4wo'P

You'e sti11 unde Conclusions, aud you'e asking

xf Chere's anything anywhere alseP

Thac.'s correct.

X found somaSxiag oa 2.19, but X'm wondering if
there is anething other Maa in response Co NRC gussy"on Rod.9 ~

~'d have ta ~Car" 3.oot .ug Clough M~s in data 1

bus scat. ered through the epoxy, or ~=mole -- ny page ameerh
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jagb3
2

M'8 diff~~~M'~ hero

5 'r'rherQ PQ ' s&lkMg Gout d~xfBM&ces ~ DG

6

ve~hica3. displacamevc;rhexe tea'ose'"~ is ~can an Cha ew~v

RC one plus and dw'll on .'Mie bT884 at <~~OChero Agcy OQG can

in58Xpre'5 Jl 8 cLG @ Qr 8 Cp3.891 it RS XnCL3,CRCMg rehcLC3%8

horisontai zovenant.o

X /~ops in o~>er discussions

~>exing

3. @ring

os where we disagrerA ~re Me ~plicant, on ~sheUxer or noh

there was 3aCeral displacemanh Nn say a number of int~zem
M.ons oi the profiles could he,Sat there is'a~eral dis-

p!Lacement.. Z vrould have to go Chrough %his in de~.l aud

poinC it. out as X ccme Ca it.
Hell let, me ask you a question m cut. thxough

Chat,e Red wiW zaspeci +w each of these profiles upon which

you might Qxerpret la4a"al d'spleceman+, is it, your test'moony

'I7

$8

2P

that, with respect Co each of .~Wose< IL-. Nagnar has no opinion

as'o the amount. of bord."oata3. offset. Chat ~Wey might. indicate
—thaC one mighC infer fxcm Mose profiles?

X'm quiCa sure he would noe knew hcni'uch offset.
Have you discussed thaC wi.~x himP

Xas< we discussed Mat at. leng+M mary ~s when

2+ I

PA

'e were going over these profiles

Q Okay,

Mmr< wihh respach to -™ XGC ma get. hack Co Mesc

'rofiles again~ How many of tNe profiles did H'r'o Wagner ox
I





Mro ilcCu13,och ~~terpret o - -sot 'hl:e"" brea)= the sea 3.cor

s~M~ZGc3+

X seem to zÃRQl'438" th 'eep Q Qc suz - o

Do you Racy coheir local.aa2

No~ not oMhando

Q CouM you determine %Mat 'trough looking at ao:ae

documents at scms point during lunch2

ProQBblyg yeso

Cou1d you also doCsrmine We mcact ~»'z aZ the

times that Mro Wagner ox'r Mccu3.loch i'retad the

seismic ra lection pm .iles as displaying oxxset Chat breaks

'the Sea 2lcor sur~ac 02

X think soo

What X vQl 3cok at is Nagne 's rapo~~ and maps.

9 Do vou know ho>1 much vertical ox "set''~~ these

cases where ve have offset of the sea Z3.cor 'surface, oz of:

~Me sea 23.oor, do you knov ho~< much vsz 'cal offset the

maximum ver&ca2. ofxset was in~~zeted hy Pw. SagnezV

X don'4 remember. Xf you'ra talking at the

surface~ it would he very sma3.1 3.ike lesa than tQo ox three

mstezs. Xf you'ze talking about some Caep hori"on, it may

he much greater than that, hut X don'. r~~~er. '

Do you lcncm on hew many pzoxiles Mx'agner
interpreted offset —excuse me~ o~ penetration ~to +We

post-Nisconsiniaa sediments along the Hosgri Pau3t Zone2
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MRB/agb5 ."1R. i>.'ORTGH: Excuse xi~, Z h!~ink Na". cuGs~~'on

hm ~<u be repea~~~d, cr v'orded ve™g c~»efu'~v, because X ~2 int:

you said "penet,"aeons ta,~ 6 if you did, '-~a."''s a
i.o"'ifferent,

th~~~ "pena'Matins ofo"

AXTN"SS ~L"..'CMslli: Zs your auestXan 'ho>r many

p3 aces Mere pose™NisconMu SedimeQ4 8 o'se'cubi

Cor ecto

(Hitness '1cM~n) X can on3.y recalls.; one, bui:Z'm,

noh sure of that..

'Do you knew vhera thaC is'P

Not, e:mctLy, no

Q Are you aMe .ho csU. by'ooking'aC m".at. one

profile Mat you reca3.l wh c dec rwgnihuda of 'be vert'cal

The profiie X'm dxiaking M~ ouh is ona where the

18

I
't9;

20I.,

I

2l ~

~s
I

23'
I

PA

contact between tlisconsin secU.msnts and older sediments appears

hi be offset,, but We surface of Qxe ocean floor is not. offset.

had that, offset, is certainly 3.oss Chan a me~o

Mow 2.et, me go banc ~m my au@stion, because X'm

not sure that. we are four square here mad X want fw make sure.

Oo you 1mav in how many instances faro Nagnar or

Ke~ IlcCulloch interpreted offal of the goat.-Nisconsinien

X reply.ed X dxough chere vere W~ee cases, but, X





3

Q 3%6 do 'o'lose Mhzee cast=':s in"''U"8 'M!e ~:. Up~der
)

t

3>~QQ VOLE pals.~xzony +0 be Nr~g Ql.». 8 572zrg ~~rcrJ c~~~QQ tih~~

there ~i<as s~~~ f"oor offseto

X m going to a differed+ =-ai.egory, <vhere 4h~ra is

no sea floor offsa~< but offset ox Me, 8iscona~< an ."edi'nenes'o

Do you Snow in have !reay cases ll-o 'Ca~nc'" or le."KcCu3.Xo~~l

$ 0

in~e~retsd of se'h of ~"ha gos'h-Nisconsmi='at sadir~otsP

A X can only ram~ex one»ru Z'm not sura.

Can you de~tine 'tl?R" infc~w iohx GR2re speciz

ca'yP

Yes g ac 3 %echo

Zoififere CXQre cases N58J Q &ere BCGRGd M 3 e

o. fse~ coming ua to the gos~-Wiscons.""iw sed.mnw> aud

'there sRcLy Cava bPSZL izltszprQ~R'ciQÃk 0 QG'i"Gt aa ~ OD Qg Yo 45184

pc~4 «hera Mr. $$arner or Mr. McQ'll3.och ba'callv said ~Wis

f8
)

39:

20
N

2l;

cauld or couldn~'"~ 9,h'3 a hard one o ca'»'?

X don'eraamboro rPaen you au+ ~» Qncar~~ty

on iC~ X'm sure the-a must have been cases liam Mat~ hut tPe

usual case is Wah Way see a fa,uX;". and i+ comes up to ~c>e

ifisconsin sediments and does not b se.'». X don'a'eme~ar

hQÃ Ideally cases tklcra woQM k)B N' "w' Qnc~ain

9 Coc1d you dahozniaa %liat ~~~zonation for ma7

Ne'd have f.o go banc ~o Me raf3.etc profileo
and start gong tArovgh the vho3.a process.
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al'EBBjagb7
2

Mow„- la~ mn dirac'- you- --",."n~"ion eo Ccnclusio

Humb~r Two o" age c-"5o Did ei~Ler 5z.".~:"! as or Mr. P<CulLu<

or V~a Nagger ~press any QiQferp~cGs wi% ~ «?LQ ~~~~er x2 Aibickl

cQi 3 conclusion NGQ QYnpresscdP

Oicaye

On Humber '2h cap Der was ear" ' testimony by

tiso ~p3,icanha X halieve,a ~mah < e"e m~y be a "ev" sion on Me

length of Me ~mpoc Paul<o Did you,,i;ave an oppoz. unky o

discuss ~WaC w'th Yir McCu7.loch or Mr. Nagner, xz >ay had

any views of that th~h Key draw from M '" cmsozy ermnina-

8$.cn of M~is damP

Yes g VG discussed 44ak Qn HQQQBJ~o '$ 3,en~~ Qf

3.C p E2@pending upon Ul o loo3Ks 'c +~0~e QQ~~y s Qn '4 6 Order of

10 Co 20 miles. Z ~bough% X had heard a=s~az~~ scmeplac:='WaC

l7

ip
I

)9

wagner said it was somaKhing 2.i:':e 50 ~~~.X-s, and X as):ad Eol1y

specifically and he said ha didn 4 isaow srhora Waa caudle '" cm.

Xn fac~, wa got out. soma profiles and some m"ps

and We ones are measured i.C on i'as ii)e 14 mi3.es

23

22" '"
l

23

24.

g NG3.1 g is Ms opin on XaQc Ize asj you firsC
Xs tire opinion e:~pressed +Dere, M~~ez Three~ is ~&at st" 11

Mam opinion of you, and l4- DevinaP

X%4s caWmin2.y my opinion.

f.Ãi.tee s Devine) And iS is minao

Do Hr. ZcCu13,och, E4r.. Nagnar md Mro Services have
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vLRB/Lab 8 Cl" X ~ St"Q'a'LR Op~L "On cfi~pL rGSQBC'~ QO NLtWQSr '.L="Kr'LG2

(N9. mess L cJXeovn) J. ooL.t~C ='v.. n gene".al, r~>ey

80 Rot» c>™gQep Or ~~Sf QO PGQ. Magi"QSS S~ong Own" QQQ QBCQC

qn>mt':ions of rel tMc~ magn9: esca 0-" earn!qM.IAs % f<>Ql&~

Thigh's not, &e9. - ~pe-r9,seo j. r. allq 'su'h-e, hu''ve
had,. an GT8'XQl 105~ of GYpe 9,6Dce wx'N t ico Zi+Ac' a s89,smolog9.ca~~

Q88'c9.on o

014~y o 583,3. Z gQess'Tv~ ll cQQB M HZ» BGVMGo'"" 'icalQ$ 3

L're go i:o L"Lr Thatcher and LL Page., tee .can h9'c Na4 pa~

Let,'s. move ou M Pour.

SXDce 1975p 4Mp $2.nce 4 a" s Uas v:" Q.NGRp

Mr. Gawthroa has hag azL oopo~L~~ "tr
p Z hei < evo p t'0 re es~LML~~e

We locat9.oa of the I927 evmto

Axe yoQ a+a a of Mah teorkP

Yea p Z'I Wmra Of 9,Co ZLnd hi.S Pa er t'caS jQSC

ce

publishecL 9.n the last, bu2.la~ of We SS >

- 'Q Xs ~+29,rsvp sen~~ce a&13. tea with raspscC Co

:20
r

'2'j

IMro Qavthrop'3 new location a d the eshimaCa of e-ror for
the '7 avanM

YaS o

And is the les c sentence ia homer PoQr p is ~dear

;?A

st'L 3.2. your opia 'nP

HRV9 Mro 2'EcCQ3.2.och Qnli R. o lfagnez'r PXo «I%a 'cPA





BL'9~8$ Gd RQ opiaiOQ CQ ~ "S 9 yo'V2

res, Z umiak may ..~va a pz~sL-d ~~piaicae a ~QC

I

zecea&~yg be %89 ccacQ*" 8"'~~b, Clis bye OF; P $CFcPzi~Ãi; lao?:Ge

l&e MOEKQM: P~ZCL ae Zm~ li~Se u"~Mesc

X'S Q li Qle 'QQgg3.Qde X 41~~'C SKQQ3,d bQ

ob~echm~g Oo <be"-a cpassMoas> alhho11gh i @ca" '.mew e~haihar ~

they'xe addressed to We pme'L ox. Co "a iad~vidusj. v9:moose

3QC HL ~ i+LcKBOMap X b83.iev@y is 6 geo 'gish QQ6 "3~e QGviG$

is a seisLLLologishe And Z zemmher N-"e P eischakez sere~.r g

x'ather 3.oudly abc~i geologisCS m~~.hi,f 9zg a u exaa o"

seismology.

And i.h seems ho me ~Ma,'h Nx| Gaci@Mo'L aspar ~d
elle esCx1QGCGS of 6 ~ox'Qd so Qa Gad Qo Qz~ r 6 GCz'2.CCXv

8, seismologicRl QQcstxoao SMd I czoQ3.d movQ fmxRh the cps~~ ewoas ',

aad answers thai. ~vere - X don'. ~Ld i&e aeasMom~ but Way

should have baca dim'ached ~o &i o Deviaa and act to L~we

."4cKeova. had X mould move that. CLa ass:rem of L'~w. ~~1cEcicva

be s~ckt Sad thaC'hQ scBQB QQQS~~QQQ bR ch9>MLd of NK'e DGv~Meo

I don'4 kamr if Me aaswezs vil2. he a «dif+ezeaC< 1115 X

thiak ve have che mxoag pezsoa "estifyiago.

ilRSo BONEPBs &iso Tom al"oMaP

MR. ZOURTLEdÃTTHc I ~d to ag-aa, archaically<

ban fzoRL BQ evidea'SiP cjj s~dpoxxlQ i@ doesa c RPJauQ

diffaraa'ce, vhahavex he said is oz no .".Ba7. a+idea.Liame v+3.ue

CGyWWJ e





css 2e fee g
t

Do gouz vi~masss s are.Grata'@as~ to he t-ua7

NXTHHSS MVXPS: Zr.= '.i=~h ~ha e can.oa +&ah

cggggio~ ~as Qj ~scag a'~ w~o 5"'CKcoaQ ~icK Q4 cd Rs so

Q~ 6 Not QLlsHGZ' c (3VZQ ~oL'gh I:~G gZL'L"QC i4 XG 9 GQi'3XQC

KCK~ QaQ saj.gz Z tqo~Q ha'zs sp3l ~ gpo

logical questiono Harasser < 9.z: ci",'greaO stzozigl y a.i'M @hat I

!
S

k4Ro MORTON."Nell, re px'oblast is Mvaugh Mat ~se

JRGVG iRCCApe~t GV C".~~CQ l.R ~MA Z&oo'g Ã6 Bc~VQ 4 geo3.Cga@

tusMBvtag M the area o-'eiamolc~~, a d 'Rha'8 has eat beau

aXlcved, hmGMfoxa a"6 X aors"'t srm ~shy i'- shca3.6 h- al'mead

QovT o

Xa 58ccH?Gs g 9.Z ~~4 9.8 54~m sM'Qck co% ~ vB vG goc

.Leo people.e ~4stify9.rg to Mah ~cL oaa o; -~em isa44 g~~ifiad

Wes&fy to imp QQ76 L'Lh'8 also Z'efQZLXQg CC Qth8Z'CGpleo

MR. TOURTZLTQTTE: Xf you car~ t@ a step Fuztheri

he's ra8errtug ho o5aex.geologi"ts

HR HGRTOH! That's cox'rect

NX~~SS KC KEOb>3: &Lay Z say same%>iag2

'Pha qoesm<ox =we'-a wXh~g about, it says %s

the Hosgx~ Pau3.~ closer ro ~Me c~~ wr oP the estates of haCh
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Q CiZCXGo

.HR. i6ORTOK: Ãei.l Chez'S a V.=ay gOQCL'aoirr~.

BOQCLVCVg '549 BQMC 88Q'hROCG 8Gys 5

"~heraQC;-;e, a PQOSM'Le a~~~"Ca Qf Qha

3.927 aaZhhqLLaJCe. o ~ ."

X'LIL -Qt sure that dL.-;0'~.;=.v""" a "c='mmlagical

QCZXVcLC~QQo JLLSt hBCRIESG ~~'lh 8 C~ QGQX'g CllQX'G CQLIXCL 5G R 3.05

SSXSIIIQ3.og< CRj. ZGalSCQS X CXQIl 'c cCZLC~:f ~ X IIL ROC cL 803 SIILQ3 Qg3 S i~

OZ 8 g8630giSCo BLOC lC 9.$ QRl M~SIL 0/ SGMNQ~~Cgy p'LIL4 X N3 Q.C

~ . 1p
1

[ l.

t i8

; $ 9..
('o,

t2ie SaiSItLQlag3.SC, Ought 4a aasmer ir.o X VOukrl a'gdaa with

Neo HCKeCrea ahoy 'bio< you kILOV< h9.S kiZO~ 5m:h~'h 4ha'4
V

@Slg~bCQy CcLIL 1QQk cd cL C9 C2.Qo

MR. PX-ISCHMZRS Rayht ~e Caa CXaii iC uP -i.ghC

aeM by geMiag Nr. GaVMe'S OPS"'Qn Qa %ha raaoid with XaSPeCh

MRo HOPTOHa Ne, eXCme ~~> X haVa a'+OAT to

steikeo

', 22.

ZL1SQ '4'2LR QQQIStictR vGS QQ MQ o~~ gSQ|,oggs~

@gX'dM 4'7~&1 't4& XcLSC SGDOQILCG QZ 44RC CCCLC2,Q3~ OKLA

MRS BONERS i Qo

Co shzika, Nro P1eiachakez?

~~ou CrmXC '-'Q rasgord ~Ca @he IIIQhioa
l

HR PXBXSCHAMR: X'8 X3Jm CQ wa3ca a'lcok aC the
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~8ellg ~JCQ DGP z ve )Gent . et Q. I~~ ~ "a 'L c"a~ 8

zeGl~ztL6 PziQ he 88%18 tQ iÃ~v8 clLpiR~szkce ~~AQ~» 8 .ralcvcY'L» he=e-

PÃ23.QL1'.01 0f geo" egg Mc, 8Q GNQlo p ~oz'Llcle~2. ÃGv
c+cz'ites;

pxoject ah9.e"- for 8taQ9.ea o~ se9.mm-ke"="on.-'.cs oz

Cei1T~Rl a~1188X88~ppSi. VQ136$ 'o He 8 1 @Gab ez

o'oc9.Styof PJaLez2.cue X c~8$ L"ML thQt l'Q hQ8 Lxc'8. ~~r;~~mQ g~~~

oggcglg~
l

Y8l"ch pe iQ2.t8 hiEL to g9.ve taae QRQUez'8 iM'" L 8 NBve M9. Q respect

to 3 RR?,Q. 4

HR. HORTOPI: Krcaae ra... the%'. She v'Caesuras

hcLve t68t9.f9.el% cZKBt 9.8 z'ecpGQ82 Me incr M'6 gSolog J Qect9.c K

oz the PcLPez Qnci QQ Oyez a,oz JR M9.Pzolo+p sect9.oft of Ke

PBPBZ'o X Bon t cd'e MILGt ki8 FSQlK'5 8Qy8»

a~SS ~ HONEYS Tfe'6 3.9.' to coa89.Paar +m%9.8 po9'1t

( The ~~azct coafezr9l1e.)

2' 30v/EPm ~ Na th ~c 9 4 ~co111G ~e svz'9.c cenp

She zeaponaes to 3 a@8 4.

Rm I ~m*9.nk maybe K~e v"'e~~e88es PQn't really

understand, the zola ox She pm>el here cnQ 6'8a'4 feel con"ort-

able ~ yielctmg to each other, ana aha~ ~aan't made clear,

Olla c1?Rt'8 tihp the U9.~688 felt he HQS RMxe8686 QxlcL he

ShoQ16 Qnswez'

so nova iimt X M~~lc ve h ve a'bet. - mxctezstand.'L.ng

ox +We zole of the pane3., why eton"~ you proceed, LL~.P3e9acnm..erP

i~o PM<XSCBAZHR: OR,pro

ffe11, let."8 i've on, anQ laf: me ash IM. Dev9.ne-»





0238

3&fore > do NGt ~lan D f ' o'E" 'Shan

,inputs oz these two gentlomn inhere. Z'l: ."~;ve to skip and

RQ7~Q,OQ 8QVn to the ge03.Cgical CL".estions p QecGUGG

find out to ~Rat e'ent'~. Pac'e and Nr. ".:.'h"teller

Z Mant to

par"icipated

in the review.

BZ'Ri ~ FMZSCKLFa i3".

Nra HcKGGNQg vith res 8ct to ~ ~ "A'ie ~ove o l

to Pw ~ MaKeowa.

Hr ~ MC~(eo~ag 3et Ke QQR QQQ a gdestion her&a

Sou consulted vith Mr. Page and 2L. ~ Thatch= in m9. ing &is?

(Nitness 'Devine> X asamve you mean me,

."fx. Devine'

IR Sorry 1% Devine

Yes. Z consul'.Cd vi~x Dr. Page "n ma~~occasions

throughout «Ais r viev. Z did not dir ct'.„'» cc~~micate ~rith

Thar Cher hecause he 7888 not Bv~bilc~'.8 to Pe Qt CL~G tX5288

X was in California to d9.anxsa the subj ct. But because of

the-lengthy discussions concerning the representation of

ground. motion, Dr. Page held discussions i6.th Fw. Thatcher

vhen'X was not there in order to support the development of

his positions to me. So X did not di'" ct3y communicat.e

with Mr. Thatcher, hut ve did eztmsive3y th ough Br. Page.

Tfhat was the nature of Dr. P ge's input to your

conc'sions hereP

A Yes„. his input consisted of helping me to provide
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to pagG C 3.6 X see Re Last paxapi.aph Qn ~ iMC oagQ Qz.scixBSQs

Gurney BuX,'ie".1n 672. Mas that hasicel:y,cb~ x»carmonQati.on-

Naa Chat We zecommenctaWn that K~. Page h"8 majox'neut M'-oP

That 8 correct o

Xet me tmn each ho aaa'e C™2.5 Ea".-3-. Have yon

had, an cggorhvmity to zov'etz Mr. Qa~i<brop'o m "e recent

nave z'GrQcl '
~ Z Yc QQ ' hQz" 'JJ pa~ Z z'sv9.(BMGQ

Ilt. Bat Z have xemck Xt.

Q

Ã9.M x'csp6ct Co Quaatlon 2Ta. 3, ~a Kyat ca"z~mC'p

pond'pinions
* ~

QGGSt9A)n BV 3P

Q ZCBo

Yea, iC is.
T. mean Conc'.us<on Mo 3 on pace C-3.5 ~

'Zk Yes ~hat~s mv gmd~ent ted'
AnQ BLVD +oil haQ d" SCABS~ CQS i.2.t~'R

6:M16X'h.

McKeom ox Pw.,LTaaner ~~at ~me neo 6a& '"".at has cari'p
On &9 -2engCh Of th8 faQ3P QO QXR~ UQQ'XQ iWAV~G of Qle PQg 0





.'GN. BQMZBB: "o tb-'.;shat, ~au mean ' pay,

Nr. Pl ischaker, or™ha ~so people ~L~. ~ vine '. as l9.stadt

264. PMXS~~~NR: Mo- Z'm Rallch~g about., &ere

are people who have 3ooJced at, 4m oei=~i. re2Xachion proxi3es

and 4&e impact tAat. that, might hav on ze-ansassing Axe length

o2 ih'. %md ~shat X'm t'~sing co 6e8m'mine '~s <8".o<:her E~. Devine

has; ta3.~ed 40 h9.s people;who are e>~~er<=s'~ off';'Kore seismic

&fleche.on proCi 188 cd 9.i QM illQ~M+ion 3~as keen p].Qgc ed

in'to 'his Q88$ 9smBKlh 1xere on Hoe 3 o

MRS. BGN~>: Me3.~, hvt, you @aid &LcKcoisn and

Wagner. Did you missp~~kP

MR. X"XSCKKER: " ahouM i've 3a d NaZeown,

~ifagnex and McCu3.1och.

RRS. BOTl~rRS: Welk„huh iw. Devine L9.sts his two

associatea as Page aud ThatA:her.

NR. P~~~XSCEiAKER: Mght.. Bet. Hr. Page and

Mr. Thatcher-» Ra X unders~and the heohimcny, Ke. Page and

Mr. Thatcher helped Mz. McKeown —ezcaae me: helped Hr.Devine

9.n. reaching conclusions =.egarding ~doe deacri 9on of, gro~md

motion. However, Mr. McKeo~sn, .'4r. Magna=-, Pw. McCo3.loch ":sere

involved in assess"ng Kae Gaiamic z o>ect<~z prof9.les.





Mr i Wagner anQ i&~a TicCQ2. 'ch LcekBQ Qh,~~ikc nGW Pvgz'e grata
4

wQ the@ McuM pz'Gv"icRG &7. X UoulQGass' 8 P.QCQ iQ"-li Qn N'a '

hing t+~~> length QC ~<8 ~QQc Pa~3."- T"Q. 's Ni~g~ X ~~slriQQ +hs

mesh"on t'ze >~b'av X Q2.6

MRS. BONBRS."7fe" 3.: yeu ace, be "..o.ght map3e

p'Qu iHiQSQQRG r

NZ..MESS Dr~HE. " mmmste~}Q "e qw'St@on.

32 MR P~>'8~MR

Xo Diat z3.ght's + lat Cha. '8ccp'3.t 970Q3.6 hap, M12

(N9.tness Davis) X unc~erGCQVQ X b83.~ 6'zc"'i'Blat

@au ze a829ag. And the anat'.s: X have 89.sru"-Ged ~42.s

point w3.th 5 . NcEmem ante he azr:l~."eQ he-e Pzcrn kaav<zg

cCL cecL vl~ th Nx ~ Th7agnsz about th~~s ver~J goSJL'4 ~ RQ co@3.1 88

Hr. HcKeova cou'6 convey Meir pes~tion to.me,. X sti2.l ha'Reve

that: tne stat~auent> Ko 3 ~ 3.s avJ hest j >8sment

But X ~u28 ~~t cut Cl.o each 9n that sontoace,

" ap>eaz'so PQQQ~lp xR 8IMUlcxMpg to he gr GGwat9callp'o

rect, "appears to be." But the kazonC is to cise the ver„~

"appears" to represent +Use iact that ic''8 not a statemeni oZ

actual fact, that ie wee =hat B's -Lnmmpat3Me. Xt's just
the Gv~ Genes Td6 have encl Qilve QL8 QR hcQQQ ~ t ap'ceK- 9 to

incQllipQCSMGe

Hmw about Mo. O'P Xa ~>aC current3.p peur preP.-

2'easkona~ opinions

Ne3.3. tlM C9.x'Q i Qccctence ~ Q nest ppg opl.nien p 9,t,~ 9





I~sr IIcKeawn 4o sna xrheMer Hr. Magee Lead any - Zzc'm h's

zav3.ev of the Pug'am, had any ma~~ i~for:r~~4ior'>aC r~ou2.6

have affected Ne s-~hamants of faci:a Mo„5 "" e ...P

X nRVG LMQ QisCQ88XQn t7i+dh IL~» ~~CZGQbP QQ

EM'ccasionsin t~xe pas4o X did zoC'isci'«ss U' 0'~e lao weak

N6'.3.2. QQ yoQ Mve M+)~ iaaf QZ~>R~CiCZL X?oil A64 XGQU~.ZPS

yov. i:o chmga Cha a4~<w~hs i:i:era ~~6 'be ccacX~>r'ic s K".a',;

yoUL dzaEg iQ Hoo GP

I&ybe X shou2.a yiaM Yi;a." aue to .u. I".cKeown,

M z?.see.ng vxitt K4e spi=i of 'cue paar='l. Khan, zpa3,ly is Mt

area of investigation aha<: ~uas»and:cc. p "Sr~a"id.y by I~r.

McKcovn.

X vase'"c m~xs ~@ho .a h~~d .a.at, one ho, so f eo

pe.MBGS MGKGCNR) '2'JQGOCion is@ i3 ConclQSXCn ~

Hoi 5 applicable Sadly~ l suppose -- guava ve changed ou

min6P

Ho g tiL@zs 8 co x'GasoÃL CQ change CiaaQ e

Q Hcw about. We padnag-apn at. Vxe hoh~mm of the gage,

is shah a goin@ conclusion o" does ~~>a~ he'~sag 'w one of you

specifica2,3.yV X guess.Chat's a jm="t con lusiou..





gfimess Dev."'me) hN=s "learn a jo'nC conclw'w..

Okajo B3 Qr3ch Qf pou IJPM~~ cQ o'~~chk 90pP~=Bc ~."v

or hew cn MaC one2

Re2.3 let lRs asks Nz> '|cKcoÃx p hQvQ vou chQXQ8+~

'Jour vie%8 Mi& r8spsc~ 9A Ctxe las~'c~;c~grap24 Qp +age C lS

(tJi~c~ss YicKeo~) ~~.'o, 7. have'+ chan'gad Chemo

Iso Cavd e, h=va you chanc'ad Jou o~~~ctnsP

fpjiM@ss Q~v~~e) <XQ 0 + "lK>

Who .eanhs 'o answer Ho. 6~

X believe Um. "s a joint conclusion a.".so, and

&volts bc'eology and seismology and @hei'r i'npuM

aAsc conies

I xiescL soxQ def&.mens fi~st.

You use .Wa vozd "'sysMzz" Mtere, Rial". do you

mean bg Aa42 Thah" s a geaZoq'-ca3. quesM~on I gpss
Mr~ L.cKacmtn> +hah do vou mme by "a~sCem" +Mere2

(N9,CQclss HcZvRcMn) A sijs c&ly Z believe y ccQM 58

defined if ve're half Mg —yes, fau3.4 sy Cm, X balievep

could be defined as a series of s~A~ paralle3. fauLCao This

could be some tens of kilom Cars in vidtA and sub~achad ho

the sama Mctonic s~ ass systam.

9 And Xh's vour view m~a~ Sate L'osgri, San Siuaon —

'nd

San Gregory could my be subjected Co @lama sams

could be par% of a singX,e fau3. sysK~P





ead2C
'616llQQJLZ3 (f8

ZGS y R ZQQ3.'c Sgsg~ l»

Q 'Lha-'3 tie gtwess ~o -.eh'".-.h &e:r a~@ La >g a~- i

g cc'hEcxV'

The shraaa on. @ha he+n3. ay=a..m is 4hz ai"rereaaa
t

Xa movemm+w between Ma acaanic ~~6 ~he cabman'2. plam
boQjldRL9.(BS

17

20

21.
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DQ ~IQQ have an Gpin" QD as "Q .Q".7 .".Gng hat 8'e. 8

8 jteztRHLl Qre8GHILna (=Gc"..ne ~ ec'n". c --"- g3..:.,8 l~i;.i.~< cQ„".l ..al -,Qn

ilereV'rGGM~c
b.(.j 's has been active to Sc 'le I entree 'zQr

p¹haps the lP.st 20 22 D"llion p'ears ~

What IzoulQ ~rou e".peer..'-o h the main sense ox

'iGok~ion cn a Eau«~'( "Rat v'ras SUb„lectQQ tc what reg."~isa

l'F62.2. (( i.3.rsQ 02 a2.l Qol3 have GQ fez~ 3e;rhat ~xe

89.rect" oiiG 02 Guess are on '@he «au >.ts g %ha'c 8 '"he angular

re3.a'hionship Xn thi. Case > she ev" conce i QQay ina cates ch(;I'(

there 8 a ccIGpressional Guess oz.".Pn'4eQ roue'~ " "-o ~i ~cud

Therefore no ch-mes" +ranaing Paul 8 woulci z-:c7 m 3ove in

a right later'al sense —Iiov lateral"~~, let,'8 just leave it
that way.

Do vou have an Qp nion QP. ho%7 long ( hah pari icl3'r
stress regime has been Qpezaticnal aL~ng "'he San Simeon, San

Gregorio„ 2osgri Zau2.5 syst
Illa'R.

TOORTELLCKTZ: Z'm going to Qhjec"', h cause

ZJMre 3.8n t an+ re3evanc)~ tnt 8 heen eszLQ23.8heQe There s

no founQat'on Zor this requestion oz 'chis I'it".e88.

NG Men'5 th1 ough 10u1" anQ ta halz Qa j~ 8 02 this

Rin8 of questioning at '<=be beginning, xa6 .'ir. Pleisch~~lcer

vent absorb.utel~z- nc~shere vith =-'t. Z'«I not going to 83.t

here and allov i to haopen again.

The objection @as Qn Re basis QP. relevmcJ and
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no foundation <or die auas~'on.

AS ~vQ""(ZRB l'7 i." "at.=:chal( ~ ~
' Qo "io>~ vFQn'a to

res'GQnd to 4Ãe c~+™ec'-'"on-

MR. PLPiSCHiYPR: Z ~<in):" h rv~ \ < i 'i 'S PNQ 4 '«'t ~AgiT

of ice evidence th~~ Fir. ~2curte."lc~te does- 'i >liQIc Z 'iAsn c

so?ileNh ere ~dx,f91 3.t ~

X Kil cross eI,MUi.n2.ng c I "sa ii Ila s . 8 Qn a 3 asxs

OE 'i . 6 r Styli Rien'r vQRRC ~lese ZPL~.tS 2 'y CO~.OraSS Part CZ
1

Hle san system, and ™zjing t™ gat ~ descr'p~ioi~ of -&e stre s

regimes mat Day +"1intz e:;.ist end Qo~r long .Wax:"va e istea,
1

and txying to detaan3.na AM"ver .~l:=-v h=-va ml opinion as 'o
:shah ki.nd of mover ant ve vou3.d e>peoh to s. e on <.his auls-.,

largely g in th2.s fau> +~ cone o

AIR. TOUBTEX~QTTZ: 'Zo lz.".at puraos 7

NR. PLZTS«hi<SR: 'Te'xe t."„r ng ro gar. '-Oma

estimate as to mh the= there's be n —how zuca move~>ent there

has been on 619.8 faul+ i~ona Te ?lave 3oiQ'3 Qs i:.". me'i:as aQ =0

Me vertica3. Offset. Ne have Sero est2,lQR as. QB to Ma

'or..zonta3, offset.

Xt seems to ma that i" tulare's been a stress

r gime tha" it's predcmi.nants a rigi c later@3. Slip that

suggests >hat ~re have horizont:eZ of~set at le~st. agu3.va~a~t

to and pa hays substu~Pial3.y nior t~a~x tl e var. ca
'Hse'.x

chat a~ass regime was opere" Gna" - r ~co "est 'D or '0

thousand QeG ~ s ~ MQ Z Man'o ~ ee "ivhet ?8 'ese:13.'cnassas





Nel 3 82'| ™I

yance an opinion cn 'nis a~a:=='.er.

MB. Gd ~a~. ~~~

VCl2t '~2e i'CSgr.i Vau ''(
g

~'M 're '.".'2..:2~@ Q'~Oui a 8 i 8 ..."V.

2.8 assoc" Qted a7.:~ '?e S i2 Zsndzea '.u '~ ~ i~'.cl sabha'foes

2 il l218 San
I

B~ad "eas Gaul-'- .'8 c"'Lsolv.".ely 2zlporUQnce ac

al'. in zzms oz what activ y ~re ca,. 8 .e c'n '=he,iosgzi eau.:.4 I

4nd when I as!;ed -':. ™u sti n, zo what p.i o e,

Me statement says H'ai. -~e sys~i rl has a capri iiy oz a

macpitl2de 8 earthquake, and !:a" these +aul:~s a.-e Subsidiary

Zaults; Chat. is,:2e Hosgri, S~s Simeon and S~~ Grer~orio

Faults are GQ58id» zing aul'cs " Qnd "he"'on t hcvve the

'"Qpabilihy or haven'" dmonsh "Qhed 'ae ca~&» li'-y of 8-plu":
T

earthaualces.

80 d~e cjues i.ion " 8 aFQFa'5 2.8 ~'5 i 2Q'c. i'L. ~

PleischGLer is going ~o p. ove J3y ~a33ii=g RLcl"t ~'iha'c Rind QZ

Stress "8 bl2ildiilg up on a-'26 si5 l+z.'Qieas Qt2ol2'."le osgriP

d is he going 'co ~~+ and prove iw Qi Ale S Qn ~'xdre Qs has Q

greater aapab2.19.ty Dan an 8, or a less capabili~4r shan an

19 8P H 80 g Shat diHexence does 2.t E1BkeP Z i s x relevcdlt e

Ho "oundati.on.

i~PS BOB.t'S ' may have misunderstccd > but Z

mlought &e first sen Mnce p When you Balked abou'c a svsteDl

you vere a3.Icing about Bate eo."lbina'-ioi. o"- Fosa ', San

S2ilieon and GQn Cregoz'ioo is '~ QQt cor" ot'Y.P

NR. P~ZSCiV:~EP.." +hRL Uas 'Pie 'i hrus'c 0 v





QQ69 c 3.OZl ~ not c.a 'r~ing abOQt 'l' Gn w~cBZ 'S: .'- -"3 a»' i g

w~out:xe Sale Czegoz~.o, .a-.. Bin.=on na r.::sg 3.. ~ 4 $ 1 i 'c c cL

~.ecJQZQ XV "~ 'Ae~~ec~ ( '. c. 8 ':h3c.'~ 4 ~ r~ ~Zen c cc= .'~Cy c03QQta

i<MS '. BGl'Tc 58: DO tnQHG tZZae CGlai'Di " Ge 'Ql~ ayS ceil

you ze'.Gz 'Go RG a system ccJpable 0;c: GlcagnJ.tuc e 8 GazthGQG. GSP

9'. >'~ORBS Di7cT~L/P '5k'.y g "zcr an eq'3 > ~~ation on

l~~g g Ca Q

The SBA c Gi3Ce:.8Q6$ ~

"!ce ZeCOgn'Se the Suggeoti~n H~at .

There has ~~san Bva3. ab~3e to 8216 Gcienti'"3.c corGiccUnci cccr paop3.6

~rilo have sugges 'd %3)at c 'lis speci'c J.c s'c~stem 0. '«31G HQcsgri g

SG l 8KB on and San Qzegoz 0 could Qrc Uc . gulag"13. Lde 8

ea Dgugces. That"" ccrha5 the c=izs'en'-en e c>:no;r" - «"„g s.

The second se"ltence says t lat "Q oQ'Lccig<lenG

the Speci f3.cc ca 'y xl~~.ed faul c 8 c P~osgzi c San $3.1;;Bon alld SBQ

Qzegorio, aze subsidiary ~o Gate S@3 ibad]zeas system, a~d,

thezefoz8 g az5 nQt cagQMe oz Vle 9 p2.0s Qartc3QN3(:88 ~

PEARS. BGc7HRS: J. had ru.ssed that sub"e business

about. "suggestion" 'n the iizst senterlce. X misread ii:.
(The Board conferzQ3g.)

Basicag l )t g +~@ og3QQj ion is sllstaized; je
Kn3,g>c'he

vita:esses have an oblicgation to e3rp-ain M~e basis ""o

.their judgment. But. to start out and go 43e:rhole scop oZ

any possihili~~g is ceztainiy <he tong ';cay momd to ~~ to

get %~le bas» 8 'oz the3.z judqi'lent a





1v'

I4'83 SC VJwi C ( Late'E 'G. LespCns ' i e ~V t~ I Q a3 .' ne 2'as 3 05

eel X QKCBGn'W K:.lt no:» Cn ~B'- ~s3.'cG P'16")1:Oa ~ i7Q "
~ c~

cLikng p i'ihich .Oil~ no'c ge ~ tlo i. QD! Llere ho i/iBÃ8: "- n 1 9'3 SCABS

expedient manner as juse ~laving ';".oD: ~":pla3.n ~he oasis "o=

M83.3. g QQMBnt

You knc;z, i~'s ai'3or~"= .>iu.e 1=.or ~die 3.u".cnecn

hreafc, and ~ie @au.~.a lil~e to have a very brieZ bench c"n2ozance

haec"e ~~e d'shan'or 111ni>.

$0 (':Pre"ecxpon, a conzerencs .= the i3ench cias had,
C

and +J-.e hearing vas x'e esse@ a.c 3.1:55 a.z., ~o:=ac"nven= a".'.

1:00 a.m. &is smn= Gay.)

20





/MELO'
c10 m bl

2

APTZBNQOiI SHSSZCN

.'.s":0 p,m,)

3

5'Pnereupon g

JZLiKS "o DEVXl»"

resumed the stand as witnesses on behal- of the MBC Staff,

and, having been previously duly swo~, mere e:tax".ned and

'l0 testified faber as follows:

KS. BOeZRB: 3..fore ~x get back to the witnesses, .

Hr. Pleischa3-er tells ma that he'l have vo=e in "ormation

tomorrow on the memorial service, so we'1l R.".ow Re time

invo3ved and that sort of Wing, and we . can taL'c about it
tomorrow+

He and Z have also worl<ed out the logistics on

the paper, and it appar..nt3y couldn't he dropped off, the

,'upple~tal Joint Xnterveno s'equest for Directed

Cer 9.ficat9on, because of certain retyping: et cetera~

ZO ~

couldn't be dropped off until this eveningo And then X told

him how our security guards have gotten uptight M~ out accept-
I'ng

things unless people a-e there and they'e ab1e to do

'the turnover right away.

Somehow ="'ll

And X have

check %'J9.E~ZL my office "n the'orning+

the info~~ation from PCGH on their—





to cone out with a =onclusion aLout hat assesszani:. And

in Bat sense we have a sort of a burden oursel'res.

Z~d so X really ¹el liice w p "bablv have the

right to make some '.cind of a rebuttal to th= e.. en'" that we

are challenged in "he affirmative case tha" we have to o=fero

ZLS to what the order isg .n this case X would
' guess that hhe Xntez"mnor would put on its rebuttal tes "imony,

and then without bothering o argue who's supposed "o gc

lasts I would be willing to go ne:".t to ti= 3ast, and then

Mr. Morton can go last,
KR. NORTON: 2&so Bowe s, X thought about this

also over the lunch hour~ and in one respect iihat X said this
morning was wrong. And that i" that indeed "'1ro Pleischnher

should have the opportunity for ~cbu"ta~, but—
26tS. BONKERS: Nell, according to the -egulations

any party has the right for cbuttal.

MRo NORTONe >Tell, X disagree that that is the

way X ve read it and X understand, but X disagree that
that's the correct interpretation

X thirdc there is another interpretation of that,
and that is that any wellp X don t have it right in front
of mes but—

NR. PLHZSCHiQKR: "Evince" is the word they useo

MR. HDR:.0': Yes

X thin1c whar- it's -s™ hut—





what GG you call '4'~ telecGpierP SQ any.lay@ chat 5'fail 'akeo
t

care Q itse2.. So 'e BhGuld have. Bc~~ h .ng,tM'0 cvo

He saxd ' ' " soHle reason th"'~"ending ccp2.6
'Gnt get whez'8 they 8 supposed co goy the e Tfi3.l 1 e an

additional copy dropped ofFg copies d 'cripes QG QNJ5rrov

Domingo So Z l ~ know ill the Norn9.ng~

Ne considered over the luncheon breaR hMs bus'-
f

ness about the -rebuttal, D . Hall, as d tried to cons9.der the

whole thingo Re see no reason for sr"itten rebuttal testimony

to be fi3.ed,

How in &e cases in the proc edings Z've been

in it's only been the Applicant who put on « that X can
4 recall, it's only been th Applicmt that's put on rebuttal

testimony. So X'm not real sure as to ~mere the Staff thinhs

they go in the peeRing order if you deterndne that you want

to put on rebuttal witnesses.

?E. TOURTEZKQiT~c tfe2.3., " thinker the order ~rouM

be .'nsll, I understand H>at J>e gene al principle of the

proponent 9.s the one idaho has t3>e burden of prco', and they'e
the ones who go on erst and they go on last.

What we have here is kind oZ a uniaue situation
because in this case ~We App2.icant has the burden oZ proof,
they have a ~sponsibility, sack therefore they have the right
to go on first and last, X gmss, 'Zhe Staf also na's a

responsibility and we have to nuke an assessnientp and a% have
I
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''1+8 QQ'hl 1 S > g ".AQ ~
sss''ss« '>~ .;14 %le'jcs$

sP ~ s tsrA +%ah i hs) ~ s s 1', ««r) S s «p SS«s«rr5 s1 ~ i., ~'rsrs «,g)«4~~ 0 'ss~ sTvls ss 'k i.«4 s sk ~ s var ~ g4's+li4 sO s's3 ~('c»-

«s (. SR'i ~31C c.ll MB F~ Ditz,L1'» 9ZL>~ iG..sg g

jo"c.s ~sTQQlP 3.2.RG 'ZB Qo

N4G SPY Ps 4 «Bill Bs ~,i Lk lk s 8 ssa4+ sss ) K s sa~ sria«' gaDm

g<O i ebs)g>~~pl gg gggpgOsf g 'c".W«3 u~j:Q).:. ~:3 Capp bS(spiK'8 w4:-'s +Kp'.

co " a2"=e'~a Qopa.

Q4Q «Q Iw&'lroc'ssea 17QQ (,«Qg « ~ I, ~ ,I Qg7Q « lrk sPA 8( Q Is/ Cs, +Q«73t'g

vixen: $2lg DozHRQ...l."~":.~-.8 ~:8 .D .=.~b1H.-"~.". "8 i:"; H18 ccn '8~'~

""To pa ties > no . >i::..-:"o

'3a " a..~cifC <gaea "'i"st. r.;6:"he.",: ~.".e Ge".".~~..RnC e~ ec, av.J ¹
QCSS ~d 8 X'3bGt,582. 4'3>3Q s";l'";lC" Qadi~~ ~C" Pid3 "t~ 8CGG El 8 C~s" '1C$ '

l

l:-+'s ca3,led his 6'rect ease, hl14 ~.~" s =c.~~ecC~ng '-he P'Ta:.';n~.~."'0'8
l

CQQQ o T¹<Q 'tee P ~ BWDt,;LSD siQ~i'S Q'Tl ~+g>«O„«6~~gq 4 .qV C O ~>O <ggd s. ~bVs+ o

%38 '~i.x~c' g'Qst R 'Rs~p '»L+'il..'=c.":i: cc'.".lcGp'~ cf. c j".:. i~'«c. 3.cdil

SQS | Ml Cli QUi.'3 SpZlXQPX'„C>~.,

POM rTQ ~x . Devi< i 3 R U+z'e8 P ~ t'j $~JG'"QHt p BnQ

'co Qo x'u'~'l, Bu" hi:i ppo""'>'""<i '.,.3 i"m<tacr, ".o ).ebutt;3n„"

8~~~~f j~". g Gag<~ o ~%~a j.n '~err'.~~ gp~z p~~~~p~s tap ppoo~nQgpig

remi" y dcesn t, make a lo»: oi ct9.2=.-:".a-;;":~ @he~~~.-. j~ou, ay, -.~ei3.~





>~go C ~ hSo ". t' !c"n8 o.'.: s'3.v;:or v~ to Gay Nel3. p ne can

ep1 t rp3Kv ~
p
''t .c ." 0 s 'ceaf '$

OA6 P!n3 t46 SR17i8 o

So «18 cLoc~s hava tile r" cj4t i o XBLMtta3. of tne

tax~!""8 easep lvhich "'n his instar.ea h.a@pens to tu n out 4o

ha va=-.~ sim9.Lar o tile zc-;oul=tal of on~" ease.'o i's a vs~
xin8 Kin@a

vgll~i ~>g orraa r o<~ t1la >' 9:c s verv 0181x to B~

>~..at i'hcU3.Q QG '51at 118 zebus first p O'MQ th3 Staf x hRG 6

ri'-„"Lt to re"*oinaer of 11is "ebl'tta3. oi ~c=ir tastimonyp
anc'".at

lvi here a right to has sale t1ling, Efa have me -igh

' go .'sto
Go Z Ron't Blink '~>a really have any 6."'.sag=a@mant

rois. &L~. Pleischaker au":te8 aar3.y on in ~die pxocaac1ings

Mat PQ) t110llg'~ l>'"6 $1?Q">13.cl. go ~ Bst

0 Z 60El aGRQ'c c'.Lsr8 s any PXQD3.8ltl»

IGt. PX~XSCBV=CHR: Z Con't disagree lvi~W Ymt

Can X just say one thingP Z 8o not cjisagxee ';29.8i

'iiorton's position Mat the Applicant Sholl3.8 go last But

Z tlat~.nk it 8 iii1portant to c18ri fy on& thiilg zor pQzposQS of
b~ilatGvQX p3"GcQQPlit is going to f36 sQt or iz11Btever 219 3OQX8

Gears or 49 EI<B Qhcllt i$ «~8cc~QGG thQv may h= sitting on ot1lex

oro Gec1" ngs o

J. ~M Qgc 1 at oQ3. right to +ebs'4 tag. QPP3 iGS howl



if



~ lripbfi to &8 Rpp3.ical'c and a '18 Bte . p end 'n m.-s case demonstrates

'Shy 93la t iS 90 ~

~ 2.186 direct testiRQny «Qnd i' p+e" x '8 o

>nd at that point:ve aon" 0 loom @hat lri1'- be brought out

xn term. ox cross e""aminati on of =i'U..cl ~316 zbppX3.cant s or the l

IStaff's case. Zn this case <>e brought out Ctro net theories

by ~1=. Hamil.ton regardin!y the continuity a:.Long t¹ Ban Cregor9.q

and eccumuL~.'a offset,

Pw. Gr 'h~e 8:d"..'t addr ss iAat ai: a2.3., and he

vkl3 prepared to add Gss it> but xL..O "Torton d Q.l 'c cross

ez.mine him on 'to Since i'res not 's h3.s direct me had

="'.bench confer nce about .-.t -~ since he die": noi: address 9t

in his direct testimony, it was in and Kr. Norton Xmas.ted Ms

cross to the direct.
Nr Gra!>em had no opportm.:.i'.y to re't the neer

testimony that "vras brouePP. out in cross-ez'minat3.on of Kro

Ham9.ltd. =or that reason X be'Lieve that our right to

rebuttal appl9.es to Both L 'le ZcppXicant Qnd to &6 Staf ~ o

t'&. MOBZ'GH3: NeX3., i4-s. Bc~~ers, it's a moot point ~

But ""n terms of if Nr, "leischa!cex wants to r.ake a record

for prec Qentp Dr, Crahzn had a3.3. Se opportuni~~ 8.n the vrorld

ho put in h3.s rebui:tel testimony. At3. Mr. Pleiachaker had to

Q

do @as ask hi.m the quest~ons on directp mu r4x~ PXeischaker

chose ";hot tc for vjhatGvBr reasony Anklc X don t k~a Gvr XARt that
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But co sit here and say ':h" c ne dice't..have she

ppor lulity richen he had i-.a <uitness on i'le stand —he had

H~v- ton s les:simony in ~sri:":-en "oxz t.ald ~n Qxanscript m.Q

9.Q Lac it, had Ben -vi-'i'lcd by D. Gzah&~11 J.tl BILQ3 cxpa< '

~&at, X rrouM ask h-m pm~"".cz s about

But, aga'n.. X'z under no cb3.iga ion o put. on ho

Zrterverors case. Zntervenors in t:i:. se proc edings so"..'-shod

8 fee3.s he's .under an obliga'.ion "~o pur. on ~ case hy a I:ing

Mxo Hamilton questions Yxat veren'c in She Qirec Bu~ X

don'~ have to do aha . T.'m not going +o puG on his case,

BQ?c t1e di d have one oppor'tQD~ tyo

Again, ~'e point is moot Hor <:his parch.cular

caHB g But X sure don 4 ~lGE?'5 0 see any precedenc 38" d
dGNI'here

a party who puts on a m'-:"ness after testimony cern s

out and dcesn't. as/c him auestions st. n he has .him on the

stud, and says Because X didn'c ask him auesQions 'X no@ have

'che right, to bring hm back as a -"-ehu8ta~ vi"Iesse thereas

RlOnse"1Se o

MRS. BO;.F='BS: Ne2.2., hut Mro mort:on, 9X'Mro

P1eischakeN had asked Dr, Graham questions beyond his prepared

direch testimony~ >ouldn~~< you have had sew>.etching to says

i~. ÃORiGHx Ro~ir wait a minu'.e, Z2 3.t @as in

response to what. Nr HasaiXton had said, absolute3y not

2+ vouM have had something ~o say, Z vouM have nad cross-

BzaTAinat ont yes, put 7 wou1@1et. have had any CCRpgagnt tha
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it vas outside ot. the s ope o.'". his direct because it would

be '.". the natuz o~ =abut a3. o= testimony t':".at preceded h"mo

29o F~~HiHCLQK";3: 7. I>ink Nr. ~ilorton wou2.d have

had an objection, and a vaiid objection, Smd that's ai.3.,

MRS. DCIKBS: Efa3.1, as far as precedent, as you

knov, aach Xicens9.ng board does it:s oMn thingo Xt may agraa

or disagree with ~shat happens. in this proceedingo

But noir hei's go back a m'au~'.e.

eclat i~w<o Po..ton has suggested~ Yr~ 'Zouitelkottap

is that the packing ord r ~ri22 ha Sta"'", Zntervenors, and

2pp3.9.cant 'R
FTH..S<HM.-Be Moo Xntem~nor~ SMffn then

Apa> icznt,

MRS. BG',vZBS: ETe3.1, Z guass X ~isunderstcod pou,

because " thought you '.wore making a point that &e Xntervenors

should have an opao ~unicy to robuto

mOrVZOZs >ha 8tam - a'-in caseo

MRS. BONEM: Oh, the direct case.

MR. HORM: Tha9.r direct case, but not the9.r

re'5utta3., Nor do thev have a chance to rebut our rebu ta3.

"'trough rejoinder unless see bring in nav:ri aiesses= who bring

up naif subject IQatterso ~J.'axi, the~+ bould have an azgQliMnt

that they~re ante.tied to rejoinder, But >".hat s not going to

hap08no

MRS BOWBF~: Ãe3:L, X mismxaar.'toodo X .d9dn't
\~ ~





wpb9

Co

)
~

I

x ealize ycu ~Peru t*J 43ng ahou @fee

&LB. HOB~GN; Zt'a only

Sta 2 s c rect CGQG I

j
s o 'i""A~t R~ason Chat '&8"~"'~P

it Qd co x'~~Ãxttal g Because 'Gy pre'~K~e 4+8 84 ix." 3 8" rect

cas"-. 2nd xxaakly, X'm not sure <.'"'"h: S~af2 has th right
to rebut al when they have the opportune~ y to gc 2ast af er

eve~~JDQdy else has presented their case o
I

%here 8 no''QQ3. L'Gason Sor thezA to have rebut Glo

Butt agai no the point is Kco i p +Gcause @tie StaY.Z

has. the opportunity T'-.ey've ¹ar6 eve~g~eccy except C3.arenc.

Hall, and he's Jcind of the one Chat throws the raonRey wrench

into 2~a whole proceeding,

M%o BC'HERS: Nell, we wan to ta22s about Chat

next o

As X said, Z've been in no prior proceeding whem

the StaH wanted to put on rebuttal tasti~A)ny g and therefore

X wanted the Staff's position as to what &ey thougiit the

sequence shou2d ha

Nell, we ~r9,1l fo3.2.ov the sec~uence of Zntervenora,

Staff, and Applicanto

Now'hat about Oro ~~ ll'P Fe'a the uaknowno Oo

you know any mo=e now than you did this morningP

MR. PLE"SCEREER: Hoo X was going to cal2. h9m

during 3unch but Z was on the phone most oz the lunch brealc

my office The answer is no, Z do noto

MRSo BG)iERSo "v763.lg iX Efe recall corzectlyp it
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mpblo ~M~J be rather un mpo'4 t+4~Q as to whe+f~." Qo 3 J< el his tM&4 ims S

many direct or rebut"..aX, because it wsi.X.":. co@i~ af'-er ~pplican

and S» Gff have BG'& pu~ on '~heir case

i~zÃ~ 7. cwl3.nfcg 2$2o Hortong p'our posit'A.cn 4'Rs eau

as long as you got a ehmce to depose him, you ~cally @aron't

going "o fuss about ~shat it w s cal3.=c.

TB. hORKHz Yes, X thinJ. the:"'s cor"ect.

X - YAin>~ probata.v 0 ~ ~ Fia3.l 8 tes timon's more

Me nature of direct than it. is in 'cerms of reh~ ttal Bu= X

don't thinl: it makes'much difference how you M~l it, because

Hr. Pleischatcer has Ze right Qo pu him on i'n his direct

case. And as 3.ong as Z get. Qre oppoMmi'"y to rebut.', X don"~

ca where in tM procedure, unc~r what 3.abel Nro P3.eischa?<er

puts him on.

~,

1? .

But I do insist on ny right to Bioc'o'very and
I

deposi49.on of Dr. Ha3.l prior to his putting him on in what«

ever capaci<p he puts h'm ono

55%. BONHHS". %~11, 't¹ question of Dr. Hall has

20

21

been. dangling since we first convened in Decembert and we

vie.l hope, Ãx. Ple9.scheer, that ~clou tvi3.2. be 'able to contact

him during &e evening and be aMe Co g3.ve us more specific

information so a plan can be developedo

HRo PLHZSCH~Rx 7Tel3., i8 m ght be useful in
Lha~ regard +o talk about —we wou d pu Hall and Graham on

h

together. That's what Z'm cont mpla "'ng doing 2nd it might





nrablZ, useZuiCo chalk M~ou~ '=:!.vying .-.ighi nest sc i can '-a.'..'. ta bo'r+

Gf ti1~~'6

4R~FB QP.er~e+ ~ro ~~ U~c~~l» '~Pl!CGP~ '~Q h." '9 last

wee!c cia ~~Le en(7 oc. i~le Nee1( an@ 'i:03.cl i'iiFil c"h6",~ +!Mre Was 3,

possMi3.ihy Mat he wo.Q.~Z ccme cn soon, nnP. ':se 65.scu sad
~bah.'e

sai8 he might have trouble "Jxe ehizd ";seek a"" January,

hhinJ.=o

Buk M ~~/' Cise X c~~'+ —Z H~aughC MGC 9.G

9. mouM be best to pu" Qzem both on ~De irst couple of days

+hen ~~e come back in Pebrmxy. <fle can lead off rriM ~Mesa

two. '"hah ~rould give Nr. Bor on hi- opport:vw3.hy t.o take the

clepos" ~d.ong and &en vc coulQ juoC pub ~Kepi 5081 on R~aQ
let'QBl

Hlake tJReiX'resGQCQ,'Uonp ~~aC" QL~i~ %EOuM shan'or
cross-e:." adnat'on an =ebruarv 3rd, or @hence r we reconveneck

ZRS o SO'eFBBS t Well y 5'TQ Ban 6 icQG'1 hcÃf long MG

Staff's case will nux

f7 YAo P~~ZBCK~iR: Nel2.> habeve» 3.ong 9.t zunsq

you'e gab hhe prcblam af H:e deposition.

ML. HORTGN! X wouM agree wiP& i~no"P3.ei'schalcer

20 in hhe sense Mah X really 8on'5 see iC as pract:icable to ta."ce

21

2"-'r
Hal3.'s aeposihion prior to -&is sessian4s end unless ve

~rex= clone vXCh the Shaf 's v9.jesse earlier neo" weeko MB

'ache 'piTt Hzg P3.83.st(er is proceed~ Qg 'Ãi+h cross~8)MAR Zcn
af this panel, i+. doesn'e look l .;e we ~vill be

Zf chaC ware '=He case, +2mn ve vouM caIce id.s
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deposi'.ion a> that time. But:". -„'u-t'onot fox'csee that happen.

ing

:"'i " XGCcHQC "P.. 7'de cpu 'l ~~ Z iJovzld ant" c"~

pace tQ~at we wouM end, say, 'Zmsd: y, zmyLe ~i7. dnesday, X

don't >".ow. This is Efhat Z Wi,'hc o

Nhat is today'ledneoday
G~cay'omoz'"ow—Z'm not sure how Kong "his panel v9.13.

he. on because T. don't iaiow -;rhett Di". BTorton has Ne will
probably only have a day or hal" a cay d'or ~J.e S:.a~2 geology

and seismology pane3..'nd ™dxen they have cheir ~chan9.cal
I

people, @md then'Br. R7emnaric com=s on Pzidav.'ad he wouM

carry ~ over Friday and perhaps part of SR'Kuzdav o

So then are would go, X wo':M Qh<nIc, Tuesday, And

then i" we broke on Tuesday we couM, get down on 3<e'Qneadav

or Thursday for the depose.t~on—

MRS. BGHHRSs 3Pnere is Oro Hall2

K PLPZSCRRKER Heos at UCZ.B; @t T

And then come banc and go the 3rd aP. rebruazy

~nd i~ we could decide on a data, X cou d call them up

KRS, BOMHHS %he 3rd ox Fabri~ 9.s a Saturday.

HR. PMZSCMZHRc Hell, the 5th And X couM

call them up and see how their calendar 9.s on Mat

MRS BOWERS'eDo we were ta>~ing earlobe

December about starting the 5th, hu c'hat is a Pondayo And

the Board would pze=er to travel on Konday and start on





mpb13 Tv'~sday because t e an09.c9.pa~~a being oo+ ¹re +or sonic i me p

and ClxP c "~7Quld Be 3easC he one Howe 1feGRGDd a'8 hciiiQ~ Hr'

t avail on Y3'.e St'1 ".inc 9'"-~ + on -Qo b;;no

'Mat cQG Bpp&81 Boar8i i'li12. COTL tRc~fz'Ti+4 6 ctec9.sill hei 3. c'uici)

next meek, "n whkah -ase Z vouM ~~ M get together xi~i
Tx'ffunac and Lucoo opD&M~X3('.'5 "'liU. go "fig lvapp aklck Bien ve

can Present 4 ~aeB z'3 g'l'h o 5:o

"~ Key deny =he '-cgxeot., t>a~ ~i~ don'0 have to

c0 ctlorÃy aboufi ~at o

NRo ETORVOM" >f82,Xp P~oo Bm:ersp. i~ We RX:peak

Board is going '~o iscue sv3 gosnas For T. i/4?ac and Luco and

they'e going to he '.mr in Pehruarv,:"zen Fwo 'XeischsIcer

can count on he~<g in Cn2.ifoznia he~zseen now and Men because

ve're going to depose @lose peogXe Q3. o, X~ hiving can ha

1G

'L7

subpoenaed to test.9.Zy p ~Men ceo, caini<> mxbgcenas 'can 'issue

for deposit:ions,

HB PLZZBCHMG".Re $feklp R.. Pleischaker can't he

'n. Ca&Ãornia t'le 3.ast Nm ~sewMs oi~ .tMs a;onto

20, RES. BO>lEBSz HeXXp X vauM ha suzpr9.sed iE the

2'i 'ppeal Board came dom the au9.cR~y vital Weir decision They

ace even schedule ora3. argu1aent..

i~fRo PXZXSCMMR: Z need "o put, Nr, Norton on

nof:i"e X have court appearances and a hear'ng the third week

o(@le coÃlELL~@Q+s <AM'o~ <"e@R in January p and Z cann
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WaSaX'9.ng nels T'J8ek o

ar - QB~4QQK~P.S h8re tQQ+

80 g 8A) JJOQ 'NcNt ' PZQCGGG 4'311 Ydl8 CROSS

GZiUQiTLQCLCny MZ'o Plei QCE1ZQCSZV

R. PAXSCBV~R3 Before X moc 68, 'vaa~ shoaLa X

i
asir. Dr HallP X ms'> X m~ nab okra +ha' shcnXQ be a Hng

~o BGT~R83 Vs&LXg Fig 9.csa 8cQ ' «6 i 0 gQ'4 a

readers Zzcm id's ~~a xrhah hi~~a he vox>M hs ava~2.F6 Be

'y have 8ex~n9.96 cemm9.ants o 116 xmy havXocse tM
And ~i.en yea . in'w tJhah Xccae c9-6 ¹ baa~ '~n.'i44s a

watts of gotting v"th Ka otDmr pa-4~as ho 8~"~c" gsh agrae

uanC cn Mah Wana, X smuM asmmso

KRo FXZXSCsKAEER3 W62 X X 86n86 Ci?Q'h CthsÃ6 8 Qczc

chez'66ISnC 564v68n &8 PGMi88 aC aal98 'QGin &at ~ ll 'dUnP CQGQ

K . Hortcn wants Ca Cadre i.9,a 66pesiM~cx and hi'S,X2: noh be cn

hefar6 thaC 29.ZSC VeefC ia Pahnla~o

E I

'MRo NO~83 %ski~ him~'s ~zl.ae

Xh'8 a3se nv poaitian &ah h6 shau3a ha 'he=a 926
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"7

6th af Februarj ="the> .R v~'ra down to %~at,. Because l

you re going 'ha finish U' 1 Cace 8 i~LFC 'A~is Q~-.HQ vs~i.23c Q2~~

th y"-ra no".: car.. r~~g ov r i"="o Peh.".un~~„~>z~~>". '-':= Zn"ez'ar
gces first v3 a3l ref)Q'i ~483. v8i~ c 1 'bcu2,d Qe the 6B, of PebrQMJo

EKo XZ~SCM1~B X have r-a problem-":>9.th Shat,

provided —thar's Zine, Z vill usi him. Thar's what. Z

v/Rnted 'Bo 2acus cn o

PRS. BONEBSc Gust 8ipd au~ any 8<@~ next:reek
h

he m9g'ht. be ava9.lab2.e in case i+ c"-auM;vozk'ou'- far Qepas~09.cn,

and= Men, of cou-se, ache 9~ c3eaz vhvt: t";;e pcss9b2e future

'schedule is af this Ming.

IQ .288

LFZSCBRK""Rc A3.3. rJ.gM~ Pine~

CROSS P'Qh~i>RTZGH ~Cont).DQ~d)

BV 51R~ ~~~XGCK~MR

Kro i~1cEeotm, hectare Lunch Z asked if yau aouM

gei SQEB infaxEQKKan Par picB regerling KLe oL~Q3888 and I
8x'nk spac9.89.ca3.3.y the imo~aC9.on " es3'sd far res an hex

many profiles Rro Hagne» Mtexpre8sd, .oRZse~ af the 'sea 8"-oor

surface, and &e 3oca 'on and &e amount of vertical d9sglace

~neo

2?,

QM J'ou get that. &Pormat9.ant

(N9.tness NeKeovn) Z th~Mic Z hnve a3.2, o8 i.t,o

l „scanned trough his "oporto pnme 9.s en of set,

nov @lese Me not, posi hive p 6L'L,s 9.8 probEM8 a~%set o He

uses wards like "passime" or "proheb3e" aZf sat of 'We saa
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atpbiG

a4QQ+w .~~<o g> g Qs no< ~p~fQQQ op wag,> ~i<A.~ p~el~@~ +~Q

zih~~z'e 4'o38 '>7" sccnsin s~d" '..y~~gCs Q;::v. 02gzP'i: ized ~ "ls sQQ

23.QQX'Ey BB QGX'QMi'Qdo

Go yoU hGv8 YPP~ cÃzdiMCSG o~~ QiQGB ~ I 84 PtQ

ZS this inCQKQBC$ on M D~LG z~p~o' 7

Xg's in ~.e reaar" pnbwg,sh~d "n agVz» yes, a

open Riage repozto

E03+Qgg >%v MG ha'J6 ~jg Chi Q ono
""-,g8,in'XKBESS

f~C REONNs About reveal ~ 2. s Bcnth —X

shouM, cor~acC Cha 8'"aM~mant., Z sa:i.a1, oP ~'te si "e"o X mean

Pod;nC Buchan, which is near the sihe, Wauc sev~ miXea soph

Chare's a pxoB.3e Chat BLovs Qe2orzai pos4."=."'ac~nein se8imi-nws

no@ oHBGC 'cos't'~MKBccnsin ~812& LCs cRQZMHHQ QGR 81QQFo

8B. BGRDNs .'Ms, Bowem, Chic is 'a 3.i" 02.e in

17.

ZO

QppX'QpÃiRRG g I gQ$ 88 o

Mmn ve say "south" a@a >re ~~'~i~g aimed'aking

Penh Bechon and gaming amish of Pc~.nh Buchcn, or equi vm Cait

Lng ebouC hating Penh Hzcl cn @net going ouR ho She fau2.C end

Chen going SQQCh?

~mS. somme Br. PXeischeRex:~

NXTHESS MC KECKfe ScuQ> oQ Po9zA schon,

Qnd
SLOE

~LQQR
fl.va (29)
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BZ'H? o PLEZGC'"'ME'"-

Do yon h v= ccordiz a. G. ':". ' Os87

(N3. Mess -'-cROE'1 p ivy Az yo<~. Nc.Q' .a ce aA.l p

m going ho nave to si-'".cs» ~~:rd "rork on .t.his a '.«hile.

6

Are 'Mose ccordina es con'heine'n he
'por~".'hey

are nor g'van in;".arms OZ coordi=a:res. "'hey

axe shurn on = xlecl"ion prozi'8S, ~he ".Ong l w ges C. OSS~ r gi

Hosgri -"au)+ Svstemp aud '5 ese > ines a':- proz~mat,"- 'y " ~8

10

dis,.ances:-~at: l'm alt:in'bcu."
Do ~roy have a co~by OZ ~ai- r8; O„-.-~o

I2
Collld l see ~<KG p please ~s" d CPS yoQ G&ov! g)Q <~he

map Mar indicates >1here .these ozzs".+s ar.;. lac~;~.=.d, vl ase'?

'I

He aoasn'5 shcl1 on Me man. He discusses'i;",he

16

17

text> 'ud then there are ~ig~~r=-s s~lch es <hcse '=~ingso hsd

.chen these are keyed .ho Me tracJ: lines.

tK. TOUPTELLCPT"»'= ="::cl:s me; t~~s. Severs.

Nhen he says "'3"ere are Zigures s~~ch as
~~se,"'0

21

22

ve need a description of >rhea~ mesc dvigu "cs are, so that.

t¹ record vill reflect vd a. ha's r ferring to.
HXTNESS t" C KEQKC e Do yQQ s'Nzv'G tao iden&

'e

H.gures by nunlber2

K'.o KQUZTELLOX""8: Z:<ovid say i'-'s app opriai:8

~, to ask GGestions ox MM Boa d ChaixIQBn~ Blkt. v/hQ.a 'Pie Plant is

Nhen ve have &8 record and '"~~s read 'by sorrreone '>lho rev" 8~a!s ~
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aVa-. jm'".."lg 8MG, .'raa GCV. l O'.- V -~~~ irA.'.; >~~r. J. ~;: 'zsslG~ls. -.

"r'DXQSB fi~Uras"'lara sa:.SEQic r»; "Qcr-.g.r.:" rg.QQres or ~silt~ .:1Q:=

T'Para ."Qa GZOSu '(c=ci M8 ' ro("UCr':.~UraS O r." 'iVp'c '~~"Q<

"iarao 90 Vla QSCCi QQSC HCZ'.S: aiQQ ' ir""~ r'1" ZV "=!.."~'g ':.'QQCilar

s hy nu'aber or a ganar~>. c>esca p"'io~.

PALS. BOI'KHS. Caw -rou c-iva 0!za aevaza.r. a=-~vza o~

i>a <iqu O..?

H7. "fESS- "C i~>01&!: 'ra"- -~~sa ara ""igv=.as::m ~".a

'f0
rapoz OQ 'G zaPlacY~ OF Drof2m~ '.vc ™G —i<Qzas

aSSGKC9 al g)r Pier gras OP .Cha ~af 1,8C'i;,i'ZQ ~ i~GS ~

c'is»

32 NR PX EZSCEi&>~R:

X 6 L» isa c 0 saa 'a Qcc~J~3"4 )'GQ ~P z~fa~ ri~g '~Qg

piaasa.

(oiMSSS i~icZwotr11lj S11ra 'v~

(COuaSal iOZ l 'ba par iaS r .Vi<S'Si g C'OCVWWs

a~ ~ >a vimess haoj.a

']8

)9

;20,

'iRSo .BQHERS: Do yo':-:6 'r~.a"- zac'ass ~o .=or'->

cousidaz tbasa ~ngs.'P

IiR P~ElSCHMCHR> Yes, a3.aasa

HR. NORTON: X guess a2l;body ca+ a.sk foz a ra.ass

aw~~v 3.KG 518$ —. HzL18 g Ql~'h Z QOQ 'f Q21G~Gzs'cP ~ct ~85~~ ~Ra ZG Q skiP g

Zor a zacass a

'?iR PL-ZSCIKUR= Bacaasa Z ':mrP. ~o 'loof> a.: -'nis

docunanc.-

'BSo .|,"0!'VRS: Hoer 'borg Co vov. M a.nR ~'ou'3.: naad,,
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MRS ~ BGNHRS: P=e zav.QY co p3"Qc ~ok'=

P~r~v: SCHi~i~R: 3. cJn a

BZ %to PM BC~HZ" Zi»

Mz. LcKecvz, vou ci~ad t.".zae p" =c.s .,"harv~ >:Ir. ':7agac-

found cf se~ of 5 sea f3.oor sm=acp.- or probable offsa"- of

&8 sec% floor surfpce Qpe 30 ~T" les .~0~~1 of 4 G sic, ~p c28

cvo ini3.'".s Qoz'&DMS'c oz 'th~ s" c . &wry, c 9 82/xi'I'bl . GQQ'M 0"

Point. Buchon or souse: s~.

HR NORTOil OSQQc',. ' e" iGVQ Lla Corno'i sd Rll

of Rat, o say nor@ of Poim'- Bucho, orQ'es~ of Poin

Buchoa aud Qxe sita is not '"ha siva "-="Poi~ Buchon.

k)el eve clxQC Yvps orr& 'lsd 5v ~ lis ':li'ss
JPS BGP7i BS: Hellcat'=- jets'~ w>kr. suxa ~~e record

's

c1aar..

CQQM 't11e Ni~ass g~~erw~l~ p zepczh'P~ che cats> wno11/2

NXTMHSS le EZGHHc The d-s~".ezcas Mxat Z referred "oI

vera fron) Posit Buchone ~ og a> - saba

BZ MR~ "LHXSCH&3(HR:

i-in sorry Hcv. fa:ms Me 4~i-c on ',.

r.'oiuc frcm Point Buchoa?

fhi~eos hcÃeovn)

!

K>irct'L"

l Qs sou& o
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i
cvR3j 2ch~i

1

Seven vila="?

!Jo;z;sith =."= aec~: go ecch o.. '=ho.-:.a.- ':o you im.~is

Whe i~la ÃZo 8agner d-am w~y conclvzions "Gears.-'ng .Na an'.Cunt

o.- vertical OEse~, ve=tical disol~c;;~nen'.".P

X kr.'om ha did es'"'xe.~- va'-.~ice offset~ but T

don t zam~~az sqhac. i~ay 'aal-.a.

~ma dxev m v+a zygo'-t~

las o At lac~ist fox'OR8 cf ~PQB1~ X c~on "i .@los

aheUlar, ha d'd fox eve-v o a, but 2,'m..:v ha did foe o.'za oz

a Boa

Tha other topic ~~a fez.'G alt""-cr about 1ias

Qanatzc'0 ical of set Qf '@ha Vest V. Goons" niGD s c ilRGnts ~

On ho>1 Mnv occasions 8 8 -'~cz~ ~i'fc~gnez Qt~~'ÃQC

tha offset oz tha pos ~ ~Ãisconsin2~+ sedii~L.~~'i~7

Ona X just n: ntionsd, .ma.'-'s 19'"G s van m.las

sout?1 cz Point Buchon, that's ~Me only ona. Tha othe" i<to,

iS

20

it's unc3.ear to zs in his "aport ';rheO.'m'" they axa lH.sconsin

sediman+w oz something eisa. whatever 's at Pa se" f:.ooz,

~Ãhatavaz 'chose 866i?Gents QEG»

ZQ16 thQXB clza no o ~BQZ i nstM~c —.s in <Jhich ha

intagpgatad offsat Qf tha post~('J>~scQQQiniQ<'I sad'I ggentsp

23 ot that X zecK3 l cz could finde

X'm not inc2.using in Y at, o cou;-.Sa, offset o

tha se=. floor su. face< I~ln - along shout jus offset of
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':re'1 .> "cn h have copies o2 .ch=".~ -"=coat, e~ Q -:„'".="cfore <.=:o. '~

itive Quz "icr>.~~t coDies zo'" «he zecoi:d g .> do2. ' have ~~~v cogi"s

<o hhe .=ecord, X li!:a'>:o have -.'wr:-anozh i~>.~v.'.Qc~ as a Join'"

XQMGzvcwozs ZiQD3)iv cL~id OZ-'Gz ' i>'l'ho Gv> de ce R» 4&s ~>io"' > ~

:"u. ZOB™OH: O'-„-'..c-. rate==- .-;~:=- :.- coo.'.es av. ~. abl~

Ahd X doXL V kZLOK'Z 'A4LYDGZ. it Ghculd go; neo eve'Alee OZ PQ> t

X haven'0 sew i~~a X have~". "=-ad i~ ~r~~"e ioday a~< X don'.

M~X anybody ~sa here has c=.ithez. '"he"".'s no fo~mda':ion

-'o have ' max!cod m ev',~.ce 'h" a -"n~'- is -o opao= <vai'.~J

zor. l=;ryers 'o x'end i'a ard ra-"1;a oh:jec".ions

MRS. SCiU"RS: Hz. Tou"hallog"=a"?

r6 kD>o TQULHEZLOTZB: X agzaa. X ve "em.r hean~ o~

'P beixrg adrpiz~ed -'. p-po ~p —.ceord ~~g Qli . j>

-18 tD. PLPXSCHAIGR: El ll X do~'" have any axguman'-

'1S BOfFHS: Hell .cha objec5:io.e is susie~ <ed

20„ ~ No|'r i> Ray be
>>

bBQGFe '>~~hesG tkltn~n~scs M~G a c'CLlsed ~

~a~ you may be able to solv sorL o= ~Me logistics prob:=ms,

i<iz~ Plc.ischR~~ez'~

HP,. P~l'.XSCKMKP.: X Con'4;A~~ o. X don "~ <xiu

Q
X c~ ga', cc piss ox > sat. Ga>. > "ile 2 po. 'ui>ck -mough» X ca
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al" of -;.he sec,„ii:u., it's a oe'- foar cages «:=:ere, o~i o'"- '31G

+or~ '1a'scapees 'GAG f e'c „~ io "'he '. Cori'.

LB. 'lCRTCH: Gbjec~', ~L>s'oirers. =.his is a
I

report aha< is a USGB Cpm, -ile Rero=.c ~ has hew Ope3

Pi lsd for over ZOQr > Gars nQw - 4 + 5 years asap o3c~''P~e .y»

3.s re ''Gr~~ced 3.z? a, Pl~isr 0" plac&s p And

one olaco iz's referenced -s in @he PS'U<. T.-'."-. b |;z zefereucec

IMa Hi~~3.14

How iz thai: doc~~~~i: is ~o be Qsed ~ cross-

xa-:aina"-'ionp wan <re. Should all br fm:31ished a copy o= "-.

Pl isch~ce cu'~ clai~a Oh zv gosh, Z didn"9 k-ow i."

Gx3.s s Gd Qn~~3.1 today p KLQ sQpgosedlv h3.5 8'~Der~p Dzo 8~iver p

evinced all of MG re'evani™ maxerial p alMcQgh dais may

be evidence "'1a- thvv.'~ ~o~ M~ ca e

NG are Qn MQ.ed c o have 82,G do cl>~iPMC here o

can'c, c oss-m:amine Mis:ri"'.~ ss on ii. i=" Z don"~ have i"',

and X don' have i4. Lad ' lw~ Pleischaker intends to Qse

ic p 'Ken he s goi ~o PrcdQ' Nose coQies p Eve've been KroQgh

is bexore.

Xn oiJler ~iordsp he can'i: Fcco111olish by Qne EGM~s

wha'= he can "c, accomplish by ~~oher, by jQ"'v having scnM~ody

read omcP&ing 3.nf o NG rec'ord when ii isn'1: "c.'zu. s'Ale as

an e chibih
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~ ~ « ~Qr GCCasionS,)here,.t».'saSSes la':ss l, ' a JOU> pcZu" Cva,„,C.Z

~ ~i lQQCU.ilFis~ P ~i~y P Qs.~C~Q "a~aP g wi (,'.i~",Je..~. e,.» o GS ~ es a ~O

ZBRC. ~ron ~r1OSa CQP;as Qf '~1e ~OCQ:":;Ml'~s

'~z Hors Gri caP~ai PL'f'iil3. Pv-~ M Qppor ~v~>ii y

i.o e"BRXIla '44at QOCQR~~ 4 I nag he- S gOC giS OÃn «~%Lars hara

I'JXo HRQlil~ong %ho T. K SQZP iS ZQrfti 'iar i7it"L '3163 QQCQ-'Q~cMi o

Aud SO X Cion" " Rink ~he ZagVaS >a..i m r~~.d.~g iS c r1 '. s a,

f0

OZQina~g ZeQQBS'5s

E~m BTORTGM: Halt. ~irso P~o':<a'-s, -:,hs poini: .'.."'91a

COP" QS QZ W~ QOC~s'G~c~~'r:S cLMZL C Oara s this (ZQO1K~M. ~ L'l~~~ ci;>Qd

bv D o Silva=, if ona ca-as to Zoo.': sx his .~aseiwany i~',s

ci'@act ".Wagner'sCo g 1974, i~AZiQa GaolQpg 'i i'Fe~~ Cc-pc Ss1P

H<z~i and Poinh Sal, Sou~~1 C~~Mal Cali forriii> C fsho "a,

USGS Open Pile Repo~~ 74-252, l7 page ': was ci"e6 ~y

Dr Silver

~iICV 't11aX'e' 110 'Jay in a ha VOZ l Q; 1e .. QVIynrQ j Q

'this procaediag cw bring avery xefeze11ca doc@"..~~0 w~ t?>is

procaaaiag Ha don e have roon in N™ha~ing zoom for ihat.

And if an ati:oraway 's goi"g CQ cross-a:azwa on 'ae document,

hs has 'as obliga iou of bragi g suH"'oiwt ooo'ss go-" the
PQZPQSao

RnCk '~Q Say s "18.% lfa 1CneN'Q)olla i~@ c OQ SO p Mere "Crag

ha can abmgaCa aha r"les ~Q c Qs"-ezmaizia ~8>an there-s cn.y

ona copy available, ~xv.z's jusc no~ righ~.
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~1

FRB/. h S
C

2 QGvel opFd 4

" 3. SV. PZ

HCKGown is haze ~o civG -»G USGS '.3os 'ic~: anc!. X f >md h.""n

~~~r G~Ggg ~pcrlsdge~)le . c~id "
~>c.ga, ~ -g as>g h~ abc'

so+ t'h.=ng ~rhich is sc .h of czi-'.ical . o M3,is .'G, 'M Rh 's,
evidence of offsG@ cn '~LG SGR flop O'Azfacao T~ 3 s <i-. Qcussed

in i~~~G zGpoz~g RBQ X asked Kw spQC" f c QL'.'3s'> . Ons Rboui "i'a,

and he didn .t: havG MG Rns~reza .t:o .2:psa spacific gL;Gs-'ions.

So +c"'5 X askGD hMa -'a-"d: 3'Iel3.. cB you cG~

, K~G an wezs? AQd X foLQld "~a~cp .E. gee~ in@ Kxose vs'1Qzsy

he has zalied upon a cacumenk ' h's hziafcasa..

Hcw> in an effo~ M ge . ~™G zecozd zzG <'ul

Uo gG4 R QG 'a~e y c" pa G zecpza, X'd <i]:G hua +o zeaa pza-

c3.self'hcL'G 1L. 4agnez had 'Ro. Trlz~ UG 833QUct. ~+ sG- flcoz
'i6 offsG md, Mxe pos'c t'iisconsinian of secs DR4 hG discovezad

NR. HOP~Oui:: have no opec-'-ion '"o ~".Rh gzovidin~

'l8'so PXG3.SChaJCGZ Wi"l pZOV.;CIQ CCp3.GS pf 'MG RZ "Cle SO Vhc V~

19
I

20

we can all read ie and kao'~r ~rha 's zelev>~t an>". ~aha~'s noh

ance wG can czoss-G".azine and era have a hasi upon which ~o

ObjGCt OZ nOC Ohjao~ e~d SO Og a d SO fOZrh. BQ'. > don'c

appzeciRCG Mx;~ Pleischr-'-.Gz ashin~ Co ogezP'"G .'. vacQQiQo23'!~. P~ZXSCK~~R: Po, X O'".'i: 'ccmG heza i.".~eading

~o czoss Gza .L>M on 'GL1G basis cf . h" i 'ZocL~Ji'M'i".o X c sked

. 25'ues'aeons of M~s ~r~.hn as which l G was un~le -'o ans':rez.
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;;,nP/agb9

o
Aget 4Da 4 dcczl'e ~Q'cJ 8Y cMcQ g and 2 A ccrc s, ~ 4e:s iv Ja'ca

docl~weq into evid~~ce> Z ryprj <4e re='. =.van~ ~ sew>ae rely Ai.+v

'go 'g ion of that QocUziL~'~ a" read into evidence@ bacavse .i:~ s

important to get 'cha record ac™ura;;, .
I

!M~. BONHRS: Mr Toa--„llo -a,- do: s;"~~e S-:ax=

have a copy of this document":

bIR. TOUP. HX 0 TK: Amp~~=."-~'.=lv ve do.

IriRS pOI78RS. i'fell are ~~c. hal:cir~g ~<out a

docvmena hnat those in "4 field,.'~.i!:.„P~. H;-milan, are '-
t~lcta e 'jj fMLL"iar '"fith PhQL it 0 no" SCEQ'l h" >g

&L~. HOEKGiJ: Zt's no@ a ev~stiou,. I:rs. Botrers,

of Z don 4 care vhec&Gr I'Ir< FK<El'i"Q. Ls Ln ""'Mealy

fbiliar With it or Qci ~ Z "tG Qotg cBd Z crxQ ' haoP~ RE1

objection on soma'h~g Z can't sea. 9: d it's " l7-page ~'.ocv.-

GLGDt 2~d Z don 4 Care QQ>i 9 JLi„~~K'KC3 i'~r~ JR'' laos, is Viith

he can o 0,'el > ma whai l7 p ges ay

IGS. BOW-"RS: A d, Dr. Hmi.ltd does not have a

copy of i'"?

F~GRNi'I: Ko, ~:0 don" have a copy.

23
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Zf Z had a coav of it, Z oioviom3.~::ould be mis-

leading 'aha Board b<z ~saki'>e a go~<'~ ~ts Z n mpJcing Z

don't have a copy of i"„. Zf Z Bid, Z ~goi~ldn""- be mph'„-".ng '-Qe e

Grg'UG- ~t3y Z d go Pic~ ie copies of '5ir..c QccUBB te
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3rd ihG Oofy U:izg ala'o'",Gs Yo ny mi~i is M
a'.f

Cc i268$ 3.p hG iS SQZPZiSGQ it. S OQ2.V J38C'7%7 G BG 1.S 4 O'
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c
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'Zhe avai1 ahilircF''~N™;G dor'use: 'c 1: s:za ll ..tc, . G

cL1OB.g g His CltiQ i'F3. WiGQSQS ClRVG llc~G 21G ClQG"Zcl&.c 0-
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Ql

~W/ter 'l

' Scs44'» (7clS B~o~i ~ e ~i» iA~

2!OtiQIx to styli|".e pQL ~ OZ vh~~t ""oU 1>'~ld to s 6'"

ILLe TOUR, ~LCLlQT cs v i fe1 ~ ~ Ql 3 37sc Pot ~yv 2 g tio QG

.dishonest and say -'7hat Z do~'t hc3."'cue, so i'-.;> ..o'oing ho

corn:m:t on it.
MRS. BuVJZHS: Nek'. c'xa not"ov. ~o st-<'.ce is

denied~

Zet ~Vie QSa~Z ~jOQg 7"' TolU."8"'1 l0" te" ~P~~ Qlifa+0 Seem

'tO hRVe cl QZt CI36 '9:v'". tiODt . Q~ ":78 ) BVG P '.t"at 1.GQ he»e

ve Reve O':Io top 1ev61 ~i.p ~A v'ees ~XQTR U."GS ~ '~d g oi cc37Ãse p

he+ have to1d lls thQ M Q" zeooz ~ 5'7~." ch i8 QBzt o3: ~ 8 8 'P

attached to it, vas --c1'.ed toa'~h~ wi'.i.. l.'ze "--22'or'.s f ~ay
QSOP3.8 DBd Pi)Pc~ ~LXt3.$ geZ" OZ ~M! QctSis 'L Sod. Of. 5?QL~

3Qdglents g oz coQc1QB'oils'g dGR1t x'7." tl'L s»'."i.fJ.c ~KQzts QG

othe~ people EAQO axe stot i?GFQ o

Does t:.3.o change ~we sa.tuatxe;a at a,13. es Zar as

20 thing to, in some 37', "o get son:e o2 this evidence into @he

21 zecovdP

NR. HOHTOM: «.mense n'.e, E~s. HO~7=vs, "'d 'ice to
. zespo»d to 'chat.

I have M~ so"ute1v r;o ch3ect.-'om ii'. "ch y vazit to

ha".Je the i:epox't PcL6 tli+e,"3lPp cop~ed "o 2 hv:~ 'a "5 ilvvQ "t RQd Z





can mate Gecx83 cns Lp L ~Q ~n're '~Q o~ ): f ii n g 'Q

Q:9

only

ob pct~ci~ "8 23at X ~c<t ~c 4v''" 'U"~" Q'3 o~'"~'.' ~
w v>>

( 4'wr
~ 0

Ben, h - can mov ~ in o cd.~ence

BQ 6 X 2. 'e
Harpers

x2 X m cJQ2.ng to sit here anQ

not object. to a ~~o ement. —<o ~<so .oc.~v~".is ~;a: are in

somehow's br"'esca e on n;e ot:".er siee c2 '"h o",z aha~= - have

no~. seen, and have 4 movea into ev'ale". =. i3.:c~ that o what

Rvg Qb3eccion 3.s ~

X c3on'- '-h'nk the-.a's "nv problem: as long as X

have a coper he can mak~: his motion. But LP. ":. have a coper o.

that map and the. report ~mt goes rH.ih 3.'.— "'~'s not one

document. we'e mlkina about, ~i's iso: "be re„"or -eferenco

is eb"ut the map, ana you can'5 have one -;v-.i.timut +re cKxer.

i'd X have no— rov. !~sow. Bu" he's asia.ng -~:no Board .co

adm" 0 in& ev'ence something noi ody has s« ~ 'x <ha: ~ a what

IQQ Qbgeciion 3.8

Bs za- as ~chat; X presume ua content ar,'
may noh be objectionable, but X Con'0 k'ow uni9.3. X've read ih,

20 until X've seen it, unt:1 X've got i." here 9n fzo'ze o8 me.

L%. TOURVEXZOTT-: D9.8 you ir"-zi::m to ~~ seer

ala B13s2

PHRS. BGT1ZPS: ZZ ".-ou want ic an ;ser.

M. TOtET~LLO~'TZ- Xf ~~ou ac~'t "n>t m> to "-nP8ar

Chat's okay, too.





i1RS. GGBHRS: Z~ '(ou ~ran to answer, go a;leclr~.
W

fKR. TQUB7Z LQ ~ z.-: r.'ou.~ J "rou =.creat '"'-.e
ablest':on'Laugh'c

e? )

'BS BGHEPS- Pe'Il t™~Es ~ ~ ohjecta.on ~end~ag.

You heard Hr. Moron say a oupl of t':.~as '=hat it'8 not the

way to proceed, to pencil cross-examination on a document

that has not heon cop" ed and Nade Rvailah e to counsel Bvd

the Board.

NR. TQURTEXLQTT ". X thinI: "'vo pcken on tnat

hezore. And X think that's absolutely cor=ect. ~tnd "n order

to-- The only way that l Imospr we could do anything Mout 't
is to'top and copy those documents.

Howeverp the thing 'at 'thers ze about, the

whole thing 's th9.8:

Ãy l}nderstanding ) s Mxlat s're re to do here is to

present the witnesses and to have the vr"'".n sees testify as

to 4'.hat cia )Glott cutout s4hat t 16y did and a+out s'r lat others

did xor them, others who are under their supervis:onp what

they did for Mem in a-r ving at '"h's " mort

My understanding is not that wa have to recreate

avex~r single detailed evaluation that aas lwzde in arriving at

the conclusion hhnt was arrived at. Z"ld ~t seema to me that 8

what this cross szQIQinaticn is going to ~

X don'hinic h~la see have '",. create evidence,

a'1d it sees to Pie that a+w~t s s'rh¹e pre e going p we re going





892 Q2

<VBB/"A>4 2

bacl: and recreating every ".~gle =a"a'ed step, ave „~ "etai".ed ',

ana ]sQ chat Ape. 3 pzce bv al »ne "8QQ ''l"0 >"7 "o "e

say NL~e~rer that 8 preciQelg "Phat 'ilas dons Gr s c c g to arz".ve

at a conclau~ion that y s, indeed, '".ia does e. lect "he vi--;s

of USGS ~ And it'3 zea3.2y rot even =-elevant.

at is 'co Qe accomx)lishcd hJ that Kind 0f a

detailed analysis@ gs t o ne acc~~pq „shed r.hc>t:o)y c..~ g

~ o cQHle OQt vith a v9.QK'7 that is difierent than the v3.6~1 ~wheat

has been expressed by the USGS in their ~~portP Z aahmit

~0 that it's not.

There RP.GP t been one single p" Qce QZ evidence q

MJBze hasn t been one single sta» &vent. a ad d"rect cjQQstiGQS

have been asked ahoutxh ther there's a dissentm~.g vi'cw'in

USGS or not, and '-'.ze on3.y responses ve've goti:en a-e that the

people |'8'o had inpQt into this repor'c Neze checLCQ <H.th

earlier" this ~ree1c "and the agree, and if @hey had a dissenting

opinion the dissenting opinion +ovid have been reflected in
this zeport or in an updated roport.

20

So vhat are tre doing going ance".. ze-doing this

noh, ze-doing the analysis step-by-step in chis proceeding?

That, isn't really relevant. What is zealiy relevant: Xs this

the'USQS positionP And I agree chat in broad general teens

. ve can"examine +hat the basis is. Bat X don"r. believe'hat wa

are in a position of having to create evidence foz the Xnth-

venor Bnd, that ~ s p ecisely <chat ~he Xntezveno is 'as d.ng vs





tc Bo4

bK HOUGH::>=s Bo~ ers ~ Z ";rou2.d dis"g=ee.

TQQzcellQCte 8pj's bp~. z~ppcBGQ 4 e col~

copies. Xt looks 1ike a th-ea-fao-'mp ',
3 ~QQ a *a2 BL',o's8

")('th; co1c) ed 6

.~hat. X d 13.ke Co RAN'7 ho>r FAG re going cc gc» copies Qf WQ5

in Gzly reasonable length of c"%G e

Than 8 K'iQy counse1 has an Qb1iga ~ion ~o prepare

ence,Qimself in advance, And, "" he wants to -.ui tI=t iaCo ev'd
I

Co make copi.es. Pwd i"'s not. something '=cat. can be done in

+ive minutes; it's something that probably ~;;e'11 imve to send
l

ou4 +~o a profGssiona1 Gng~ needing Ghcp 'ho fje>" it done ~

NR TGUR~ZLLGTTE. 3,s "'o9.n of information for
the Board's benefit: MaC map is a map which has been co2cred

hy Hr. McKeu~w. Xc isn'0 Qe actual report, ir. isn'he
actual Eapg iC is a Rap upon which '«Here have been d8326r

marks made. And . even if we reproduced it it ~rould noh ""e '-he

accuz'ate map o

No>r ~&at.'s not +o say .Usaf: she 3.ines and the scales

are not going ta he accura"e. But 9. "'.sn'4— Xn a strict
evidenhiary sense iC ksn'~ @he map chat mould give an ahso1u ely

txue and accurate copy of arhat..hhe orig9~a1 map is, because

9h'a got shadings on iC that d"dn'8 ezish in Me or9gina1 map.

As far as making z~~pz'cduct9.ons Qf i'a g X suppose

ee could make reproductions, or zaprodu Lions could be made

by Mx'. Plaisc>alcar. i don'c 'Jcno<r wl.ere he mould Go '-hat. But.





NB can make it. avai" &le c.o~ fiwa Co 80 'wsQGo

'%3/%TING
BQc-. GVGn i= hn KBRES i:@~p " ~:~~a-. lM.™XGiFJCS."-3CQr

anti ~De BmQ ho he an .";a~."'c" "'hah Z'm ~".cC goi.g "'o o'0

arollnQ wi&Qc maIcing scme .M6 0).'b~e ~ on cd~gQ re 'l~nc ng

e whE'.Gl on 643.8 wza2.$ 0is o T&ac "sn "" i'Blah UG xe her8 xo ~

Z2 &are is soma zr:ason, some basis zor impeaching

+His viGw p iP. R4a c s real.1v TfliRC Yw~ o 7" Gischalter «7&~88 c 0

rZo, or if he wants ho impa-ch acn.a paM oz: '", or 'f he::ants

to say 4:he basis wasn'h Gone x">ghf, ox i"'ce ~~>an~a ta ma'Re

soil'~ 0&sr argQmenC 'dQC +E~ 9.G noc 6 cozsezvativG viQu7
I

for some reason, then he can do so. vP ..e needs to Qi-ece

his cross-ezaminaCion tcwar6 hhat anQ not ~wizard having
vs'o

create nor evidence.

End 2D

T8

21





fis WRB

5WZLj':rei 1

NB 'LY". -C.'"Xi~ZH: I "d 1 .%.e;.c r=-spond '-o Chat

..ou;.Lo~rg m ="eaJ. na'«,.:~ "... '.8 ~iSGS pos t"o.

.aid that 'ae veri f.".".C day in >g p'":."»g a'g'~:sn'nd
~rithout elaborating on it',, I Chini''- has a lot a - merit„ anci.

I'm not M~ing to impeach that pos Cion.

~ Bather@What I am Crying to GG is get "nformaixcIl

from the 8 N3.tnessps slho are e";pe "s in '~ f. eid Which

information could be utiii".ed in fi dinge of:acts and

conciusions ox 1cYV to support "'M po ition thai Che safe

shutdotm earthquake should be "r.5 o. gr ".er. 7.5. That'

consistent vith the Sheaf 's position. It =:;. inconsistent,

in part, nith the Applicant's position.

These people ead i=>>e se smic r"=lection profile
These people are the p .cpie zrho "e=i:y 3."now .s much as anyone

else, except for the 3toplicant " o;n~ e".:parts, ~shat s at the

16 bottom, irhat's on the sea floor, offsho.-e oz the 8osgri faui:-

And I'm trying to get info"mation rom them in the record to
assure that the position of 6.5 doesn't win out in this
proceeding e

(The Board conferring.j

MRS ~ GOwHBS: ~ice've had similar matt r come up

earlier cohere some artic1e or some Pocwnent 'ras oz interest
to one party, and ve c~r. ainiy have fo2.lowed the procedure

that the party who chanted to cr sa-ezamine on that document or
Manted to use it somet"mes in a direct caseg flad the





QPO<i

res onsLbhlhiv c. p ounce C ~8 "GC)u > '~~~ "i11P~ger OZ C P98-i

che dot Uze 1'o ala. 8 1 pa 't." Gs ai1d &18 2oa". d VII 1 g
' iil

So I Hl no'i su'"8 4'8LQ started the Qbgecv?.Qn — ~ic 8

i" lM~ ~ F<or tonP

TLG ob 18cticn is sustainGPi. g i.hat ~clou canno i

'proceed v3.th Dro'oosed cross "=""(("ii.J.nation z>1 h<pg a t 8 "~]'i.~)ess

Parts Q"'218 doQUQent into 'e . Goord

But, on the other hanQ„;=:-;8 -card has a "„rob). !n,

]0
S

lh o Tourt811otte g Uith )QUL Qcsition y and if 78 elis'vzderstand

ic, o78 d li!8 1.or Qou to g" ve Us - u t118r 87fp1 ana "on

HG don ~ t quite ~>d rsta id n "1y ~~on ha 8 t"vase

'i3 TrTitnesses here if t'18$ are not j7:."Gp ared ' 8 U„'goi
'u

tiff the USGS position and a>8' seven conclusions 3.istGQ

under &8 general harm of "Conclusion."

Zovg we XGcogni~~G -- and 'vou used 'c'18 turmoil g

'l7 recreate the %'83883. Ã8 rG not .'"GrG fcr 'i I1ai. But

certainly in our opinion they shou.".r3 be open for questions

on tne basis for their judgments.

NR. TOURTSIZO:-'2Z: X have no argument with Khan

at all. The only sta.ament t'..at i ';res a1a1cing referred to

thG use of written Documents particularity in r gard o

. recollGction refreshed.
~ ~~paw,"a.cax~r, >that fleas said Gar3.xer on bv i~fr.

=leisch&er uas d at these vitnesses were reiving upon these





wel 3

8 8 7

documents ) oz the" testL.".'.onv Qeze =QQ~..g ~, .'fhav. [~<as saw Lng

is "hat ini ial y 'G .. pon --e ox ,y'c S Ync ''L~G

d'd not recollect exactly -;I.'-.at ~~.=- de "axle ireze., and .~ha.'e

NQU1Pi have c.o chec'i that over t+~.e noon hour ~

He dxd check that over thG;icon houz ~

But :hat the Pedezal Rules of Zvidenc. Say —a-;d

l'd 'nvite your attention ho Rule ~)umber =".*2 —'s that,
D

except as otherwise provided in criminal 'Qzccaedings Qv

Section 3500 ox Title 18, United States Cade, if a witness

30 uses a writing to refresh his memcz~g "oz the purpose of

tes ifying while testifying ox Qe'' oz'esti= ".Ilg. if c +Q

cour< ir. 'ts d"'screticn d terminGS ". i" nec.=.ssaxy in the

interest oz justice, an advezse party ".s entit3.GQ to have

t..e srziting produced a ~le hearing, .'o inspect it, to
cross-examine the witness thereon,, d to introduce in
evidence those portions which relate to the testimony of the

17 witness ~ .

Howevers thi8 interpzetat"on of the zule "s that
if the vi4.ess does not use that generallyr ii that is not

used when he is'ighe. on the stand, the adverse p zty has

no right to cross-ezaminG on it oz to loof at it ox anything

else.

And the object is to, 'n certain instances,

protect the work papers of the ritnesse

o t at the only compliant tha'= Z:ras m~~l;ing was





8?

8.'hat

T'Rile these ~)p i '~esses are he- 8 —. nd w"sy ce ~ '~ aiD '.y

na Je QG", n Qcen g ~~d hK':e een res~ropsive

3 'ha'~ev recal g a)Q'>~ %pe p~)t<~ ls jlgelp ly( l ~ t%do ~ wD 4 4cii

that other people did t~is etail ~>or!'.

The only ':py .".nat they can: Golly go Dac c and
'

"ef.-"esh +meir recollec ion "'s to go ia-!: .n" look- at the

reports that these other people gave then>.

l'Blat I zp saying is that i '.M cn2.y '=>ing Gkev re

required to do here today is to testify aboat.what thoy

remember. They ra not -ea3.3y reauized to go out and refresh

their recollection.

47 CRS ~ BGiQPS B'ot Khan hind of a record Qo ve

have iZ these ~witnesses have to say, "I don" t !~aors, I don'

recall," when they a e asked to give a basis for a

conc3.usionP

i4R. TOU'~Z~LLGTTE: f;".'ell, I would say ~»at iZ the

majority o2 what they said in response Lo the questions eras

19

20

e'".ct3.y that, then I thin!" you'd h~ve pretty shallo:)
I

record.

But X don't think. that s Kihat h"eir respons s

have been.

By the s~~e token, .Enough, ~)hat are ~;e going to

have, +or a record iZ c~~e start out and &~solute'y redo every

7A
analysis'Hlat happens iz 5're tQIZG 8~i'65~+ proP.'8,'nd ask for

?s
an "n erpretata.on of every profile and e"cry sauiagly line





.nd every strair~ht line on every prof": l".=-'=e -oing to:~

redoing t"KG anaA.yeas >:Lc'. * den 4 4Q n:4 ': e nave s".0 do 4QQ'i g

thin14, there ' scIv~ething «hp 4 ' in between o

These c-ent amen have a gccd recc3.lecticn cf vI>at

Icind oz an analysis went cn::7hat the Lasis =cr their position

iS g What the baSiS ~or their posi tion. WQS M~r and 3.S tcday ~

3rd thev are being very esponsive wout that.

But X don't really thin1:

best. interest,to go bac!c. and Qo this

ricrht h. xe. Moreover, i dcn't
thin'~alys3.8 G,3.1 over again

they "e ve'1 . '3abl 8

Qf doiI1g it~ YRat we re going to get in'i:o "s a 't cf.

hearsay evidence of repo ts of other people and their

interpretation oz those raaorts tcday, hich may or may not

R)e tke saIIIG as what %'7ent on in the analysis i 70 yea s ago or

4hree years ago.

MRS. BGNERS: Ãr. Norton'

NR. NORTON: its. Bov~ers, " in part disagree:rith
i''~ Tourtellotteg and pa~ t ally agree ~

Xt s a lot like the cross-e"amination cf &e .'irst
few panels wc put on, which went on and on azid cn and on.

thin.". it 's relevant, and i think the azguIIIent, could be made

tha it's relevant. t='ut Z think the Hoard has to use i"s

discretion as to.how ar 't ""laws -;. party to procmd with

cumulative, redundant evidence.



e



wel

oui:sevs «'%re Res c
" x2.er2 to b)'> 1 "' ''~ ~ 'j'~w gp «Qt P>'

")<eg Qeg3 eQ "> rip[ p >"C. I>eSO» 3 r r..rc»ty

VR. 8 ~ '1Q.g i S Qn 4 .1Q'j +aQis ~ Qw j, " Qmag pion' ..-feet ne

aecision, ~rler was no <estimon~p by Or. Si i~we "=- '' -Rat d'e

MrQ dlOre Offset.s Or less Offser 8 p C- ~ ir~'C. p prese OffsetS

inQicateG sou'.CMing Q" fBe=en.".

The 8Fistence of the Q.fsefs c '~Cared. j Ln

eviGence p anQ " t s 4 8 931at ba " $ ~a Z %70u~ " 'Tox'-c(er 3.'a™

isn't just cumulative.

X .'1iv3: i"-'s relovant. Z <"1i:1 you ould a R a

lot of Quest3.ons of ~+Gse witnesses ahouc HM QocUF>ends "Blat

le ho their report, and &e research tha-'ea "o their
z'eport, a-6 3.t's al3. relevant. X'-'s z ~s'- '"baG '-- 'deco:" s very

oueulativ anQ reQuhQant, ~Q reality a wa e oz tin .

2nd it's on that basis —. think we oe t~wnl"„

have the right to inquire .:3ehincK Gee Qoce<ent offerea, hut X

thintc Me Board ha" to u e its Qiscretwon.

20

22

X'm not, sure whether rl=. Pleischaker has reached

thav. point where he's becoming re8znQant u~ Q n~walative, an8

so on, hut I Mini he's headeQ in that vireo'cion. X don'L

~mow that he'ecessarily xeacheQ ".>. Bui. Z &ink We Boaxri

has to u88 3.ts Qiscx'etion in %liat ai.'GQ ~

~Re TOURTHLLGlZZ 'Zo aK1 eKten~ X 0!On ' Qisagree

83. i-'1 Ala'a. But threre is also a ule —, nay)el>p p Rule 703 p '.Al' "l





sc g'"s ~<vz' pots or Qa c='n i par'.cu.car G=se upon "?ai.";cll

el~~crt bases an op:.'.Zion 07 i~)fere'e g "la>~ .3 'hose }~e"'<'Gi"ed

3 Qy or Diane icnown Qo 1-" iY( Qc a

ted@ reasonably re) ied Hoon 5v 3.'-Per"s ." l1 '~he 'Qartioh'l2r

field 3.n forming op3.n:.ons or inxevecc..~s neon, th su1)~Go~ th

fa=ts or data need no~ be admissible 9n evidena=.

AQd ilhac "".re 're ta:.1Cl.ng BbCuc'e: e is a 1 in'
a Qalanoe between those t;~ro ~~ i '.1gs

These gentlemen he~ e are «!cNiinist c 'c ors g thev

are supervisors, they are syn-~hesi ayers.: and '.~1ey own rely

upon che opinions o"- 'lessrs. l4= ullo~'-i zd 7;:agner ansi 5".e

@vs?er eople g Nl&out having s 0;Mov 1 d='i3. p or hav3.ng to

reoreata 'n deta'l, every st=.o of ever analysis thai: the

people Who are ~LQ 8. @ex'ts p U11o %?ere t1leir elc~ez'vs rel'd
npcn. They have that right..

16 AQd to Qii: 'here c~AKQ inc{ui Q of i=hem to 'do N1M

the people who tsorJ:ed for '~".em have already done, 7. believe

really goes beyond ~shat. is r q:3ired of ~le witnesses.

20

ilcMg X'N Got. savxng idlat. Ml~v sholilrl Dot, P" pla'-.1

in any may the basis for lrha:- thoy'ze doing, and "'m certainly
vrilling foz them to do t'bat.

But it seems o me "-hat i» ere go into Z~e other

Rind oz detail, J1en ve ie in inging pon t1 9 other Gled

703 I Wh3.Ch Says t1"Qt they have We righc. ~ 0 G3V 'upon

elbert opinion and inzerences of others.
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!: o " "nshanee p
t~'" "ic'.Gc'i'~n " as a '. Ga .ti sa'*

QG " S 1QP.
'lati 8'wpe4 n t, is SQDJGc cD 883 st% o il'ia ~ l s HG

t

tlad scttlehod<p 83.98 "', hQ zas Tne Q'~":"" "38reon 't..P." ~ n >".1 G.VolZV,

~ ~chGHl p anQ, 8 ap la, ned '+QQ'6 Qo n3 mt p 8'td ' ~ a~ n ' 8"l 8 Filagce

o. Scientific analys.'l 8 hopt he co'" t d 8.' "lpon '. u

ih21d sollle 0 ~~8 Qecpl 8 in his off"ce OQM h3.Hl

'liat vas Wrong '173.41 &8 May h9 had G". '"essed l=; 8 vieifQ p and
\

Low he could Gzpz . 3$ chill Ecze acorn:. O'L 3.y o

But iG s 3>so..ui 3.y abs.;trd ~o > t. he:."8 ~~d asl".

auest ons of somebody going "o " speci.'ic ax.a'lysis Mhieh was

ge"foxed hy someone 83.sep c .d which <:=y've al=eady said

Mey don'h really have 218 Gzpeztio co Qo.

HBS. BG!VBS: 7:8 agree wiY1 one Ga-"ie- s.~atemen.~

you mace, le- '.Pou3.ieZ lo~~e p the= <re .™31i. l- =.:~e testimcny should

he 9QTf K'JDG 8 b . 4 78~1 Bc>nevhere heiaeen jl3S~ saying, he'"8

is + 18 docQmeng and t lis is 3hat Kfe say . and go 'g 4c 818

17 n3.t.:.y-vari ~ of al1 of Dc |ithJ'.8 h'l=a al1c. piec."Gs t!1a" would

have i o he pQllQd gccethex. tc give +tl~ Gg ti 8 37as3 s foP

X don'> ~inc .chat ve'-"8 in real disag-eemenh lrith

yolk posi'cion on th=:s.

Kz ~ ivor'hcn p yQQ nsed chB 't.erttl 'v~ll31ai=ivQ

evidence. i didn'5 @cali"8 ihat. evidence '@as considered

23
cUKUlative L 3.'t caKG z ~ G31 d3.4.xeze?1'c ~Q."t.'s ~

MR. NORTON: Z'r. Cez.'airy ~ ".
I'JRS ~ BONHRS ~)le. doesn 't" each az't y hi~vQ Qn





oppor"ani'i.r to presenk "ts position on par";i" laz points"=

i~LB» HOB'TOi'!» I ce'G'l~j .»can» .nat 8 cor ec'I »

But;sha'- lL. "leisch~s.=r i.~ do'ng —-or e::amp e,

Mr. Pleischaicer took Dz. Zahns -'trough a ve g detailed

desc iption of fault structures ox California. Lle ~san'. from

border "o bo der, in all fou dixections, on a3.1 the fault",

and ouc into De oc an.

That vas fine» 'le've goc all &at ovidenc in
&e record no~a.

Mo>l, !'~ . Guz'telloc e acus.Q put one of these

witnesses on anu start as,';ing those same c;uostions. L~TG'l0 g

if =-t %7GZQ Re same GvidP&ce, that~ J~GS, ":Ce have ~>le San

Zwdreas fault, ve i:ave tice San uacinto fault,:Ie have His

fault, @:d that fau3.c, it would ~isn s:cart becoming cumulative,

And Z i.ould object.

Ho'r if he s going io put on evidence chat savs

the-a's something dixferent, that Dr..Zahns forgot to mention

the Z,Y,Z ault, and that's a ve'~g imp"ziani fauli, that'

not cumulative. That's addi. ional.

But the tr'ez of fact isn't required to sit md

hear the sama stories 17 'cimes fram 17 different witnesses,

because it's cumulative.

23 For 8»famp '
g if X ve Qo'c Q ~Bi caress that says the

fault a:"is is 10 !cilometers long, ~ don'i nave to put 10

peop e on. XZ Z put on i:o people, somebcay could argue
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cuPz61P i"iv s Qu = xt ' suzn - 8 hectic get " .. 4, ' 6 .. s Oscar 1G

~ 4
Ito sc y wlat 84 ~ .G C 3'ilgwu ~ GC 4 CU: su»c'LC'ea

Buc 2'. ' i'1" tQin 'a le ~isczetioli Qz ~ e courts ~he

trier OX faCt g iCO Say MlPP8 QnOUg s ~

MRS. BGÃHHS:: have na pzon1em i~ich aha-s, lTL en,

a party wants to pul: on n»~=raus w".'.tn sees co 8-y the q~ve

thing Slit slhat ve have Before us 'leze is o'ouzse a

difference of DQ83.c"On. of opinion g ~+GtYTeen ~iQQ1icaQU 'aDQ

che Staff.

sB. 27ORTOM: Rien ttlah'8 noi= oi~~u1a'.ive,

e s 8 a 8ifferenc- Of Oninian B "t if ."'h 8 'me sm~: faotS >

over amQ over, ic is cuniu1a'ci-r-.

MRS. BONHPS: tTG11, huh yau see, <ice Ben't kno":7

unless 'vie ge'h M~Q8option hv th 8 pan81 0" Qzio Restiman~j

ox some bx your ~'ape ~ t Ui~esses vQGMGz . ley rea~ "y agzGG

Ni'd™l thGm oz'ot ~

NR. HORTOH: Qh, X'sm noi. =aying that: X'm not,

)Q

]9

20

saying you car."5 asJc them about i~. But i'lhi1t Z Hl 8 Gying i8

MQ'c Juris Question about %lese MZQG e ~ ~ t la wore escapes

me . . . offsets —excuse me —those three offsets, that'8

no. "n debate. SveryLoQy here ays there's th Ge ofxsets.

Zanl +DRt 8 ceztain1y cUEula8 ve,r i'ou 3KGQp '~a1s~i.ng a ou't

nose brae offse-ta. Thac'8 a11. it'bt a paint in

misput:G ~

MRS. BC~TERS: But ~ti1 chase witnesses mentioned
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of . Pe c» 'we dq dig 0 { ~ ~ iwy~v r qp.~)~,g '=-"-ei we;-.e in

agr eKQXic v2i~'1 tkem Or nO~„

&fit HOB'KB: X un'"'ta c": 'lai. a~'till ')8:.lant-'ate

report z""Rd &ac desor" Les &8 WLlree of: se ', and the .e s

no Dispuce abou'c Slose three offDe'=s

2nd Z say tha'c's cumu3.alive.

i>R. PLHZSCEUZPR: T7e sti2.1 don'c know ~mat 8'.>ev

are 'Ele sQIM three o' Gets ~ 3 11 t'2e have .".s ."L~ ~ Aorton s

arguments r'le don Y haze tMQse x'7" c'lesses test" l602Pf at 52is

point e Ne don ~ know Wi.QL tne>l z'e 3.11 'H.e same p1ace g we

don't know Qa the pro iies have been in~erare~ed Mo same

to rap sent. the same ver~ica1 of-set, we haven't aaard that
from .these witnesses.

le. ~iIODPQ3: 'i'ha<'s abso1ute1y urr'.rue.

Hamil.ton t stified abou'c <21ose three of"sets, and he re1ied

on and de crihed the USGS work. He described +close t'iree

offsets 3.n hi'9 testimony e '«hey cex'tainly are '&G SQXAe t 1ree

offsees.

HBS ~ BCNERS: 7'Je3.1, 'de want to I~no'2 fro?H Me

8th f witnesses, and the particu1az Staff witnesses Mat are

USGS personnel t )fe '1ant to .GlovT if there ~ s agreeTP~nt

oz'isagreementw9.th table prior testimony iz this case.
i

i~%. HORTQN'.L~s. Bcvers, Z az 'n no ~ray arguing
I a-'hat shouldn'0 be incyuired in,'o. Z ~~ not azcuing that

f

someone doesn't have the right; to ingui -e about prior
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test2.rocky. A l Z am say':;g .'s -'~at::.=:~ c's —;"8 s~ze t.=st:—

rory > >"1en what s„, '18 ense o'ure<>: ~,g," ' vr."18.:

"<<or:s; i- ' c.18 sakne

MRS . BO'PHRS: 'c".8ll,;Pe agree ".z: ansUa s: cDl AG

'~<~tresses estab3.ash 'chat '-~av v-re 2.n Gg 8'>'Rejt ".'T3.'~ prior

ces'ci?Gone KQB there s no zleed to g13rsQG i'i = vs L+iGri

hR. ~30BTQH: Res, dna:.""= = ' 'ivy s"yir.g.

PQTg~ P~S But YJe Po K'Jc4vL to have Kicks". xn

the record ~

10 IP.. HORZOH: X mderstanQ. X -i~asn'> a.. u~vg ."has

Hey shouldn'8 have ~bat ephor::ur~icy.

l7. ITS BO";F.-'RS: = se.
E

HR. PLHXSCKCdZR: Sha3.l X Droceec,'P

MRS.'C'MRS: Z s.

BZ i'~~X5CW'KR

As 3.ong as we r8 on 't t p ~<fr I"~ (eohP

~ 7

T8

>~ ~ ~T ~ ZSQQEQ~R 3 3Q'"t UQ2}'o Ka„c . 0 le th" „1g

c3.a-.'r zor tl1e record. X'm no seeIcing co impeach
~d:ese'i~messes,

to set «fr. '~"o~~tellott8 s mind at ease. X'm

20 gu t seGIcing co get c3 8 bas9.8 for ~~i89.z posit~oai tee liI(8

P~T@ XS QQQ~~ g

OIcay. lfixnt is —c:o you. Icnc~r ri¹~.d -= Se offsets

.Mat cave been intarp etei by IK~. Bacp~er a=8 &8 s~~o as

.Reise tabac have ~een c~esorihed by ~48 2-ol'cant e~'y in tnis
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'~QU$ 8 * BGS "los i"ei"o 8v 'l:~ci ~QA/

Kost Q:C ." + 5Qt Z Bid 4 Zea '( ACQ s3 RJ ~ Qr ~ ~i(~ «;(l C L l~'CL o~

e

Zn generB1 p in 'c.'le pGGt. „- ~L'-e imp.".ica:-~ i. QnQ Qs p

'7 in @le int'srpre't~on Q..r" cl~ese PhÃDgs p 'tJ~ bc';ve'3 'Ben Coo

ZG GPGri:.

BQt 'Ni~? Xes'deci i:0 'aLQ '~; "88 Q ~ l e'~ " p.i <ious ve

Bezl~DonSQ cela'. i~L ~ lJGgner l"esp "'sp poU c~o R~Q<

Z Con iaxov ~J |ct'se. hcvJ 'e . " -,a >y s 'Joey ve

QesoriheQ hero e> or noto

O'CGV

Q)+1sV~ llg Gt. Goin'.Us'l G, 1i~'~~1=. bi- =Qz

"ourn al" ":Ae'o%on o2'age C-3 o2 '"~at rcpor", '-tae 1Gs~ ~u11

pQ Graph GCG+88 '~)8 'tc ence iNP. Q refQzs i o s&ile g)ro ~ilc"

l7 QB'~3 QQC Gre Po a inc2.Used ctP a'. Gre KQQx ( K~'c ~Q evR2.Mte
I

e extension or cha=eoLe:.-"»- excuse ra . S~ri~e ~bat;

That. sentence ro "ers to soma prozi1e c".Gra '8.G<

'Qze no'~ incl'QCstR &G'a Gre J.GlportcMt. to Qva1UG'c e die e" a.ension

Qr"chG cllaxacter o scIGe xGQ1'cs~

Do you knave whaJ. pro i1e Pa G is re e"r 6 to

che'P

Zoi: saeci2ica1l~r, no. X taipei" there may he son',e

con;gusion.. z>sthiie ago xie vere 0:G1king ~OUj„. Nagger's report





Uel l D 3".97

~ ~'-'~a-S "-8 -8-'arr-"ng "Co Q~Q A!~'0J.AC~:.~'C ' ra'»=Qi l- s

..1 Tiov3.i~ig, on 'c 0 cMGMia:=" B ee „- .~U'~

't r l>r44 w w I h4 4 '«j Ni < 4s'4 alan w . 4' «iowa

prod.'Lies Wxley ."?ad i~1 'chair: epo "i:o

Do you recall;<ha-'~ose pro' s .i'>t have

"eveelad deal v-..s impoztaac -o your "cnsic."ra'.':i n in .ch..'.

ccnQ2.lxs." Qns P

They

MR ~LJORTGH Ob Iec'c ZDsUZCioie"l~~ .cQUDdc~ ti02 Bs

10 co %0h3.ch prof~les yoD ~~~ Y'liking ~QQ~o QD~:L+G'~Sr Qz no~

Wey vera Qviawad hy &is pe son.

HPiS ~ 30&tZBS Do yoU dr nk <0:.esQopd to Da

ok) ieocioDP

P2 ~ PXZXSCP>w~~R. ' 11 eC~PlQZe tZ'. ~ S;7" ~ N'r ~

McZeQNn I 31 '<H.phd. G~z m e cfQSS cion

32'R P~F" Z CR>aMR."

$ 7 Do you Rno's ~which prox'las chose ~sera, 51@. lfcZaoun9

Ho.

Q Do you recall gen rally re>ac in''oxma='ion "ha

20 p"ofiles cont~ed?

A don 0 icno'9 Nheac +Me inforzlac.iQP. "7~so Z Jcnow
1

iAlat. be ~rk~n'hGd 'co looJc ford

23 ÃcRS 3.'c Mat yov 'r7aivG~d O'G loci 2ox'P

Zi The e:ctension ox.. acme .aults. Zha~ 's, you can

have w~a profiles, let.'s say iva miles aparC.."-wd yov. Sea on





v.gael

+ p NQ'Qg 't l~p $ ~1Q< alt 5w j «tv' O'Qj, Q «JC 'gQ'p i .. d'PA$ q 7 0
~w 4

RQd 'cJ~1> s 2.$ >e ~ Qre of P«c1c" ~ Gtac"~a.en'4a

don + I~nQT8 s'Jna w pror I les 'e Ze ' J42 i1g cJ1oc c

here, bu" Da'c's .c'le natur

Did

tais parti~a ar

t
yon Personally Gave an CPclQX s"~~2.i v >0 d2.scQss

J

matter ~sit'Jl 'i=ac cod}sult~n~s .':Cr the ~1pplicant.

.clear up .

$ 0 X IG no'h 3'tlrc ~ Ne ve had Bee c ings s. ci'e. a3. years

ago >7i'"h t'IG Applicant and "7i& s'k~gner c~' c'~ rs g and

DsUQlly M'c 3 kind cf infczza'cion x"cas 0" QCQSHQQ ~

X don i reliMLex Kly detai 1 3 Qf " c" I QQ~Ãevex

(Hi.toss ~evire) May X cf'or an =dditional con~~cent

ccncerning WB QU&sticQP

The l1e'rt sente ce cf our repcrc „ fc 'ying
one "hat 74-. P3.eis>ai:er descriaed cc ls, discx1sses 51e

28 nat:are of seism'c prof"le and We int, rp-" '-ation that. goes

"n ~rith them.

Xn the course of tL1is review several years ago,

21 vse had many v~~etings arith Hm Bpplican= and:-heir consul'an'cs

conc~~ning Mesc profiles c b45 it, "sn t a 2?p'Bter of lccking

23 at a specific line, it. 3 a auestion of in~erpreta'-icns. Rrd

f 01il Ron%1 i o month g and repeac.ed nte" p e c "lion .
g ere are

83ightly Differen™~ nUGDCQS Hla~ gei 32rollcjPi: inc.o "i ~





s a QAz22.culY '~i~ncJ UQ srcv

"gzeed oz Ue hassled cut eve=-~J 1 .n;.:..n'.il eve» v GQ"'6t "Has

.':hat lust 430esn '

happen ~z""th seismic o=of.". l-s.
~Bid ~'ie a i=tempted to des eric e ~ La in '226 Qec~ ~

sentence from &0 one 7'«Rat'ivas Beincg Q..scussed ~ 2nd fez
vere some minor diffezeno.=s. 3's I eoall q g~len he last ic~~t

on those sub Jeots "thief: 'U"'s several ve p. s ago p '~neze Qzobab.~ ~g

vere still some dixfezenc.=s.

But < as Z also recall Z don >" recall sig i icant

Qi".ezences, oz ones "'at caused us to az='e -'' a decided1y

position than Vxe Applicant vsas proposing .o use from those

pzoziles~

P~~. HcZeo~iw, or ei.~Der one o"- you, do vou hav." an

opinion assu>ae an ea >qua< e in Yae Hosgz'ult zone

Qo y:ou have mx opinion as to —stzilce ~~at.

Let m direct your a "ten"ion to ncmi".ez 7, wsez'.

FiRS. BG'rVBS: Cone2.usion, ~.-ou mean?

MR. PLEXBCEB3(HR: Yes, conclusion 7 cn page C-16.

3Y I& PLEXSCrL~~R:

Q

conclusion xi& Mz. Page zeoentlyV

IM- Devine, have you reviewed ma'- particular

(Witness Devine) Yes.

2nd a-e tAe ~iso of you sti" 1 in agreement ~si~b

tha'. conclusion as it's stated'
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"I"KB'":%H=R.. 7. ~~-'-.."- 'i"-'~ a:~'v- the-
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Yi1RS BGIVaHS

ai''oretc~+
2

P ~ zqQP,~'f>ig „> egg > ggt ~s 6 > ~ ~KG ~ 0 BrLafe co 3iloz7

. telephone cali.
ÃHS. 30$ PBS ~ ~Be'l~ teke a ~o-.-inm~te

brea.'Recess
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~J":~~E5024
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mph3.

EBS i BOv78P3"..a tra Qau~'P

'" 'Vrs
NZL t&8o SO~cHRS C .c >We

BZ M~o |;<QRTo~i$

Xvo NcZGocrng'" est Qf Q3.l i 2 Bpol~~1 ge pox

re8m=Mg to you as Keo PcGc.ran Xiii zo~~Lg,

f89.tness PicZie~~m) Zto 8 col~u.'no

9 Pi-st, Nro NcKemm, Z'6 l9.im to Q9..act you

at. en%en to C-3 3~et IN. Ple'sci~eE ask@i you a aeestion

I

12 >rhat you thought ~Mat sentence trieant 3rd you sh@M6 that
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Q wRB/agb10 state what Jm Pugro Report says, .because what i says 's

as follows on Page 14:

"The lack of sea floor —"

MR. NORTON: Hxcuse me, Mrs. Bowers. 'hat is not

a proper objection. X did not state what the Pugro Report

saido X asked this witness if that's what it said, and he

said yes o

Now= if Mx~ Ploischaker went+ to recross and ask

10

acme questions, that's fine„but to interrupt uy cross by

reading the report is a totally improper procedure~ He doesn

. have. to read the r'eport to make an objection.

MR PLHXSCHAKHR X~m going to complete this
objection yet . The Pugro, Report states as follows:

"The lack, of sea floor displacements,

although not conclusive, does noc favor —"

".$ 8
'I

k9

20

2$,

MR NORTONs Excuse me, Mrs Bowers This is an

improper procedure fox him to read. that report That's not,

the way you.make an objection.. 'That is totally improper

Aud X'm not trying to keep 'out the report 't's a totally
1

improper basis for an objection, to read She report

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Tourtellotte2

MR . FLEXSCHMERa s Could I complete my ob jecV on2

I'd like to complete the statement of my objection

Hy objection is that in his question>, Mx Norton

is misstating the conclusions of the Pugxo RepoW That
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RB/agbll,

3

6

?

conclusion is in one sentence, and it says as follows:

"The lack of sea floor displacemenm,

although not conclusive, does not favor speculation

that the 1927 Point Azguello a~&quake occurred.

on, the Hosgri Pault "

MR NORTON IMS Bowers y that is precisely, the

sintence X read to this witness, those a~t woras

MRS BOWERS: Mr gournellouue?

MR TOURTELLOTTS: X~d rather not get into this

(The Board conferring.)

MRSo BOHHRS':, The objection is overruled Xf the

witness didn.'t agree with the question, X'm sure he would

)4

have said Goo.

NR PLEXSCHAKER: Nell Hrs Bowers > we'e got this

report heret we'e been running it. around for
two'onths'ow

. X've had plenty of'bjections from Kr NorLon that. X

r

'3
3 ~ .

20

was misstating the questions and the'basis of 'that objection —
,'and

X'm going uo ob?lech ro any Surtnsr guaseions ig de's going,{

to quote from this report. and ask these witnesses questions

about conclusions if he inaccurrately states the conclusions

X. thi'nk he has. a duty to state-the conclusions 'accurate3.y

when he cross-examines these witnesses A5.d if we re going

'» to talk any mora about the conclusions in this report, X'm ~

- going= to object every time he doesn't state them accurately,.

MRS BQMERS: Nell as, you may know„ve dan',t have
I
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copies of Mat report

NR. MORTON: Hell Mzs. Bowers> +Pe record will
show that the only time X quoted Zzom the zepozt X read

exactly the same sentence that lM. PI.eischakez did And Z

resent very much Mr Fleischaker's attacking my integrity vy

saying X misquoted that report, because the record will st"
tomorx'ow, and X wil3. point it out to Llr. leischakex —and

X hope Hz. BIoom got it correctly and X'm sure he did »- that

that is precisely the sentence Coat X cad, and it is the only

one X read from that zepo)%.

HR. PLEXSCHAKHRa Xt, isn', intended to be an

~'ttack

on his integrity, t's intended to identify his skill
as an attorney in turning vozds aud not asking questions

MRS BOWERS." Nell tAe objection is overruled,

assuming that tomorrow's 1wansczipt w9.11 support, your pos'iti.on,

Mx'. Hozton
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Does 'anyone have an extra copy of that reports

'e've been hearing about it fox a month and a half, and we'e

never. had a copy. of it in our hands.

MR. NORTON: X know I do, Mrs. Bowers.'nfortun-

ately my extra- copy is in my room, it's not here. But, I know

-I do. "
And we=can get, it. I think somebody'is going.'to get an

extra 'copy xight now.'
~

X.'m suxe- Mr.. Pleischaker w9:ll -be happy to hear
\

I

I"have no more questions.,

'IO MRS'., BONERS: Mr. Tourtellotte,'o you wan the

'f2

Board to proceed,. or do you want to proceed'ith your .

redirect'P

MR., TOURTELLOTTE:. Shy don', X let the Board

proceed g and then it.' 1 maybe save a layer or two of the

redirect. I

xzxzzRX KGQfXNATXON BY THE BOARD

17

Q

BY MRo. BRIGHT:

X. guess Mr. Devine: Again 'X'm searching for

clarification, impxoving my mind, X guess. Your Conclusion
7'hat:

the description of the maximum. earthcgmke, quaU.fied,

gxound motion; by means of' single acceleration value may- not

he an appropriate: representation, could you ampXi'fy that gust;

a bit'V

(Ãitness Devine} I'l try to,"

The. normal procedure for the Sorwey to provide
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advice to:1RC concerning design values,. g ound motion values

fox use in the development of a respon'e spectrum analysis

for nuke sites traditionally has been restricted to the Survey.

providing an evaluate, on- a, g value to serve as the- high

frequency anchor for- the response spect'rum. And, in general',

that, in oux )udgment, while limiting the geophysicst''n what

'e'can say, it, does px'ovide a. manner. in which to get.his

judgments.on ground motion into the system.

jo

Ne have concerns that within ten kilometers of the

'ault that. such a, single identification'f the motion that one
I

wouXd'xpect from. an earthquake does not allow all of that.

Qhi'ch. needs. to;be cranked into the system fox'eveloping the:

appropriate response spectrum. And'his sentence was"'i'ncluded'4

in- hire to egress that concern-, .and then amplified by:t'he

'ollowing paragraph which went. on. to say whatm think is the

Mnd 'of ground. motion. information that we should 'supply to

17;

T8.

-'he NRC'ox developing that response spectrum.,
I

Q; 'elX X', guess my problem is, Do you think. the,

~ acceleration values should: be higher or'ower ox.....
A,, Nor. it isn'. a question of whether. it's higher

or: Lower, it'. a; question whether it addresses the seismologi-

: ca%;. condition, that. we're;attempting to comment on.

Thex'e has been quite a. bit of testimony here at.

this hearing,. on, the relative value of peak acceXeration versus

- magnitude when you,'re close, in to the fault., There'. a lot of
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specultion, a lot of variability in the small mount of data

we do have. We have evidences of high g va:lues from aery

small magnitude earthcpxakes close-in.

So it gust appeared to us in a case like this
that providing only a single g value doesn't adeqoate repre-

sent what we needed to say.

In areas- of the East, for example, where the g

8 values 'basically are lower than .the ones we'e talking 'about

9 here, and the data is even less, the convention has been to

10 use a peak acceleration value and anchor the response spectrum

there and go forward. And it certainly is a conservative

~2 position.

f4

But there's a limit to how far up in the g values

j'ou go and still be practical and sensible in using that

technicgle

For example, the peak g values that, we offer in
672, 'we have tried to word this report to say that that isn',
mandatory, that those numbers automatically be assumed to be

'f9 the anchor for the response spectrum: that ' not what we 'e
20

2f

saying.: And that's why we went to this paragraph to 8escribe

ground motion as best we can, leaving the use of that and

the development of, the response spectrum to the engineerIng

'domain'where i<'bel'ongs in the case of thi's high g val'ue.

Xt's an engineering technicpxe to go through the process of

developing the response of the structures based. on Chid
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ground motion, and we do not presume to cogent on that.

On other sites we finessed the problem by

simply going to the absolute peak g value, putting a broad

band spectrum on that and going forward. But it is not
'racticaland it does not even make sense to do,that very

close to a fault 'at very high g values. Xt does not, represent

what happens in an earthquake. Consequently wegreferred-
in this case we preferred to describe peaJ ground 'motion

a la 672, Circular 672 as a better way for the geophysicist

10 to provide advice to the HRC engineers, and. Applicant's engineer

in 'this case.

Q Nell', let's see: — Xn your Conclusion 7 you

mention a single, acceleration value, and what you'x'e saying

is there should be a numbex of ground motion values looked at;

15 is'hat
corrects'7'es.

X'm trying to figure out whether, if you have a

18 lower acceleration value, would this be'worse than. the higher

19 acceleration value, or did you scale down the high accelera-

tion'alue in texms of being reasonable, ox'omething Xike

thatV

X II sorry g sir; X,'m not sure X understand your

question.6'ell X'm not sure X understand your anger

Otherwise X would sign off.
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Well X'll try again if you think it would be

helpful.

Please.

A Peak 'acceleration values very close to the fault
is,a subject of. considerable discussion both here and in other

cixcles. Xt's obvious to us that the ground motion thit one

should u'se in the design of a structure i's not adequately

described by offering a single g value. We feel it makes—

9 Well, now, pardon me. X'm not really trying to

inte'rrupt. Xt's gust that right here is whexe we
part'ompany

e

A single g value, Ãe11, now, aren'5 you offering

the. highest g value already? You say you finessed the prob3.em

back ea'st by doing this.
A He normally offer a single g value with the full

intention of it being used as it stands, as the scaling high

frequency end of the response spectrum. Xn this case we are

not suggesting that—we'e not demanding that that be the

case.-'e are identifying these values as ground motion

values, those presented in ocular 672, recognizing that it
i's within the engineexing domain to provide the appro'pxiate

mechanisms into the design using these
'values.'e'x'e

not insisting that they be used directly
as'a scaling factor for the x'esponse spectra as it normally

done at lower g values.
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Ne recognize that. there is a need.to consider

the engineering response, as has been done by 'Dr. Newmark.

He feel that that technicpxe is appropriate, and we feel it
4 inappropriate for us to have offered a s'i'ngle g value requir-

g ing the broad band of response spectrum to be anchored at

6 that. value, and feel that we have repxesented the ground

motion properly fox this situation. That's'why we did not do

it here, ox would not do it any time when the g values are

)0

this high this close to a large vfault. That does not provide

a sensible way to accommodate ground motion in developing a

design.

!Q,,
However, we do feel in the use of the ground

motion values that, a geophysicist is expe ienced, to the

d'agre'e there is experience to offer to the engineering com-

munity, and this we dick by referring to 'the numbers in 672 ~

1.120

He're not presuming that those numbers, then, must be the ones

that. would be used per se to anchor a response spectra

18

20

Thank you, sir.
MR. NORTON: Dry Bright, is there still confusion

in your mindt Because X had the same exact confusion, but he

said'something that triggered something, and Xthink I under-

stand, it, now..

NR. BRXGHT: Great.

MR. NORTON: X gathered you still had scnae con-

fusion. X Chink it's the term "by means of a single
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acceleration value." The single acceleration value is 1.15g.

NRB/vb7 X don't think they mean to say you should come up vith osier

free field numbers, because there is only one free field
C

number. - The othe'r number you come up with is what has been

called'y Or. Blume and the other seismologists as an effective

accelerathn. So there is only a single free field number, a
(

singl'e'eak acceleration. But when they say you can go to
y' ft,~

.anqther„number, an effect9.ve acceleration.

X thQOc that's vhere the confusion is
r~

Perhaps, with that statement, the vitness can

'5'ettex', explain it than X. But X had the same problems X didn'

understand that sentence either, until so'mething he sai'd

~ triggered something as to vhat they were talking about."

f4

$ 5

BY MR~ BRXGHT:

Does that help2

17

f8,

~ . A A/itness Oevtne) Yes, that helps. And X

apologize fox'ot being able to do bettex.

We are offering, Table 2 in Circular 672 offers

a single g value for magnitude 7.5 earthquake under. various

conditions that are descried in that report. And ve're not

proposing that one ought to use a different ground motion

value. But. what ve are attempting to say is that that"s not

. C the number that needs to be used per„se for scaling response

25 That's vhy in the sentence there — There is only
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one g value that you can derive from our data to represent

the maximum single excursion, accelexathn for the magnitude

7.5 earthcyxake that. close to the fault. So it is the
'eehan"sm whereby the engineers derive what has been called.

by'some as "effective acceleration" that we'xe refexxDig to

here. Xt's not, other free field ground motion peak values.

There is only. one:-ground motion acceleration value that tie

8 axe,referring to.
MR; FlBXSCMKERs Can X ask some questions as

10- long as we'xe on. this point?

Has- the USGS taken the position. as to whether the

response spectra; for. the xe-analysis of the design of'his
facility, should- be: anchored, or anchored by a 0.75gf'-

14

16

HITHESS:. DEVXMEs No we have not,h

'c4 '

MR. FLEXSCHAEERs Xs the USGS takm<g the

position, that: xesponse spectra derived for nuclear power

17

18

pXants should:,be,'dere;ved by a procedure which employs e so-
~ ~

called. effective acceleration%'*

20

HYNESS DKTIEMs, He have not taken a direct
I

'position'on that. The words here clearly allow that.

MR'. PEZISCKUCERs Dad would the USGS allow a

different
approach'XTNESS

DEVXNEs Possibly-

MR. BRXQHTs Thank you, Mr. Devine..
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BY MRS BoifZHS:

Nell I wish I had asked some of the earlier

panels this question, but since they'e not here and you are

here X'll ask you:

Xn the paragraph before the conclusions you have

6 some information dealing with the suggestion the San Simeon,

7 Hosgri, San Gregoria faults comprise a system. And, of course,

8 this was also referred to in yaur Conclusion 6. And, of

9 course, yau've stated they have not been demonstrated ta be

~0 capable of generating magnitude 8-plus earthquakes.

j2

Going down ta Conclusion l, you talked about the

Hosgri may be tectonically coupled with Saa Simeon. But

what.I'wondered about —end, as X say, X should have raised

the question: You mentioned they are within 2.5 miles. of

each"ather. Xf there's an earthquake, for instance on the

San Simeon or the San Gregory, does that event itself 'shake

everything up so ~t it might start an earthquake on the

Hosgr9.2

A (N5.tness Devine) The historic'al record would

not. indicate that Mat has been the case. There have been

many events on the San Gregorio, historical earthquakes.

And to my understanding, from a seismological point of view

the answer is No, that's not the case

(Nitness HcEeown) May X
.ccnmnent2'es,

of course.
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A Even on a long continuous fault such as the

San Andreas, when there's an earthquake on it the whole thing

doesn't rupture, only a part of it.
The faults that we'e dealing with hexa, the

San Gregorio, San Simeon and the Hosgri, the data indicate

they do not actually connect. It's highly contxovexsial.

But if you had an earthquake on the San Simeon

it would seem unlikely, to me at least, that you would say,

9 Mell the Hosgri will rupture, too. These faults appear to

30 Be separate things.

0 'el 1 g as you know, my question was not whether

$ 2 they xea3.1y connect, hut if youhad an upheaval of one would

13'hat, in- itself be enough to start, an upheaval in one that

l4 is near
by%'itness

Devine) Xn my )udgment it would not.

16 Because generally what happens, when you have the first evenC

you release a stxess that has been built up. I don't see the

i8 reason why one would then speculate that an earthquake on one

~g would generate one on a near by or similar faulC I don'

20 see the reason fox that.
,' Mell it's been a week and a half or so since X

read,"Dr. Bolt's, liCCle primer on earthquakes, and I have it
here someplace It's been marked for identification and it'
part 'of the docket+ but.it's not in evidence.

But if I remsmber correctly, I think he.describes
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a situation where an avalanche could cause an earthquake, or

an earthquake could cause an avalanche„

Nell certainly earthquakes can cause'valanches.

X. don't know about the other condition.

Xf X mayx — There are indeed evidences of

aftershocks occuring on faults near by and 'at, some angle to

the main event,. This was particular true'n Guatemala. X

don.'t mean to imply that it cannot happen.

f0

One of the subsidiary faults to the main fault

through Guatemala had; an aftershock clearly on it and surface

displacement as a xesult of it.

13

f5

But in the contsxct of your question, we don'

see why that, would be the case. hex'e. Becau'se we~re acknow-

1'edging that they'xe px'obably part of the same system. So X

do not *see why you would want to speculate that the occurrence

f7

f8

of, an event on one of these faults would generate one on

'another X don t think it's the same s'ituation as we had in

Guatemala where one of the branches at virtually 90 degrees

20

: Co the main break subsequently broke.

X'on't believe that— Xt's certainly possible

IA.
25

to happen, but X don't think that's a likely circumstance or

~ a- very'ignificant one..

9 Then another question that, X asked. Dx. Sad.th and

his panel for the applicant. on seismology,, and X kncer your

organization, of course, has done a great deal of work ovex
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many,many years, so X'd like your opinion, or poeition, as to

whether the area around the Hosgri, or beyond the Hosgri,

hhs been surveyed in such a way that, we won't get another

surprise, a Hosgri-'2.

Well, it's certainly possible that addiCional

6 faults wi11 be discovered offshore somewhere along the coast

7 of California. X'm certain we'e not found them all by now.

8 But.it's inconceivable to me to speculate a condition whereby

9 we would discover a Fault of greater significance to the

10 . Diablo site Chan the Hosgri is. Xt would have Co be eiCher

closex or much, much larger than what we have already forced

$ 2 Che applicant.lpconsider'as the maximum earthcpxake a?ready.

X'ust don't believe — X can't conceive of a

14 situation where we could find something in Che futuxe Chat.

would make it worse.

Q Well am X corx'ect that ycu enter into contracts

17 for, exploration and- that sort of Ching in this area where

19

20

Chere's actual field worJr heing done2 '

A We have our own people doing field work in this
I I

a'rea. and, in. other areas; Ne occasionally give contracts

such as the one that vent to Pugro to study a specific

probXemg yeso,

O'ell how much work has USCS either personally

been involved in, or involved in indirectly by contract in

the area beyond Che HosgriP
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By '."beyond" do you m an further offshore?

Yes.

(Nitness HcKeown) X'm not aware of any new work'. A

directly offshore from the site. There is a considerable

amount of reflection, profiling, and I think the gravity work

has been done to the south, mainly in .the Santa Barbara

Channel area in the Santa Barbara Basin. This is south of

the Hosgri fault. That, work overlaps with the work that'

already been done.

10 Now it could very welllbe that that willshov

some faults that we would consider, capable and maybe capable

of l'arge earthcpxakes. Butwe're getting at a distance

wher'e it probably will not be significant to the Hosgzi..

|.t's getting too far away.

3G

P

sea2

Q Nell, what about beyond Hosg'ri, directly out to

17 X'on't know of anv new work going on directly

38 out 'from that. There may be, but I don'0 know about it.
19 A (Mitness Devine) A lot of the major faulting

20 to. the west of the Hosgri has already been identified, the

other side of the Santa Maria Basin, and there is some sign'-

ficant. faulting already identified there. So, again, we'

have to find very large faults ei her somewhere within the

'Qg
basin between the Hosgzi and the Santa Lucia Bank faulting,

which is already knoem, in order foz it to have significance
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to the Diablo site. And that X just don't think is likely.

3

That has been surveyed pretty thoroughly by now.

Nell that's the kind of information X wanted to

have, that i" has been surveyed.

Yes, it. has. But X couldn'8 describe specifically

which surveys. But X'm sure if you put a composite map on

that screen of all the surveys that have been run between the

coastline and the Santa Lucia Bank fault system, they would be

very; very dense'. So X do not believe that it's likely at

all to find additional later surveys to come up with signifi-

cant faulting that we have not identified.

0 (Nitness NcKeown) Nhat wa don'0 know is what

14

proprietary data there .is and what it shows. X think the
I

surveys that. have been conducted have adequately searched for

the kind of information we. need for this site. The oil

17

companies will continue, and X don't know how much work they'e
done'.'t probably would be very interesting, but X doubt that

i''. will show up anything significant to the site. Thexe's a

tremendous amount. of work going on..

20 Q . Hell howfhr out— Hhat was the name, aga'in?

The Santa. Lucia Bank?

Santa, Lucia Bank.

How far out is that?

X'm guessing. Thirty or forty kilometers, X

believe.
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3A
HRB/agbl MR. r4ORLON: Mes. Bowers,'iguxe 31, which is in

evidence in the direct testimony, has the map showing how fax

out the surveys go. Pexhpas that could be shown.to Mesc

320,

0

':7

witnesses, the scale is on the map, and then they can testify
as- to how far out the surveys have gone, because that. is in

1

evidence. There is sufficient fouudatioa fox* it, because

X .think that is a direct answer to your last 'guestiou.

MRS~ BOWERS: What figure was thatP

HRi NORTON Figure 31 in the Jahns-Hamu.1ton

, testimony'hich. shmrs. the lines of the BARTLETT survey and

,$ 2

'the KEXES survey and other surveys And it could be very,

easily, from drat map, shown as to how far out those surveys
P

went o

51RS ~ BOWERS! Do you already have it in a trans
~15 pareacy, or are you just going to show it to the wituesses2
16

'1'7

MR NORTON: X'll just show it to the witaesses

(Handing; document, to witness panel
)'USTNESS.DHVXHE: Mr Norton is correct in pointing

out to us what surveys have been done. Aad as you can see from.

that. figure, they axe vexy dense closer to the shore and lessex

deasity out some. LQO or 200 kilometers.

,

X was answeriag in the context of what. may be run.
I

in the future That's the way X iutexpxeted your question

And what one would get would be au iacxease iu the density

over Piguxe 31 ~ And the Likelihood of increased dense track
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Q 2

lines uncovering major faulting, X think, 's very remo.c, in
addition to that which is already known.

MRS'ONHRS: Pine Thank you.

MR TOURTELLOTTE: X think these witnesses also-

6

probably know that Hoskins and Griffiths actually made their
survey of che entire Santa Ma-ia Basin and out to the Santa

Lucia Ballk .

And, certainly it stands to reason,'oes it not,
that if you,assume-Mair information was good enough to p'ck

up the Hosgri Paul+. in the first. place, it would'ave picked

up something else as well„ isn'5 that correct?

NXTNESS DEVXNEs X would ta~J-e that assumption,

surely.

AIRS.. HOPPERS: Me11 Ym Tourtellotte, do you

16

want to proceed- with. any questions based on the Board's

questions?
A

NR TOURTELLOTTE:„X think maybe it would be neatex

2b

Rf

to wrap it. up —to. see if'he Board's questions precipitated
any further questions from either Mr Norton or EW. Ple1.schakex

MR PLEXSCHAKER: Hay X have one moment? .': want

to think about something

I
0

(Pause )

CROSS™EXP24lNATXON ON BOARD 'QUESTXON3

BY MR FLEXSCEAKER

Eir Devine,, X'ust want to go back and explore
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HlV3/agb4 this question Chat was raised by Dz. Bright, ju."C Co clarify
something for Che record. X411 ~-„~ to as!s you same questions

and get some information about 672 ~

You state that, in Viumbez Seven, Chat: .

The description of maximura earthquake

ground motion by means of a single acceleration

value may not be an appropriate representation "

And.X believe you testified Chat you thought more

information was needed in this case because it was a .large

earthquake in the near field, is Mat cozrect2

V

j2

'l3

A, {$fitness Devine) Yes

Okay„Moor. if,we go to Table 2 of 672, we find
more Chan one number, don't we2

Yes» Xt's a. Cable of numbers.

l6

TS,

l9

Q Right And those Cables —that table of numbers

contains a neer of 'ac~leraCion values at various peaks<.

is Chat cozrect2

A Yes For a variety of e~quake sizes

For example, if you have a 7.5-earthquake, Table 2

Villg'ive you the expected acceleration at the first, third+.

fifth,. seventh and ninth peak, isn'C tha correct2

As I recall.
1

Q Okay'nd you also give some velocity g some

expected velocity models, isn'C that cor'zect2



0
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C
Yes

And you give sou expec+ d displac~enC models,

„4

righC?

Yes e

0 'So what you'e given us in a sense's a shorChand

8

de.cripCion of Che Cime hisCory?

A Ho, X would characCerise iC as a shorthand

d'escripCion of Che ground moCion spectra.

30

Okay

LeC me ask you thiss Cou3.d we Cake those numbers

ChaC you'e given us. Chough and could we derive. a Cime history

You could derive a varieCy of Cime hisCories.

Okay,

BuC in each of those, cases we would, have a time

history thaC had. peaks one through nine of- acceleraCion values

ChaC. you, gave?

l9
C

20

7452

A

You could derive ones that did have ChaC, yes. "
II

Xf we were to use the numbers. in your Cable, at

You can use the numbers and derive a- varieCy

of Cime histories that..would meet, thoso numbers

23-

Okay.

So in essence,'haC you'e given us is a lot.

richer, fuller infoxmaCion as Co what you think tiwC Che ground

moCion will be in the evenC of a 7 5 in the near field, is
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2(.
3

that a fair characterizatiou2

Richer than -™

Richer than giving us a single . umber> peak

acceleration.

Nell yes, X guess if richer meaus more complete.

Okay~

HR. PXZXSQSZER: No further questions

MRSo BOWERS: Hr. Nortou2

MR MORTON: No questions

AS ~ BOWERS: Hr Tourtellotte2
MR ., NORTON. Before X forget< Hzs Hewers, ve

just. got a message that, there's a conf reuce cal3. set up for
Mro Valentine at 8:00 A.H. Priday morning.

IS

lBS BOWERS 'r Tourtellotteq before poll starts,
1st me ask one dumb singer.

Xn reading. Dro Bolt's book, he talks about +hen

reservoirs are. created> that. sometimes this has generated some

seismic activity Well isn't the ocean a pretty'ig body of
vater2 Does that have

any'pplication2'2f

:2R,

of eater.

WXTNESS DEVXNEs Yes, the ocean is' large body

The questionsof reservoir-tududed seismicity, X

think, heavily depends on »- has a time factor involved in it,
'6 it,'s the rather quick change in pore pressures and so on and

lubricatious and so on as a- result of reservoir loading that
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possibly causes the triggering of small earthquakes.

The ocean has been there a very long tierce, Me

faults that are„beneath it have bean subjected to whatever "

pore pressures, as a result of the ocean on top of it, have

been there for a very long t9aae. X don't think, the situations

axe analogous

8
elanrlonf 3.ws

MRS 'BOWERS: „Hz Tourtellotte2

10,



Il
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MRS. BOWERS: lfr. TourtellotteP

REDIRECT EZAKENATXON

BY MR TOURTELLOTTE".

$0

9 Starting with you, Nr. Devine, you were just asked

'about Table 2 Circular 672. You indicated that. you could

develop a series of time histories using that table.

My question to you is: Would those time histories

be of any particular valueV I should say, since "chere are

values on the table, X should say of any particular use, that

you can think of2

(Witness Devtne) No, X don't know what they would

12

14

16

be used for.

Q Nr. NcZeovn, back, on your original cross-examina»

tion by the Xhtervenors your attention was invited to the

bottom of. page C-14, and you vere asked questions about the

tectonically-coupled Hosgri and San Simeon faults.

17

18

Notice the words are used in that sentence in the

first. conclusion, "that may even be tectonically coupled."

1S
C

20

Are those words used to indicate that that's an

uncertain matter?

21 (Witness NcZoown) Yes, there's uncertainty in it.
So that they may be coupled; but they may not be

coupled'P

.That's true.

And what. the USGS is doing is conservatively
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assuming that perhaps they might be coupled?

Yes.

Also', in Conclusion number 3, it says, "The length

of the Lompoc fault, appears incompatible with the magnitude

of the 1927 earthquake."

The word "appear'"- is in there, again, because the

. USQS intends to, be conservative in its view, isn't that-

correct?'hat,is, the USQS believes that. as long as it
I

can happen on the Lompoc, oz so long as it might be incompat-
J

'ble, the conservative thing to do is to assume that that

rules against it being on the Lompoc?

A, That'; correct..

NR. PLEXSCHiQ(ER: Objection. X'm going to object,

to that. Hr.. Tourtellotte is leading the witness. This is
redirect, and, X. think he- can be more succinct in asking his

'uestions.
I object. to the form of the question.

MRS. BOHBRSs Do you= want to respond to the

objection,, Mr Tourtellotte?

lK TOURTELLOTTZ: No.

MRS; BONEBS: Actually, there was considerable

examination about. number 3, and I think one of .the witnesses
t

~ ~

. said'he would feel more comfortable if the words "to ii~

followed, appears." "Appears to be."

BITELESS DEVXHEs Yes, I said that. I think it
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would be grammatically correct if the sentence read,

"Appears to be incompatible." Not " o me," but "to be."

{Laughter. )

MR. PLEXSCKDKR: Mrs. Bowers, X have an

10

14

objection pending. Could X get a ruling from the Board'P

(The Board conferring.)

MR. NORTON: Excuse me, Mrs. Bowers. He has an

objection pending.. Unfor"unately, there's no question

pending e,

MRS'ONERS: Nell, he objected to the question

that Mr. Tourtellotte asked, the witnesses concerning

Conclusion number 3.,

MR.', NORTON: And then there was an answer given

to that, and them he objected.

MRS. BONERS: Nell, X think the objection went

.to Mr.. Tourtellotte's quests.on.

MR. PLEXSCHAKHR: That.'s correct. And if. the

Board sustains the objection X think that the remedy is to

20

21

strike the answer and recpxest that Mr. Tourtellotte rephrase

his question so as not to lead the witness.

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Nell, let me say that. if X

Ied the witness, X'll promise to try not to do that again.

(Laughter.)

.MR." PLEXSCHAKHR: Nith that representation, X'll
withdraw the objection.
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MR. TOURTEXZOXTE: However, Z Con't really think

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: No, i'lwithdraw the objection.

BY MR TOURTELLOTTE:

about9 I 11 ask each of you if you have ~ opim.on

.'hether the USGS position as stated in your repox't i.s a

conservative position.

2 the answer is prejudicial at all, and does help develop the

3 x'e cord ~

Mr-. McKeown first.

10
A, {Mitness McKeown) Yes, it's a conservative opinion.

$ 2

'osition.

blr., Devine2

{Hitness, Devine) Yes, X believe it.'s a conservative

MR TOURTELLOTTE: No other questions.

MRS. BOHERS: Let me check with the other. parties.

Recross2

17
MR.. NORTON: {Shaking head negatively.)

MR. FLEXSCHAKBR: Nothing further.

f9

: witnesses
, C

MRS. BOWERS'r'. Tourtellotte, do you have othe'

that might, be handled in the time left
23

" ezcuse62

MR.'OURTE~TE: Hell, can these witnesses be

May they, be excused2

MRS. BONERS: Any objection, Mx. Pleischaker2::

MR. PLEXSCHAEER: No objection.

MRS. BOXERS: Mr.. Norton2





MR. NORTON: Ao objection.

MRS. "BOWERS: The witnesses may be excused.

(Witnesses excused )

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: X don't know how long it'l
take to cross-examine Dennis Allison. He was offered this

morning. Ne have about 40 minutes, and X frankly have no

disposition one way or the other. Either he can go back on

the stand for cross-examination now, or we can start, out and

do it first thing in the morning.

X have no idea how 1ong it will take. Xf it

$ 2

only talces .40 minutes, then it would be worth start'ng. Xf

it's going to take three or four hours, maybe the best thing

to do is just wait until in the morning.

MRS. BOWERS: Hr. Pleischake'", I think this

morning you indicated that, you had documents you wanted to

zeview, and so are you talking about lengthy cross-ezamina-

tion?

T9

20

MR. PLEISCHAKER: No, I think we can get i;t: done

40 minutes. Xf the Board wauts to proceed, I'm ready to

proceed e

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Norton?

MR TOURTELLOTTE- Could we just have about
C

five minutes?

MRS BONERS: Pine.

(Recess.)
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MRS. BOWERS: At the mid-afternoon break, wheri

I was walking down the sidewalk, 'chere were two ladies that

were right behind me, and one 'said to the other, "X'm sure

glad X'm not a lawyer."

(Xaughter.)

MR NORTON: >That is that supposed to mean7

MRS. BOXERS: That was an opinion. She may have

said that not realising a lawyer was overhearing her.

(Documents distributed by I4r. Pleischaker.)

f0 NR. NORTON: Mzs. Bowers, X wish Mr. Pleischaker

f3

had passed these out before the break. These are .inteznal

Staff memoranda which the Xntervenors got through discovery

with the Staff which we were not privy to.

So we'e going to have to hake a minute to look

at .these.

(Pause.)

4i'.

f8

20

MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Mzs. Bowers, in view of the

hour, and in view of the length of the documents, maybe it
would gust be best, if we started in the morning

MRS. BONERS: Is the one of January 12, '1976—

I can'0 make out what's after the Joint Xntezvenors." But

it: must be 68, because the other two aze 67 and 69.

MR. NORTON: Mrs. Bowers, it's going to take me

at least 15 minutes to read these.

MRS. BOWERS: Tlell, let's adjourn and start at
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8:30 tomorrow morning.

MR. TOURTE~~OTTE: Mrs. Bowers, before ve go,

without making specific reference, in &e proc ss of the

hearing today, I made a statement in reference to Nr.

Pleischaker, and X've given that some thought. And I gust

wanted to clear up for the recoxd that I didn't mean to imply

in any way that Mr. Pleischaker wasn't doing his gob,on an

overall basis, oz anything of that sort.

I have a great; deal of respect for him and his

$ 0 ability, and I think he's shown a great deal of ability,
1

particularly considering the limited resources that he has

in terms of suppox't.

Aad so I wanted to say that while it really

i7

$ 8

2f

pxobably would have been better put: to say that I thought

that he had made a mistake, rather than using the term that .

".I did use -- well, I gush wanted the record to show that.

I don't really feel that that's too much,

because Nr. Pleischaker points out that I malce mistakes, and

~ Nr. Horton points. out that I make mistakes. And that's paxt

of the game.

But I think perhaps my choice of words was not

as good as it could have been, and I wanted it stated for the

record. I didn't mean to imp3y'n any way that, there was

any deficiency in the quality of representation on his

behalf for the Zntervenors.
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MR. PLEXSCHAKHR: That's not what you just told

me outside, Jim.

(Xaughtex. )

MR. PLEXSCHAKER: I appreciate 'that.

MRS. BOWERS: Well, we. all have flaws. Yesterday

I discovered X have one..

(Laughter. )

MR. TOURTELLO~~:. Oh, spare us. Spare us.

MR. STAZHBERQ: Go off the record.

!2

apologies2

So, is there anything further, any o~mer

{Laughter.)

MR NORTON- Can I comment2

(Laugh~~. 3

MRS. BOWERS: Well, I'm glad you said that, Hr.

Tourtellotte.

l7 MR. PLEXSCHAKBR: No~

(Xaughter.)

MRS BOWERS: We'H. adjourn until 8:30 tomorrow

20

.(Hhereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the hea-ing was

adjourned, to reconvene'at 8:30 a.m., Thursday, 11 january
" 1979 ~ )
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